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Introduction
1) Describe the institutional environment, which includes the following:
a. year institution was established and its type (eg, private, public, land-grant, etc.)
The OHSU-PSU School of Public Health is a joint-school between Oregon Health & Science
University (OHSU) and Portland State University (PSU) that was established in 2016. OHSU was
established in 1887 and is a public research university. PSU was established in 1946 and is a public
research university.
b. number of schools and colleges at the institution and the number of degrees offered by the
institution at each level (bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral and professional preparation
degrees)
OHSU is comprised of four schools and one college. In addition to the OHSU-PSU School of Public
Health, OHSU consists of the School of Dentistry, School of Medicine, School of Nursing, and
College of Pharmacy, a joint-school between OHSU and Oregon State University.
OHSU of fers seven bachelor’s degrees, 22 master’s degrees, and 21 research and professional
practice doctoral degrees.
PSU is comprised of three schools and seven colleges: In addition to the OHSU-PSU School of
Public Health, PSU consists of School of Social Work and School of Business, as well as College
of Liberal Arts & Sciences, College of the Arts, College of Education, College of Urban & Public
Af fairs, Maseeh College of Engineering & Computer Science, University Honors College, and The
Graduate School.
PSU of fers 111 bachelor’s degrees, 76 master’s degrees, and 24 research and professional
practice doctoral degrees.
c. number of university faculty, staff and students
OHSU
PSU
Faculty
3,166
1,828
Staf f
14,294
1,455
Students
3,035
23,979
Note: Data f or both OHSU and PSU are from fall term AY2021-22; OHSU data provided by Office
of the Registrar; PSU data provided by the Office of Institutional Research & Planning
d. brief statement of distinguishing university facts and characteristics
Oregon Health & Science University
Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) is a public research university and corporation located
in Portland, OR. OHSU was established to improve the health and quality of life for all Oregonians
through excellence, innovation, and leadership in health care, education, and research. OHSU is
an academic medical center charged with training the physicians, nurses, dentists, and pharmacists
f or the State of Oregon and to advance medical science.
OHSU began as the University of Oregon Medical School when Willamette University and the
University of Oregon merged their medical programs in 1915. In 1919, the institution moved to its
current location on Marquam Hill in southwest Portland. Following a series of mergers that lead to
a diversification of educational programs, Oregon Health & Science University emerged in 2001.
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Recently, OHSU was named by US News & World Report (2021) as the best hospital in Oregon
and recognized as a 2020 Excellence in Assessment Designee f rom the National Institute for
Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA) f or its commitment to a culture of evidence-based
decision-making and becoming a leader in health and science innovation.
Portland State University
Portland State University (PSU) is an urban, full-service public university located in Portland, OR.
PSU is designated by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education with “higher
research activity.” PSU’s motto is Let Knowledge Service the City. PSU is proud to celebrate its
75th anniversary in 2021-22.
PSU was established as the Vanport Extension Center in 1946 in the Vanport neighborhood. At
the time, Vanport was largely home to returning African-American World War II veterans. The
Vanport Extension Center was established to welcome veterans home looking f or an opportunity
to begin their higher education. Following the devastating and deadly Vanport flood in May 1948,
the Vanport Extension Center relocated to downtown Portland. Following this move, the institution
was renamed Portland State College and later Portland State University.
PSU has grown into Oregon’s leading major urban research center and is nationally recognized for
its work on community engagement, where students and f aculty use their capacity and expertise
to help communities solve problems. PSU is characterized by a diverse research portfolio, which
includes scholarship applied to problems in Portland, Oregon, and the Pacific Northwest. PSU’s
investment in racial justice and equity will propel PS f orward and affirm its commitment to access
in higher education.
Recently, PSU was named by US News & World Report (2020) as the best national university in
Oregon f or social mobility and service learning, as well as Oregon’s most innovative campus. Other
notable rankings can be viewed here: https://www.pdx.edu/portland-state-university-rankings.
e. names of all accrediting bodies (other than CEPH) to which the institution responds. The
list must include the regional accreditor for the university as well as all specialized
accreditors to which any school, college or other organizational unit at the university
responds
Both OHSU and PSU are regionally accredited by the Northwest Commission on Colleges and
Universities (NWCCU). NWCCU is one of the six regional accrediting bodies recognized by the
U.S. Department of Education.
OHSU’s NWCCU accreditation was most recently reaffirmed in October 2018. The Year Six report
reviewing institutional policies, regulations, and financial report was submitted in fall 2021, with an
evaluation of institutional effectiveness in f all 2022. For more information about OHSU’s NWCCU
accreditation, please see https://www.ohsu.edu/education/accreditation.
PSU’s NWCCU accreditation was reaf f irmed in f all 2015. The Year Six report reviewing the
institutional policies, regulations, and f inancial reports was submitted in f all 2021, with the Year
Seven evaluation of institutional effectiveness report due in f all 2022. For more information about
PSU’s NWCCU accreditation, please see: https://www.pdx.edu/academic-affairs/accreditationassessment-academic-program-review
Currently, OHSU has 25 academic f ields of study that respond to 14 different specialized
accrediting bodies besides CEPH. Inf ormation about specialized accreditation to which OHSU
responds to is located in ERF Intro-1.1 – OHSU Specialized Accreditation. PSU current has 24
academic areas responding to 16 different specialized accrediting bodies besides CEPH.
Inf ormation about specialized accreditation to which PSU responds to is located in ERF Intro-1.2 –
PSU Specialized Accreditation.
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f.

brief history and evolution of the school of public health (SPH) and related organizational
elements, if applicable (eg, date founded, educational focus, other degrees offered, rationale
for offering public health education in unit, etc.)
The School of Public Health leverages the strengths of OHSU and PSU’s respective vision and
mission, and the advantages of the Portland metropolitan area. OHSU’s biomedical focus and
traditional research portfolio, combined with PSU’s mission to advance research with an expertise
in community engagement and social justice, provides an important synergy for the School of Public
Health. The School’s educational f ocus is in six areas: biostatistics, health promotion and
community health, environmental systems and human health, epidemiology, health systems
management and policy, and public health practice. The School approaches each of these
educational areas with a social justice, equity, and increasingly antiracist lens. The collaboration
and partnership between OHSU and PSU are essential to the success of the School of Public
Health.
The School of Public Health builds on the Oregon MPH program, a 22-year partnership between
OHSU, PSU, and Oregon State University. The Oregon MPH program was established by the
approval f rom the Oregon State Board of Higher Education in 1994 and accredited by CEPH in
1996. The purpose of the Oregon MPH program was to leverage the collective resources of OHSU,
PSU, and Oregon State University to educate public health professionals throughout Oregon. In
2009, Oregon State University announced its intention to withdraw f rom the Oregon MPH
partnership to form its College of Public Health and Human Sciences.
In response, OHSU and PSU leadership formed the OHSU-PSU Strategic Partnership Taskforce
in 2010. The purpose of the task f orce was to investigate the f easibility of establishing a “joint”
school of public health. On the recommendation of the task f orce, the OHSU-PSU Steering
Committee of the School of Public Health Initiative was f ormed. The committee consisted of
leadership and faculty from the existing MPH programs, PSU’s College of Urban & Public Affairs
(CUPA), OHSU’s School of Medicine, OHSU’s School of Nursing, and the provosts f rom both
institutions. Elena Andresen (now OHSU Provost Emeritus) was selected as interim dean to do the
initial planning work, engage in the self-study process, and seek initial CEPH accreditation. In July
2015, NWCCU approved the establishment of the School of Public Health and CEPH awarded the
School initial accreditation in 2017. David Bangsberg was named the Dean in July 2016 and began
at the School of Public Health in September 2016.
The f oundation of the School followed an institutional equity model. The model established: 1) one
school of public health with one dean reporting to two provosts, 2) one primary f aculty body with
appointments in the School of Public Health, and 3) one unif ied student body. Each f aculty member
is employed at either OHSU or PSU, but received an appointment at both institutions. OHSU and
PSU contribute to the School’s leadership team. The School was assembled f rom existing
academic units at OHSU and PSU: OHSU’s Department of Public Health and Preventative
Medicine, OHSU’s Institute for Environmental Health, and PSU’s School of Community Health and
the Department of Health Policy.
The School of Public Health f aced initial challenges in establishing itself. The new partnership
required the merging of two cultures and the creation of untested administrative policies, practices,
and mechanisms. The composition of f aculty committees having a balance between OHSU and
PSU f aculty has led to a successful blending of the two cultures (see A1. Organization and
Administrative Processes). The School of Public Health’s Ops Team regularly works to identify and
remedy institutional sticking points to ensure a more successful “joint” school (see A4. Autonomy
f or Schools of Public Health). The School has continued to develop under multiple leadership
transitions at the institutional level, including six provosts (three at OHSU and PSU each) and five
presidents (two at OHSU, three at PSU) since its foundation.
More recently, the School has experienced a unique confluence of economic, social, political, and
environmental stressors. The COVID-19 pandemic created economic stressors at both parent
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institutions. In preparation f or the initial COVID-19 surge, OHSU suspended elective clinical
services, which led to broad-scale salary reductions. As a tuition revenue dependent institution,
PSU’s enrollment declines had a strong f iscal impact that led to staff f urloughs. Both institutions
initiated hiring f reezes in response to COVID-related economic stressors, which prevented the
School of Public Health f rom moving f orward with both planned and in-progress faculty and staff
hires. Moreover, COVID-related stressors, including illness, isolation, employment loss, school
closures, and the sharp increase in bias-crimes directed at Asian and Asian-Americans impacted
School of Public Health faculty, staff, and students. For nearly a year, Portland was the center of
daily racial reckoning protests, characterized by violent clashes between ant-f ascist, civil rights,
and f ar-right groups further exacerbated by the deployment of federal law enf orcement officers over
the objection of local and state leadership. These protests occurred adjacent to and, in some cases,
on PSU’s campus. School of Public Health f aculty, staff, and students who participated in the
protests were strongly affected by the violence of these protests. Faculty, staff, and students who
did not directly participate were traumatized by the gun fire, tear gas, flash grenades, and ongoing
destruction of Portland. Finally, the effects of climate change have recently impacted Portland,
including two summers of extreme wildfires and poor air quality that led to displacement, an ice
storm that led to wide-spread, prolonged power outages across the Portland metropolitan area,
and a series of extreme heat events in which daily high temperatures exceeded 110 degrees.
These economic, social, political, and environmental stressors have had a long-term, disruptive
ef f ect on the psychological and physiological health of School of Public Health f aculty, staff, and
students—in particular, faculty, staff, and students of color.
Despite these unprecedented challenges, the School of Public Health is growing. In the past three
years, the School of Public Health has experienced increases in applications and enrollment. Since
AY2018-19, the number of applications for MS/MPH programs has increased 59% and during the
same period of time, MS/MPH enrollment has grown 26%. The School has hired f our primary
instructional faculty in to current academic year to replace seven faculty retirements or departures,
and has two ongoing faculty searches. The School is planning a cluster hire of underrepresented
f aculty with lived experience and expertise in racism and oppression. The School has expanded its
leadership team to elevate critical pieces of its vision, mission, values, and goals, including an
Assistant Dean for Graduate Academic Affairs and an Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs to
support the education mission; an Associate Dean for Research to support the research mission;
and an Associate Dean f or Social Justice to support the School’s antiracist, equity, and social
justice goals.
The School of Public Health currently consists of two undergraduate programs (public health, allied
health), six MPH programs, one MS program, and three PhD programs with 45 primary instructional
f aculty, 47 non-primary instructional faculty, and 1,394 students across degree programs (as of fall
2021).
2) Organizational charts that clearly depict the following related to the school:
a. the school’s internal organization, including the reporting lines to the dean
The School of Public Health’s internal organizational chart is presented on the following page and
located in ERF Intro-1.3 – School of Public Health Internal Org Chart:
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b. the relationship between school and other academic units within the institution.
Organizational charts may include committee structure organization and reporting lines
Organizational charts that depict the School of Public Health’s relationship to other academic units
with OHSU and PSU are presented respectively on the following two pages:
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c. the lines of authority from the school’s leader to the institution’s chief executive officer
(president, chancellor, etc.), including intermediate levels (eg, reporting to the president
through the provost)
Organizational charts that depict the lines of authority f rom the Dean to OHSU and PSU’s
Presidents are presented respectively on the following two pages:
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d. for multi-partner schools and schools (as defined in Criterion A2), organizational charts
must depict all participating institutions
The School of Public Health’s internal organization chart ( ERF Intro-1.3 – School of Public Health
Internal Org Chart) depicts all participating institutions through the Dean’s reporting lines to both
OHSU and PSU Provosts and Presidents.
3) An instructional matrix presenting all of the school’s degree schools and concentrations
including bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees, as appropriate. Present data in the format
of Template Intro-1.
The instructional matrix is presented on the following page:
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Instructional Matrix - Degrees and Concentrations

Categorized
as public
health*

Campus
based

X

BS, BA
BS, BA

MPH
MPH

X
X

MPH
MPH

MPH
MPH
MPH

X
X
X

MPH
MPH
MPH

MPH
Professional

X

Bachelor's Degrees
Applied Health & Fitness
Public Health Studies
Master's Degrees

BS, BA
BS, BA
Academic Professional

Biostatistics
Environmental Systems & Human Health

MS

Epidemiology
Health Management & Policy
Health Promotion
Public Health Practice
Doctoral Degrees
Community Health

Academic

Epidemiology
Health Systems & Policy
Joint Degrees (Dual, Combined, Concurrent, Accelerated
Degrees)
2nd Degree Area
Public Health Concentration
Medicine
Epidemiology

Academic

Distance
based

MPH

X

PhD

X
X

PhD
PhD

MD-MPH

X

MD-MPH

PhD
PhD
PhD

Executive

Professional

Social Work
Social Work

Health Management & Policy
Health Promotion

MSW-MPH
MSW-MPH

X
X

MSW-MPH
MSW-MPH

Urban Planning

Health Promotion

MURP-MPH

X

MURP-MPH
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4) Enrollment data for all of the school’s degree schools, including bachelor’s, master’s and
doctoral degrees, in the format of Template Intro-2. Schools that house “other” degrees and
concentrations (as defined in Criterion D19) should separate those degrees and concentrations
from the public health degrees for reporting student enrollments.
Degree
Master's
MPH*
MPH Biostatistics
MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health
MPH Epidemiology
MPH Health Management & Policy
MPH Health Promotion
MPH Public Health Practice
Academic public health master's*
MS Biostatistics
All remaining master's degrees (SPH)
Doctoral
DrPH*
Academic public health doctoral*
PhD Community Health
PhD Epidemiology
PhD Health Systems & Policy
All remaining doctoral degrees (SPH)
Bachelor's
BA/BS in public health*
BS/BA Public Health Studies

Current
Enrollment

9
23
68
56
50
41
14
N/A
N/A
7
13
24
N/A

933

All remaining bachelor's degrees (SPH)
BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness

156
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A1. Organization and Administrative Processes
The school demonstrates effective administrative processes that are sufficient to affirm its ability
to fulfill its mission and goals and to conform to the conditions for accreditation.
The school establishes appropriate decision-making structures for all significant functions and
designates appropriate committees or individuals for decision making and implementation.
The school ensures that faculty (including full-time and part-time faculty) regularly interact with
their colleagues and are engaged in ways that benefit the instructional school (eg, participating in
instructional workshops, engaging in school-specific curriculum development and oversight).
1) List the school’s standing and significant ad hoc committees. For each, indicate the formula
for membership (eg, two appointed faculty members from each concentration) and list the
current members.
Academic Personnel Committee
The Academic Personnel Committee (APC) consists of 12 f aculty evenly split between OHSU and
PSU. Of the six PSU f aculty, five f aculty are tenure or tenure-track and one f aculty is non-tenure
track. No more than one f aculty member f rom PSU can hold an assistant professor rank;
OHSU=employed faculty must hold an associate professor rank or higher to serve on APC. The
Associate Dean f or Academic Affairs serves as the Dean’s liaison to APC and is an ex-officio
member. Students do not serve on APC.
Name
Leslie Bienen
Kathleen Carlson
Dongseok Choi, Chair-elect
Carlos Crespo
Julia Goodman
Sunny Lin
Lisa Marriott
Christina Sun
Paul Tratnyek
Liz Waddell
Neal Wallace, Chair
Kevin Winthrop
Rick Johnson, Ex-officio

Membership (AY2021-22)
Role
Area
Faculty
Health Promotion
Faculty
Epidemiology
Faculty
Biostatistics
Faculty
BS/BA Public Health
Studies
Faculty
Health Systems & Policy
Faculty
Health Promotion
Faculty
Environmental Systems &
Human Health
Faculty
Heath Promotion
Faculty
Environmental Systems &
Human Health
Faculty
Public Health Practice
Faculty
Health Systems & Policy
Faculty
Epidemiology
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

Employer
PSU
OHSU
OHSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
OHSU
PSU
OHSU
OHSU
PSU
OHSU

Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee
The Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee (APCC) consists of all program directors, one faculty
representative from each of the six MS/MPH programs areas (Biostatistics, Environmental Science
& Human Health, Epidemiology, Health Promotion, Health Management & Policy, Public Health
Practice), and two undergraduate program faculty. The Associate Dean for Academic Affairs serves
as the Dean’s liaison and is an ex-officio member. Three students representing each degree level
(BS/BA, MS/MPH, PhD) serve on APCC (see A3. Student Engagement).
Name

Membership (AY2021-22)
Role

Area

Employer
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Nicole Browning

Faculty

Rick Dozal-Lockwood, Chair-elect
Cara Eckhardt
Alex Foster
Rochelle Fu
Sherrill Gelmon
Betty Izumi
Lisa Marriott, Chair
Lynn Marshall
Alison Martin
Mieke Niederhausen
Elizabeth Waddell
Tawnya Peterson
Jill Rissi
Priya Srikanth
Neal Wallace
Brad Wipfli
Rick Johnson, Ex-officio

BS/BA Public Health
Studies
Faculty
BS/BA Public Health
Studies
Faculty
Community Health
Faculty
Epidemiology
Faculty
Biostatistics
Faculty
Health Systems & Policy
Faculty
Health Promotion
Faculty
Environmental Systems &
Human Health
Faculty
Epidemiology
Faculty
Public Health Practice
Faculty
Biostatistics
Faculty
Public Health Practice
Faculty
Environmental Systems &
Human Health
Faculty
Health Management &
Policy
Faculty
Biostatistics
Faculty
Health Systems & Policy
Faculty
Health Promotion
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

PSU
PSU
PSU
OHSU
OHSU
PSU
PSU
OHSU
OHSU
OHSU
OHSU
OHSU
OHSU
PSU
OHSU
PSU
PSU

Community Engagement Committee
The Community Engagement Committee consists of eight faculty evenly split between OHSU and
PSU. The Associate Dean f or Social Justice serves as the Dean’s liaison and is an ex-officio
member. Three students representing each degree level (BS/BA, MS/MPH, PhD) serve on the
Community Engagement Committee (see A3. Student Engagement).
Name
Bryant Carlson
Leslie Hammer
Eric Hall
Ryan Petteway
Jill Rissi
Jacki Shannon
Dawn Richardson, Ex-officio

Membership (AY2021-22)
Role
Area
Faculty
Health Promotion
Faculty
Environmental Science &
Human Health
Faculty
Epidemiology
Faculty
Health Promotion
Faculty
Health Management &
Policy
Faculty
Epidemiology
Associate Dean for Social Justice

Employer
PSU
OHSU
OHSU
PSU
PSU
OHSU

Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Committee
The Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Committee (DEIC) consists of 10 f aculty members evenly split
between OHSU and PSU. The Associate Dean for Social Justice serves as the Dean’s liaison to
DEIC and is an ex-officio member. Three students representing each degree level (BS/BA,
MS/MPH, PhD) serve on DEIC (see A3. Student Engagement).
Name
Robin Baker
Alexis Dinno, Chair

Membership (AY2021-22)
Role
Area
Faculty
Health Management &
Policy
Faculty
Community Health

Employer
OHSU
PSU
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Jae Downing
Kelly Gonzales
Willi Horner-Johnson
Sunny Lin
Thuan Nguyen
Ryan Petteway
Nic Smith
Bradley Wipfli
Dawn Richardson, Ex-officio

Faculty

Health Management &
Policy
Faculty
BS/BA Public Health
Studies
Faculty
Public Health Practice
Faculty
Health Promotion
Faculty
Biostatistics
Faculty
Health Promotion
Faculty
Public Health Practice
Faculty
Health Promotion
Associate Dean for Social Justice

OHSU
PSU
OHSU
PSU
OHSU
PSU
PSU
PSU

Faculty Council
Faculty Council consists of 11 senior faculty: two undergraduate program faculty, as well as faculty
f rom each of the six MS/MPH programs areas (Biostatistics, Environmental Science & Human
Health, Epidemiology, Health Promotion, Health Management & Policy, Public Health Practice) and
three PhD programs. The Dean serves as an ex-officio member. Students do not serve on Faculty
Council.
Name
Janne Boone-Heinonen
Cara Eckhardt, Chair
Sherrill Gelmon
Julia Goodman
Deb Kaufman
Jodi Lapidus, Chair-elect
Yves Labissiere
Ryan Olson
Jonathan Snowden
Liz Waddell
Brad Wipfli
David Bangsberg, Ex-officio

Membership (AY2021-22)
Role
Area
Faculty
Epidemiology
Faculty
Community Health
Faculty
Health Systems & Policy
Faculty
Health Systems & Policy
Faculty
BS/BA Public Health
Practice
Faculty
Biostatistics
Faculty
BS/BA Public Health
Studies
Faculty
Environmental Systems
& Human Health
Faculty
Epidemiology
Faculty
Public Health Practice
Faculty
Health Promotion
Dean

Employer
OHSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
OHSU
PSU
OHSU
OHSU
OHSU
PSU

Professional Workforce Development Committee
The Prof essional Workforce Development Committee consists of eight faculty evenly split between
OHSU and PSU. The Associate Dean for Student Affairs & Community Engagement serves as the
Dean’s liaison to the Professional Workforce Development Committee and is an ex-officio member.
Three students representing each degree level (BS/BA, MS/MPH, PhD) serve on the Professional
Workf orce Development Committee (see A3. Student Engagement).
Name
Dana Carney
Melinda Davis, Chair
Bruce Goldberg
Kelly Gonzales
Liana Blas Winett, Ex-officio

Membership (AY2021-22)
Role
Area
Employer
Faculty
Public Health Practice
OHSU
Faculty
Public Health Practice
OHSU
Faculty
Health Systems
OHSU
Management & Policy
Faculty
BS/BA Public Health
PSU
Studies
Associate Dean for Student Affairs & Community
Engagement
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Research Committee
The Research Committee consists of at least three f aculty f rom both OHSU and PSU with an
extensive research record. The Associate Dean f or Research serves as the Dean’s liaison to the
Research Committee and is an ex-officio member. One doctoral student serves on the Research
Committee (see A3. Student Engagement).
Name
Carlos Crespo
Rachel Dresbeck
Jodi Lapidus, Chair
Seth O’Neal
Joseph Needoba
Christina Sun
Annette Totten
Neal Wallace
Marguerita Lightfoot, Ex-officio

Membership (AY2021-22)
Role
Area
Faculty
BS/BA Public Health Studies
Sr. Director
Research & Innovation
Faculty
Biostatistics
Faculty
Epidemiology
Faculty
Environmental Systems &
Human Health
Faculty
Health Promotion
Faculty
Public Health Practice
Faculty
Health Systems & Policy
Associate Dean for Research

Employer
PSU
OHSU
OHSU
OHSU
OHSU
PSU
OHSU
PSU

Student Affairs Committee
The Student Affairs Committee consists of eight faculty evenly split between OHSU and PSU. The
Associate Dean for Student Affairs & Community Engagement serves as the Dean’s liaison to the
Student Affairs Committee and is an ex-officio member. Three students representing each degree
level (BS/BA, MS/MPH, PhD) serve on the Student Af f airs Committee (see A3. Student
Engagement).
Name
Robin Baker, Chair
Cara Eckhardt
Jane Mercer
Randy Miller
Jessica Minnier
Meike Neiderhausen
Claire Wheeler
Laura Zeigen
Liana Blas Winett, Ex-officio

Membership (AY2021-22)
Role
Area
Employer
Faculty
Health Management &
OHSU
Policy
Faculty
Community Health
PSU
Faculty
BS/BA Public Health Studies
PSU
Faculty
BS/BA Public Health Studies
PSU
Faculty
Biostatistics
OHSU
Faculty
Biostatistics
OHSU
Faculty
Health Promotion
PSU
Faculty
Public Health Practice
OHSU
Associate Dean for Student Affairs & Community
Engagement

Practice Experience/Integrative Project Subcommittee
The Practice Experience/Integrative Project (PE/IP) Subcommittee is a significant subcommittee of
the Student Affairs Committee. The PE/IP Subcommittee has representation from each of the six
MPH programs. The Associate Dean f or Student Affairs & Community Engagement serve as an
ex-officio member on the PE/IP Subcommittee.
Name
Robin Baker
Reem Hasan
Byung Park

Membership (AY2021-22)
Role
MPH Health Management &
Policy and Public Health
Practice Coordinator
MPH Epidemiology Coordinator
MPH Biostatistics Coordinator

Area
HMP

Employer
OHSU

EPI
BSTA

OHSU
OHSU
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Tawnya Peterson
Brad Wipfli
Liana Blas Winett, Ex-officio

MPH Environmental Systems &
ESHH
OHSU
Human Health Coordinator
MPH Health Promotion
HP
PSU
Coordinator
Associate Dean for Student Affairs & Community Engagement

2) Briefly describe which committee(s) or other responsible parties make decisions on each of
the following areas and how the decisions are made:
a. degree requirements
PSU is responsible f or determining the breadth and scope undergraduate degree
requirements. BS/BA requirements are set and updated through a coordinated ef fort of the
institutional Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and the Academic Requirement Committee.
Revisions to undergraduate degree requirements are reviewed by PSU’s Faculty Senate
Steering Committee before moving on to the Faculty Senate for approval. The Assistant Dean
f or Undergraduate Af fairs represents the School of Public Health on the Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee.
At the graduate level, degree requirements are developed by School of Public Health program
f aculty in a process guided by OHSU, PSU, and NWCCU policy. Changes to degree
requirements are reviewed and approved by the School of Public Health’s Academic Policy &
Curriculum Committee (APCC), before moving on to OHSU and PSU’s Faculty Senate for
consideration and approval. Depending on the scope and significance of the changes to the
degree requirements, the Academic Affairs Coordinator prepares the necessary substantive
change documentation to f acilitate NWCCU notif ication and review. The Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs oversees academic programs and the curricular modification and approval
process.
b. curriculum design
Programs are largely responsible f or designing, reviewing, and making decisions about their
own curriculum. At the undergraduate level, the process f or curriculum design and review is
overseen by the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs. Core and concentration coursework
is reviewed to align with best practices in public health curriculum guided by both ASPPH and
CEPH requirements. Changes include the involvement of faculty who have knowledge and
practice in particular core and concentration areas. All proposed changes are discussed at
monthly faculty meetings with opportunity for discussion. Curricular updates from course to
program changes are reviewed by the School of Public Health’s Academic Policy & Curriculum
Committee (APCC) before moving through PSU’s system for approval.
The review and approval process for establishing new or changing existing course, curriculum,
or programs is largely the same process f or degree requirements (discussed previously).
Curricular modifications are initially brought to and voted on by the School of Public Health’s
APCC. Minor changes are typically voted on by consent agenda. Major modifications require
more substantive review and discussion before being subject to a vote. The APCC chair and
chair-elect determine which modification can be voted on by consent and which require more
review. Once approved, undergraduate and graduate approval follow different processes. After
APCC approves an undergraduate curricular change, the proposal is approved by the Dean or
Associate Dean f or Academic Affairs and is then sent to PSU’ Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee for review, before moving on to PSU’s Faculty Senate. OHSU is not involved in the
approval process for undergraduate changes. At the graduate level, all curricular changes go
to both OHSU and PSU for approval. At OHSU, approval is primarily made in the Office of the
Provost. At PSU, approval goes through a f aculty review process, which ends at the PSU
Faculty Senate f or approval. The Associate Dean f or Academic Affairs oversees academic
programs and the curricular modification and approval process.
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c. student assessment policies and processes
Assessment policies and processes are largely handled at the institutional level. At OHSU,
assessment policies and processes are determined by the Office of the Provost and the Vice
Provost for Educational Excellence & Innovation in collaboration with the Assessment Council.
The School of Public Health’s Director of Assessment & Evaluation and one OHSU faculty
member serve as the School of Public Health’s representative on Assessment Council. At PSU,
assessment policies and processes are determined by the Office of Academic Innovation and
the Institutional Assessment Council. The School of Public Health’s Director of Assessment &
Evaluation and one PSU faculty member serve as the School of Public Health’s representatives
on Institutional Assessment Council. Undergraduate program in the School of Public Health
f ollow PSU’’s assessment policies and processes. Graduate programs in the School of Public
Health f ollow OHSU’s assessment policies and processes;
OHSU and PSU assessment policies and processes are translated into practice by the APCC
Assessment & Evaluation Subcommittee. Suggestions f or APCC agenda items are made by
the Director of Assessment & Evaluation, agenda items are represented by f aculty members
on the APCC Assessment & Evaluation Subcommittee, and APCC votes on them. The
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs oversees the implementation of institutional assessment
polices and processes within the School of Public Health.
d. admissions policies and/or decisions
PSU’s Office of Admissions is responsible for establishing undergraduate admissions policies
and decisions. The School of Public Health does not have an inf luence on PSU’s general
admissions policies for undergraduate admissions. Changes to admissions policies are made
by committee representation from academic units across the institution, as well as review and
input f rom the Provost and President. When changes are made to admissions policies, PSU
of fers a period for faculty comment before moving forward with discussion and vote at Faculty
Senate. The School of Public Health does not review applications f or prospective
undergraduates, nor does the School make decisions about who is admitted into the BS/BA
Public Health Studies program.
At the graduate level, admissions policies are developed, discussed, and voted on by the
School of Public Health’s Student Affairs Committee beginning in AY2021-22. Previously,
admissions policies were handled by the School of Public Health’s APCC.
Applications f or admission to graduate degree programs are reviewed and admissions
decisions are made by program faculty with a member of School of Public Health leadership
acting as a search advocate. The Associate Dean f or Student Af fairs & Community
Engagement oversees admissions policies and decision process.
e. faculty recruitment and promotion
Faculty recruitment to the School of Public Health is overseen by the Dean in close consultation
with f aculty. Program f aculty establish ad hoc hiring committees as there are no standing
committees responsible for faculty recruitment. Faculty reviews and promotion are handled by
the Academic Personnel Committee (APC). The Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and the
Assistant Dean for Graduate Academic Affairs oversee faculty promotion.
f.

research and service activities
Research and service are key components of faculty responsibility within the School of Public
Health. Developing a research and service agenda is largely considered to be the responsibility
of individual f aculty. Faculty research and scholarship is supported by the School of Public
Health’s Research Committee, and as of September 2021, is overseen by the Associate Dean
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f or Research. Faculty articulate progress on their research and service activities as a part of
the f aculty review and promotion process. Decisions about research and service as they relate
to f aculty advancement are made by the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and the Assistant
Dean f or Graduate Academic Affairs.
3) A copy of the bylaws or other policy documents that determine the rights and obligations
of administrators, faculty and students in governance of the school.
A copy of the School of Public Health’s bylaws is located in ERF A1.1 – Organization &
Administrative – OHSU-PSU School of Public Health Faculty Approved Bylaws.
4) Briefly describe how faculty contribute to decision-making activities in the broader
institutional setting, including a sample of faculty memberships and/or leadership positions
on committees external to the unit of accreditation.
School of Public Health f aculty actively contribute to decision-making through membership and
leadership in institutional committees at OHSU and PSU. Faculty represent the School of Public
Health in a myriad of standing and ad hoc committees. The table below identifies School of Public
Health f aculty representation on OHSU and PSU Faculty Senate committees, respectively:
Faculty Senate
Name
Byung Park
Yves Labissiere

Area
Biostatistics
BS/BA Public Health Studies

Committee
OHSU Faculty Senate (Standing,
3-yr. appt.)
PSU Faculty Senate (Standing, 3yr. appt.)

Below is a sample of School of Public Health faculty participation on OHSU and PSU institutional
committees, respectively:
Name
(Ashley) Nicole
Browning
Rick Dozal-Lockwood
Cara Eckhardt
Julia Goodman
Betty Izumi
Sunny Lin
Lisa Marriott
Lynne Messer
Ryan Petteway
Jill Rissi
Christina Sun

Faculty Participation in PSU Committees
Committee
Area
Reducing Student Costs
BS/BA Public Health Studies
Initiative
University Studies Council
BS/BA Public Health Studies
(standing)
PSU Budgetary Committee
Community Health
(standing, 3-yr appt.)
Faculty Development Committee
Health Systems & Policy
(co-chair, standing)
Workgroup to establish AAPI
Health Promotion
Studies Department at PSU
Advancement of Interdisciplinary
Research Methods for Social
Health Systems & Policy
Science (standing)
STEM Undergrad Work Group
Environmental Systems &
(ad hoc)
Human Health
Provosts' Working Group on
Community Health
Program Reduction (ad hoc)
President's Diversity Action
Health Promotion
Council (standing)
Institutional Assessment Council
Health Management & Policy
(standing)
University Research Committee
Health Promotion
(standing)
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Belinda Zeidler

Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee (standing)

BS/BA Public Health Studies

Faculty Participation on OHSU Committees
Committee
Area
Developmental Origins of Health
Janne Boone-Heinonen
and Disease Epidemiology
Epidemiology
Workgroup (co-chair, standing)
Rural Campus Leadership
Melinda Davis
Health Systems & Policy
Committee (standing)
LGBTQ Equity Committee
Jae Downing
Health Systems & Policy
(standing)
OHSU Research
Rachel Dresbeck
Communications Leadership
Health Management & Policy
Group (standing)
Building Interdisciplinary
Research Careers in Women’s
Rochelle Fu
Biostatistics
Health (advisory committee,
standing)
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
David Hurtado
Public Health Practice
(standing)
Academic Planning Taskforce
Environmental Systems &
Richard Johnson
(standing)
Human Health
Research Data Governance
Jodi Lapidus
Biostatistics
Committee (standing)
OHSU Interprofessional
Environmental Systems &
Lisa Marriott
Education (IPE) Curriculum
Human Health
Committee (standing)
Master Scientist Program,
Lynn Marshall
Continuing Professional
Epidemiology
Development Committee (ad hoc)
Sustainability Steering Committee
Environmental Systems &
Joseph Needoba
(standing)
Human Health
Thuan Nguyen
Faculty Affairs Committee
Biostatistics
Student Awards Committee
Environmental Systems &
Tawnya Peterson
(standing)
Human Health
LGBT Health Issues
Jonathan Snowden
Epidemiology
Workf orce/Committee.
OHSU Faculty Senate and the
Annette Totten
Public Health Practice
InterUniversity Faculty Senate
Women in Academic Health &
Elizabeth Waddell
Public Health Practice
Medicine (standing)
Name

5) Describe how full-time and part-time faculty regularly interact with their colleagues (selfstudy document) and provide documentation of recent interactions, which may include
minutes, attendee lists, etc.
The School of Public Health is built on the principle of shared governance between leadership and
f aculty. The bylaws clearly outline the constituency of standing faculty committees, as well as the
f requency with which committees meet. Each standing committee performs essential functions for
the School of Public Health through a f ormal voting process, which includes proposals, motions to
vote, and approval. The voting process is characterized by vigorous interaction and discussion
between f aculty that provides an opportunity f or coordination, cooperation, and collaboration
among faculty. The f aculty at large are well-represented by the committee structure outlined in the
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bylaws. Documentation of recent standing committees, including agendas, attendee lists, and
meeting notes are located in:
• ERF A1.2 – Organization & Administrative – Academic Personnel Committee
• ERF A1.3 – Organization & Administrative – Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee
• ERF A1.4 – Organization & Administrative – Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Committee
• ERF A1.5 – Organization & Administrative – Faculty Council
• ERF A1.6 – Organization & Administrative – Student Affairs Committee
Another significant source for faculty interaction, as well as broader interaction within the School of
Public Health community, is All Faculty & Staff Meetings. All Faculty & Staff Meetings serve as an
important opportunity f or leadership, f aculty, staff, and Student Leadership Council members to
discuss and provide meaningful f eedback on current issues the School of Public Health is f acing.
Full-time f aculty regularly attend each All Faculty & Staff Meeting, with part-time or adjunct faculty
typically attending less f requently. Documentation from All Faculty & Staff Meetings are located in
ERF A1.7 – Organization & Administrative – All Faculty & Staff Meeting.
In addition to formal meetings at the School-level, faculty regularly hold program faculty meetings.
For example, the MPH Public Health Practice program holds faculty meetings each month. These
meetings include all f aculty who teach in the Public Health Practice program, but is open to f ulland part-time f aculty who regularly teach online. These meetings are f requently attended by the
Associate Dean f or Academic Af fairs and the Assistant Dean f or Graduate Academic Affairs.
Faculty f or the BS/BA Public Health Studies, BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness, MPH Health
Promotion, and PhD Community Health programs meet monthly when PSU faculty are on contract.
These meetings are regularly attended by the Associate Dean f or Social Justice, the Assistant
Dean f or Graduate Academic Affairs, and the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs.
Additional f aculty interactions occur through service on institutional committees. The School of
Public Health holds annual faculty in-service retreats at the beginning of each academic year. Many
f ull- and part-time faculty participate in workshops and trainings to support teaching and scholarship
through OHSU’s Teaching & Learning Center and PSU’s Office of Academic Innovation.
6) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health demonstrates ef fective administrative processes that are
suf ficient to fulfill its mission and goals. Recent additions to leadership (Associate Dean for
Social Justice, Associate Dean f or Research, Assistant Dean f or Graduate Academic
Af fairs, and Assistant Dean f or Undergraduate Af fairs) have increased the scope of
leadership and further ensures the School’s ability to successfully execute its mission and
goals.
• The f aculty committee structure, clearly defined by the School of Public Health’s bylaws,
perf orm essential f unctions f or the School of Public Health. These essential f unctions
include providing input that af f ect decisions on degree requirements, curriculum,
assessment, admissions policies, faculty recruitment and promotion, and research and
service activities. Throughout the self-study process, committee members reported that the
balance between OHSU and PSU f aculty on committees has led to an improved
understanding and functioning of the joint institutional arrangement.
• School of Public Health f aculty regularly participate in and contribute to decision-making
processes at the institutional level, including representation on OHSU and PSU Faculty
Senates.
Areas of Improvement
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•

Throughout the self-study process, f aculty committees reported that those outside of the
committee had a lack of awareness of the work each f aculty committee does for the School
of Public Health, and called for more transparency in the reporting committee work.

Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health is currently exploring options to increase awareness and
transparency of the work that committees do f or the School. The School is working to
publish committee responsibilities, agendas, and meeting minutes on the public-facing
website (https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/).
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A2. Multi-Partner Schools (applicable ONLY if functioning as a “collaborative unit” as defined
in CEPH procedures)

The school has a single identified leader (dean or director) and a cohesive chain of authority for all
decision making relevant to the educational school that culminates with this individual.
1) Describe the major rights and responsibilities of each participating institution.
The Inter-institutional Agreement Related to the Establishment of a Joint School Public Health (ERF
A2.1 – Multi-partner Schools – Inter-institutional Agreement) describes the major rights and
responsibilities of OHSU and PSU in detail. Below is a summary of the rights and responsibilities
outlined in the inter-institutional agreement:
Budget & Finances
OHSU and PSU equitably share the expense of supporting the School of Public Health leadership,
administrative functions, and academic programs. OHSU pays faculty with an institutional home of
OHSU and PSU pays f aculty with an institutional home of PSU. The Dean, OHSU Provost, PSU
Provost, and their designees regularly meet to discuss and reconcile budget circumstances and
processes.
Academic Affairs
The School of Public Health is responsible for developing its own bylaws, curriculum, and policies.
Bylaws must be approved by both the OHSU Provost and the PSU Provost. Curriculum
development and delivery must be consistent with both OHSU and PSU standards and pass
appropriate approval mechanisms at both institutions. Policies must be in compliance with OHSU
and PSU policies and approved by both institutions. Course schedules are determined in
accordance with both OHSU and PSU procedures.
Research
OHSU and PSU share responsibility f or the coordination and award management of sponsored
research activity. OHSU’s Of fice of Proposal & Award Management is responsible f or proposals
that are submitted by and awarded to OHSU. PSU’s Sponsored Projects Administration is
responsible for proposals that are submitted by and awarded to PSU. Institutional responsibility is
determined by the institutional home of the f aculty designated as lead principal investigator or
project director.
Student Affairs
School of Public Health students are considered to be students at both OHSU and PSU.
Undergraduate students are admitted by PSU; graduate students are admitted to OHSU using the
Schools of Public Health Application System (SOPHAS). Undergraduate students register for
courses through PSU’s Registrar’s Office. Graduate students register for courses through OHSU’s
Registrar’s Office. OHSU maintains student records and transcripts f or students enrolled in
graduate programs. PSU maintain records f or students enrolled in undergraduate programs.
Undergraduate students are expected to follow PSU’s institutional policies; graduate students are
expected to f ollow both OHSU and PSU’s policies. OHSU provides library recourse f or graduate
students; PSU provides library resources f or both undergraduate and graduate students. OHSU
awards joint-degrees f or students enrolled in graduate programs; PSU awards joint-degrees for
students enrolled in undergraduate programs.
2) A copy of the formal written agreement that establishes the rights and obligations of the
participating universities in regard to the school’s operation.
The inter-institutional agreement is located in ERF A2.1 – Multi-partner Schools – Inter-institutional
Agreement.
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3) Describe the role and responsibilities of the identified leader.
The Dean’s role in the School of Public Health is to provide the overall vision f or academic,
administrative, and f iscal oversight and leadership. This vision advances OHSU and PSU’s
strategic priorities and strengthens partnerships with the community and regions served by both
OHSU and PSU.
The Dean’s primary responsibilities include:
• Advance excellence in the School’s academic mission, including remaining in good
standing with CEPH and NWCCU, and embrace opportunities to serve as an expert and
leader in public health throughout the region and state;
• Develop a f aculty that is appropriate f or a research-intensive school of public health,
including advising the research mission, advancing the growth and development of
doctoral-prepared faculty, and creating an environment that fosters a stable and engaged
f aculty;
• Ef fectively represent that School of Public Health with OHSU and PSU leadership,
government officials, professional and academic organizations, and academic and clinical
partners throughout the state;
• Promote and enhance social justice activities with sustained efforts to increase the diversity
of public health faculty, staff, and students; and maintaining a culture of respect within the
School;
• Advance interprofessional collaboration, education, and public health practice;
• Oversee the School of Public Health’s budget and ensure that annual budget targets are
met, while working with OHSU and PSU leadership to ensure the long-term stability of the
School;
• Partner with the OHSU and PSU Foundations to build philanthropy and increase the donor
base among alumni and partners in the community, sustain the current list of contributors,
and increase levels of giving.
The Dean leads Faculty Council and the External Advisory Council, and represents the School of
Public Health on institutional committees, including OHSU’s Dean’s Council, Cabinet, Health Equity
Committee, and Antiracism Committee, and PSU’S Academic Leadership Team. The Dean
partners closely with both OHSU and PSU Foundations and regularly meets with the School of
Public Health Philanthropic Advisory Board, including its chair.
4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• As a multi-partner (“joint”) school, the OHSU-PSU School of Public Health leverages the
strengths of both OHSU and PSU to be a successful public health school and graduate
competent public health professionals.
• The inter-institutional agreement defines a clear and comprehensive set of major rights
and responsibilities for both OHSU and PSU in contributing to a successful School of Public
Health.
• The Dean’s roles and responsibilities are clearly identified to provide the School of Public
Health with ef fective academic, administrative, and fiscal leadership, represent the School
to OHSU and PSU, and serve as a public health expert and leader in Portland and beyond.
Areas of Improvement
• The inter-institutional agreement needs to be updated to ref lect the evolution and current
operations of the School since its founding.
Plans for Improvement
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•

A revision of the inter-institutional agreement is in progress. School of Public Health
leadership delivered a revised version to OHSU’s Interim Provost, and OHSU’s Interim
Provost and PSU’s Provost have agreed to work on revising the agreement.
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A3. Student Engagement
Students have formal methods to participate in policy making and decision making within the
school, and the school engages students as members on decision-making bodies whenever
appropriate.
1) Describe student participation in policy making and decision making at the school level,
including identification of all student members of school committees over the last three
years, and student organizations involved in school governance. Schools should focus this
discussion on students in public health degree programs.
Student Leadership Council (SLC) is the official student governance structure f or the OHSU-PSU
School of Public Health. SLC acts as the student voice for the School of Public Health and offers
students opportunities to develop leadership skills, engage in community-based service, and
regularly interact with other students, alumni, and employers. The SLC plans and executes the
Annual Public Health Conference and coordinates the Day of Service (see F2. Student Involvement
in Community and Professional Service). All School of Public Health students are welcome to be a
part of the Student Leadership Council. The School of Public Health supports SLC with an annual
budget of $4,500.
The members of SLC provide direct representation on faculty committees, including the Academic
Policy & Curriculum Committee; Community Engagement Committee; Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion
Committee; and Student Affairs Committee. Students on faculty committees do not serve in an exof ficio capacity. Instead, student representatives offer one vote per degree level. The SLC makes
nominations for student representation on faculty committees in November each year.
The SLC is led by an executive team. Members serve two-year, staggered terms, and regularly
meet with the Associate Dean f or Student Affairs & Community Engagement to discuss program
operations and student needs. Below is a list of executive team membership f or the current
academic year:
Student Leadership Council – Executive Committee (AY2021-22)
Name
Program
Anna Booman, co-chair
PhD Epidemiology
Rose Goren, co-chair
MPH Epidemiology
Menolly Kaufman
PhD Health Systems & Policy
Christina Jäderholm
PhD Community Health
Nora Jameson
MPH Public Health Practice
Below is a list of SLC student representatives who have served on faculty committees over the last
three years:
Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee
AY2019-20
Christina Jäderholm
Nora Jameson
AY2020 - 21
Laura Jacobsen
Christina Jäderholm
Nora Jameson
Mary Vest
AY2021 - 22
Nhu Hong Le
Nora Jameson
Candace Joyner

PhD Community Heath
MPH Public Health Practice
PhD Health Systems & Policy
PhD Community Heath
MPH Public Health Practice
MPH Health Promotion
BS/BS Public Health Studies
MPH Public Health Practice
PhD Health Systems & Policy
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Community Engagement Committee
AY2019-20
Deanna Cardona
Anastasia Sanders
Jessica Tran
AY2020 - 21
Roy Ball
Kye Doran
Megan Null Toerien
AY2021 - 22
Adrian Peter
Waf i Albalawi
Sarah-truclinh Tran
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Committee
AY2019-20
Lela Brown
Katrina DeJeu
Kiki Fairbanks
AY2020 - 21
Roy Ball
Lela Brown
Menolly Kaufman
Ma. Vida Amor Echaluse
AY2021 - 22
Liliana Diaz
Jeanette Mmunga
Kalera Stratton
Student Affairs Committee
AY2019-20
Jennif er Ku
Cammisha Manley
Eathen Smith
AY2020 - 21
Rose Goren
Jennif er Ku
Eathen Smith
AY2021 - 22
Ricky Martinez Palos
Kerry Plunkett

MPH Health Management & Policy
BS/BA Public Health Studies
MPH Epidemiology
PhD Health Systems & Policy
MPH Health Promotion
MPH Epidemiology
BS/BA Public Health Studies
PhD Community Health
PhD Epidemiology

MPH Environmental Systems & Human
Health
BS/BA Public Health Studies
BS/BA Public Health Studies
PhD Health Systems & Policy
MPH Environmental Systems & Human
Health
PhD Epidemiology
BS/BA Public Health Studies
BS/BS Public Health Studies
BS/BA Public Health Studies
PhD Epidemiology

PhD Epidemiology
MPH Health Management & Policy
BS/BA Public Health Studies
MPH Epidemiology
PhD Epidemiology
BS/BA Public Health Studies
BS/BA Public Health Studies
MPH Epidemiology

School of Public Health students are also serving on OHSU institutional committees in AY2021-22,
including the Interprofessional Practice Committee, the Curriculum Committee, and the Teaching
& Learning Center Committee.
2) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
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•

School of Public Health students play an active and important role in decision-making and
shaping policy in the School of Public Health. Student participation on f aculty committees
is clearly outlined in the School’s bylaws. The SLC provides leadership to ensure that
students at all degree levels and from all programs are represented. The SLC and student
members of the Assessment & Evaluation APCC Subcommittee were integral in shaping
the design and implementation of the self -study and led meetings with students in the
CEPH standards review process; APCC student members were key players in APCC’s
decision to remove GRE scores f rom the admissions process and continue to play key
roles in curricular design.

Areas of Improvement
• Because different degree programs attract and enroll students at dif ferent stages of life
and experience, it is an ongoing challenge to sustainably engage students f rom all
programs. For example, engaging undergraduate students in participating in the SLC and
on f aculty committees is an ongoing challenge. In addition, some graduate programs are
more likely to attract working adults or adults with families; students enrolled in the distance
education MPH Public Health Practice program may live outside of the Portland
metropolitan area. Because of their work or family commitments, or because of where they
live, students may not have additional time to f ormally participate in policy and decisionmaking in the School of Public Health.
Plans for Improvement
• The COVID-19 pandemic had a positive ef fect on student engagement. Holding remote
meetings allowed students with competing commitments or students who live outside of
the Portland metropolitan area with more flexibility to participate in School of Public Health
activities.
• Increasing undergraduate engagement is an important priority f or the School of Public
Health. Several initiatives are currently underway seeking to bolster undergraduate
engagement by fostering an increased sense of belonging and inclusion. Beginning in fall
2021, undergraduate students participate in the School of Public Health-sponsored new
student orientation (see H1. Academic Advising). In addition, the School has proposed to
PSU a Career Mentorship Bridge to Pathways Academic Advising program to f oster
undergraduate students’ connection to public health and engagement in the School of
Public Health.
• The Student Affairs Committee (see A1. Organization & Administrative Processes) is
developing a Connection Initiative. The Connection Initiative is aimed at strengthening
student engagement by creating more opportunities f or students to connect with f aculty
and students f rom other degree programs. An intended downstream ef fect of the
Connection Initiative is to encourage more students to participate in policy and decisionmaking in the School of Public Health.
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A4. Autonomy for Schools of Public Health
A school of public health operates at the highest level of organizational status and independence
available within the university context. If there are other professional schools in the same university
(eg, medicine, nursing, law, etc.), the school of public health shall have the same degree of
independence accorded to those professional schools. Independence and status are viewed within
the context of institutional policies, procedures and practices.
1) Briefly describe the school’s reporting lines up to the institution’s chief executive officer.
The response may refer to the organizational chart provided in the introduction.
As shown in the Intro-2 (c) organizational chart, the School of Public Health consists of five
Associate Deans: Associate Dean for Finance & Administration, Associate Dean for Social Justice,
Associate Dean for Research, Associate Dean for Student Affairs & Community Engagement, and
Associate Dean f or Academic Af fairs. A mix of assistant deans, program directors, and
administrative staff report to the Associate Deans. Each of the Associate Deans report to the Dean
of the School of Public Health. The Dean reports to both OHSU and PSU Provosts. The Provosts
report to their respective Presidents.
2) Describe the reporting lines and levels of autonomy of other professional schools located
in the same institution and identify any differences between the school of public health’s
reporting lines/level of autonomy and those of other units.
The School of Public Health enjoys a level of autonomy similar to other schools and colleges at
OHSU and PSU. Due to the multi-partner (“joint”) nature of the School of Public Health, however,
it is also characterized by a high degree of interdependence. Most professional schools and
colleges within OHSU and PSU operate under one set of institutional policies and align with the
view of one provost, in which the dean reports to one president through one provost. An exception
to this reporting structure is OHSU’s School of Medicine, in which the Dean and Executive Vice
President reports directly to the OHSU President. By virtue of how the School of Public Health was
established, the School must align with the guidelines and policies of two institutions and views of
two provosts. Currently, the Dean for the School of Public Health directly reports to both the OHSU
Interim Provost & Executive Vice President and the PSU Provost and Vice President for Academic
Af fairs. This reporting structure is similar to the OSU-OHSU College of Pharmacy in which the Dean
reports to the provost at both OSU and OHSU.
While there is substantial overlap and alignment between OHSU and PSU in executing the success
of the School of Public Health, there are some discrepancies. The SPH Ops Team—consisting of
School of Public Health leadership and high-ranking individuals charged with operations at both
OHSU and PSU—identify and work to resolve institutional f riction points. The SPH Ops Team
routinely meet every eight to ten weeks. The agenda f or each meeting is developed by Dean
Bangsberg in collaboration with the Associate Deans.
The membership of the SPH Ops Team for AY2021-22 is presented below:
Name
Role
David Bangsberg
Dean
Karen Camp
Associate Dean for Finance & Administration
Rick Johnson
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
Marguerita Lightfoot
Associate Dean for Research
Lynne Messer
Associate Dean for Graduate Academic Affairs
Dawn Richardson
Associate Dean for Social Justice
Liana Winett
Associate Dean for Student Affairs &
Community Engagement
Belinda Zeidler
Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs
David Robinson
Interim Provost

Employer
OHSU
OHSU
OHSU
OHSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
OHSU
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Susan Jeffords
Beth Willis
Holly Moraes
Amy Mulkerin

Provost
Vice Provost, Finance & Administration
Executive Assistant to the Dean
Vice Provost for Academic Budget & Planning

PSU
OHSU
OHSU
PSU

3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health enjoys the same level of organizational status as do other
schools and colleges at both OHSU and PSU. Rather than independence, the School’s
level of authority is characterized by a high degree of interdependence between its two
parent institutions. The SPH Ops Team, consisting of leadership at the School of Public
Health, OHSU, and PSU, was assembled to identify sticking points and improve alignment
between the two institutions to ensure a successful joint School of Public Health.
Areas of Improvement
• No specific areas of improvement were identified as through the self -study process. The
SPH Ops Team will continue to improve interdependent institutional processes to ensure
that the School of Public Health operates at the highest level of organizational status.
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A5. Degree Offerings in Schools of Public Health
A school of public health offers a professional public health master’s degree (eg, MPH) in at least
three distinct concentrations (as defined by competencies in Criterion D4) and public health
doctoral degree programs (academic or professional) in at least two concentrations (as defined by
competencies in Criterion D4). A school may offer more degrees or concentrations at either degree
level.
1) Affirm that the school offers professional public health master’s degree concentrations in
at least three areas and public health doctoral degree programs of study in at least two
areas. Template Intro-1 may be referenced for this purpose.
As outlined in the Intro-1 table, the School of Public Health offers six concentrations f or professional
public health master’s degrees (MPH Biostatistics, MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health,
MPH Epidemiology, MPH Health Management & Policy, MPH Health Promotion, MPH Public
Health Practice) and three professional public health doctoral programs (PhD Community Health,
PhD Epidemiology, PhD Health Systems & Policy).
2) An official catalog or bulletin that lists the degrees offered by the school.
OHSU-PSU School of Public Health – Programs & Degrees
(https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/degreeprograms/)
PSU 2021-2022 Bulletin – OHSU-PSU School of Public Health
(http://pdx.smartcatalogiq.com/en/2021-2022/Bulletin/School-of-Public-Health)
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B1. Guiding Statements
The school defines a vision that describes how the community/world will be different if the school
achieves its aims.
The school defines a mission statement that identifies what the school will accomplish
operationally in its instructional, community engagement and scholarly activities. The mission may
also define the school’s setting or community and priority population(s).
The school defines goals that describe strategies to accomplish the defined mission.
The school defines a statement of values that informs stakeholders about its core principles, beliefs
and priorities.
1) A one- to three-page document that, at a minimum, presents the school’s vision, mission,
goals and values.
Our Vision
Promoting a health, equitable society
Our School of Public Health will lead in advancing a healthy, equitable society through community
engagement, education, research, scholarship, and service.
Our Mission
Educate future public health leaders and advance public health scholarship and practice in
collaboration with our communities to promote health and social equity
Our School of Public Health will lead in advancing a healthy, equitable society through community
engagement, education, research, scholarship, and service.
Goals
1. Education – Prepare, support, and advance the present and future public health workforce
2. Scholarship & Creative Activity – Create knowledge that drives action though
exploration, translation, and implementation
3. Engagement – Create and sustain ef f ective community-academic partnerships that
advance education, scholarship, and service
4. Healthy & Sustainable Organization – Provide a strong f oundation of resources that
encourages the School of Public Health community to develop and prosper
Our Values
The values of the School of Public Health guide out community-engaged education,
research, scholarly, and research activities.
We believe in:
• Inclusion: Promoting diversity, equity, and cultural humility in our institutions and
communities
• Innovation: Uniting the strengths of our two institutions through creative education,
research, and sustained community engagement
• Integration: Connecting perspective, strategies, and methods across institutions,
disciplines, and communities
• Integrity: Practicing ethical principles, transparency, and empathy
• Impact: Advancing health, justice, and social equity in our city, state, and the world
The School of Public Health’s guiding statements are located on our public-facing website at:
https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/our_school/guiding-statements/
2) If applicable, a school-specific strategic plan or other comparable document.
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The School of Public Helth’s guiding statements—in particular, the f our goals—provide the
f oundation f or the strategic plan. School of Public Health leadership, Faculty Council, and the
External Advisory Council identified strategies to achieve each of these goals, and tactics to
operationalize the strategies. Evaluation is a key piece of measuring the effectiveness of the tactics
(see B5. Defining Evaluation Practices).
The School of Public Health’s strategic plan is located in ERF B1.1 – Guiding Statements –
Strategic Plan.
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health’s guiding statements are a “north star.” The mission identifies
what the School of Public Health will operationally accomplish through education, research
and scholarship, community engagement, and service. The values inf orm internal and
external stakeholders about the School’s core principles, beliefs, and priorities. The goals
have been used to identify strategies and tactics to accomplish the School’s mission.
• The development and adoption of the OHSU-PSU School of Public Health’s guiding
statements was a highly collaborative, iterative, faculty-driven process. The process began
by engaging an external consulting f irm that led internal and external stakeholders in
listening sessions. Based on the f irm’s report, Faculty Council developed initial drafts of
the guiding statements (ERF B1.2 – Guiding Statements – Faculty Council). Drafts were
presented by Dean Bangsberg at All Faculty & Staff Meetings to obtain f eedback from
f aculty, staff, and students. Faculty Council integrated that feedback into ongoing drafts of
the guiding statements. The External Advisory Council, an advisory committee to Dean
Bangsberg and the School of Public Health composed of public health professionals and
alumni, of fered f eedback on the guiding statements on at least two occasions (see F1.
Community Involvement in School Evaluation and Assessment).
• The School of Public Health’s strategic plan and evaluation practices have been aligned
with the guiding statements. In particular, strategies and tactics have been identified to
address each of the School’s four goals.
Areas of Improvement
• As the School of Public Health was in the f inal stages of adopting its guiding statements,
the world was struck by no less than two public health emergencies: the COVID-19
pandemic and the recognition of racism in the US as a public health crisis. Moreover, the
guiding statements were developed prior to the School’s antiracism initiative and adoption
of a social justice framework (see G1. Diversity & Cultural Competence).
• Throughout the self-study process, many faculty reported being less aware of the guiding
statements, and how the guiding statements informed the strategic plan.
Plans for Improvement
• School of Public Health leadership continues to work and ensure that the guiding
statements ref lect the changing world and evolving f ocus of the School. In addition,
leadership is working to create more awareness of the guiding statements and the resulting
strategic plan.
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B2. Graduation Rates
The school collects and analyzes graduation rate data for each public health degree offered (eg,
BS, MPH, MS, PhD, DrPH).
The school achieves graduation rates of 70% or greater for bachelor’s and master’s degrees and
60% or greater for doctoral degrees.
1) Graduation rate data for each degree in unit of accreditation. See Template B2-1.
B2-1. BS/BA Public Health Studies
Students in BS/BA Degree, by Cohorts Entering Between 2016-17 and 2021-22
*Maximum Time to Graduate: Unlimited
Cohort of Students
2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
-17

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

# Students entered
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate

-18

-19

-20

-21

-22

2022
-23

223
47
3
1%
173

221

31

53

36

1

17%

0%

106

167

304

0

25

76

34

23

5

33%

11%

2%

82

119

223

251

11

15

32

48

39

25

40

2

50%

22%

15%

1%

41

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate

32

79

151

201

220

1

0

14

23

55

19

44

53

41

4

59%

42%

32%

17%

2%

12

35

84

137

161
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B2-1. MS Biostatistics
Students in MS Degree, by Cohorts Entering Between 2016-17 and 2021-22
*Maximum Time to Graduate: 7 Years
Cohort of Students
2016
-17
2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

# Students entered
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate

201718

201819

2019
-20

2020
-21

2021
-22

2022
-23

5
0
0
0%
5

5

0

0

2

0

40%

0%

3

5

10

0

0

0

2

4

1

80%

80%

10%

1

1

9

6

1

0

0

1

0

1

6

0

80%

100%

70%

0%

0

0

3

5

9

0

0

0

3

4

0

100%

80%

0%
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2021-22

2022-23

# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate

0

0

0

1

9

4
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B2-1. MPH
Students in MPH Degree, by Cohorts Entering Between 2016-17 and 2021-22
*Maximum Time to Graduate: 7 Years
Cohort of Students
201617
2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

# Students entered
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)

2017
-18

2018
-19

2019
-20

2020
-21

2021
-22

2022
-23

63
4
0
0%
59

66

2

4

25

0

40%

0%

32

62

69

0

0

0

23

33

0

76%

53%

0%

9

29

69

86

1

3

0

3

3

13

34

0

81%

78%

49%

0%

5

13

35

83

93

0

0

0

2

0

5

11

16

33

0

100%

97%

72%

40%

0%

0

2

19

48

93

135

45

# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated

2022-23

Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
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B2-1. PhD
Students in PhD Degree, by Cohorts Entering Between 2016-17 and 2021-22
*Maximum Time to Graduate: 9 Years
Cohort of Students
2016
-17
2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

# Students entered
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)

2017
-18

2018
-19

2019
-20

2020
-21

2021
-22

2022
-23

6
0
0
0%
6

11

0

0

0

0

0%

0%

6

11

14

1

1

1

0

0

0

0%

0%

0%

5

10

13

5

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

4

9

12

5

10

0

0

0

0

0

3

7

0

0

0

75%

78%

0%

0%

0%

1

2

12

5

10

11
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2022-23

# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate
# Students continuing at
beginning of this school
year (or # entering f or
newest cohort)
# Students withdrew,
dropped, etc.
# Students graduated
Cumulative graduation
rate

2) Data on doctoral student progression in the format of Template B2-2.
B2-2: Doctoral Student Data for 2020
PhD
Community
Health

PhD
Epidemiology

PhD Health
Systems &
Policy

# newly admitted in 2020

2

3

5

# currently enrolled (total) in 2020

5

13

20

# completed coursework during 2019
# in candidacy status (cumulative)
during 2019
# graduated in 2019

0

3

5

3

6

13

0

2

3

3) Explain the data presented above, including identification of factors contributing to any
rates that do not meet this criterion’s expectations and plans to address these factors.
BS/BA Public Health Studies students do not have a time limit to graduate (see PSU 2021-22
Bulletin – Catalog Eligibility and Degree Requirements). This graduation standard is consistent with
PSU’s mission to be an all-access institution. The graduation rates for BS/BA Public Health Studies
students f all short of CEPH’s standard of 70%. Fifty-nine percent of BS/BA Public Health Studies
students who matriculated in AY2016-17 graduated within f ive years and 49% of BS/BA Public
Health Studies students who matriculated in AY2017-19 graduated within four years.
The School of Public Health will continue to closely monitor graduation rates f or BS/BA Public
Health Studies students. Although undergraduate students have no limit to complete their degree,
graduation rates f or f our-year undergraduate programs tend to be calculated at 150% time (six
years) per Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) requirements. BS/BA Public
Health Students who matriculated in the f irst year of the School of Public Health’s f oundation will
reach their sixth year in AY2021-22, may graduate af ter the scheduled CEPH site visit, and
theref ore, be on track to meet CEPH’s graduation rate standard of 70% for undergraduate students.
MPH and MS Biostatistics students have a maximum time to graduate of seven years. This period
of time has not been f ully realized since the f oundation of the School of Public Health and when
the School of Public Health was granted initial accreditation by CEPH. MPH and MS Biostatistics
students meet CEPH’s standard of 70% three years post-matriculation. For example, 76% of MPH
students who matriculated in AY2016-17 graduated within three years, 78% of MPH students who
matriculated in AY2017-18 graduated within three years, and 72% of MPH students who
matriculated in AY2018-19 graduated within three years. Graduation rates for MPH students further
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increase in the f ourth- and f ifth-years post-matriculation. Eighty percent of MS Biostatistics who
matriculated in AY2016-17 graduated within three years, 100% of MS Biostatistics students who
matriculated in AY2017-18 graduated within three years, and 100% of MS Biostatistics students
who matriculated in AY 2018-19 graduated within three years.
PhD students have a maximum time to graduate of nine years. Similar to MS/MPH students
maximum time to graduation, this period of time has not been fully realized since the foundation of
the School of Public Health and when the School of Public Health was granted initial accreditation
by CEPH. Available data suggest that PhD students meet CEPH’s standard of 60%. Seventy-five
percent of PhD students who matriculated in AY2016-17 completed their degree in five years and
78% of PhD students who matriculated in AY2017-18 completed their degree in four years. In light
of the number of PhD students granted doctoral candidacy in 2019 (see B2-2), graduation rates
are expected to increase.
The School of Public Health’s success in graduating MS, MPH, and PhD students is due in part to
student progress being tracked by the program directors in close collaboration with the Student
Success & Alumni Relations Manager. It is important to note that some graduate programs attract
students who are working adults with families and may take additional time to graduate because of
competing work and f amily responsibilities. Nonetheless, the available data suggest that students
enrolled in MS, MPH, and PhD programs meet or exceed CEPH’s graduation rate standards.
BS/BA Public Health Studies students do not meet CEPH’s graduation rate standards, but students
who matriculated in the f irst year of the School of Public Health’s existence have not yet reached
150% time of a four-year program. The School of Public Health will continue to monitor graduation
rates f or BS/BA Public Health Studies students and may benefit from having dedicated staff FTE
to monitor undergraduate student success.
4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• Although the School of Public Health has not existed to f ully allow f or maximum time to
graduate f or BS/BA, MS, MPH, and PhD students, available data for graduation rates for
MS, MPH, and PhD students suggest that the School of Public Health meet and, in some
cases, exceed this standard. Graduation rates f or BS/BA Public Health student do not meet
this standard, but these students have not yet met the 150% six-year standard f or f ouryear undergraduate programs. It is possible that BS/BA Public Health Studies students will
meet this standard, but this milestone will occur after the CEPH site visit.
Areas of Improvement
• The School of Public Health will continue to monitor graduation rates—paying particular
attention to BS/BA Public Health Studies students—to ensure that graduates meet CEPH’s
graduation rate standards.
Plans for Improvement
• Graduate student progress is bolstered by the close monitoring of program directors and
the Student Success & Alumni Relations Manager. However, the School of Public Health
does not have a parallel monitoring system f or undergraduate students. Undergraduate
student progress is handled by PSU’s Pathways advisors (see H1. Academic Advising),
but the School of Public Health may benef it f rom “in-house” FTE allocated toward
monitoring undergraduate student progress toward graduation. The School is developing
an Career Mentorship Bridge to Pathways Academic Advising (“Career Bridge”) program
that will supplement PSU’s Pathways advising by providing experienced public health
prof essionals in addition to the general advising offered by the Pathways advising model.
The Career Bridge program will provide an additional mechanism to ensure undergraduate
students meet CEPH’s graduation rate standards.
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B3. Post-Graduation Outcomes
The school collects and analyzes data on graduates’ employment or enrollment in further education
post-graduation, for each public health degree offered (eg, BS, MPH, MS, PhD, DrPH).
The school achieves rates of 80% or greater employment or enrollment in further education within
the defined time period for each degree.
1) Data on post-graduation outcomes (employment or enrollment in further education) for each
degree. See Template B3-1.
B3-1. BS/BA Public Health Studies
Post-Graduation Outcomes

Employed
Continuing education/training (not employed)
Not seeking employment or not seeking
additional education by choice
Actively seeking employment or enrollment in
f urther education
Unknown

2017-18
2018-19
Number and Number and
percentage
percentage
26 (8%)
87 (39%)

2019-20
Number and
percentage
108 (38%)

13 (4%)

63 (28%)

69 (24%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (.3%)

5 (2%)

6 (2%)

273 (87%)

70 (31%)

105 (36%)

Total graduates (known + unknown)
313 (100%)
225 (100%)
288 (100%)
Note: One BS/BA Public Health Studies student who graduated in AY2018-19 is deceased and
excluded from the Total Graduates count.
B3-1. MS
Post-Graduation Outcomes

Employed
Continuing education/training (not employed)
Not seeking employment or not seeking
additional education by choice
Actively seeking employment or enrollment in
f urther education
Unknown
Total graduates (known + unknown)

2017-18
2018-19
Number and Number and
percentage
percentage
2 (25%)
6 (75%)

2019-20
Number and
percentage
6 (75%)

0 (0%)

1 (13%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (13%)

1 (13%)

6 (75%)

0 (0%)

1 (13%)

8 (100%)

8 (100%)

8 (100%)
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B3-1. MPH
Post-Graduation Outcomes

Employed
Continuing education/training (not employed)
Not seeking employment or not seeking
additional education by choice
Actively seeking employment or enrollment in
f urther education
Unknown
Total graduates (known + unknown)
B3-1. PhD
Post-Graduation Outcomes

Employed
Continuing education/training (not employed)
Not seeking employment or not seeking
additional education by choice
Actively seeking employment or enrollment in
f urther education
Unknown
Total graduates (known + unknown)

2017-18
2018-19
Number and Number and
percentage
percentage
12 (27%)
60 (79%)

2019-20
Number and
percentage
51 (91%)

4 (9%)

13 (17%)

3 (5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

27 (61%)

3 (4%)

2 (4%)

44 (100%)

76 (100%)

56 (100%)

2017-18
2018-19
Number and Number and
percentage
percentage
0 (0%)
3 (100%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

2019-20
Number and
percentage
4 (80%)
1 (20%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (100%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (100%)

3 (100%)

5 (100%)

2) Explain the data presented above, including identification of factors contributing to any
rates that do not meet this criterion’s expectations and plans to address these factors.
The School of Public Health partially meets the standard of achieving rates of 80% or higher on
employment or f urther education/training. Among students who graduated in AY2019-20, 62% of
public health BS/BA students were employed or enrolled in f urther education or training; 75% of
MS students were employed or enrolled in f urther education or training, 96% of MPH students were
employed or enrolled in further education or training, and 100% of PhD students were employed or
continuing education or training.
Beginning in AY2020-21, the School of Public Health began a more dedicated, concerted effort to
collect and analyze post-graduation outcomes f rom our graduates. In September 2020, the Council
determined that the School of Public Health was not in compliance with standard B3. Postgraduation Outcomes. The School developed an action plan to address this non-compliance. The
plan f ocused on building capacity and infrastructure and on diversifying the methodologies by which
the School of Public Health collects post-graduation outcomes. The School continues to implement
the plan in order to better collect, analyze, and understand the post-graduation outcomes of our
graduates. However, collecting post-graduation outcomes from undergraduate students continues
to be a challenge and will likely require more resource investment and planning to ensure an
engaged alumni from our undergraduate programs.
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
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Strengths
• School of Public Health graduate programs (MS, MPH, and PhD) readily achieve 80% or
greater employment or further education or training. The percentage of unknowns for MS,
MPH, and PhD students who graduated in AY2018-19 is within the range expected by
CEPH.
Areas of Improvement
• Collecting post-graduate outcomes for School of Public Health graduates has been an
ongoing challenge and has the subject of three CEPH interim reports. The interim reports
f ocused on providing initial and ongoing evidence of continued efforts to reduce the number
of unknown post-graduation outcomes for School of Public Health students. In response,
the School developed an action plan with f our elements: 1) Align alumni engagement
ef f orts with the School’s guiding statements and strategic plan, 2) Develop an outreach
and communication plan with staff support, 3) Critically review data collection techniques
and timelines, and 4) Build and maintain data collection techniques.
• The percentage of unknown post-graduate outcomes f or our public health bachelor’s
degree (BS/BA Public Health Studies) remains unacceptably high.
Plans for Improvement
• The hiring of a Student & Alumni Success Manager has positively contributed to the
collection of post-graduate outcomes. The School of Public Health now has a dedicated
position responsible for collecting and analyzing post-graduation outcomes, and is actively
implementing the action plan outlined in the interim reports. In addition to the action plan,
the School plans to support students in developing LinkedIn or academic profiles (e.g.,
Research Gate) as part of their professional development. This will provide the School with
an additional mechanism to track post-graduation outcomes. The School also plans to
recruit a f ull-time Assistant Dean of Student & Alumni Affairs to support the Associate Dean
of Student Affairs & Community Engagement.
• The School of Public Health needs to pay special attention to reducing the percentage of
unknowns f or BS/BA Public Health Studies students. This will likely necessitate a multipronged approach, including working more closely with PSU to ensure that contact
inf ormation is collected at the time in which students petition to graduate so the Student &
Alumni Success Manager has the means to contact graduates f rom the BS/BA Public
Health Studies program after they graduate.
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B4. Alumni Perceptions of Curricular Effectiveness
For each public health degree offered, the school collects information on alumni perceptions of
their own success in achieving defined competencies and of their ability to apply these
competencies in their post-graduation placements.
The school defines qualitative and/or quantitative methods designed to maximize response rates
and provide useful information. Data from recent graduates within the last five years are typically
most useful, as distal graduates may not have completed the curriculum that is currently offered.
1) Summarize the findings of alumni self-assessment of success in achieving competencies
and ability to apply competencies after graduation.
Annual Alumni Survey
The School of Public Health’s Annual Alumni Survey collects information on graduates’ perceptions
of curricular effectiveness. The Annual Alumni Survey is administered each October to graduates
who have had at least twelve months to seek post-graduation outcomes, such as employment,
continuing education, or training. Each survey administration is delivered to one cohort of
graduates. For example, the 2020-21 Annual Alumni Survey was administered to students who
graduated in AY2018-19. Response rates to the Annual Alumni Survey tend to be less than optimal.
In 2020-21, the response rate f or public health programs was 35%. The low response rate,
combined with the relatively small number of graduates each year limits the utility of these data in
discussing alumni perceptions of curricular effectiveness. Nonetheless, data that shed light on this
standard will be discussed here.
Beginning with the 2019-20 administration of the Annual Alumni Survey, graduates were asked the
f ollowing question: “Did your program core competencies prepare you to be successful for your job
/ graduate or professional studies / post-graduate training?” (1= Yes, 0 = No). Participants are
shown different options based on their responses to a previous inquiry. Responses are combined
due to the relatively small number of responses to each option. Overall, 89% of graduates from
2017-18 and 81% of graduates f rom 2018-19 reported that their program core competencies
successfully prepared them f or their post-graduation activities. The table below provides more
inf ormation on graduates’ responses to this inquiry:

BS/BA
MS/MPH
PhD
OVERALL
RESPONSE RATE

2019-20
N (%)
32 (86%)
17 (85%)
-49 (89%)

2020-21
N (%)
25 (74%)
31 (86%)
2 (100%)
58 (81%)
35%

2021-22
N (%)

Beginning with the 2020-21 administration, graduates were asked: “When you graduated, did you
have the skills you needed to be a competent public health professional?” (1= Yes, 0 = No). Overall,
76% of graduates f rom 2018-19 reported that they possessed the necessary skills to be a
competent public health professional.

BS/BA
MS/MPH
PhD
OVERALL
RESPONSE RATE

2020-21
N (%)
30 (64%)
38 (88%)
2 (100%)
70 (76%)
35%

2021-22
N (%)
30 (68%)
18 (75%)
3 (100%)
51 (72%)
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As a f ollow-up question, graduates who responded No to the previous question were asked “What
skills did you need and how could the School of Public Health have better prepared you for these
skills?”
Taken together, the results f rom the Annual Alumni Survey portray a mixed impression of
graduates’ perceptions of curricular effectiveness. More than 80% of graduates f rom AY2017-18
and AY2018-20 reported that their program core competencies led them to be successful in their
job, or post-graduation education or training, and nearly 80% reported that they possessed the
necessary skills to be competent public health professionals upon graduation. A higher proportion
of graduates f rom the BS/BA Public Health Studies program reported that they did not have the
necessary skills to be competent public health professionals upon graduation. We might expect
that students in the BS/BA Public Health Studies program would report lower levels than students
f rom MS, MPH, and PhD programs.
Alumni Open-Meeting/Focus Group (August 2021)
The Director of Assessment & Evaluation conducted an open meeting with graduates in August
2021. Directors f rom each public health program nominated three-to-five alumni who graduated
within the previous f ive academic years, who were then contacted by the Director of Assessment
& Evaluation to arrange the open-meeting. A parallel online survey was developed for graduates
who may have f elt less comfortable publicly sharing their perspectives. There was no
representation f rom the BS/BA Public Health Studies, MPH Public Health Practice, PhD
Epidemiology, or PhD Community Health program. Graduates from BS/BA Public Health Studies,
MPH Public Health Practice, and PhD Epidemiology were invited to participate, but none did. There
have been no graduates from the PhD Community Health program at the time of the self-study.
Of the 40 alumni contacted, 18 participated in the open-meeting (response rate = 45%).
Eighty-three per cent of the open-meeting participants reported that their program’s curriculum was
very ef fective (24%) or moderately effective (59%) in response to a scaled question: “Overall how
ef f ective was your program’s curriculum in preparing you for what you are doing now? (5-pt. scale,
1 = Not at all effective, 5 = Very effective). In an open-ended, follow-up question, participants were
asked to explain why they answered the way they did: participants, in general, agreed that their
program’s curriculum, including program and CEPH competencies, were ef f ective in preparing
them f or post-graduate employment and continuing education or training. Participants across
degree programs (MS, MPH, and PhD) suggested a need f or skills and competencies associated
with project management, data visualization, and communicating complex inf ormation to lay
audiences.
2) Provide full documentation of the methodology and findings from alumni data collection.
Full documentation of the methodology and findings of the Alumni Focus Groups is located in ERF
B4.1 – Alumni Perceptions – Methodology & Findings.
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• Recent School of Public Health graduates f rom MS, MPH, and PhD programs reported that
their program’s curriculum was effective in preparing them f or post-graduate work and/or
continued education or training.
Areas of Improvement
• Recent graduates f rom MS, MPH, and PhD programs identified a need f or skills and
competencies associated with project management, data visualization, and communicating
complex information to lay audiences; MPH students, in particular, noted the need for more
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•

awareness and support f or the practice experience (see D5. MPH Applied Practice
Experience) and integrative project (see D7. Applied Integrative Project).
More systematic, regular routes to collect inf ormation f rom alumni; The Annual Alumni
Survey is one route through which the School of Public Health collects information about
curricular effectiveness; however, the response rate to the survey tends to be low. The low
response rates, in conjunction with the program size and number of students who graduate
each year, reduce the utility of the survey data; The School of Public Health recently hired
a Student & Alumni Success Manager to assist with these efforts; Surveys have been the
primary route to obtain this information, but self-administered surveys may not be the best
route (as suggested by the low response rates); the School of Public Health, and the
Student & Alumni Success Manager are exploring additional routes to collect information
about perceptions of curricular effectiveness from our graduates.

Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health intends to identify opportunities to Integrate project
management, data visualization, and data communication into the graduate curriculum.
• There is a concerted effort to introduce the MPH practice experience and integrative project
earlier in MPH curriculum and build more support f or students. The practice experience
and integrative project are introduced as a part of new student orientation and individual
programs (e.g., MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health) are orienting students to
the process by f raming course assignments as practice exercises f or the culminating
experiences. The School of Public Health has increased the FTE of the Student Support
Program Assistant to support the practice experience and integrative project.
• The School of Public Health will continue to improve data collection efforts as they relate
to alumni to better facilitate understanding of alumni perceptions of curricular effectiveness.
The Student & Alumni Success Manager will lead this effort.
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B5. Defining Evaluation Practices
The school defines appropriate evaluation methods and measures that allow the school to
determine its effectiveness in advancing its mission and goals. The evaluation plan is ongoing,
systematic and well-documented. The chosen evaluation methods and measures must track the
school’s progress in 1) advancing the field of public health (addressing instruction, scholarship
and service) and 2) promoting student success.
1) Present an evaluation plan that, at a minimum, lists the school’s evaluation measures,
methods and parties responsible for review. See Template B5-1.
Evaluation plans and practices are built into the School of Public Health’s strategic plan.
Development of the strategic plan began in 2017 and has undergone a process of continuous
improvement during that time. The current version of the plan can be found in ERF B1.1 – Guiding
Statements – Strategic Plan. In Table B5-1 (below), each evaluation measure has the
corresponding strategic plan tactic associated with it listed in parenthesis.
The evaluation measures discussed below vary in the length of time they have been in place. In
particular, measures relating to the equity curricular review are currently in the development
process. Other evaluation practices reported below have been in place for at least two years, and
the data associated with those are presented in the ERF. It is also important to note that the
scholarship goals of the strategic plan are less developed than the instruction and community
engagement goals because the School of Public Health has only had an Associate Dean for
Research since September 2021.
Evaluation measures

Identify data source(s) and
describe how raw data are
analyzed and presented for
decision making*

Evaluation Area 1. Education
1.1. - Deliver effective social
Equity Curricular Review
justice and equity-informed
1.1.1.2 - Equity curricular
public health education
review

Responsibility for review

Associate Dean for Social
Justice; Diversity, Equity, &
Inclusion (DEI) Committee

Data Source: Reviews of all
program curricula created
and compiled by the
Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion (DEI) Committee
(see A1. Organization &
Administrative Processes).
Reports: DEI Committee
undertakes a review of
required courses in three
programs per year
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Individual Instructional
Course Evaluations
(1.1.3.2 - Improve course
evaluation process)

Graduate - OHSU Provosts
Of f ice; Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs; Academic
Policy & Curriculum
Committee

Data Sources: At the
graduate level, the OHSU
Teaching & Learning Center
conducts individual course
surveys using the Blue
Teaching Effectiveness
Survey on a quarter-byquarter basis. Data on all
courses are provided to the
Provosts Office and the
Associate Dean for Academic
Af fairs, and individual
evaluations are provided to
the instructor. At the
undergraduate level, a PSU
Qualtrics survey is
administered for each course
of fered each quarter by the
PSU Of fice of Institutional
Research & Planning.

Undergraduate - Associate
Dean f or Student Affairs;
Academic Policy &
Curriculum Committee

Reports: At the graduate
level, quarterly reports are
provided to the Associate
Dean f or Academic Affairs.
At the undergraduate level
they are provided to the
Associate Dean for Student
Af fairs & Community
Engagement.
Example Reports: ERF B5.1
Annual Student Survey
Associate Dean for Academic
1.1.3.3. - Provide
Af fairs; Academic Policy &
mechanisms for student
Curriculum Committee
f eedback, e.g., student
survey
Data Source: Academic
Af fairs conducts an annual
Qualtrics survey of all School
of Public Health students.
Reports: The Director of
Assessment & Evaluation
prepares program-specific
reports for each director and
a general report for
leadership. The reports are
used to make curricular
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improvements and for annual
assessment reports.
Example Reports: ERF B5.2
Evaluation Area 2.

Academic Program Review
(1.4 - Improve academic programs through systematic evaluation and assessment)
OHSU Academic Program
Data Source: The OHSU
Associate Dean for Academic
Review
Provost's Office requires each Af fairs
(1.4.1.1 - Complete APR for
academic program to
all SPH programs by the end undergo an in-depth review
of AY21-22)
every f ive years. Program
(1.4.1.2 - Achieve consistent directors and faculty conduct
APR metrics across all SPH
a self -study and prepare a
programs)
report. The report is
evaluated by a three-person
team f rom OHSU's Academic
Program Review (APR)
Committee. Programs are
provided with
recommendations and
commendations.
Reports: The APR
Committee develops an
evaluation form with
recommendations and
commendations. The
program directors work with
the Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs to develop
an action plan to address
recommendations.
Example Reports: ERF B5.3
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Annual Assessment Plans
& Reports
(1.4.2.1 - Achieve
consistently high scores on
annual OHSU assessment
reports)
(1.4.2.2 - Achieve consistent
positive feedback on annual
PSU assessment reports)

Data Sources: OHSU
manages an annual
assessment planning and
reporting process in which
each academic program
submits an assessment plan
and, subsequently,
assessment data to the
Provost's Office. Those
reports are reviewed by the
OHSU Assessment Council,
and f eedback is provided to
program directors in the
School of Public Health. PSU
manages a similar program of
submission of annual
assessment plans and data
reports, followed by feedback
f rom the PSU Office of
Academic Innovation.

Associate Dean for Academic
Af fairs

Reports: Each program
prepares two reports each
year (assessment plan,
assessment report) for
OHSU. Similarly, two reports
are prepared each year for
PSU. Feedback reports on
the submissions are then
prepared annually by the
Provost's offices of each
university. Both OHSU and
PSU provide feedback on
assessment plans and data
reports that programs are
expected to address in the
f ollowing assessment cycle.
School-level feedback is
annually shared at APCC.
Example Reports: ERF
B5.4, ERF B5.5
Evaluation Area 2. Community Engagement
3.3 - Connect and serve the Annual Alumni Survey
community-student-alumni (3.3.1.2 - Conduct alumni
continuum
survey)
Data Source: Annual
Qualtrics survey conducted
by Academic Affairs

Associate Dean for Academic
Af fairs; Associate Dean for
Student Affairs & Community
Engagement; Academic
Policy & Curriculum
Committee; Student Affairs
Committee

Reports: Annual report
prepared by the Director of
Assessment & Evaluation;
data used to populate alumni
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database and for ASPPH and
CEPH annual reports.
Example Reports: ERF B5.6

2) Briefly describe how the chosen evaluation methods and measures track the school’s
progress in advancing the field of public health (including instruction, scholarship and
service) and promoting student success.
The School utilizes resources of both OHSU and PSU to evaluate progress in advancing public
health. These methods are targeted at the individual course, curricular, program, and School-level.
Inf ormation collected via these resources are utilized in an ongoing planning process. This process
occurs at a variety of levels, including School of Public Health leadership, academic programs, and
standing committees of the School.
In addition to programmatic tracking of the School’s progress, the three areas of instruction,
scholarship, and service align directory with the evaluation criteria used for f aculty advancement.
As a consequence, contribution to the School’s progress is tracked as a part of regularly-scheduled
f aculty reviews.
Advancing the Field of Public Health
• Instruction – Annual assessment plans and reports have become a key component in
improving instruction. The plans and reports are developed by program directors, and the
process has led to a dramatically-increased understanding of both the mechanics and
value of assessment. At the same time, the data collected f or the assessment process
(e.g., stakeholder engagement, student feedback, articulation of “closing the loop” success
stores regarding course and program improvement) are allowing programs to make
inf ormed decisions about curricular and other changes. At the School-level a uniform
assessment across all programs is allowing strengths and weaknesses to be identified in
a holistic way. Similarly, variations between programs in specific areas (e.g., diversity,
equity, and inclusion) are allowing resources to be targeted in areas where they are most
needed f or curricular and program improvement. Data f rom these reports are also a key
f eedback loop for the strategic planning process.

•

Individual course evaluations, coupled with annual f aculty reviews, represent another
important use of evaluation data. For example, OHSU-employed f aculty complete an
annual self -evaluation and an “educator’s portfolio” in which the quantitative and qualitative
aspects of instruction are reported. These are discussed at an annual one-on-one meeting
with the Associate Dean f or Academic Affairs. The Associate Dean f or Academic Affairs
reviews course evaluations f or all instructional faculty and has quarterly discussions with
the Dean and the OHSU Provost regarding faculty performance. These data are used, for
example, to encourage underperforming instructors to pursue training and/or changes to
pedagogy in order to address student concerns and improve classroom performance.
Scholarship – Peer-reviewed publications and other scholarly products are routinely
reported as a part of the regular faculty review process at both OHSU and PSU. As a part
of the recent academic program reviews and the CEPH self -study, the School is
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•

implementing a regular practice to track faculty scholarship. This effort is being led by the
new Associate Dean for Research.
Service – Of the three criteria, service is the most difficult for the School of Public health
to quantify—in part because the nature of service varies widely across the School. As a
part of the strategic planning process, leadership is undertaking a comprehensive equity
audit. An important component of the audit will be an improved understanding of the nature
and extent of service within the School. This improved understanding will assist in the
annual data collection process and better honor the service contributions of all members
in the School of Public Health community.

Student Success
Student success is overseen by the Associate Dean for Student Affairs & Community Engagement
and the recently-created Student & Alumni Success Manager position. Student Affairs is the focal
point for aspects of student life—outside of academics—that contribute to student success.
The evaluative methods discussed above are brought together to focus student success. Individual
course evaluations, coupled with the Annual Student Survey, provide complementary small and
large-scale views of student satisfaction with the academic environment of the School. The annual
student survey also provides an opportunity for students to self-assess the extent to which they are
attaining the competencies they need to be successful public health professionals. Following
graduation, the annual alumni survey and developing database provide a retrospective view on the
value of the training received during their time in the School of Public Health.
Both institutions oversee assessment policies and processes that regularly gather inf ormation to
support student success. For example, the annual assessment planning process requires a
complete mapping of program core competencies to institutional competencies and CEPH
f oundation competencies and learning objectives. These can be f urther mapped to the course
learning outcomes of individual core and required courses, helping to ensure that the curriculum
remains aligned with the needs of the students.
In addition to assessment of student learning outcomes, the academic program review brings
together a more diverse suite of inf ormation to help ensure student success. These include
inf ormation on graduation rates and time to graduation on a program-by-program basis in a yearover-year f ormat. The annual student survey tracks demographics—including external work,
caregiving, and general satisfaction within the program. All of these program-specific reports
combine to produce a School-wide perspective of student life.
As an independent measure of student success, the School requires that MPH students pass the
Certif ied in Public Health (CPH) exam as a graduation requirement. The School has a close to
100% success rate in MPH students passing the CPH exam.
3) Provide evidence of implementation of the plan described in Template B5-1. Evidence may
include reports or data summaries prepared for review, minutes of meetings at which results
were discussed, etc. Evidence must document examination of progress and impact on both
public health as a field and student success.
Evaluation Area 1 Instructional Effectiveness
ERF B5.1 – Def ining Evaluation - Course Evaluations (Spring 2021)
ERF B5.2 – Def ining Evaluation - Annual Student Survey General Report (AY2020-21)
Evaluation Area 2. Overall Academic Program Review
ERF B5.3 – Def ining Evaluation – APR Notification Letters and Evaluations (AY2020-21)
ERF B5.4 – Def ining Evaluation – OHSU Feedback on Annual Assessment Reports (AY2020-21)
ERF B5.5 – Def ining Evaluation – APCC Feedback on Annual Assessment Reports (AY2020-21)
Evaluation Area 3. Increase Community Engagement
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ERF B5.6 – Def ining Evaluation - Alumni Survey Data (AY2020-21)
All of these reports and data summaries have strengths and room for improvement. Course
evaluations have been consistently applied for more than a decade as a part of both OHSU and
PSU’s NWCCU regional accreditation. Course evaluations provide useful trend data. However,
response rates to course evaluations, as well as to other surveys, are less than ideal—which
limits their overall usefulness. The academic program review provides an in-depth look at multiple
aspects of each School of Public Health graduate program. However, these reviews are only
conducted every five years (i.e., only once for each program since the formation of the School).
Fortunately, these reviews have occurred over the past two years for all programs, so these
reviews represent an excellent snapshot of the current status of graduate programs in the School
of Public Health.
The School of Public Health is currently in its third cycle of annual assessment planning and
reporting, and as a consequence, are now able to track improvements in the key indicators
ref lected in assessment data. The School has continued to demonstrate improvement in
assessment practices and methods. For example, in the AY2020-21 assessment cycle, more
than half of the graduate programs scored higher than 90% on the rubric used by OHSU’s
Assessment Council. There are two key areas of feedback in which the School of Public Health
and program directors are f ocusing: increasing stakeholder engagement and using assessment
and course evaluation data for course and program improvement. Both of these areas of
f eedback are being addressed by improving communication about assessment—in particular,
learning to tell good assessment stories, and telling those stories, more broadly.
The Annual Alumni Survey is useful for the School of Public Health’s developing alumni
database. The alumni database is used for ASPPH and CEPH annual reports, as well as for
internal planning. The data from the survey is currently being used to inform a number of strategic
planning tactics, including: alignment of curriculum with current workforce needs, feedback for
career advising, development of practice experience placements, philanthropy, professional
workf orce development, and community membership on our External Advisory Council.
4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health benefits from being a part of two institutions that are strongly
committed to and value a culture of evaluation. The School has made significant progress
in identifying appropriate evaluation tools and metrics and collecting evaluation data.
Faculty are regular contributors to the evaluation process in a variety of roles, including
program directors and as standing committee members. The School is continuing to
develop new evaluation tools to measure a broad range of parameters outside of traditional
academic measures, including the recently-implemented equity audit.
Areas of Improvement
• Responses rates to many evaluation measures (e.g., course evaluations, Annual Student
Survey, Annual Alumni Survey) are too low to be utilized to the fullest extent.
• The School continues to face challenges in prioritizing activities based on evaluation.
• The School has not fully developed assessment tools for some important components of
academic program—including a robust practice experience preceptor survey (f urther
hampered by remote operations during the COVID-19 pandemic)
• Operationalizing the strategic plan continues to be challenging due to timing. Planning for
the next academic year tends to occur primarily in spring, after most of the budget profess
f or the following year has occurred.
Plans for Improvement
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The strategic plan addresses a broad range of activities related to education, scholarship,
community engagement, and the operation of the School. Each of the activities undertaken
as a part of the plan will need to have evaluation metrics. Following the CEPH self-study
and site visit, the School plans to take what has been learned f rom the self-study and
antiracism work (see G1. Diversity & Cultural Competence) and revisit the strategic plan
with a deeper, more comprehensive, and intentional understanding of how to best move
f orward.
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B6. Use of Evaluation Data
The school engages in regular, substantive review of all evaluation findings, as well as strategic
discussions about the implications of evaluation findings.
The school implements an explicit process for translating evaluation findings into programmatic
plans and changes and provides evidence of changes implemented based on evaluation findings.
1) Provide two to four specific examples of programmatic changes undertaken in the last three
years based on evaluation results. For each example, describe the specific evaluation
finding and the groups or individuals responsible for determining the planned change, as
well as identifying the change itself.
Based on available evaluation data, the School of Public Health has undertaken several initiatives
to improve the leaner experience. Two of those examples are discussed below:
Undergraduate Advising
Based on student and post-graduation survey data, the Associate Dean f or Student Affairs &
Community Lif e and the Assistant Dean f or Undergraduate Affairs identified that undergraduate
students report f eeling not well connected to the School of Public Health and to post-graduation
prof essional opportunities. This may be due to inadequate program-specific advising. PSU follows
a centralized advising model which School of Public Health leadership feels should be augmented.
To address this, the School of Public Health is implementing additional School-specific advising
capacity. Within the School, this effort is being jointly developed and implemented by the Associate
Dean f or Student Affairs & Community Life and the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs.
PSU’s Pathways advising model was designed to standardize campus-wide undergraduate
academic advising. However, f or the School of Public Health, standardization has resulted in a
disconnection from undergraduate students. This is compounded by the undergraduate program’s
subdisciplines, about which the Pathways advisors do not have specific knowledge. As a
consequence, over the last year, the School has undertaken a new initiative to develop a new
articulated career mentorship model that will supplement the existing academic advising model,
and f urther develop the targeted career-specific and prof essional trajectory guidance
undergraduate students receive as they explore and prepare to enter public health.
To help students plan their career exploration and determine their professional trajectories within
the f ield of public health, the School has developed a Career Mentorship Bridge to Pathways
Academic Advising (“Career Bridge”). The specialized mentorship offered by Career Bridge,
coupled with the academic advising strengths of the Pathways model, will provide a robust and
comprehensive array of services to support students—from entry through internship and
graduation—find their place within public health. Generalized advising will continue to be managed
by PSU’s Pathways, but specialized mentorship will be housed within the School of Public Health.
The Career Bridge further supports the School of Public Health and PSU’s shared equity and social
justice goals by providing individualized mentorship to students based on their expressed needs
and interests. Undergraduate students come to the School from a range of starting points and
backgrounds. Based on student f eedback, many students are less experienced and comfortable
navigating professional environments and institutions. Because PSU’s mission is to be an allaccess institution, Career Bridge is specifically f ocused to ensure the success of f irst-generation
students, students of color, and students from other marginalized backgrounds.
The Career Bridge is working to help students throughout their undergraduate experience and is
being implemented to support: 1) student identification of potential career paths, 2) academic
advising, 3) identification of internship and other co-curricular activities, and 4) application to
graduate programs.
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Writing Program
Based on student survey and course evaluation data, as well as f eedback f rom f aculty, the
Associate Dean f or Student Af fairs & Community Engagement and the Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs has identified written communication is a challenge f or School of Public Health
students. This is particularly the case for students coming from underserved populations. Over the
last two years, the School has implemented several new initiatives to help support both
undergraduate and graduate students. In this example, one of those initiatives—designed to target
those most in need of support—will be outlined.
Historically, at the graduate level, the School has relied on writing samples f rom application
materials as the primary initial indicator of writing ability of incoming students. This method has
proved unreliable f or a variety of reasons. As a consequence, the School of Public Health hired
Leslie Bienen as a professional writing coach and f or the previous two years, the School has
implemented an “in-person” writing assessment as a part of new student orientation. Each
assessment is reviewed by the School’s professional writing coach. Students who score below a
particular threshold are contacted directly and personally invited to meet with the writing coach. All
students are encouraged to reach out to the writing coach (writingsuportSPH@pdx.edu) for
assistance with writing projects.
To provide f urther support, students can also directly make appointments with the writing coach
directly via a web portal (https://calendly.com/writingsupportsph/writing-meeting). In the current
academic year, the writing coach is expanding services and approach by adding integrative project
workshops f or MPH students (see D7. MPH Integrative Learning Experience). The School also
provides Grammarly™ subscriptions to all students. Based on demand, we have budgeted to
increase support f or this initiative in the next f iscal year. At the same time, data suggest that we
are not adequately reaching students who may be most in need of support. This may be due to a
lack of trust on the part of many underserved students. Leadership is currently exploring ways to
increase engagement of these students.
2) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• As part of the School’s strategic planning process, each activity undertaken is designed
with evaluation tools built into it. This approach is significantly advancing the data available
f or decision making.
Areas of Improvement
• The School currently collects a significant amount of data which are not being effectively
integrated into the decision-making process. For example, the data associated with the “inperson” writing assessment are not being utilized outside of the writing program. The
School of Public Health will continue to improve its use of data for decision making.
Plans for Improvement
• The need f or improved data management and use has been incorporated into the School
of Public Health’s strategic plan (tactic 4.2.1.6 – Develop better data management tools)
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C1. Fiscal Resources
The school has financial resources adequate to fulfill its stated mission and goals. Financial
support is adequate to sustain all core functions, including offering coursework and other elements
necessary to support the full array of degrees and ongoing operations.
1) Describe the school’s budget processes, including all sources of funding. This description
addresses the following, as applicable:
The School of Public Health’s budget process is directed by the Associate Dean f or Finance &
Administration in collaboration with the Dean and Dean’s Team leadership. The School budgets
and allocates its resources to fulfill its stated mission and goals. The budget process has two
phases: the planning phase and the operations phase. The planning phase identifies the goals to
be achieved during the upcoming f iscal year and the budget necessary to achieve them. The
planning phase f or the annual operating budget begins in the f all and concludes in the spring of
each f iscal year. The School constructs its budget using projected revenue and expenses. While
the School projects its revenue for planning purposes, as of fiscal year 2020, both OHSU and PSU
allocate an expense-based budged to the School of Public Health. Under the expense-based
budgets the universities hold tuition and f ees, state appropriations, university funds, and indirect
costs recovery centrally. In turn, the School is not charged directly for overhead costs. The School
develops its projections based on university budget targets, policies, and procedures, and
incorporates the deadlines f rom both OHSU and PSU. The School’s budgets are submitted to
OHSU’s Chief Financial Of f icer, who presents the budget to OHSU’s Board of Directors for
approval, and PSU’s Vice President for Finance & Administration, who presents it to PSU’s Board
of Trustees for approval. The operations phase focuses on actual performance. It involves budget
implementation, tracking, monitoring, and reconciliation. The implementation phase is on-going
throughout the fiscal year and emphasizes a comparison between the budgeted and actual revenue
and expenses.
The School of Public Health’s revenue sources include tuition and f ees, state appropriations,
university funds, grants and contracts, indirect cost recovery, endowment, foundation gifts, student
lab f ees, and other revenue.
•

•

•

•
•

Tuition and fees: The tuition for all graduate degrees, except for dual-degrees, are set by
OHSU’s Of fice of the Provost and approved by the Board of Directors. The tuition f or all
undergraduate and graduate dual-degrees are set by PSU’s Board of Trustees.
Undergraduate tuition is collected and retained by PSU. Graduate tuition for all non-dual
degree programs is collected by OHSU and returned by program location to PSU via the
School’s quarterly reconciliation. Tuition and fees are centrally held at both institutions and
allocated to the School of Public Health as a part of its expense-based budget.
State appropriations: State General Fund allocations are distributed by the Oregon state
legislature to the Oregon Higher Education Coordinating Commission (HECC), which is in
turn allocated to PSU based on enrollment and targeted funding. A portion of these funds
are allocated to the School of Public Health as a part of PSU’s expense-based budget
University funds: OHSU and PSU each contribute $600,000 per year in university funds
to the expense-based budget of the School of Public Health. OHSU’s contribution is
represented by a single line in the budget, while PSU’s contribution is part of the expensebased budget allocated to the School.
Indirect cost recovery (IDC): Indirect cost recovery rates are set by each institution and
vary by type of grant activity. IDC rates at PSU range f rom 26 – 50% and OHSU’s IDC
rates range f rom 26 – 54%.
Endowment: Endowment balances are held at OHSU and PSU foundations based on the
location of the donation. Endowment funds represent funds from external sources that are
“gif ted” to the institution and retained per donor’s requests as corpus with earnings used to
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•

•

•

support programs. Over the past f ive years, the School of Public Health has generated
$4.89 million in endowment funds.
Foundation gifts: Foundation gift funds are held at OHSU and PSU foundations based on
the location of the donation. These funds are f rom external sources and are “gifted” to the
institution and restricted or earmarked by the donor. Over the past five years, the School
of Public Health has generated $3.4 million in foundation gifts. While outstanding pledges
are not restricted in the School’s operating budget, the School has $2.1 million in
outstanding pledges as of FY2021.
Other – Student lab fees: Student lab fees are generated by the School of Public Health’s
BS/BA Public Health Studies – Physical Activity & Exercise program. Students in this
program conduct research and training in the Exercise Physiology Lab located on PSU’s
campus.
Other – Non-federal contracts, internal sales, service center: OHSU’s non-f ederal
contracts flow through the School of Public Health’s operating budget. Examples of these
are contracts with community-based organizations. Additionally, the OHSU Biostatistics
and Design Program (BDP) is a university service center that provides biostatistical support
to clinical and population science researchers in the design and development phases of
research and ongoing support of experienced biostatistical members of f unded research
grants. The internal and external billing f lows through OHSU’s operating budget as “Other.”

a) Briefly describe how the school pays for faculty salaries. If this varies by individual or
appointment type, indicate this and provide examples.
The School of Public Health pays f or faculty salaries through a variety of revenue sources, including
grants, contracts, tuition, state appropriations, institutional funds, and gifts.
PSU non-tenure track, tenure-track, and tenured faculty are represented by PSU’s chapter of the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) and hired into 9-month academic year
positions, which are f ully guaranteed by education and general (E&G) f unds. In some cases, faculty
have summer teaching assignments or grant f unding available to pay their salaries during the
summer months. Non-tenure track faculty at 1.0 FTE typically teach nine courses per year for 90%
of their ef f ort, with 10% ef f ort f or institutional/community/professional service and scholarly
activities. Tenure-track and tenured f aculty typically teach six courses per year f or 80% of their
ef f ort, with 20% ef f ort f or institutional/community/professional service and scholarly activities.
Throughout the academic year, f aculty may secure significant grant f unding to buy-out courses,
which of fsets the use of the School’s E&G f unds. Savings due to grant f unding are rolled into the
School’s reserves at the end of the fiscal year.
OHSU f ull-time f aculty are hired into 12-month positions, which are f unded by a mix of revenue
sources, including grants, contracts, tuition, institutional f unds, and gif ts. Faculty salaries are
distributed by FTE. Faculty who teach courses receive .03 FTE salary support per credit hour; a 3credit course is .09 FTE and a 4-credit course is .12 FTE. Faculty receive .10 FTE for
institutional/community/professional service and scholarly activities. OHSU f aculty do not have
specific course load assignments and are expected to generate a significant fraction of their salary
f rom research grants.
b) Briefly describe how the school requests and/or obtains additional faculty or staff
(additional = not replacements for individuals who left). If multiple models are possible,
indicate this and provide examples.
The School obtains additional faculty or staff through several models:
• Demonstrated growth in revenue sources: The School submits proposals to OHSU and
PSU Provosts that demonstrate increased revenue (i.e., tuition, indirect costs, foundation
f unds) and areas f or which the School seeks additional FTE. The proposals are reviewed
by the Provosts to determine is sufficient evidence support the addition of faculty or staff.
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•
•

PSU budget cycle – resource plan: As a part of the annual budget process, the School
submits a plan to identif y investment of additional dollars that could increase tuition
revenue or other resources.
OHSU budget cycle: As a part of the annual budget process, the School submits a request
f or new FTE.

c) Describe how the school funds the following:
a. operational costs (schools define “operational” in their own contexts; definition
must be included in response)
Operational costs in the School of Public Health are def ined as salaries f or f aculty and
staf f, supplies, services, and student support. The School f unds these costs through its
expense-based budget, which includes a variety of revenue sources allocated to the
School (e.g., tuition, state appropriations, institutional funds, gifts)
b. student support, including scholarships, support for student conference travel,
support for student activities, etc.
Student support is f unded by the School’s ongoing operational budget, research grants,
and f oundational f unds. As a part of the operational budget, the Dean’s Stipend Fund
supports students in the three PhD programs by offering graduate research assistantships,
which include stipend and tuition and f ee packages to nine students per year. Research
grants provide additional opportunities f or students to engage in graduate research
opportunities and student hourly employment. Students employed as gradate research
assistants are respectively represented by OHSU and PSU student unions. The Dean’s
Scholarship Fund, supported by foundation donations, provide scholarships up to $20,000
f or undergraduate and MS/MPH students and $45,000 to PhD students during their study
(see G1. Diversity & Cultural Competence). There are several other small f oundation
scholarships awarded to students each year.
The School supports the Student Leadership Council with an annual budget of $4,500 to
of fer key student events throughout the academic year, including the student-led Annual
Public Health Conference (see B3. Student Engagement).
The School provides financial support f or students accepted as oral presenters at public
health conf erences. Funds f rom the School’s operating budget support travel and
conf erence registration expenses for students to attention national ($500) and international
conf erences ($1,000).
c. faculty development expenses, including travel support. If this varies by individual
or appointment type, indicate this and provide examples
PSU of fers a number of f aculty development opportunities. Development f unding
opportunities include those for AAUP-represented f aculty who may apply f or Individual
Prof essional Development Accounts (IPDA), the Faculty Development Program, and the
President’s Diversity Mini-grant. The IDPA is administered at the School-level. The
collective bargaining agreement between PSU and AAUP sets the yearly allocation for
IPDA f unds. In the 2020-21 f iscal year, allocations are $1,100 for tenure-track and tenured
f aculty and $500 for non-tenure track faculty. IPDA funds can be used for travel and other
academic and research-related activities. Adjunct f aculty, represented by PSU Faculty
Association (PSUFA), may apply f or the Faculty Education Fund and Prof essional
Development Fund. PSU’s Of f ice of Academic Innovation of fers support f or f aculty
development, including a $500 Academic Innovation Mini-f und that is generally f ocused
toward improving assessment of student learning.
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OHSU of fers a number of f aculty development opportunities, too. Development f unding
opportunities include—but are not limited to—the Provost Faculty Development Grants and
Education Mini-grants. OHSU is an institutional member of the National Center for Faculty
Development and Diversity (NCFDD). The NCFDD is a nationally-recognized, independent
organization that provides online career development and mentoring resources for faculty.
OHSU’s Of fice f or Education Improvement & Innovation offers interprofessional f aculty
development, student learning assessment, and educational services. The School
allocated $1,500 per year f or f ull-time f aculty members as a part of its operating budget.
These f unds can be used to fund travel and other academic and research-related activities.
d) In general terms, describe how the school requests and/or obtains additional funds for
operational costs, student support and faculty development expenses.
The School of Public Health requests and obtains additional f unds f or operational costs,
student support, and faculty development following the means described in 1b. In addition, the
School has a robust philanthropic base to support ongoing operational costs and expenses
associated with student support and faculty development.
e) Explain how tuition and fees paid by students are returned to the school. If the school
receives a share rather than the full amount, explain, in general terms, how the share
returned is determined. If the school’s funding is allocated in a way that does not bear
a relationship to tuition and fees generated, indicate this and explain.
Tuition and f ees paid by students for graduate programs are collected by OHSU. The School
engages in a quarterly tuition revenue reconciliation process whereby tuition revenue for PSU
courses are calculated based on the number of student credit hours multiplied by the current
tuition rates to determine the quarterly transfer of tuition funds from OHSU to PSU. Tuition and
f ees paid by students for undergraduate and graduate dual-degree programs are collected by
PSU.
Tuition and f ee revenue is attributed to each school and college at PSU and captured in the
Revenue Cost Attribution Tool (RCAT). The RCAT gives a view of the extent to which each
school and college is contributing to the f inancial vitality of the institution as a whole. The
inf ormation is used by PSU’s Provost to make annual decisions in the allocation of the expensebased budget of the school or college.
Tuition and f ee revenue was returned in f ull at OHSU during the 2017 to 2019 f iscal years.
Tuition revenue was used, in part, to cover the university tax (overhead costs). Beginning in
f iscal year 2020, tuition revenue is not returned to the School and, in turn, the School is not
directly charged the university tax. The School is allocated an expense-based budget based
on expenditure needs; as the School experiences an increase in tuition revenue, the School
may request an increase to its expense-based budget.
f)

Explain how indirect costs associated with grants and contracts are returned to the
school and/or individual faculty members. If the school and its faculty do not receive
funding through this mechanism, explain.
Indirect cost rates for PSU and OHSU are displayed in the table below:
Current Federal F&A Rates
On-Campus, Organized Research
On-Campus, Instruction
On-Campus, Other Sponsored Activities

PSU
48.5%
50.0%
33.5%

OHSU
54.0%
40.0%
32.0%

Of f -Campus, Organized Research

26.0%

26.0%
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Of f -Campus, Instruction
Of f -Campus, Other Sponsored Activities

26.0%
26.0%

26.0%
26.0%

Per the inter-institutional agreement (ERF A2.1 – Multi-partner Schools – Inter-institutional
Agreement), each institution applies its appropriate indirect cost rate to their portion of sponsored
projects. For projects within the School, OHSU and PSU waive their rights to the indirect costs
normally assessed on the first $25,000 on the sub-award issued to external entities.
Indirect costs generated by sponsored projects at PSU support a number of activities. A f ormula
has evolved that includes f unding f or central research administration, college or unit research
support, general university funds, a primary investigator (PI) incentive program, and research lab
innovations. The percentages currently associated with each of these are displayed in the table
below:
Central research administration
College/unit research support (“Rebate”)
General university fund

49.7%
26.0%
20.8%

PI Incentive (PIN)
Research lab renovations

2.0%
1.0%

Doubtful accounts

.5%

The primary allocation of indirect costs at PSU are to support central research administration, which
includes the Of f ice of Sponsored Projects Administration, Research Integrity & Compliance,
Innovation & Intellectual Property, and other central support. The college or unit rebate is 26% of
F&A earned on sponsored projects, pro-rated to the college or unit of each PI and/or co-PI.
Individual faculty members are allocated 2% of the F&A earned on sponsored projects through the
primary investor program (PIN). The money is used by individual faculty for items not permitted by
grants, developing f uture research proposals, graduate assistant support, and research-related
travel.
Indirect costs generated by sponsored projects at OHSU were returned in f ull to the School of
Public Health during the 2017 to 2019 f iscal years. Indirect costs were used, in part, to cover the
university tax (indirect costs). Beginning in f iscal year 2020, indirect costs are not returned to the
School and, in turn, the School is not directly charged the university tax. The School is allocated
an expense-based budget based on expenditure needs; as the School experiences an increase in
indirect costs, the School may request an increase to its expense-based budget.
If the school is a multi-partner unit sponsored by two or more universities (as defined in Criterion
A2), the responses must make clear the financial contributions of each sponsoring university to the
overall school budget. The description must explain how tuition and other income is shared,
including indirect cost returns f or research generated by the school of public health f aculty
appointed at any institution.
Financial contributions of each sponsoring institution align where the corresponding expenses
reside. Tuition, sponsored revenue (including indirect cost returns) and other revenue sources are
allocated to each sponsoring institution where the activity takes place. For shared expenses, the
School has a quarterly expense reconciliation in which costs and f unds are transf erred between
the institutions and foundations. Examples of these shared costs include the Dean’s salary, which
is a 50-50 split between institutions. Other expenses, such as student recruitment costs, are a 6040 split between OHSU and PSU in alignment with the tuition revenue split.
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2) A clearly formulated school budget statement in the format of Template C1-1, showing
sources of all available funds and expenditures by major categories, for the last five years.
The School of Public Health’s budget is located in ERF C1.1 – OHSU-PSU School of Public Health
– Budget
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health has adequate f inancial resources to f ulfill its stated mission
and goals.
• Successful f undraising has enabled the School of Public Health to invest in f aculty and
students. Both through the Anti-racism Faculty Fellowship program and the Dean’s
Scholarship fund (see G1. Diversity & Cultural Competence), the School demonstrates its
commitment to equity and social justice, faculty, and students.
• The budget reconciliation process allows the School to transfer funds across institutions to
allow f or maximum flexibility and fair and equitable use of funding.
• The Employee Assignment Agreement (EAA) allows PSU faculty to participate in research
projects containing PHI and maintain HIPPA compliance.
Areas of Improvement
• Substantial administrative resources are necessary to manage the complex budgetary
tracking, monitoring, and reconciliation requirements across the two institutions.
• Faculty and staff pay scales and compensation benchmarks differ across the institutions,
making it difficult for the School to maintain consistent messaging around compensation.
• The current tuition reconciliation model, based on campus location, limits the ability for the
School to align course delivery expenses with tuition revenue.
Plans for Improvement
• Administrative staff continuously works to streamline processes and automate them when
possible. The School of Public Health continues to explore the use of databases to
consolidate f inancial data into a shared environment to achieve cost savings, more
consistent f inancial reporting, and seamless short- and long-term f inancial analysis and
decision-making.
• The Dean’s leadership team is working with human resource departments at both OHSU
and PSU to meet policies and practices set forth by each institution while working toward
School of Public Health-wide pay equity.
• The Associate Dean f or Finance & Administration is working on a proposal to revise the
current tuition reconciliation model. The revised model will include weighted f actors that
will account for course location and faculty of record. This model will enable more accurate
f inancial accounting between OHSU and PSU in terms of teaching costs and tuition
revenue.
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C2. Faculty Resources
The school has adequate faculty, including primary instructional faculty and non-primary
instructional faculty, to fulfill its stated mission and goals. This support is adequate to sustain all
core functions, including offering coursework and advising students. The stability of resources is
a factor in evaluating resource adequacy.
Students’ access to a range of intellectual perspectives and to breadth of thought in their chosen
fields of study is an important component of quality, as is faculty access to colleagues with shared
interests and expertise.
All identified faculty must have regular instructional responsibility in the area. Individuals who
perform research in a given area but do not have some regular expectations for instruction cannot
serve as one of the three to five listed members.
1) A table demonstrating the adequacy of the school’s instructional faculty resources in the
format of Template C2-1.
C2-1 is presented on the following pages:
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FIRST DEGREE LEVEL
CONCENTRATION

PIF 1*

PIF 2*

FACULTY 3^

Rochelle Fu

Jodi Lapidus

Byung Park (NonPIF)

1.0

1.0

.15

COMMUNITY HEALTH

Cara Eckhardt

Alexis Dinno

Lynne Messer
(PIF)

PhD

1.0

1.0

1.0

Tawnya Peterson

Lisa Marriott

Joe Needoba (PIF)

1.0

1.0

1.0

Lynn Marshall

Janne BooneHeinonen

Eric Hall (PIF)

PhD

1.0

1.0

1.0

HEALTH MANAGEMENT
& POLICY

Jill Rissi

Robin Baker

Jae Downing (PIF)

MPH

1.0

1.0

1.0

Betty Izumi

Brad Wipfli

1.0

1.0

BIOSTATISTICS
MS
MPH

ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEMS & HUMAN
HEALTH
MPH
EPIDEMIOLOGY
MPH

HEALTH PROMOTION
MPH

SECOND
DEGREE
LEVEL
PIF 4*

Meike
Niederhausen
1.0

THIRD
DEGREE
LEVEL
PIF 5*

ADDITIONAL
FACULTY+

PIF: 4, NonPIF: 2

PIF: 0, NonPIF: 1

PIF: 2, NonPIF: 3

Jonathan
Snowden
1.0

PIF: 2, NonPIF: 9

PIF: 0, NonPIF: 8

Ryan Petteway
(PIF)
1.0

PIF: 6, NonPIF: 2
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HEALTH SYSTEMS &
POLICY
PhD

Sherril Gelmon

Julia Goodman

Neal Wallace (PIF)

1.0

1.0

1.0

Elizabeth Waddell

Nic Smith

1.0

1.0

PUBLIC HEALTH
STUDIES

Belinda Zeidler

Deb Kaufman

Rick DozalLockwood (PIF)

BS/BA

1.0

1.0

1.0

Named PIF
Total PIF
Non-PIF

27
45
47

PUBLIC HEALTH
PRACTICE
MPH

TOTALS:

PIF: 0, NonPIF: 3

Alison Martin (NonPIF)
.05

PIF: 0, NonPIF: 7

PIF: 5, NonPIF: 11
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2) All primary instructional faculty, by definition, are allocated 1.0 FTE. Schools must explain
the method for calculating FTE for any non-primary instructional faculty presented in C2-1.
FTE f or non-primary instructional faculty is based on .1 FTE per course. If one course has multiple
instructors, the .1 FTE is split across instructors. For example, if a course has two instructors, each
instructor received .05 FTE.
3) If applicable, provide a narrative explanation that supplements reviewers’ understanding of
data in the templates.
The f irst two primary instructional f aculty named in Template C2-1 f or each concentration are
allocated 1.0 FTE. In most cases, the third named faculty are also primary instructional f aculty. In
those two cases when a non-primary instructional faculty is listed (Byung Park, Alison Martin), the
non-primary instructional faculty provide regular instruction in the School of Public Health, but their
employment is outside the School. Where concentrations have an additional degree level, primary
instructional faculty are allocated 1.0 FTE.
4) Data on the following for the most recent year in the format of Template C2-2. See
Template C2-2 for additional definitions and parameters.
C2-2. Faculty Regularly Involved in Advising, Mentoring and the Integrative Experience
General advising & career counseling
Average
Degree Level
Bachelor’s

PIF

Min

6

Non-PIF
5

Master’s

6

Doctoral

3

PIF

Max

1

Non-PIF
2

7

1

3

1

PIF
25

Non-PIF
15

1

19

35

1

8

4

Advising in MPH integrative experience
Average
PIF

Min

Non-PIF
10

PIF

4

Max

Non-PIF
1

PIF

1

Non-PIF
13

5

Supervision/Advising of bachelor's cumulative or experiential
activity
Average

Min

Max

74

30

139

Mentoring/primary advising on thesis, dissertation or DrPH integrative project

Degree Level
DrPH
PhD
Master’s other
than MPH

Average
PIF
Non-PIF

PIF

Min
Non-PIF
N/A

PIF

Max
Non-PIF

2

1

1

1

3

1

3

N/A

2

N/A

4

N/A
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5) Quantitative data on student perceptions of the following for the most recent year. Schools
should only present data on public health degrees and concentrations.
a. Class size and its relation to quality of learning (eg, The class size was conducive to my
learning)
As a part of the OHSU-PSU School of Public Health’s Annual Student Survey, students
respond to the following question using a 5-pt. scale (1 = Very Dissatisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied):
“How satisfied are you with the class sizes in your program?” In the most recent administration
of the survey (spring 2021), the sample reported satisfaction with program class sizes (M =
4.13, SD = .77) with 85% of the sample reported being “Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied.” The table
below display additional information about participants’ response to this survey item.

BS/BA
MS/MPH
PhD

OVERALL

M (SD)
3.99 (.82)
4.29 (.65)
4.07 (.88)
4.13 (.77)

Satisfied /
Very Satisfied
(%)
82%
94%
83%
85%

Item
Response
Rate (%)
8%
42%
93%
17%

b. Availability of faculty (ie, Likert scale of 1-5, with 5 as very satisfied)
Also as a part of the Annual Student Survey, students respond to the following question using
a 5-pt. scale (1 = Very Dissatisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied): “How satisfied are you with the
availability of your program faculty?” In the spring 2021 administration of the survey, the sample
reported satisfaction with the availability of their program faculty (M = 4.03, SD = .86) with 78%
of the sample reported being “Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied.” The table below displays additional
inf ormation about participants’ response to this survey item.

BS/BA
MS/MPH
PhD

OVERALL

M (SD)
3.87 (.87)
4.05 (.85)
4.32 (.82)
4.03 (.86)

Satisfied /
Very Satisfied
(%)
74%
81%
83%
78%

Item
Response
Rate (%)
8%
42%
93%
17%

6) Qualitative data on student perceptions of class size and availability of faculty. Only present
data on public health degrees and concentrations.
Course Evaluations
Course evaluations f or graduate courses (Blue Teaching Ef fectiveness Survey) do not have an
open-ended question f or students to provide qualitative f eedback on class size or f aculty
availability. However, it is possible to extract this information from the qualitative session of course
evaluations. Students are asked to respond to two open-ended questions: What recommendations
do you suggest for improving this course? and What are the strengths of this course?
Searching course evaluations f rom courses offered between f all 2018 and summer 2021 using
“class size” as the search term yielded 15 responses. Of those responses, 15 were strongly
f avorable and one indicated that “the class size was a barrier for participation.
To assess faculty availability, a variety of search terms were used to search course evaluations for
the same period, including “faculty avail*,” “avail*,” and “office hours.” Of these terms, “office hours”
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was the most useful, with `68 comments. Approximately 25% of these comments were directly
related to instructor availability. Favorable comments regarding instructor availability occurred three
times as of ten as unf avorable comments (33:11). The unf avorable comments are consistently
associated with a small number of faculty and School of Public Health leadership is engaging with
those f aculty to improve their availability to students.
The School of Public Health will work with PSU’s OIRP and OHSU’s TLC, the offices that handle
undergraduate and graduate course evaluations respectively, to discuss the f easibility of adding
open-ended questions about class size and faculty availability to course evaluations.
Annual Student Survey
The Annual Student Survey does not include open-ended questions f or students to provide
qualitative f eedback about class size or availability of f aculty. This will be corrected in the next
administration of the survey (spring 2022). As a part of the self-study open meetings, students were
asked to provide f eedback on class size and availability of f aculty. In part because of remote
instruction due to COVID-19, participants did not provide substantive f eedback on class size or
f aculty availability above and beyond the information that can be gleaned from the quantitative
items on the Annual Student Survey.
7) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health has adequate f aculty, including primary and non-primary
instructional f aculty, to f ulf ill its mission and goals. Currently, the School employs 45
primary instructional f aculty, at least two primary instructional f aculty with one additional
f aculty per concentration, and at least one additional primary instructional f aculty per
degree level.
• The School of Public Health has a suf ficient number of f aculty providing advising
appropriate to the degree level or educational experience. For example, dedicated PE/IP
coordinators by MPH program advise students in the integrated project and PhD programs
are appropriately sized to ensure suf ficient f aculty supervision and advising f or students
completing their dissertation work.
Areas of Improvement
• As demonstrated in Template C2-2, the load for some primary and non-primary f aculty who
provide general advising for MS/MPH students is too high. In addition, the load for primary
f aculty who provide supervision and advising f or the BS/BA Public Health Studies
culminating project is high.
Plans for Improvement
• The Assistant Dean f or Graduate Academic Affairs is planning an equity audit to better
understand labor distribution f or graduate student advising; based on the numbers
presented in Template C2-2, it appears likely that some f aculty are perf orming more
advising work than other f aculty, and this labor may be inequitably distributed between
primary and non-primary instructional faculty.
• The School of Public Health intends to allocate more funding to support BS/BA Public
Health Studies students completing their culminating experience, as well as assign more
primarily undergraduate-focused f aculty to supervise and advise the culminating
experience.
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C3. Staff and Other Personnel Resources
The school has staff and other personnel adequate to fulfill its stated mission and goals. The
stability of resources is a factor in evaluating resource adequacy.
1) A table defining the number of the school’s staff support for the year in which the site visit
will take place by role or function in the format of Template C3-1. Designate any staff
resources that are shared with other units outside the unit of accreditation.
C3-1. Staff Support
Role/function
Academic Affairs
Student Affairs1

FTE
1

4
4

Communications & Outreach
Finance & Administration

1
4.5

Social Justice1
Dean's Office1
Research Administrative Support

1
4
2.85

Research Staff 2
Development 3

33.24
2

Total
56.59
Note: This table excludes administrators with faculty appointments, student workers, and graduate
research assistants. 1Includes open or active searches; 2Includes staff f unded f rom Grants and
Contracts and the University Shared Resources; 3Development staff are shared with other units
outside of the School of Public Health
2) Provide a narrative description, which may be supported by data if applicable, of the
contributions of other personnel.
Table C3-1 details the FTE of administrative and the other staff central to the operation of the
OHSU-PSU School of Public Health. As noted, administrators with f aculty appointments, student
workers, and graduate research assistants are excluded from the table. The School operates with
59.59 FTE in staff across OHSU and PSU. Of the 56.59 FTE, 33.24 FTE are research staff funded
by grants and contracts within the School. The remaining 23.5 staff, funded through stable funding
streams (general f und allocations, philanthropy, unit reserves), support ongoing administrative
f unctions, including academic and student affairs operations, financial, and research infrastructure.
3) Provide narrative and/or data that support the assertion that the school’s staff and other
personnel support is sufficient or not sufficient.
The School is sufficiently staffed and organized to meet the needs of students and faculty. Growth
in tuition and grant revenue has enabled the School of expand administrative staff and research
operations to meet our increasing needs. Commensurate with this growth, the School has added
six new staf f positions during this accreditation cycle. These positions include: executive
specialists, sponsored projects analyst, director of assessment & evaluation, social justice program
manager, student success & alumni relations manager, and communications & outreach manager.
In addition to the new positions, the School has added four associate and assistant dean positions,
including Associate Dean f or Social Justice, Associate Dean f or Research, Assistant Dean for
Graduate Academic Affairs, and Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs. The staff and other
personnel are sufficient to meet the School of Public Health’s mission and goals.
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4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health has combined goals f or growth with the experience of
projected and realized needs, to gain approval for staff positions across academic, student
af f airs, and research areas. Staff members are reviewed annually through their employing
institution. Annual reviews provide staff the opportunity to discuss their progress and goals
with their supervisor.
• The School has concentrated on staff development, working with them to identify
prof essional interests and goals, resulting in redef inition and/or promotion of staff within
the School of Public Health.
Areas of Improvement
• Even with the growth in staff, some functions could still benefit from additional FTE.
• While team members are cross-trained and can provide backup support during
unpredictable times of need (e.g., unanticipated staff absence), staff’s own work portfolio
are suf ficiently full that they do not have additional labor to offer.
Plans for Improvement
• As of fall 2021, the School has five open or active searches underway for staff positions (3
new, 2 retirement-replacement).
• The School is identifying options for temporary support to support in times of peak need
and during unanticipated situations.
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C4. Physical Resources
The school has physical resources adequate to fulfill its stated mission and goals and to support
instructional schools. Physical resources include faculty and staff office space, classroom space,
student shared space and laboratories, as applicable.
1) Briefly describe, with data as applicable, the following. (Note: square footage is not required
unless specifically relevant to the school’s narrative.)
Most of the OHSU-PSU School of Public Health’s faculty, staff, graduate researchers, and student
employees are now housed in the newly-constructed Vanport Building. The Vanport Building
represents the co-location of OHSU and PSU faculty, staff, and students since the School of Public
Health’s inception. The building is a seven-story condominium partnership between OHSU, PSU,
Portland Community College (PCC), and the City of Portland. The Vanport Building opened for use
in January 2021, but due to COVID-19 restrictions, School of Public Health employees did not have
regular access until September 2021.
The School of Public Health occupies the 5th and 6th f loor of the Vanport Building, which contains
70 private offices, 16 double occupancy offices, 114 open workstations, 2 (6 – 10) person minisuites and 29 touchdown spaces. The 5th and 6th f loors also include 21 meeting, conference, and
collaboration spaces, as well as an employee kitchen and lounge, additional kitchenette, and two
lactation rooms. On the 2nd f loor of the Vanport Building, the School of Public Health has shared
spaces with PSU’s College of Education and PCC. These spaces include a classroom and
computer lab (shared with the College of Education), and a conference room and student lounge
shared with both the College of Education and PCC. There are ample study spaces in the Vanport
Building to support School of Public Health students to f acilitate their learning. The co-location of
the School of Public Health in the Vanport Building will greatly benefit collaboration, decrease
commute times between campuses, and improve student access to faculty and staff. The Vanport
Building will also provide a more identifiable physical location for the School.
Faculty who are not primarily located in the Vanport Building have office spaces at the OHSU
campus:
• Three f aculty in the MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health program have office
and lab space.
• Three f aculty in the Biostatistics program and one faculty in the Epidemiology have office
space at the Knight Cancer Research Building
• Two f aculty in the Epidemiology and Health Systems & Policy programs have office space
at the Veteran Affairs Medical Center
• One f aculty member in the Epidemiology program has of fice space in the Child
Development and Rehabilitation Center.
These f aculty also have access to shared spaces in the Vanport Building.
•

Faculty office space
All f ull-time f aculty have designated office space in the Vanport Building or at the OHSU
campus, and are equipped with computers and telephones to meet with colleagues and
students.

•

Staff office space
All staff have designated workspaces in the Vanport Building and are equipped with
computers and telephones

•

Classrooms
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The School of Public Health has sufficient classroom space to fulfill its education mission.
Classrooms ranging in capacity f rom 15 – 400, as well as smaller seminar and conference
rooms ranging in capacity f rom 4 – 12, are available across OHSU’s South Waterfront
campus and PSU’s downtown campus (including the Vanport Building), and may be
reserved in advance or utilized on an ad hoc basis.
•

Shared student space
There are many shared spaces available to School of Public Health students across OHSU
and PSU, including student centers, lobbies, lounges, and study rooms that may be
reserved in advance or utilized on an ad hoc basis.
Vanport Building
The Vanport Building is the School of Public Health’s primary building. It contains lobbies
with comfortable seating, tables, and workspaces that are accessible to students. There is
a dedicated student lounge on the second floor that is shared with PSU College of Education
and PCC students.
Other Academic Buildings
Many academic buildings across the OHSU and PSU campuses contain open, accessible
spaces that may be used by students f or studying or inf ormal gatherings. Buildings with
large, f urnished atria and other spaces well-suited f or studying or inf ormal student
gatherings include OHSU’s Robertson Life Sciences Building, and PSU’s Karl Miller Center,
Fairborz Maseeh Hall, Cramer Hall, and the Academic & Student Recreation Center.
Student Centers
School of Public Health graduate students have access to the resources of both the OHSU
Student Center and PSU’s Smith Memorial Student Union. School of Public Health
undergraduate students have access to the resources of PSU’s Smith Memorial Student
Union.
The OHSU Student Center contains recreation facilities (pool, gymnasium, exercise room);
a multi-f unctional, fully-equipped media room that is available for a variety of academic and
social activities; an art gallery; and multiple group study areas and lounges that are available
on a f irst-come, f irst-served basis. There is also a computer/study room that has f our
computer kiosks and lounge-style seating that is well-suited for group study sessions.
The Smith Memorial Student Union houses multiple dining spaces; meeting spaces; student
support services and cultural resource centers; study areas; and student lounges. It also
has recreation f acilities, including a bowling alley and student art galleries. There are large
open lounge spaces with chairs on the second f loor where students can gather and study
inf ormally. Students may also reserve private study spaces, and take advantage of a quiet
prayer and meditation lounge on the lower level.
Recreation Facilities
School of Public Health graduate students have access to the resources of both OHSU’s
March Wellness Center and PSU’s Academic & Student Recreation Center. School of Public
Health undergraduate students have access to PSU’s Academic & Student Recreation
Center. Both centers have state-of-the-art exercise f acilities, as well as multiple open,
accessible areas with tables and chairs available to students f or studying or inf ormal
gatherings.

•

Laboratories, if applicable to public health degree school offerings
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The Vanport Building has a computer lab shared by School of Public Health students and
PSU College of Education students. Other open-access computer labs and workstations
are located in PSU’s Fairborz Maseeh Hall, Millar Library, and the Karl Millar Center, as well
as the OHSU Library. School of Public Health students have access to specialized
statistical, modeling, and mapping software through on-campus computer labs and PSU’s
Virtual Computer Lab (VLAB).
2) Provide narrative and/or data that support the assertion that the physical space is sufficient
or not sufficient.
The School of Public Health has physical resources sufficient to fulfill our stated mission and goals.
The School’s new, spacious home in the Vanport Building provides an opportunity f or our jointschool to come together in an environment that provides a wealth of physical resources f or our
members and community partners.
School of Public Health spaces in the Vanport Building meet a diverse range of faculty, staff, and
student needs including: new, additional audio-visual technology, computers and a computer lab,
two reception areas to welcome students, community partners, and visitors, quiet study and work
spaces in the lobby and across three floors; open collaboration spaces and lounges on the School
of Public Health f loors; HIPAA-compliant mini-suites; work stations with additional security for
specialty research; and the School of Public Health multi-purpose room with enhanced technology
to support a range of functions.
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The Vanport Building is the f irst co-location of School of Public Health f aculty and staff
since it was established. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the promise of the Vanport
Building has not been fully utilized as the building and the School of Public Health’s space
in it were completed in the midst of the pandemic. Once occupied, the shared space
provides the School with an increased ability to advance collaboration and engagement
with one another, as well as our community partners.
• The School of Public Health’s space in the Vanport Building has ample room and
opportunity for growth. There are 22 private offices, seven shared two-occupant offices, 47
open workstations, and 29 touchdown spaces which are currently vacant and available for
f uture occupancy.
• The new and expanded physical and technological resources provide an array of
educational and wellness resources, which are now available to our f aculty, staff, and
students.
Areas of Improvement
• There is limited classroom space available f or School of Public Health students in the
Vanport Building.
Plans for Improvement
• Since additional classroom space, besides the classroom shared with PSU’s College of
Education, could not be constructed in the Vanport Building, the School of Public Health
will continue to prioritize and utilize OHSU’s South Waterfront Campus and PSU’s main
campus for classroom space. Both of these locations are a minimal commute to and from
the Vanport Building, with multiple public transportation options available (light rail,
streetcar, bus) and electronic signage in the lobby.
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C5. Information and Technology Resources
The school has information and technology resources adequate to fulfill its stated mission and
goals and to support instructional schools. Information and technology resources include library
resources, student access to hardware and software (including access to specific software or other
technology required for instructional schools), faculty access to hardware and software (including
access to specific software required for the instructional schools offered) and technical assistance
for students and faculty.
1) Briefly describe, with data if applicable, the following:
•

library resources and support available for students and faculty
The OHSU-PSU School of Public Health has extensive library resources and support
available f or students and f aculty. Graduate students and f aculty have access to both
OHSU’s Library at the Biomedical Inf ormation Communication Center (BICC) and PSU’s
Millar Library. Undergraduate students have access to PSU’s Millar Library. Library
resources include physical and electronic ref erences, training opportunities, and document
delivery. Computer labs, workstations, open study spaces, and private study rooms are
available at both libraries. Two librarians, one from each parent institution, support the School
by regularly attending f aculty meetings, and preparing resources f or students and guest
lecturing in courses to assist students in their research.
The OHSU Library provides students with extensive online and print resources, as well as
expert library staff support. Students and f aculty can access OHSU Library’s resources 24
hours a day, seven days a week from any location by authenticating their OHSU account—
including conducting literature searches in 130 databases, which are linked to more than
31,000 journal subscriptions and 205,000 online books licensed by or owned by OHSU.
Whenever possible, the Library purchases at least one online or print copy of all
recommended and required textbooks. OHSU has over 85,000 print books, engages in
communal borrowing with regional academic libraries as a part of the Orbis-Cascade Alliance
of Libraries and participates in global interlibrary loan networks. Items that are not available
online are available at no charge through the Library’s Get It for Me service, which delivers
articles and chapters via e-mail within one-to-two business days. The Library’s Education,
Research, & Clinical Outreach librarians support student learning and f aculty development
through consultation and addressing questions about searching, inf ormation and citation
management, and critically appraising the literature. The Library also provides 24-hour
technology enabled-spaces, access to printing, and equipment lending to f acilitate student
knowledge acquisition and sharing.
The PSU Millar Library provides access to physical and digital resources including, but not
limited to, over 1.4 million print volumes, 400,000 government documents, microfilms,
audiovisual materials, special collections, and more. In addition to these materials, students
may borrow materials through the Orbis-Cascade Alliance of Libraries, which expands library
monograph holdings to 37 member libraries throughout the Pacific Northwest, as well as
request monographs not health by an Alliance library through an inter-library loan.
Leveraging demand-driven acquisitions on a local and Alliance-level, the Millar Library
provides expanding e-book options. Journal subscriptions are of fered online whenever
possible through direct subscriptions and third-party database packages. The Millar Library
purchases access to streaming media packages, such as Films on Demand and Academic
Video Online, to meet the needs of an increasingly digital educational environment. The Millar
Library and its librarians provide course-integrated library instruction by collaborating with
instructional faculty to identify student-learning needs and develop and deliver corresponding
curriculum. Librarians have developed research guides to support f aculty and student
research, and provide reference services and research consultations to students in a variety
of modalities, including in-person, online, and via e-mail, text, and telephone. Workshops on
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topics, such as managing citations and conducting literature reviews, are also available to
students.
•

student access to hardware and software (including access to specific software or
other technology required for instructional schools)
Hardware
Students have access to f ully-equipped computer labs and workstations across the two
institutions, and the ability to borrow laptops, Chromebooks, tablets, headsets, webcams,
and other hardware f rom PSU’s Millar Library. The School of Public Health’s new Vanport
Building has a computer lab specifically dedicated to School of Public Health students. Other
open-access computer labs and workstations are located in PSU’s Fariborz Maseeh Hall, the
PSU’s Millar Library, and the OHSU Library. School of Public Health students have a printing
allowance of up to 500 pages per term at PSU computer labs.
Software
Sof tware is available to students f ree-of-charge through both OHSU and PSU. Microsoft
Of f ice Suite is available to all School of Public Health students on all OHSU and PSU
university workstations, and is available through OHSU and PSU f or f ree use on personal
computers. Students also have access to specialized statistical, modeling, and mapping
sof tware through on-campus computer labs and PSU’s Virtual Computer Lab (VLAB).
Graduate students may download specialized statistical software through OHSU’s software
library f or use on their personal devices.
Learning Management Systems
OHSU and PSU employ dif ferent online learning management systems: Sakai and
Desire2Learn (D2L), respectively. These systems serve as both a repository f or course
materials, including lectures, readings, and assignments, and as a collaborative space for
completing course activities or participating in breakout rooms f or small-group discussions.
Abundant resources are available to students to optimize their use of both Sakai and D2L.
Students are supported in their use of Sakai with multiple guides and tutorials available on
the Sakai Student Guides page. Sakai support is provided to students by OHSU’s Inf ormation
Technology Group (ITG). Regular staf f support is available 6am to 6pm Monday through
Friday, but phone support is available to students 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The
PSU Help Center provides a D2L overview f or students taking online courses, while PSU’s
Of f ice of Academic Innovation (OAI) has a library of D2L technology tutorials. Students can
also contact PSU’s Office of Information Technology’s (OIT) Helpdesk for D2L support.
PSU will retire D2L and migrate to Canvas™ by April 2022. The Canvas migration has
already begun with a pilot migration for selected programs, and will continue the migration
through winter term. PSU’s Office of Academic Innovation (OAI) is managing the migration
and has prepared tutorials to facilitate the transition and minimize disruption in teaching and
learning.

•

faculty access to hardware and software (including access to specific software or
other technology required for instructional schools)
Hardware
Faculty with a primary appointment in the School of Public Health (using the School’s
def inition of “primary,” not CEPH’s definition) are provided with a computer system (desktop
or laptop) and computer peripheral devises. Both OHSU and PSU offer faculty standard Dell
and Apple computing options. Beginning with f iscal year 2022, OHSU is supplying
standardized computers to all employees paid for by central university f unds. PSU budgets
f or new and replacement computers on an annual basis as a part of the School of Public
Health’s budget.
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Software
Sof tware is available to f aculty through both OHSU and PSU. Microsoft Of fice Suite is
available to all faculty on OHSU and PSU workstations, and is available through both OHSU
and PSU f or f ree use on personal computers. Faculty also have access to specialized
statistical, modeling, and mapping software through on-campus computer labs and PSU’s
Virtual Computer Lab (VLAB). Faculty may also download specialized statistical software to
their personal devises through OHSU’s software library.
Learning Management Systems
Faculty are supported in their use of D2L and Sakai. Sakai guides and tutorials are available
on the Sakai f aculty page. PSU’s OIT provides a D2L overview f or f aculty teaching online
courses and the Office of Academic Innovation (OAI) has a library of D2L technology tutorials.
OHSU’s Teaching & Learning Center (TLC) and PSU’s Office of Academic Innovation (OAI)
of fer technical and pedagogy training to faculty for Sakai and D2L, respectively. Both the TLC
and OAI are discussed in more detail in E3. Faculty Instructional Effectiveness.
•

technical assistance available for students and faculty
Technical assistance f or f aculty, staf f, and students is provided by OHSU Inf ormation
Technology Group (ITG Helpdesk) and PSU’s Of f ice of Inf ormation Technology (OIT
Helpdesk). The OHSU Helpdesk is staffed 6am – 6pm with limited staffing during nonbusiness hours, weekends, and holidays. The PSU Helpdesk is staffed seven days a week
f rom 8am – midnight, except on university holidays and closures. Both helpdesks have
extensive online FAQs, how-to’s, and tutorials. In addition, f aculty, staff, and graduate
students have f ree access to Linkedin Learning, which offers more than 11,000 courses in
business, technology, and creative skills taught by industry experts.

2) Provide narrative and/or data that support the assertion that information and technology
resources are sufficient or not sufficient.
Based on the narrative provided in the previous section, the information and technology resources
are suf ficient f or the School of Public Health to f ulf ill its mission and goals and to support
instructional programs.
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• Undergraduate students have access to library and software systems at PSU. Graduate
students and faculty have access to library and software systems at both PSU and OHSU
• Hardware is available f or students and f aculty to borrow in order to support continuity of
instruction and learning.
• The School of Public Health has two dedicated librarians (one from OHSU and one from
PSU) with specialized expertise in public health.
• Both OAI and TLC are significant resources for information and technology needs.
Areas of Improvement
• The School of Public Health’s new Vanport Building utilizes a mix of OHSU and PSU
technology, and it will require education and resources f or f aculty, staff, and students to
maximize the f unctionality of the new building’s technology. Presently, there are gaps in
coordination ef forts between OHSU and PSU in terms of technological support in the
Vanport Building that will require ongoing coordination from both institutions.
• Faculty may not be aware of resources available to them to improve their pedagogy.
• As a part of the self-study process, students report challenges navigating two different
learning management systems (Sakai for OHSU-based courses, D2L, soon to be replaced
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by Canvas, for PSU-based courses). This has been a particular problem in the context of
course evaluations. Students enrolled in PSU-based courses utilize D2L f or their course
work, but course evaluations are completed through Sakai. The use of two different online
management systems was one of the contributing factors for students reporting that their
experience in the School of Public Health was less than seamless.
Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health is considering local staf fing to support inf ormation and
technology needs. In particular, the School is in the process of hiring a local IT/web
manager.
• The School of Public Health plans to create an inf ormation technology resource sheet for
incoming students to make them aware of available resources.
• inf ormation regarding teaching and learning resources will be provided to f aculty through
multiple communication channels to increase f aculty utilization and ultimately improve
student learning.
• The School of Public Health plans to make emergency student f unds available to assist
students experiencing hardship in purchasing information and technology resources.
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D1. MPH & DrPH Foundational Public Health Knowledge
The school ensures that all MPH and DrPH graduates are grounded in foundational public health
knowledge.
The school validates MPH and DrPH students’ foundational public health knowledge through
appropriate methods.
1) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D1-1, that indicates how all MPH and DrPH
students are grounded in each of the defined foundational public health learning objectives
(1-12). The matrix must identify all options for MPH and DrPH students used by the school.
Content Coverage for MPH (and DrPH degrees, if applicable) (SPH and PHP)
Content
1. Explain public health history, philosophy
and values

2. Identif y the core functions of public health
and the 10 Essential Services*
3. Explain the role of quantitative and
qualitative methods and sciences in describing
and assessing a population’s health

4. List major causes and trends of morbidity
and mortality in the US or other community
relevant to the school or program
5. Discuss the science of primary, secondary
and tertiary prevention in population health,
including health promotion, screening, etc.
6. Explain the critical importance of evidence
in advancing public health knowledge
7. Explain effects of environmental factors on
a population’s health
8. Explain biological and genetic factors that
af f ect a population’s health
9. Explain behavioral and psychological
f actors that affect a population’s health
10. Explain the social, political and economic
determinants of health and how they
contribute to population health and health
inequities

Course number(s) & name(s) or other
educational requirements
HSMP 574: Health Systems Organization:
Reading Session 1 K.B. DeSalvo, P.W.
O’Carroll, D. Koe, et al. “Public Health 3.0:
Time f or an Upgrade.” American Journal of
Public Health 106 (#4, April 2016): 621-622.
PHE 512 Principles of Health Behavior: Glanz,
Rimer & Viswanth, chapter 1 The Scope of
Health Behavior and Health Education
EPI 512 Epidemiology 1: Gordis, Chapter 1
Introduction; Oleckno Chapters 1 and 2
HSMP 574: Health Systems Organization.
BSTA 525: Introduction to Biostatistics; BSTA
511: Estimation and Hypothesis, EPI 512:
Epidemiology 1; ESHH 511: Concepts of
Environmental Health; UNI 504: Qualitative
Methods for Health Professionals; CPH 511
Research Methods and Evidence-based
Practice
EPI 512 Epidemiology 1; PHE 512 Principles
of Health Behavior
PHE 512: Principles of Health Behavior, EPI
512: Epidemiology 1, ESHH 511 Concepts of
Environmental Health
EPI 512: Epidemiology 1, PHE 512: Principles
of Health Behavior
ESHH 511: Concepts of Environmental Health
EPI 512 Epidemiology 1
PHE 512: Principles of Health Behavior
PHE 512: Principles of Health Behavior;
HSMP 574: Health Systems Organization
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11. Explain how globalization affects global
burdens of disease
12. Explain an ecological perspective on the
connections among human health, animal
health and ecosystem health (eg, One Health)

ESHH 511: Concepts of Environmental Health
PHE 512: Principles of Health Behavior

2) Document the methods described above. This documentation must include all referenced
syllabi, samples of tests or other assessments and web links or handbook excerpts that
describe admissions prerequisites, as applicable.
Syllabi for courses listed in Table D1-1 are is located in ERF D1.1 – MPH Foundational Knowledge
- D1-1 Syllabi.
3) If applicable, assessment of strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans
for improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health ensures that all MPH graduates are grounded in f oundation
public health knowledge. The School offers at least one section of each core course
throughout the year, including summer term. Core courses are offered online and in-person
modalities to increase accessibility for MPH students. Both the f requency and mode of
of ferings ensures graduates are grounded in public health foundational knowledge.
• The core course syllabi are roughly standardized for MPH students and courses are taught
by the same instructors each year (except in cases of sabbatical or retirement). Instructors
share materials, learning activities and assessment approaches with each other across
quarters to ensure students receive comparable experiences, which helps ensure
graduates are grounded in f oundational public health knowledge and this knowledge is
validated with appropriate methods.
• The Academic Affairs and Students Affairs teams responded to increases in matriculates
by creating a core course prioritization program that ensures that students within a program
who need to a take a core course are able to register for it in a given pre-specified quarter.
For example, students in the MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health program are
permitted to register for ESHH 511 f or two weeks in the f all term before students from other
programs can register f or it. This ensures that students in the MPH Environmental Systems
& Human Health program, who need this course to be prepared for the rest of the program
curriculum, before the it reaches the enrollment cap. The School views the core course
prioritization program to be in service to equity since students who are working or have
caretaking responsibilities and my not be able to be on their computers the moment
registration opens up, are still able to access classes they need to take in a timely manner.
• The CPH exam has been a graduation requirement for all MPH students since fall 2014.
The CPH exam assesses competency in foundational knowledge and cross-cutting skills.
School of Public Health students have a strong record of passing the exam, which is an
independent demonstration of competency attainment.
Areas of Improvement
• While variable in size, many of the core courses have become very large (40+ students
per quarter). These sizes have resulted from increased enrollment, which is positive for the
School, but may not be optimal f or graduate learning and may undermine our graduates
attainment of foundational public health knowledge.
• The size of the courses has required Academic Affairs and Student Affairs to prioritize
registration by program. The adverse consequence of this prioritization is that core courses
tend to be homogeneous by program, which does not allow for the exchange of ideas or
perspectives across program areas. While this is not an issue for foundational knowledge
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•

attainment per se, it does potentially reduce the richness and diversity of thought and
understanding that more heterogeneous courses would provide.
The work of covering the 12 f oundational public health learning objectives. For example,
PHE 512 – Principles of Health Behavior covers seven of the 12 competencies, whereas
BSTA 511 or BSTA 525 – Introduction to Biostatistics only covers one learning objective.
This unequal allocation of competency coverage places a substantial burden for
f oundational knowledge attainment and validation on some courses over others.

Plans for Improvement
• The School will use its increased enrollment to justify the hiring of more f aculty. Having
more f aculty will mean that core courses can be offered more frequently, ensuring smaller
course sizes. This will ensure all graduates are grounded and appropriately evaluated for
their f oundational public health knowledge attainment. Furthermore, more f aculty would
also potentially result in more electives being offered, which would provide Students
additional opportunities to apply their public health knowledge.
• The Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee (APCC, see A1. Organization and
Administrative Processes) will review the distribution of foundational public health learning
objectives across the five core courses to seek a more equitable distribution. The Academic
Af fairs deans, ex-officio APCC members, will work with instructors of core courses to help
identify ways in which learning objectives can be most appropriately covered and their
competency evaluated.
• The APCC will also review student results on the CPH exam to identify needed areas of
improvement in foundational public health knowledge.
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D2. MPH Foundational Competencies
The school documents at least one specific, required assessment activity (eg, component of
existing course, paper, presentation, test) for each competency, during which faculty or other
qualified individuals (eg, preceptors) validate the student’s ability to perform the competency.
Assessment opportunities may occur in foundational courses that are common to all students, in
courses that are required for a concentration or in other educational requirements outside of
designated coursework, but the school must assess all MPH students, at least once, on each
competency. Assessment may occur in simulations, group projects, presentations, written
products, etc. This requirement also applies to students completing an MPH in combination with
another degree (eg, joint, dual, concurrent degrees). For combined degree students, assessment
may take place in either degree school.
1) List the coursework and other learning experiences required for the school’s MPH degrees,
including the required curriculum for each concentration and combined degree option.
Information may be provided in the format of Template D2-1 or in hyperlinks to student
handbooks or webpages, but the documentation must present a clear depiction of the
requirements for each MPH degree.
MPH Biostatistics
Course
Title
Core Required Coursework (22 credits)
BSTA 511
Estimation & Hypothesis Testing for Applied Biostatistics
EPI 512
Epidemiology I
ESHH 511
Concepts of Environmental Health
HSMP 574
Health Systems Organization
PHE 512
Principles of Health Behavior
Exam
Certif ied in Public Health Examination
BSTA 509PE
Practice Experience
BSTA 502IP
Integrative Project
Exam
Comprehensive Examination: Written Section
Exam
Comprehensive Examination: Lab Section
Program Required Coursework (28 credits)
UNI 504
Qualitative Methods for Health Professionals
BSTA 512
Linear Models
BSTA 513
Categorical Data Analysis
BSTA 515
Data Management and Analysis in SAS
BSTA 516
Design and Analysis of Surveys
BSTA 519
Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis
HSMP 573
Values & Ethics in Health
EPI 513
Epidemiology II (Methods)
EPI 566
Current Issues in Public Health
Commonly-taken Electives (10 credits)
BSTA 500
Reading and Research in Biostatistics
BSTA 514
Survival Analysis
BSTA 517
Statistical Methods in Clinical Trials
BSTA 521
Bayesian Methods for Data Analysis
BSTA 522
Statistical Learning and Big Data
BSTA 523
Designs of Experiments: Statistical Principles of Research Design
& Analysis
BSTA 524
Statistical Methods for Next Generation Sequencing Data
BSTA 550
Introduction to Probability
BSTA 551
Mathematical Statistics I

Credits
4
4
3
3
3
0, Pass
4
1
0, Pass
0, Pass
2
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
2
1– 3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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BSTA 552
EPI 514
PHE 519

Mathematical Statistics II
Epidemiology III
Introduction to the Etiology of Disease
Other courses with the permission of the program director
Total Credits

MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health
Course
Title
Core Required Coursework (22 credits)
BSTA 525
Introduction to Biostatistics
EPI 512
Epidemiology I
ESHH 511
Concepts of Environmental Health
HSMP 574
Health Systems Organization
PHE 512
Principles of Health Behavior
Exam
Certif ied in Public Health Examination
BSTA 509PE
Practice Experience
BSTA 502IP
Integrative Project
Program Required Coursework (16 credits)
UNI 504
Qualitative Methods for Health Professionals
ESHH 519
Environmental Health in a Changing World
ESHH 528
Environmental Toxicology & Risk Assessment
ESHH 521
Occupational Health
ESHH 573
Values & Ethics in Health
Commonly-taken Electives (10 credits)
ESHH 512
Global & Planetary Health Concepts
ESHH 530
Environmental Chemistry
ESHH 521
Ecological Public Health
EPI 513
Epidemiology II (Methods)
PHE 511
Foundations of Public Health
PHE 517
Community Organizing
PHE 519
Introduction to the Etiology of Disease
PHE 521
Quantitative Research Design and Analysis
ESM 552 (PSU)
Environmental Regulation & Non-regulatory Approaches
ESM 587 (PSU)
Environmental Justice: Theory and Implication
ESM 588 (PSU)
Environmental Sustainability
PSY 510 (PSU)
Occupational Safety & Health
PSY 550 (PSU)
Occupational Health Psychology
PSY 510 (PSU)
Work and Well-being
Total Credits
MPH Epidemiology
Course
Title
Core Required Coursework (22 credits)
BSTA 511
Estimation & Hypothesis Testing for Applied Biostatistics
EPI 512
Epidemiology I
ESHH 511
Concepts of Environmental Health
HSMP 574
Health Systems Organization
PHE 512
Principles of Health Behavior
Exam
Certif ied in Public Health Examination
EPI 504PE
Practice Experience
EPI 502IP
Integrative Project
Program Required Coursework (27 credits)
BSTA 512
Linear Models
BSTA 513
Categorical Data Analysis

3
4
3
60
Credits
4
4
3
3
3
0, Pass
4
1
2
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
60
Credits
4
4
3
3
3
0, Pass
4
1
4
4
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EPI 513
Epidemiology II (Methods)
EPI 514
Epidemiology III (Causal Inf erence)
EPI 536
Epidemiologic Data Analysis & Interpretation
EPI 566
Current Issues in Public Health
HSMP 573
Values & Ethics in Health
UNI 504
Qualitative Methods for Health Professionals
Commonly-taken Electives (11 Credits)
BSTA 514
Survival Analysis
BSTA 515
Data Management and Analysis in SAS
BSTA 516
Design and Analysis of Surveys
BSTA 517
Statistical Methods in Clinical Trials
BSTA 519
Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis
CPH 521
Social Determinants of Health
EPI 540
Introduction to Research Proposal & Design
EPI 556
HIV/AIDS Epidemiology
EPI 568
Inf ectious Disease Epidemiology
EPI 576
Chronic Disease Epidemiology
HSMP 581
Population Health: Policy & Practice Implications
PHE 519
Introduction to the Etiology of Disease
PHE 522
Health and Social Inequalities
PHE 524
Social Epidemiology Methods & Theory
Other courses chosen in consultation with faculty advisor
Total Credits
MPH Health Management & Policy
Course
Title
Core Required Coursework (22 credits)
BSTA 525
Introduction to Biostatistics
EPI 512
Epidemiology I
ESHH 511
Concepts of Environmental Health
HSMP 574
Health Systems Organization
PHE 512
Principles of Health Behavior
Exam
Certif ied in Public Health Examination
HSMP 509PE
Practice Experience
HSMP 502IP
Integrative Project
Program Required Coursework (25 credits)
Varies
Interprof essional course (choose one):
IPE 515 – Community Organizing for Health Equity
IPE 525 – Relational Leadership
UNI 502 – Conversations in Global Health
UNI 504 – Qualitative Methods for Health Professionals
HSMP 541
Organizational behavior in Health Service Organizations
HSMP 571
Health Policy
HSMP 573
Values & Ethics in Health
HSMP 576
Strategic Management of Health Care Organizations
HSMP 577
Health Care Law and Regulation
HSMP 586
Introduction to Health Economics
HSMP 587
Financial Management of Health Services
HSMP 588
Program Evaluation and Management in Health Services
Commonly-taken Electives (15 credits)
AGE 557
National Long-term Care Policy
HSMP 575
Advanced Health Policy
HSMP 578
Perf ormance Improvement in Health Services
HSMP 579
Health Inf ormation Technology and Systems Management

4
4
4
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
60
Credits
4
4
3
3
3
0, Pass
4
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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HSMP 580
HSMP 581
HSMP 582
HSMP 583
HSMP 584
PA 525 (PSU)
PA 543 (PSU)
PA 545 (PSU)
PA 549 (PSU)
PA 553 (PSU)
PA 554 (PSU)
PA 526 (PSU)
PA 528 (PSU)
PHE 520
PHE 541

Health Services Human Resources Management
Population Health
Oregon Health Policy
Economics of Health Systems & Policy
Social Policy & Public Health
Grantwriting for Nonprofit Organizations
Creating Collaborative Communities
Organizational Development
Cross-cultural Communication in the Public Sector
Sustainable Development Policy and Governance
Policy Analysis Research
Public Contracts Management
Managing Public Projects and Programs: From Local to Global
Qualitative Research Design
Media Advocacy and Public Health
Other courses with the permission of the faculty advisor
Total Credits

MPH Health Promotion
Course
Title
Core Required Coursework (22 credits)
BSTA 525
Introduction to Biostatistics
EPI 512
Epidemiology I
ESHH 511
Concepts of Environmental Health
HSMP 574
Health Systems Organization
PHE 512
Principles of Health Behavior
Exam
Certif ied in Public Health Examination
PHE 504PE
Practice Experience
PHE 502IP
Integrative Project
Program Required Coursework (25 credits)
Varies
Interprof essional course (choose one):
IPE 515 – Community Organizing for Health Equity
IPE 525 – Relational Leadership
UNI 502 – Conversations in Global Health
UNI 504 – Qualitative Methods for Health Professionals
PHE 511
Foundations of Public Health
PHE 517
Community Organizing
PHE 519
Etiology of Disease
PHE 520
Qualitative Research Design
PHE 521
Quantitative Research Design
PHE 540 -orMass Communication
PHE 541
Media Advocacy and Public Health
PHE 550
Program Planning
HSMP 573
Values & Ethics in Health
HSMP 588
Program Evaluation & Management
Elective area of emphasis (9 credits)
Total Credits
MPH Public Health Practice
Course
Title
Core Required Coursework (22 credits)
BSTA 525
Introduction to Biostatistics
EPI 512
Epidemiology I
ESHH 511
Concepts of Environmental Health

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
62
Credits
4
4
3
3
3
0, Pass
4
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
60
Credits
4
4
3
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HSMP 574
Health Systems Organization
PHE 512
Principles of Health Behavior
Exam
Certif ied in Public Health Examination
CPH 504PE
Practice Experience
CPH 502IP
Integrative Project
Program Required Coursework (25 credits)
Varies
Interprof essional course (choose one):
IPE 515 – Community Organizing for Health Equity
IPE 525 – Relational Leadership
UNI 502 – Conversations in Global Health
UNI 504 – Qualitative Methods for Health Professionals
CPH 511 / PHE 520 Research Methods and Evidence-based Practices
CPH 521
Social Determinants of Health
CPH 522
Communicating Public Health Data
CPH 528
Management Practice and Quality Improvement in Health Care &
Public Health Organizations
CPH 535
Prof essionalism, Ethics, and Systems Thinking in Public Health
CPH 536
Community Based Participatory Research
CPH 538 -orPublic Health Program Evaluation
HSMP 588
Program Evaluation & Management
CPH 550
Public Health Program Planning
Commonly-taken Electives (9 credits)
CPH 507A
Current Issues in Public Health
CPH 515
Geographic Information Systems for Public Health
CPH 523
Global Perspectives & Program Development
CPH 526
Epidemiology of Aging & Chronic Disease
CPH 531
The Social Context of Public Health Policy
HSMP 579
Health IT & Systems Management
PHE 545
Men’s Health
PHE 553
Women’s Reproductive Health
Total Credits

3
3
0, Pass
4
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
56

MPH Program Guides
Program guides for AY2021-22 for each MPH program are linked below:
• MPH Biostatistics
• MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health
• MPH Epidemiology
• MPH Health Management & Policy
• MPH Health Promotion
• MPH Public Health Practice
2) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D2-2, that indicates the assessment activity for each
of the foundational competencies. If the school addresses all of the listed foundational
competencies in a single, common core curriculum, the school need only present a single
matrix. If combined degree students do not complete the same core curriculum as students in
the standalone MPH school, the school must present a separate matrix for each combined
degree. If the school relies on concentration-specific courses to assess some of the
foundational competencies listed above, the school must present a separate matrix for each
concentration.
Table D2-2 is presented on the following pages:
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Assessment of Competencies for MPH in all concentrations
Competency
Evidence-based Approaches to Public
Health
1. Apply epidemiological methods to the
breadth of settings and situations in public
health practice

* Course number(s) and name(s)

EPI 512 – Epidemiology 1

Specific assessment opportunity

Problem sets are designed to guide students
through application of topics covered in the
week's readings and lectures: Week 1: Identify
an area of your own health interest; identify a
current concept of some health or disease
condition, and trace its history. How do
researchers assess it in individuals both inside
and outside the clinic? Academic literature
search skills. Preliminary thinking about
causes and effects, and causal narratives.
Week 2: Prevalence and incidence rate
calculations. Interpret graphs appropriately.
Direct and indirect age adjustment. Track
down birth certificate/death certificate/other
vital records sources.
Week 3: Sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV.
Provide examples of constructs for each
concept in social production of disease theory,
eco-social theory, and life course theory.
Week 4: Pick two systems of social
categorization. Identify population-level and
individual-level determinants of health for
each. Identify intersectional determinants (i.e.
interactions).
Week 5: Identify a randomized control trial
published in a given year (2016) within track
(health promotion, health policy, etc.). Outline
an RCT including: aim, hypothesis, study
design, measures of outcome, intervention,
enrollment, sampling strategy, etc. Outline a
cohort study including: aim, hypothesis, study
design, measures of outcome, exposure,
enrollment, sampling strategy, etc. Identify
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2. Select quantitative and qualitative data
collection methods appropriate for a given
public health context

BSTA 511 – Estimation & Hypothesis Testing
f or Applied Biostatistics

EPI 512 – Epidemiology 1

biases, and expectations of what the studies
will accomplish.
Week 6: Outline a case control study including:
aim, hypothesis, study design, measures of
outcome, exposure, enrollment, sampling
strategy, etc. Identify biases, and expectations
of what they will do. Same for cross sectional
study. Sketch a cross sectional time series, a
cohort time series or a serial cohorts time
series study.
Week 7: Relative Risk, OR, AR and PAR
calculations and interpretations. Causal
inf erence: draw DAGs, interpret DAGs. Simple
conf ounding example. Simple confounding
solutions.
Week 8: Mendelian randomized design.
Analysis of proper individual-level and
population-level inference (risk and
prevalence) appropriate to various and sundry
study designs. Examples of cross-level
f allacies.
Week 9: IRB application. Policy examples.
Analysis of health impact of existing policies.
Civics process. Statist and nonstatist policies.
Complicity of public health profession in
ongoing public health issues.
For Biostatistics and Epidemiology students:
Homework: Students select appropriate
quantitative data collection methods for a
variety of problems organized by chapter/topic.
Problems require statistical software to
conduct an initial graphical/numerical
exploratory analysis of the data, followed by an
analysis to formally test the question of interest
and estimate relevant parameters, and end
with a written summary of the statistical
f indings that would be accessible to nonexperts.
Students complete problem sets where they
are expected to select data collection methods
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UNI 504 – Qualitative Research for Health
Prof essionals

HSMP 588 – Program Evaluation and
Management in Health Services

PHE 520 – Qualitative Research Design

CPH 511 – Research Methods and EvidenceBased Practice

f or randomized control trials, cross-sectional
studies, and case control studies.
For Biostatistics, Epidemiology, and
Environmental Systems and Human Health
students: Exams and the final project ask
students to synthesize course content,
including selection of quantitative collection
methods, including observation methods,
interviews, and focus groups. .
For Health Management & Policy students. In
Assignment #2 and the Final evaluation paper,
students are asked to select and justify
selection of collection methods. For
assignment #2 - "Using material covered in the
class to this point, compare and contrast your
selected model with the other three models".
For the Final Evaluation Paper Evaluation
Design
5. Evaluation design, including choice and
justif ication of selection of design, other
designs considered, costs/benefits of selected
design, methods to address threats to validity.
Include discussions of relevant literature as
appropriate.
Data Collection
6. Measurement methods and data sources
identified in conceptual matrix; discussion of
selection and design of data collection
instruments; drafts of sample instruments
(appended); issues of sample size (where
applicable).
For Health Promotion and Public Health
Practice students. In Assignment #2 students
are asked to "Describe rationales for using
qualitative methods, including strengths and
weaknesses". This is intended to demonstrate
course competency #6 "Describe and compare
various qualitative methods".
This is a new online course for Public Health
Practice students, with an initial offering of
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3. Analyze quantitative and qualitative data
using biostatistics, informatics, computerbased programming and software, as
appropriate

BSTA 511 – Estimation & Hypothesis Testing
f or Applied Biostatistics

BSTA 525 – Introduction to Biostatistics

4. Interpret results of data analysis for public
health research, policy or practice

BSTA 511 – Estimation & Hypothesis Testing
f or Applied Biostatistics

SP19. At this point there is not an approved
syllabus
For Biostatistics and Epidemiology student:
Homework: Students work a variety of
problems organized by chapter/topic. Students
analyze data through graphical displays and
applying confidence intervals and hypothesis
testing. Both will study normal theory and
nonparametric approaches as well as ANOVA,
correlation, and simple linear regression.
Problems require Stata and R to conduct an
initial graphical/numerical exploratory analysis
of the data, followed by an analysis to formally
test the question of interest and estimate
relevant parameters, and end with a written
summary of the statistical findings that would
be accessible to non-experts.
Project: (Take-home) Cumulative exam/project
at end of course involves analysis of ~3 data
sets, each with several research questions.
Students are required to choose an
appropriate method for analysis, justify their
chosen method and provide conclusion
statements as in the homework. Students can
use Stata and R.
For Environmental Systems & Human Health,
Health Management & Policy, Health
Promotion, and Public Health Practice
students: Computer application (STATA
required) is included as part of the course to
introduce students to basic data management,
reading output from computer packages,
interpreting and summarizing
results.
Homework: Students work a variety of
problems organized by chapter/topic.
Problems require statistical software to
conduct an initial graphical/numerical
exploratory analysis of the data, followed by an
analysis to formally test the question of interest
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EPI 512 – Epidemiology 1

Public Health & Health Care Systems
5. Compare the organization, structure and
f unction of health care, public health and
regulatory systems across national and
international settings

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

6. Discuss the means by which structural bias,
social inequities and racism undermine health
and create challenges to achieving health
equity at organizational, community and
societal levels

EPI 512 – Epidemiology 1

and estimate relevant parameters, and end
with a written summary of the statistical
f indings that would be accessible to nonexperts.
Project: (Take-home) Cumulative exam/project
at end of course involves analysis of ~3 data
sets, each with several research questions.
Students are required to choose an
appropriate method for analysis, justify their
chosen method and provide conclusion
statements as in the homework.
Week 2 Problem Set asks students to interpret
graphs of prevalence and incidence rates.
Week 7 Problem Set asks students to interpret
relative risk and causal inference using
Directed Acyclic Graphs.
Paper #3: Group Health System Analyss and
Presentation: Students conduct a group
analysis and comparison of health systems in
both international and domestic contexts. The
topic is posed as a model or promising
practice (either country-specific or topicspecific) to be considered in contrast to the
current “system” of health services in the
United States.
Critical ref lection paper on readings about
race/ethnicity and social categories in
epidemiologic work: Kawachi, I., Daniels, N.,
and Robinson, D. (2005). Health Disparities By
Race And Class: Why Both Matter. Health
Af fairs, 24(2):343–352; Jones, C. P. (2000).
Levels of racism: A Theoretic Framework and
a Gardener’s Tale. American Journal of Public
Health, 90(8):1212–1215; Kahn, J. (2008).
Exploiting Race in Drug Development: BiDil’s
Interim Model of Pharmacogenomics. Social
Studies of Science, 38(5):737–758.
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PHE 512 – Principles of Health Behavior

Construct quiz and reflective paper on week 9
readings on community organization and
engagement/behavioral economics: Brenner,
A. B., Zimmerman, M. A., Bauermeister, J. A.,
& Caldwell, C. H. (2013). Neighborhood
context and perceptions of stress over time:
An ecological model of neighborhood stressors
and intrapersonal and interpersonal resources.
American Journal of Community Psychology,
51, 544-556; Ford, P. B., & Dzewaltowski, D.
A. (2008). Disparities in obesity prevalence
due to variation in the retail food environment:
Three testable hypotheses. Nutrition Reviews
66, 216-228; Freudenberg, N., Pastor, M., &
Israel, B. (2011). Strengthening community
capacity to participate in making decisions to
reduce disproportionate environmental
exposures. American Journal of Public Health,
101, S123-S130; Link, B. G., & Phelan, J.
(1995). Social conditions as fundamental
causes of disease. Journal of Health and
Social Behavior, 35, 80-94; MacQueen, K. M.,
McLellan, E., Metzger, D. S., Kegeles, S.,
Strauss, R. P., Scotti, R., Blanchard, L., &
Trotter, R. T. (2001). What is community? An
evidence-based definition for participatory
public health. American Journal of Public
Health, 91, 1929-1937.

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

Paper 2: The Culture of Health: Designing
Oregon's Future Health System requires
students to select a population group with
specific needs based on race, gender, age,
geography, housing status, level of education,
ability/disability, and/or sexual orientation and
design a new way of organizing and delivering
some aspect of health services to this
population. To do so, students must first
assess current needs, assets, and capacities.

Planning & Management to Promote Health
7. Assess population needs, assets and
capacities that affect communities’ health
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8. Apply awareness of cultural values and
practices to the design or implementation of
public health policies or programs

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

9. Design a population-based policy, program,
project or intervention

PHE 512 – Principles of Health Behavior

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

Paper 2: The Culture of Health: Designing
Oregon's Future Health System requires
students to select a population group with
specific needs based on race, gender, age,
geography, housing status, level of education,
ability/disability, and/or sexual orientation and
then design a new way of organizing and
delivering some aspect of health services to
this population. To do so, students will need to
apply cultural values and practices as
appropriate to each of these specific groups.
Group Intervention Design Project: Students
choose a theory or model covered in class
AND a specific health problem. Then, they
plan a theory-based intervention designed to
address this health problem. The group will
then design a social marketing campaign to
promote it and present this to the class.
Assignment details and evaluation form are
noted in the syllabus.
Paper #2 The Culture of Health: Designing
Oregon's Future Health System. Students
choose one action area f rom the Culture of
Health Action Framework (Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation) and use their knowledge
about health systems to design a new way of
organizing and delivering some aspect of
health services to a specific population group
in Oregon. Students choose a population
group with specific needs based upon race,
gender, age, geography (urban/rural), housing
status, level of education, ability/disability,
and/or sexual orientation. They then use the
action area to frame their approach and
describe a design of a health services delivery
system that would improve upon current
practice and the many reforms underway in
Oregon.
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10. Explain basic principles and tools of
budget and resource management

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

11. Select methods to evaluate public health
programs

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

Policy in Public Health

Paper #1: Improving Health Services Delivery:
Achieving the Triple Aim through Innovation:
This independently researched and written
paper asks students to select an innovation,
identify one aspect of the Triple Aim, and
analyze it within the context of the innovation
articulating key issues for improving health
services delivery.
Group Health System Analyss and
Presentation: Students conduct a group
analysis and comparison of health systems in
both international and domestic contexts.
Students must choose measures on which to
evaluate both systems. Students are assessed
as a group for the documentation and poster
content presentation but individually for the
peer evaluation component.

12. Discuss multiple dimensions of the policymaking process, including the roles of ethics
and evidence

ESHH 511 – Concepts in Environmental
Health

The individual student "Course Project" is
specifically targeted to "educate legislators
(county, state, federal) about a specific
environmental health or occupational health
hazard that needs attention." Although not
explicitly called out in the syllabus, class
activities, including Week 2 (Epidemiology and
Toxicology) and Week 3 (Environmental
Policy, Justice, and Risk Perception &
Communication) will provide the tools for
assessing ethics and evidence.

13. Propose strategies to identify stakeholders
and build coalitions and partnerships for
inf luencing public health outcomes

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

Paper #2 The Culture of Health: Designing
Oregon's Future Health System. Students
choose one action area f rom the Culture of
Health Action Framework (Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation) and use their knowledge
about health systems to design a new way of
organizing and delivering some aspect of
health services to a specific population group
in Oregon. The action areas all include
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identifying stakeholders to foster cross-sector
collaboration to improve well-being.
14. Advocate for political, social or economic
policies and programs that will improve health
in diverse populations

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

15. Evaluate policies for their impact on public
health and health equity

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

Paper #2 The Culture of Health: Designing
Oregon's Future Health System. Students
choose one action area f rom the Culture of
Health Action Framework (Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation) and use their knowledge
about health systems to design a new way of
organizing and delivering some aspect of
health services to a specific population group
in Oregon. The action areas include making
health a shared value; fostering cross-sector
collaboration to improve well-being; creating
healthier, more equitable communities; and
strengthening integration of health services
and systems. Students choose a population
group with specific needs based upon race,
gender, age, geography (urban/rural), housing
status, level of education, ability/disability,
and/or sexual orientation. They then use the
action area to frame their approach and
describe a design of a health services delivery
system that would improve upon current
practice and the many reforms underway in
Oregon.
Paper #2 The Culture of Health: Designing
Oregon's Future Health System. Students
choose one action area f rom the Culture of
Health Action Framework (Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation) and use their knowledge
about health systems to design a new more
equitable way of organizing and delivering
some aspect of health services to a specific
population group in Oregon. Students must
evaluate current policy to frame their approach
and then describe a design of a health
services delivery system that would improve
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upon current practice and the many reforms
underway in Oregon.

Leadership
16. Apply principles of leadership, governance
and management, which include creating a
vision, empowering others, fostering
collaboration and guiding decision making

PHE 512 – Principles of Health Behavior

17. Apply negotiation and mediation skills to
address organizational or community
challenges
Communication

PHE 512 – Principles of Health Behavior

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

Weekly in-class quizzes and reaction papers
addressing lecture and reading materials.
Paper #2 The Culture of Health: Designing
Oregon's Future Health System. Students
choose one action area f rom the Culture of
Health Action Framework (Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation) and use their knowledge
about health systems to design a new way of
organizing and delivering some aspect of
health services to a specific population group
in Oregon. The action areas include making
health a shared value; fostering cross-sector
collaboration to improve well-being; creating
healthier, more equitable communities; and
strengthening integration of health services
and systems. Students choose a population
group with specific needs based upon race,
gender, age, geography (urban/rural), housing
status, level of education, ability/disability,
and/or sexual orientation. They then use the
action area to frame their approach and
describe a design of a health services delivery
system that would improve upon current
practice and the many reforms underway in
Oregon.
Weekly in-class quizzes and reaction papers
addressing lecture and reading materials.
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18. Select communication strategies for
dif ferent audiences and sectors

PHE 512 – Principles of Health Behavior

19. Communicate audience-appropriate public
health content, both in writing and through oral
presentation

PHE 512 – Principles of Health Behavior

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

Group Intervention Design Project: Students
choose a theory or model covered in class
AND a specific health problem. Then, they
plan a theory-based intervention designed to
address this health problem. The group will
then design a social marketing campaign to
promote it and present this to the class.
Assignment details and evaluation form are
noted in the syllabus. Students need to design
and present a social marketing campaign to
promote your project using the 4 Ps of social
marketing to guide their campaign design and
create a poster, video, audio, or other mediadriven message that they present to the class.
Group Intervention Design Project: Students
choose a theory or model covered in class
AND a specific health problem. Then, they
plan a theory-based intervention designed to
address this health problem. The group will
then design a social marketing campaign to
promote it and present this to the class.
Assignment details and evaluation form are
noted in the syllabus.
Paper #2 The Culture of Health: Designing
Oregon's Future Health System. Students
choose one action area f rom the Culture of
Health Action Framework (Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation) and use their knowledge
about health systems to design a new way of
organizing and delivering some aspect of
health services to a specific population group
in Oregon. The action areas include making
health a shared value; fostering cross-sector
collaboration to improve well-being; creating
healthier, more equitable communities; and
strengthening integration of health services
and systems. Students choose a population
group with specific needs based upon race,
gender, age, geography (urban/rural), housing
status, level of education, ability/disability,
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20. Describe the importance of cultural
competence in communicating public health
content

PHE 512 – Principles of Health Behavior

Interprofessional Practice
21. Perf orm effectively on interprofessional
teams

UNI 504 – Qualitative Research for Health
Prof essionals

IPE 512, 513, 514, or 515

and/or sexual orientation. They then use the
action area to frame their approach and
describe a design of a health services delivery
system that would improve upon current
practice and the many reforms underway in
Oregon.
Group Intervention Design Project: Students
choose a theory or model covered in class
AND a specific health problem. Then, they
plan a theory-based intervention designed to
address this health problem. The group will
then design a social marketing campaign to
promote it and present this to the class.
Students are asked to specifically address
"Who are the target population? and What do
you need to know about your participants
bef ore, during and after the intervention?" We
are currently working to expand the syllabus
discussion to more-broadly address cultural
competency.
For Biostatistics, Epidemiology, and
Environmental Systems & Human Health
students: This course is offered to all students
across the university. During fall term 2018,
students in the Human Investigations Program
and in Behavioral Neuroscience (both in the
School of Medicine) joined students from the
School of Public Health. In addition to
evaluation of content for the final project,
students are evaluated on a written reflection
of how interpersonal competencies were
address in the course, including how
interprofessional work impacted changing
knowledge, attitudes, skills, and behaviors.
For Health Management & Policy students:
These are part of our university's
Interprof essional Education program. The
courses are IPE 512, OHSU Rural
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IPE 510, 512, 513, 514, or 515

IPE 502, 510, 512, 513, 514, or 515; and UNI
504

Systems Thinking
22. Apply systems thinking tools to a public
health issue

HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization

Community-based Project; IPE 513,
Interprof essional Community Health & Edu
Exchange; IPE 514, Older Adult Care Using
Stories; and IPE 515, Community Organizing
f or Health Equity
For Health Promotion students: These are part
of our university's Interprofessional Education
program. The courses are IPE 510, Narrative
Medicine; IPE 512, OHSU Rural Communitybased Project; IPE 513, Interprofessional
Community Health & Edu Exchange; IPE 514,
Older Adult Care Using Stories; and IPE 515,
Community Organizing for Health Equity
For Public Health Practice students: These
are part of our university's Interprofessional
Education program. The courses are IPE 502,
Conversations in Global Health; UNI 504,
Qualitative Methods for Health Professionals;
IPE 510, Narrative Medicine; IPE 512, OHSU
Rural Community-based Project; IPE 513,
Interprof essional Community Health & Edu
Exchange; IPE 514, Older Adult Care Using
Stories; and IPE 515, Community Organizing
f or Health Equity
Systems thinking is a central aspect of HSMP
574. As an important learning outcome,
systems thinking is addressed throughout the
course, albeit in different ways depending on
the modality of the course. For the online
sections, forum postings and quizzes are the
primary assessment tools. For the classroom
sections assessment is made primarily through
individual assessment of group project
participation.
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3) Include the most recent syllabus from each course listed in Template D2-1, or written guidelines,
such as a handbook, for any required elements listed in Template D2-1 that do not have a
syllabus.
Syllabi for courses listed in Table D2-1 are is located in ERF D2.1 – MPH Foundational Competencies
- D2-1 Syllabi.
4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• MPH program directors, who are members of the Academic Policy & Curriculum
Committee (APCC, see A1. Organization and Administrative Processes), work with faculty
teaching program-specific courses to ensure that the CEPH MPH f oundational
competencies map to learning and assessment activities. APCC oversight ensures that
students are validated in their ability to perform each competency.
• The School provides multiple opportunities f or students to develop and demonstrate
f oundational competencies through core, required, and elective MPH courses.
• Some program directors and f aculty have participated in assessment training or other
improvement activities to improve assessment. Some of these trainings have occurred in
f aculty meetings, which has helped engage teaching f aculty in continuous improvement
ef f orts. These trainings and activities have both increased f aculty appreciation f or the
importance and methods of assessment, as well as f acilitated diverse assessment
activities.
Areas of Improvement
• New or adjunct f aculty are not centrally-trained in competency-based course design and
assessment. Training, when it occurs, is conducted by prior course instructors or program
directors, not by the Dean’s Of fice or the Director of Assessment & Evaluation. New or
adjunct instructor may be told they cannot change certain elements of the course, but not
the reasons why. This lack of training reduces their ability to communicate assessment
activities to their students and may impair their ability to appropriately validate students’
competency attainment.
• A disproportionate number of the CEPH MPH foundational competencies are reliant upon
HSMP 574 – Health Systems Organization f or their teaching and assessment. The
consequence of this over-reliance is that a very small number of f aulty are evaluating the
bulk of students’ performance on the MPH f oundational competencies, and the many of
the f aculty are under-engaged in these assessments.
• Because some of the courses responsible f or covering a number of the CEPH MPH
f oundational competencies are core courses, the issues noted in D1. MPH & DrPH
Foundational Public Health Knowledge related to large curse sizes and priority registration
apply to the foundational competencies.
Plans for Improvement
• The School will use its increased enrollment to justify hiring more f aculty. Having more
f aculty will mean that foundational courses will be smaller, which will better ensure that all
graduates are grounded and appropriately evaluated for their CEPH MPH f oundational
competency attainment.
• The Dean’s Of f ice will create centralized onboarding of new and adjunct f aculty. One
component of this onboarding will be training in competency-based course design and
assessment. This training will ensure all f aculty are better educated and invested in
competency attainment and assessment.
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•

The Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee (APCC) will review the distribution of
f oundational competencies across courses to seek a more equitable distribution. The
Academic Af fairs deans, ex-officio APCC members, will work with instructors of
f oundational courses to help identify ways in which competencies can be most
appropriately covered and their attainment assessed.
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D3. DrPH Foundational Competencies (if applicable)
Not applicable
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D4. MPH & DrPH Concentration Competencies
The school defines at least five distinct competencies for each concentration or generalist degree
at each degree level in addition to those listed in Criterion D2 or D3.
The school documents at least one specific, required assessment activity (eg, component of
existing course, paper, presentation, test) for each defined competency, during which faculty or
other qualified individuals (eg, preceptors) validate the student’s ability to perform the competency.
If the school intends to prepare students for a specific credential (eg, CHES/MCHES) that has
defined competencies, the school documents coverage and assessment of those competencies
throughout the curriculum.
1) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D4-1, that lists at least five competencies in
addition to those defined in Criterion D2 or D3 for each MPH or DrPH concentration or
generalist degree, including combined degree options, and indicates at least one
assessment activity for each of the listed competencies. Typically, the school will present a
separate matrix for each concentration.
Matrices f or each MPH program that outline program core competencies and assessment activities
are presented on the following pages:
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Assessment of Competencies for MPH Biostatistics
Competency

Course number(s) or other
educational requirements

1. Apply appropriate principles of research design
and population-based concepts to assess health
problems.

BSTA 513 - Categorical Data Analysis
BSTA 519 - Applied Longitudinal Data
Analysis
BSTA 513 - Categorical Data Analysis
BSTA 519 - Applied Longitudinal Data
Analysis
Comprehensive Exam
Practice Experience
BSTA 513 - Categorical Data Analysis
BSTA 519 - Applied Longitudinal Data
Analysis
Comprehensive Exam
Practice Experience
BSTA 513 - Categorical Data Analysis

2. Apply appropriate descriptive and inferential
statistical methods to analyze risk determinants of
disease and health conditions.

3. Apply descriptive and inferential statistical
methods that are appropriate to the different study
designs used in public health research.

4. Interpret and summarize results and
communicate them to lay and professional
audiences, in the context of proper public health
principles and concepts.
5. Evaluate strengths and weaknesses of
alternative research designs and analytic methods,
and critically review and assess statistical analyses
presented in public health literature.

BSTA 519 - Applied Longitudinal Data
Analysis
Comprehensive Exam

Specific assignment(s) that allow
assessment
Final project
Final project
Final project
Final project

Final Portfolio
Final project
Final project

Final Portfolio
Final project
Final project

Annual Student Survey
Practice Experience

Preceptor Survey

6. Apply basic ethical principles pertaining to the
collection, maintenance, use, and dissemination of
public health data.

Annual Student Survey
Practice Experience
CPH Exam

Preceptor Survey

7. Identif y cultural dimensions of conducting
research, including culturally sensitive recruitment
of study participants, and develop strategies for
interpretation of data in the larger cultural context.

Annual Student Survey
Practice Experience
CPH Exam

Preceptor Survey
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Assessment of Competencies for MPH Epidemiology
Competency

Course number(s) or other
educational requirements

Specific assignment(s) that allow
assessment

1. Apply population-based concepts of
epidemiology and risk determination to the
assessment of health problems.

EPI 536 - Epidemiology Data Analysis
and Interpretation

Final report and oral presentation.

2. Apply evidence-based knowledge of health
determinants to public health issues.

EPI 536 - Epidemiology Data Analysis
and Interpretation
Integrative Project
EPI 536 - Epidemiology Data Analysis
and Interpretation

Final report and oral presentation.

EPI 536 - Epidemiology Data Analysis
and Interpretation
Integrative Project
CPH Exam
Annual Student Survey
Integrative Project

Final report and oral presentation.

EPI 536 - Epidemiology Data Analysis
and Interpretation
Integrative Project
EPI 536 - Epidemiology Data Analysis
and Interpretation
Practice Experience

Final report and oral presentation.

3. Apply and interpret a variety of statistical
methods commonly used in medical and public
health research.
4. Propose and test a research hypothesis.
5. Identif y ethical problems that arise in public
health decisions.
6. Apply knowledge of cultural dimensions in
conducting research, including culturally-sensitive
recruitment of study participants, and develop
strategies for interpretation of data in the larger
cultural context.
7. Integrate and apply relevant literature in
epidemiology to public health issues and policy.
8. Communicate public health principles and
concepts through various strategies across multiple
sectors of the community.

Final report and oral presentation.

Final report and oral presentation.
Oral Presentation
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Assessment of Competencies for MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health
Competency
1. Communicate the relationship between
environmental systems and human health,
particularly in response to a changing climate.

2. Analyze how environmental hazards (chemical,
physical and biological) interact with natural and

Course number(s) or other
educational requirements

Specific assignment(s) that allow
assessment

ESHH 519 - Environmental Health in a
Changing World

Oral presentation. Students
communicate how different human
activities or interventions can contribute
to the drawdown of atmospheric CO2
to peers and ESHH faculty.
Presentations will be evaluated based
on success in explaining and
communicating strategies to reduce
levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide.

ESHH 521 - Principles of Occupational
Health

Written assignment. Students write and
share a 1-page project proposal on the
topic of total worker health with the
class that demonstrates the ability to
communicate relationship between
environmental systems and human
health.

ESHH 530 - Environmental Health
Chemistry

Recitations. Students give oral
presentations on topical issues in
environmental chemistry that result in
exposure scenarios for human health
(e.g., disinfectant byproducts, etc.).

ESHH 521 - Principles of Occupational
Health

Written assignment. Students complete
a systematic literature review project
on the topic of total worker health.
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built systems, including the mechanisms of their
adverse effects on humans.

ESHH 529 - Environmental Toxicology
& Risk Assessment

Written assignment. Students reflect on
the challenges in identifying cancer
clusters associated with environmental
exposures and consider data from the
Oregon cancer registry: students will
synthesize information from the
literature (to understand mechanisms)
and present/analyze data from cancer
incidence rates in the State of Oregon
in a written paper.

3. Assess and interpret relevant literature in the
area of public health and environmental hazards.

ESHH 521 - Principles of Occupational
Health

Written assignment. Students complete
a systematic literature review project
on the topic of total worker health.
Environmental risk assessment. In
groups of three-to-four, students
collaboratively carry out an
environmental risk assessment where
they have to consult the primary
literature as well as databases of
exposure data and chemical properties.
They perf orm a quantitative
assessment of risk in a written project
and communicate their findings in an
oral presentation.
Written assignment. Students reflect on
the challenges in identifying cancer
clusters associated with environmental
exposures and consider data from the
Oregon cancer registry: students will
synthesize information from the
literature (to understand mechanisms)
and present/analyze data from cancer
incidence rates in the State of Oregon
in a written paper.

ESHH 529 - Environmental Toxicology
& Risk Assessment

ESHH 529 - Environmental Toxicology
& Risk Assessment
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4. Evaluate the risk of environmental exposures to
human populations through the incorporation of
exposure, toxicological, and other relevant data
into risk assessment methodology.

ESHH 530 - Environmental Health
Chemistry

Recitations. Students give oral
presentations on topical issues in
environmental chemistry that result in
exposure scenarios for human health
(e.g., disinfectant byproducts, etc.).

ESHH 532 - Ecological Public Health

White paper. Students write a white
paper on a topic of their choice focused
on some aspect of environmental
biology that was covered in class. The
assignment requires a minimum of 5
external, peer-reviewed references.

Practice Experience

Integrative Paper: As a part of their
MPH Practice Experience, students
write a prof essional paper that
synthesizes and integrates knowledge
gained from coursework and their
applied practice experience. The paper
includes a survey of the literature and
should be of publication quality.

ESHH 529 - Environmental Toxicology
& Risk Assessment

Environmental risk assessment. In
groups of three-to-four, students
collaboratively carry out an
environmental risk assessment where
they have to consult the primary
literature as well as databases of
exposure data and chemical properties.
They perf orm a quantitative
assessment of risk in a written project
and communicate their findings in an
oral presentation.
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5. Discuss how federal and state regulatory
programs, guidelines and authorities impact
environmental and occupational health issues.

6. Apply ethical principles that govern the practice
of environmental risk assessment, management,
and communication.

ESHH 521 - Principles of Occupational
Health

Student-led discussions. Students lead
discussions based on peer-reviewed
literature on topics that fall under
f ederal and state regulatory programs,
guidelines, and authorities with a focus
on how these regulations and
guidelines impact environmental and
occupational health issues.

ESHH 529 - Environmental Toxicology
& Risk Assessment

Written assignment. Students will
complete a 2-page written assignment
discussing the influence of a set
regulatory guidelines influence an
environmental health issue.

ESHH 529 - Environmental Toxicology
& Risk Assessment

Environmental risk assessment.
Students collaboratively carry out
environmental risk assessment, where
they will include a component on risk
characterization. They are taught that
this component requires full disclosure
regarding data quality and
completeness, as well as methods and
sources of data (as well as
assumptions) used to reach
conclusions regarding human health or
ecological risk.

Practice Experience
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7. Specify approaches for assessing, preventing
and controlling environmental and occupational
hazards that pose risks to human health and
saf ety.

ESHH 529 - Environmental Toxicology
& Risk Assessment

Environmental risk assessment.
Students work collaboratively to put
together an environmental risk
assessment where they read and
synthesize primary literature; consult
tables with exposure estimates (i.e.,
Exposures Handbook, EPA 2011);
conduct a quantitative risk assessment
based on EPA protocols as presented
in class; and present a risk assessment
plan to the class.

8. Integrate, synthesize and apply theory to
practice in the context of a research study, policy
consequences, or environmental exposure.

ESHH 529 - Environmental Toxicology
& Risk Assessment

Environmental risk assessment.
Students work collaboratively to put
together an environmental risk
assessment where they read and
synthesize primary literature; consult
tables with exposure estimates (i.e.,
Exposures Handbook, EPA 2011);
conduct a quantitative risk assessment
based on EPA protocols as presented
in class; and present a risk assessment
plan to the class.

9. Explain the general mechanisms of toxicity in
eliciting a human health effect in response to
various environmental and occupational exposures.

Practice Experience
ESHH 529 - Environmental Toxicology
& Risk Assessment

Environmental risk assessment.
Students work collaboratively to put
together an environmental risk
assessment where they read and
synthesize primary literature; consult
tables with exposure estimates (i.e.,
Exposures Handbook, EPA 2011);
conduct a quantitative risk assessment
based on EPA protocols as presented
in class; and present a risk assessment
plan to the class.
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Assessment of Competencies for MPH Health Management & Policy
Competency

Course number(s) or other
educational requirements

Specific assignment(s) that allow
assessment

1. Communication & Messaging: Demonstrate
ef f ective verbal, written, & interpersonal
communication & messaging skills.

Practice Experience

Final Report & Presentation.

2. Social Justice and Health Equity: Demonstrate
ethical, social & cultural competency in the practice
of health management & policy.

HSMP 573 - Values & Ethics in Health

Final Project. In the context of rights,
harm, responsibility, and justice,
students individually analyze and
present recommendations to promote
social justice/health equity.

3. Community Engagement: Engage with and
integrate the knowledge & experience of other
prof essions, health system stakeholders, &
communities to address health system challenges.

HSMP 588 - Program Evaluation &
Management in Health Services

Evaluation Plan. Students work in small
groups with an assigned CBO to
develop an evaluation plan that
specifically includes community
stakeholders and addresses equity and
power differentials, and is based on
appropriate theoretical approaches.

4. System & Critical Thinking: Demonstrate
critical & self-reflective thinking in the practice of
health management & policy.

HSMP 573 - Values & Ethics in Health

Personal Values Statement. Students
complete a reflective Personal Values
Statement that addresses six core
elements related to ethics, health
services, personal experience,
academic & career goals, personal
values, and a contextual analysis
based on APHA or ACHE codes of
ethics.

5. Planning & Management: Apply theory to
practice in the design, implementation,
management, & evaluation of processes to improve
organizational performance.

HSMP 541 - Organizational Behavior in Organizational Analysis Project.
Health Services
Students must apply OB concepts to
analyze a health system organization;
identify a specific challenge facing the
f irm; and develop a theoreticallygrounded managerial response to the
situation.
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6. Health Policy Development, Evaluation &
Advocacy: Apply policy process knowledge &
advocacy techniques to support the development &
implementation of policies that advance health.

HSMP 571 - Health Policy Analysis

Final Paper. Students must
demonstrate critical thinking skills to
analyze, strategize, and write clearly
and concisely about a specific health
policy to produce a brief policy memo
and a f ormal structured policy report.

7. Creation, Application and Evaluation of
Evidence: Select & apply appropriate theories &
qualitative & quantitative methods to analyze,
evaluate, & manage health system programs &
services.

HSMP 576: Strategic Management of
Health Care Organizations

Strategic Management Plan. Students
must draw upon knowledge, skills, and
abilities developed across the program
of study to conduct a situational
analysis, collect relevant data to
conduct qualitative and quantitative
analyses, interpret the findings and
present strategic recommendations in a
written report and presentation.

8. Professionalism, Ethics and Leadership:
Demonstrate professional, collaborative, & ethical
leadership skills to address health system
management & policy issues.

HSMP 573 - Values & Ethics in Health

Ethical Analysis Report & Presentation.
Working in small groups, students
conduct an ethical analysis,
incorporating multiple perspectives to
achieve consensus on the foundational
elements of the issue, and presenting
their analysis and recommendations for
ethical action in a f inal report and
presentation.
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Assessment of Competencies for MPH Health Promotion
Competency

Course number(s) or other
educational requirements

Specific assignment(s) that allow
assessment

1. Apply theory in the development,
implementation, and evaluation of health promotion
interventions, programs, and policies.

PHE 550 - Program Planning

Final project. The f inal project is a
health promotion program plan, which
includes a needs assessment, the
program goals and objectives, program
strategy and methods of how the
program will be managed and staffed,
monitoring and evaluation measures,
program workplan, and budget and
budget justification.

2. Develop interventions and programs to effect
change at multiple levels, including individual,
community, organization, and policy.

PHE 550 - Program Planning

Final project. The f inal project is a
health promotion program plan, which
includes a needs assessment, the
program goals and objectives, program
strategy and methods of how the
program will be managed and staffed,
monitoring and evaluation measures,
program workplan, and budget and
budget justification.

3. Design and implement strategies to promote
health.

PHE 550 - Program Planning

Final project. The f inal project is a
health promotion program plan, which
includes a needs assessment, the
program goals and objectives, program
strategy and methods of how the
program will be managed and staffed,
monitoring and evaluation measures,
program workplan, and budget and
budget justification.

4. Solicit and integrate input from community and
organization stakeholders.

CPH Exam
Annual Student Survey
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5. Design and deliver health communication
messages.

PHE 541 - Media Advocacy

6. Evaluate and interpret results from program
evaluation and other research.
7. Identif y cultural dimensions of conducting
research, including culturally sensitive recruitment
of study participants, and develop strategies for
interpretation of data in the larger cultural context.

CPH Exam
Annual Student Survey
CPH Exam
Annual Student Survey

8. Def ine health problems, frame hypotheses,
design research procedures, and outline methods
of analysis.

PHE 521 - Quantitative Research
Design & Analysis

9. Apply ethical principles that govern the practice
of public health promotion.
10. Demonstrate cultural competency in health
promotion among all social and cultural
communities.

CPH Exam
Annual Student Survey
CPH Exam
Annual Student Survey

Final project. The f inal project is a
media advocacy campaign that is
completed in accordance with
principles of policy advocacy, strategic
communications and framing, and
news writing.

Final project. The f inal project is the
revised sections of a quantitative
project proposal, including the
theoretical and conceptual framework,
sampling strategy, research design and
analysis, and dissemination plan.
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Assessment of Competencies for MPH Public Health Practice
Competency

Course number(s) or other
educational requirements
CPH 521 - Social Determinants of
Health

Specific assignment(s) that allow
assessment
Final paper

2. Identif y, develop, and manage interventions to
promote and protect the health of populations at
risk.

CPH 550 - Public Health Program
Planning

Final program proposal

3. Lead and participate in interprofessional efforts
to address health inequities with community
partners.
4. Conduct, participate in, or apply research which
improves the health of a population.

CPH 522 - Communicating Public
Health Data

Video abstract

Practice Experience

Provides a competency-based
opportunity for students to apply
knowledge gained in the classroom in
the context of real-world agencies
working on public health issues

1. Assess, analyze, and synthesize the health
status of vulnerable populations.
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5. Assess and integrate cultural beliefs and
practices in public health interventions.

CPH 536 - Community Based
Participatory Research

Practice Experience

6. Develop and plan interventions utilizing
principles of health systems organization and
health care f inance to address health disparities.

CPH 550 - Public Health Program
Planning

Online f orum participation. During the
second year of the program, all MPH in
Public Health Practice students take
the program required course CPH 536
Community Based Participatory
Research. This course requires
students to articulate the theoretical
and ethical issues involved with
working with underserved and
underrepresented communities and
populations (Course Objective 3), skills
which will be required throughout their
careers to address changing public
health problems in diverse settings
over time. Through participation in
graded online forums, students must
apply their own awareness of cultural
values and practices to the design or
implementation of public health polices
or programs. Students are graded
using a rubric, with a maximum of 30
points assigned over the course (3
points per week).
Provides a competency-based
opportunity for students to apply
knowledge gained in the classroom in
the context of real-world agencies
working on public health issues.
Budget proposal
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7. Apply program planning and quality
improvement principles in the development,
management, and/or evaluation of public health
services.

8. Demonstrate basic skills in the development of a
grant proposal.
9. Employ techniques to manage human, fiscal,
and other public health resources.

CPH 528 - Management Practice & QI
in Health Care

During the second year of the program,
all MPH in Public Health Practice
students take CPH 528 - Management
Practice and Quality Improvement in
Health Care & Public Health
Organization. This course requires
students to develop a PDSA quality
improvement project proposal to
address a public health department
service concern. Working in teams,
students develop a PDSA quality
improvement project proposal to
address a public health department
service concern. Each team’s quality
improvement project is graded using a
rubric.

CPH 550 - Public Health Program
Planning
Practice Experience

Final program proposal

CPH 550 - Public Health Program
Planning
CPH 550 - Public Health Program
Planning

Budget proposal

Provides a competency-based
opportunity for students to apply
knowledge gained in the classroom in
the context of real-world agencies
working on public health issues.

Budget proposal
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2) For degrees that allow students to tailor competencies at an individual level in consultation
with an advisor, the school must present evidence, including policies and sample
documents, that demonstrate that each student and advisor create a matrix in the format of
Template D4-1 for the plan of study. Include a description of policies in the self-study
document and at least five sample matrices in the electronic resource file.
Not applicable. No MPH program in the School of Public Health allow students to tailor
competencies at an individual level.
3) Include the most recent syllabus for each course listed in Template D4-1, or written
guidelines for any required elements listed in Template D4-1 that do not have a syllabus.
Syllabi from the courses listed above are presented in Syllabi for courses listed in Table D4-1 are
is located in ERF D4 – MPH Concentration Competencies – D4-1 Syllabi.
MPH Practice Experience
The syllabus for the MPH practice experience is located in ERF D5.2 – Practice Experience –
Syllabus. More information about the practice experience is discussed in D5. MPH Applied
Practice Experience.
MPH Integrative Project
The syllabus for the MPH integrative project is located in ERF D7.2 – Integrative Project – Syllabus.
More inf ormation about the integrative project is discussed in D7. MPH Integrative Learning
Experience.
MPH Biostatistics Comprehensive Exam
The MPH Biostatistics comprehensive exam assesses students’ ability to integrate statistical
knowledge and skills covered in their biostatistics coursework. Students must demonstrate mastery
of the subject matter, skills of critical thinking and independent problem solving, and interpretation
of results in the context of a research question. The comprehensive exam comprises questions
ref lective of five required courses:
• BSTA 511 – Estimation & Hypothesis Testing for Applied Biostatistics
• BSTA 512 – Linear Models
• BSTA 513 – Categorical Data Analysis
• BSTA – Design & Analysis of Surveys
• BSTA 519 – Applied Longitudinal Surveys
The written part of the MPH comprehensive exam takes two and a half hours, with three applied
questions covering materials f rom the BSTA 511, 512, and 513 course sequence. The lab part
takes three hours and covers materials from BSTA 516 and 519, with two data analysis questions
and one question used to assess the appropriateness of the statistical methods used in a published
journal article
Annual Student Survey
The Annual Student Survey is sent to all School of Public Health students in spring term. As a part
of the survey, students are presented their program core competencies and self-evaluate their
perceived competence on each program core competency using a 5-pt. scale (1 = Poor, 5 =
Excellent). MPH program directors and School of Public Health leadership receive program-specific
report based on their students’ responses to the survey in early summer.
Certified in Public Health (CPH) Exam
The CPH Exam is a 200-question, f our-hour exam that tests knowledge in 10 domains. MPH
students are eligible to sit for the exam after they successfully complete the five core public health
courses. Passing the CPH Exam is a degree requirement f or MPH students. Students may only
attempt the CPH exam twice. Students who do not the CPH exam on the first attempt are required
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to take the exam a second time. Inf ormation about the CPH exam is available on the School of
Public Health’s public-facing website at: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/cph-exam-2/
4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• Each MPH program in the School of Public Health has at least five distinct program core
competencies. Each program core competency has at least one specific, required
assessment activity. Assessment activities are a mix of direct and indirect assessment,
course assignments and program requirements, and are evaluated by f aculty or preceptors
and, in the case of indirect assessment, by students.
• As a multi-partner (“joint”) school, the School of Public Health participates in annual
assessment planning and reporting at both OHSU and PSU. As a part of their respective
regional NWCCU accreditation, both institutions require programs to have assessment
plans, at least one assessment activity per competency, and annually report assessment
data. OHSU was recognized by the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment
(NILOA) f or Excellence in Assessment in 2020. OHSU’s Assessment Council and PSU’s
Of f ice of Academic Innovation are responsible f or evaluating and providing f eedback on
assessment plans (including alignment and identified assessment activities) and data. In
spring 2020, MPH program directors participated in an alignment workshop to align
program core competencies with CEPH MPH f oundational competencies and institutional
learning outcomes and identif y suitable assessment activities f or each program core
competency. Assessment plans and reports are generally well-received by both OHSU and
PSU. The MPH Biostatistics program, in particular, received OHSU Provost’s Excellence
in Assessment Award.
Areas of Improvement
• The program core competencies for the MPH programs have not been substantially revised
or updated since the School of Public Health’s initial application f or CEPH accreditation.
The program core competencies need to be revised and updated to ref lect currency in
public health.
• The Certif ied in Public Health (CPH) credentialing exam is a graduation requirement for
MPH students. As a part of the Annual Student Survey, as well as in open meetings with
students and alumni in service of the CEPH self-study, students and alumni noted that the
competencies covered in the CPH exam needed to be better integrated throughout the
MPH curriculum.
Plans for Improvement
• MPH programs intend to revise their program core competencies when the CEPH
reaf f irmation of accreditation process is complete. As a part of the alignment workshop
described above, participants identif ied six common areas among the program core
competencies, CEPH MPH f oundational competencies, and institutional learning
outcomes. These six areas will be f oundational in programs revising their core
competences.
• The School of Public Health is committed to preparing MPH students to be successful in
passing the CPH exam. As such, the School will engage in a systematic assessment and
alignment exercise to understand where in the MPH curriculum CPH competencies are
covered, and identify gaps where competencies could be better covered.
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D5. MPH Applied Practice Experiences
MPH students demonstrate competency attainment through applied practice experiences.
The applied practice experiences allow each student to demonstrate attainment of at least five
competencies, of which at least three must be foundational competencies (as defined in
Criterion D2). The competencies need not be identical from student to student, but the applied
experiences must be structured to ensure that all students complete experiences addressing at
least five competencies, as specified above. The applied experiences may also address additional
foundational or concentration-specific competencies, if appropriate.
The school assesses each student’s competency attainment in practical and applied settings
through a portfolio approach, which demonstrates and allows assessment of competency
attainment. It must include at least two products. Examples include written assignments, projects,
videos, multi-media presentations, spreadsheets, websites, posters, photos or other digital artifacts
of learning. Materials may be produced and maintained (either by the school or by individual
students) in any physical or electronic form chosen by the school.
1) Briefly describe how the school identifies competencies attained in applied practice
experiences for each MPH student, including a description of any relevant policies.
The School of Public Health ref ers to the MPH Applied Practice Experience as the practice
experience (PE). The PE is intended to be an opportunity for students to apply their competencybased learning in a practice setting. Each MPH program has a designated PE coordinator to guide
students through their experience. Students are expected to demonstrate attainment on at least
f ive competencies. All students are required to demonstrate attainment of CEPH f oundational
competency 6 – Discuss the means by which structural bias, social inequalities, and racism
undermine health and create challenges to achieving health equity. Students select two additional
CEPH f oundational competencies and two MPH program core competencies. Students identify
these competencies as a part of their learning contract, which is signed by the student, preceptor,
f aculty advisor, and PE coordinator. In the learning contract, students align the selected
competencies with goals, tasks and activities intended to achieve those goals, corresponding
deliverables and work products, and develop a positionality statement. Students submit the learning
contract approximately five months prior to registering for their PE.
At the midpoint of a student’s PE (five weeks for one quarter, 10 weeks for two quarters), students
submit a midway progress report to their PE coordinator. Students describe their progress on
project goals, and tasks and activities used to achieve those goals, as they relate to competency
attainment.
Upon completion of the PE, students submit a portfolio with at least two products from their PE and
deliver an oral presentation. The portfolio is submitted via Sakai, OHSU’s online learning
management system. The oral presentation is a 20-minute PowerPoint presentation in which
students provide an overview of their practice experience, the work products they developed and
their significance to public health, and how the experience contributed to their competency
attainment. Ten minutes are reserved for a question-and-answer session between the student and
audience. MPH Biostatistics are not required to complete an oral presentation of their practice
experience because their comprehensive exam has an oral component. The portfolio and oral
presentation are evaluated by the PE coordinator using rubrics. The rubric used to evaluate the
portfolio is located in ERF D5.5 – Practice Experience – Portfolio Rubric and the rubric used to
evaluate the oral presentation is located in ERF D5.6 – Practice Experience – Oral Presentation
Rubric.
COVID-19 Considerations
Consistent with the likely experience of other programs and schools of public health, the COVID19 pandemic had a significant impact and interfered with many MPH students’ ability to complete
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the PE. Students were no longer able to complete their PEs in person and in those circumstances
when a remote experience was possible, many preceptors were understandably preoccupied with
monitoring and addressing the public health emergency and could no longer host students.
Following CEPH’s guidance, the PE/IP Subcommittee stressed the importance of maximum
f lexibility and of fered creative solutions on a case-by-case basis to ensure MPH students could
successfully complete their PE in a timely manner without graduation delays. During this period,
many students have completed their PE under the supervision of a f aculty member rather than a
community preceptor.
2) Provide documentation, including syllabi and handbooks, of the official requirements
through which students complete the applied practice experience.
The MPH practice experience handbook is provided in ERF D5.1 – Practice Experience –
Handbook
The MPH practice experience syllabus is provided in ERF D5.2 – Practice Experience – Syllabus
The MPH practice experience learning contract is provided in ERF D5.3 – Practice Experience –
Learning Contract
The MPH practice experience midway report is provided in ERF D5.4 – Practice Experience –
Midway Report
The MPH practice experience portfolio rubric is provided in ERF D5.5 – Practice Experience –
Portfolio Rubric
The MPH practice experience oral presentation rubric is provided in ERF D5.6 – Practice
Experience – Oral Presentation Rubric
The MPH practice experience OHSU affiliation agreement is provided in ERF D5.7 – Practice
Experience – OHSU Affiliation Agreement
The MPH practice experience PSU affiliation agreement is provided in ERF D5.8 – Practice
Experience – PSU Affiliation Agreement
Inf ormation about the PE, including the above documentation, is available on the School of Public
Health’s public-facing website: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/ipe_pe_ip/practice-experience/
3) Provide samples of practice-related materials for individual students from each
concentration or generalist degree. The samples must also include materials from students
completing combined degree schools, if applicable. The school must provide samples of
complete sets of materials (ie, Template D5-1 and the work products/documents that
demonstrate at least five competencies) from at least five students in the last three years
for each concentration or generalist degree. If the school has not produced five students
for which complete samples are available, note this and provide all available samples.
The location of PE-related student work for each MPH program are detailed below:
• MPH Biostatistics: ERF D5 A – Practice Experience – MPH Biostatistics
• MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health: ERF D5 B – Practice Experience – MPH
Environmental Systems & Human Health
• MPH Epidemiology: ERF D5 C – Practice Experience – MPH Epidemiology
• MPH Health Promotion: ERF D5 D – Practice Experience – MPH Health Promotion
• MPH Health Management & Policy: ERF D5 E – Practice Experience – MPH Health
Management & Policy
• MPH Public Health Practice: ERF D5 F – Practice Experience – MPH Public Health
Practice
4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
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•

The MPH applied practice experience, ref erred to by the School of Public Health as the
practice experience (PE), is managed by the PE/IP Subcommittee (see A1. Administrative
& Organization Process). Each MPH program has a designated coordinator responsible
f or guiding students through the PE. The coordinators comprise the PE/IP Subcommittee
and are responsible f or developing and implementing the standards and practices
associated with the PE. Members of the PE/IP Subcommittee—past and present—created
and continue to refine the PE/IP handbook, a syllabus common to all MPH programs, and
rubrics used to evaluate students’ PE deliverables. In addition, the PE/IP Subcommittee
guide MPH students through the process to successfully execute the PE. The PE/IP
Subcommittee was successful in supporting students in quickly transitioning to f aculty-led
PEs as the result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Areas of Improvement
• Through the self -study process, the PE/IP Subcommittee identified a number of areas to
administratively improve the PE. In particular, the Subcommittee suggested that the School
of Public Health establish a staffed Of fice of Community Engagement to help secure
af f iliation agreements with public health and community organizations, and to better serve
students in locating preceptors and PEs that advance students’ educational and
prof essional goals. In addition, the PE/IP Subcommittee called for more oversight from
Academic Af fairs in the evaluation of PE-related deliverables and to elevate the
competency attainment piece of the PE. With the growing number of MPH students in
recent years, the current PE/IP Subcommittee structure (one coordinator providing primary
advising and evaluation of PE deliverables per program) is not sustainable and called for
broader faculty engagement in the PE process. These suggestions for improvement would
of fer substantial support in improving students’ experience of the PE.
Plans for Improvement
• School of Public Health leadership has shared the idea of creating a staffed Office of
Community Engagement with Faculty Council (see A1. Organization & Administrative
Processes) and the External Advisory Council (see F1. Community Involvement in School
or Program Evaluation and Assessment) to gauge the value of establishing such an entity
in the School of Public Health in advancing the PE. The Assistant Dean f or Graduate
Academic Affairs will begin attending PE/IP Subcommittee meetings to ensure suf ficient
academic oversight of the PE. Engaging more faculty in PE advising and evaluation will be
an ongoing work in progress. Beginning in AY2021-22, the Dean’s Executive Assistant
developed a spreadsheet to better understand the number of f aculty asks each year in
order to facilitate greater faculty involvement in PE advising and evaluation.
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D6. DrPH Applied Practice Experience
Not applicable
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D7. MPH Integrative Learning Experience
MPH students complete an integrative learning experience (ILE) that demonstrates synthesis of
foundational and concentration competencies. Students in consultation with faculty select
foundational and concentration-specific competencies appropriate to the student’s educational and
professional goals.
Professional certification exams (eg, CPH, CHES/MCHES, REHS, RHIA) may serve as an element of
the ILE, but are not in and of themselves sufficient to satisfy this criterion.
The school identifies assessment methods that ensure that at least one faculty member reviews
each student’s performance in the ILE and ensures that the experience addresses the selected
foundational and concentration-specific competencies. Faculty assessment may be supplemented
with assessments from other qualified individuals (eg, preceptors).
1)

List, in the format of Template D7-1, the integrative learning experience for each MPH
concentration, generalist degree or combined degree option that includes the MPH. The
template also requires the school to explain, for each experience, how it ensures that the
experience demonstrates synthesis of competencies.
MPH Integrative Learning Experience for MPH Biostatistics
Integrative learning experience (list all
options)

Draf t journal manuscript

How competencies are synthesized
MPH Biostatistics students self-select two
CEPH MPH f oundational competencies in
addition to #6 (Discuss the means by which
structural bias, social inequalities, and racism
undermine health and create challenges to
achieving health equity at organizational,
community, and societal levels) and three
program core competencies as a part of the
integrative project proposal process. The
proposal is approved by the student's faculty
advisor and Integrative Project coordinator.
Synthesis is evaluated by at least one faculty
member using two rubrics: All competencies
must be satisfactorily addressed in order to
successfully complete the integrative project.

MPH Integrative Learning Experience for MPH Epidemiology
Integrative learning experience (list all
options)
Draf t journal manuscript

Research grant application

How competencies are synthesized
MPH Epidemiology students self-select two
CEPH MPH f oundational competencies in
addition to #6 (Discuss the means by which
structural bias, social inequalities, and racism
undermine health and create challenges to
achieving health equity at organizational,
community, and societal levels) and three
program core competencies as a part of the
integrative project proposal process. The
proposal is approved by the student's faculty
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Technical report for public health agency

advisor and Integrative Project coordinator.
Synthesis is evaluated by at least one faculty
member using two rubrics: All competencies
must be satisfactorily addressed in order to
successfully complete the integrative
project.

MPH Integrative Learning Experience for MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health
Integrative learning experience (list all
options)
Draf t journal manuscript

Research grant application

Technical report for public health agency

How competencies are synthesized
MPH Environmental Systems & Human
Health students self-select two CEPH MPH
f oundational competencies in addition to #6
(Discuss the means by which structural bias,
social inequalities, and racism undermine
health and create challenges to achieving
health equity at organizational, community,
and societal levels) and three program core
competencies as a part of the integrative
project proposal process. The proposal is
approved by the student's faculty advisor and
Integrative Project coordinator. Synthesis is
evaluated by at least one faculty member
using two rubrics: All competencies must be
satisfactorily addressed in order to
successfully complete the integrative
project.

MPH Integrative Learning Experience for Health Management & Policy
Integrative learning experience (list all
options)
Draf t journal manuscript
Program evaluation plan or report
Policy analysis
Public policy proposal
Technical report
Training manual

How competencies are synthesized
MPH Health Management & Policy students
self -select two CEPH MPH foundational
competencies in addition to #6 (Discuss the
means by which structural bias, social
inequalities, and racism undermine health and
create challenges to achieving health equity at
organizational, community, and societal
levels) and three program core competencies
as a part of the integrative project proposal
process. The proposal is approved by the
student's faculty advisor and Integrative
Project coordinator. Synthesis is evaluated by
at least one f aculty member using two rubrics:
All competencies must be satisfactorily
addressed in order to successfully complete
the integrative project.

MPH Integrative Learning Experience for MPH Health Promotion
Integrative learning experience (list all
options)

How competencies are synthesized
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Draf t journal manuscript

Grant proposal

Program proposal

Program evaluation

MPH Health Promotion students self-select
two CEPH MPH foundational competencies in
addition to #6 (Discuss the means by which
structural bias, social inequalities, and racism
undermine health and create challenges to
achieving health equity at organizational,
community, and societal levels) and three
program core competencies as a part of the
integrative project proposal process. The
proposal is approved by the student's faculty
advisor and Integrative Project coordinator.
Synthesis is evaluated by at least one faculty
member using two rubrics: All competencies
must be satisfactorily addressed in order to
successfully complete the integrative
project.

MPH Integrative Learning Experience for MPH Public Health Practice
Integrative learning experience (list all
options)
Draf t journal manuscript

Grant proposal

Program proposal

Program evaluation

2)

How competencies are synthesized
MPH Public Health Practice students selfselect two CEPH MPH foundational
competencies in addition to #6 (Discuss the
means by which structural bias, social
inequalities, and racism undermine health and
create challenges to achieving health equity at
organizational, community, and societal
levels) and three program core competencies
as a part of the integrative project proposal
process. The proposal is approved by the
student's faculty advisor and Integrative
Project coordinator. Synthesis is evaluated by
at least one f aculty member using two rubrics:
All competencies must be satisfactorily
addressed in order to successfully complete
the integrative project.

Briefly summarize the process, expectations and assessment for each integrative learning
experience.
The School of Public Health refers to the MPH Integrative Learning Experience as the integrative
project (IP). For the IP, students are expected to deliver a high-quality, professional written product
that demonstrates synthesis and mastery of CEPH foundational and program core competencies.
Acceptable products vary by program and the student’s goals, and include: a program evaluation
plan or report, a draf t journal manuscript, a grant proposal, a health promotion or community
engagement program plan, or a policy analysis. Students register f or credit to complete their IP,
which can be completed at the same time or after their PE. The IP may derive from students’ PE,
or it can be a written product based on a dif ferent educational activity or experience. Each MPH
program has an IP coordinator, who also serve as the PE coordinators, who guide students through
their IP.
Bef ore students register to complete their IP, they submit a proposal. In the proposal, students
describe the project and identify two CEPH f oundational competencies and three MPH program
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core competencies on which they plan to demonstrate mastery through the IP. All students are
required to demonstrate attainment of CEPH f oundational competency 6 – Discuss the means by
which structural bias, social inequalities, and racism undermine health and create challenges to
achieving health equity. The proposal is approved by the faculty advisor and the IP coordinator.
The key components of the IP include an overview, background and significance, a literature
review, and a critical analysis that demonstrates synthesis of competency attainment. Students are
expected to approach their IP using an equity lens and demonstrate their positionality as it relates
to public health. The IP is evaluated by two f aculty using a rubric on the student’s ability to apply
existing theory and empirical evidence, to articulate the public health implications of a policy,
program, or research study, equity and positionality, and ef fective written communication. The
rubric is located in ERF D7.1 – Integrative Project – Rubric.
3)

Provide documentation, including syllabi and/or handbooks, that communicates integrative
learning experience policies and procedures to students.
The MPH IP syllabus is provided in ERF D7.2 – Integrative Project – Syllabus
The MPH IP proposal is provided in ERF D7.3 – Integrative Project – Proposal
Inf ormation about the IP, including the above documentation, is posted on the School of Public
Health’s public-facing website: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/ipe_pe_ip/integrative-project/

4)

Provide documentation, including rubrics or guidelines, that explains the methods through
which faculty and/or other qualified individuals assess the integrative learning experience
with regard to students’ demonstration of the selected competencies.
The MPH IP rubric is provided in ERF D7.1 – Integrative Project – Rubric

5)

Include completed, graded samples of deliverables associated with each integrative
learning experience option from different concentrations, if applicable. The school must
provide at least 10% of the number produced in the last three years or five examples,
whichever is greater.
The location of IP-related student work for each MPH program are detailed below:
• MPH Biostatistics: ERF D7 A – Integrative Project – MPH Biostatistics
• MPH Environmental Systems & Human Health: ERF D7 B – Integrative Project – MPH
Environmental Systems & Human Health
• MPH Epidemiology: ERF D7 C – Integrative Project – MPH Epidemiology
• MPH Health Promotion: ERF D7 D – Integrative Project – MPH Health Promotion
• MPH Health Management & Policy: ERF D7 E – Integrative Project – MPH Health
Management & Policy
• MPH Public Health Practice: ERF D7 F – Integrative Project – MPH Public Health
Practice

6)

If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• School of Public Health MPH students complete an integrative learning experience,
ref erred to as the integrative project (IP), that encourages the synthesis of CEPH MPH
f oundation competencies and program core competencies. The IP is managed by the
PE/IP Subcommittee. Each MPH program has a designated coordinator responsible for
providing guidance on the IP. The PE/IP Subcommittee has developed assessment
methods to evaluate the IP and the designated coordinator evaluates the IP.
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Areas of Improvement
• Through the self -study process, the PE/IP Subcommittee identified the need f or more
f aculty to be involved in the assessment of the IP. As the School of Public Health’s MPH
programs continue to grow, the number of IPs f or PE/IP Subcommittee members to
evaluate each year will become burdensome.
Plans for Improvement
• Engaging more f aculty in IP evaluation will be an ongoing work in progress. The Dean is
working to better understand the number of typical asks each to year to better f acilitate
more f aculty involvement in IP evaluation.
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D8. DrPH Integrative Learning Experience
Not applicable
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D9. Public Health Bachelor’s Degree General Curriculum
The overall undergraduate curriculum (eg, general education, liberal learning, essential knowledge
and competencies, etc.) introduces students to the domains. The curriculum addresses these
domains through any combination of learning experiences throughout the undergraduate
curriculum, including general education courses defined by the institution as well as concentration
and major requirements or electives.
•

List the coursework required for the school’s bachelor’s degree.
Students earning a BS/BA in Public Health Studies must successfully complete a minimum of 180
credits with at least 62 upper division credits. BS/BA students complete coursework in science,
social and behavioral sciences, mathematics and quantitative reasoning, and humanities or f ine
arts. Undergraduate students must complete University Studies, an innovative general studies
curriculum that addresses PSU’s campus-wide learning outcomes. The learning outcomes include:
disciplinary and/or professional expertise, creative and critical thinking, communication, diversity,
ethics and social responsibility, internationalization, engagement, and sustainability. University
Studies entails the following requirements:
• Freshman Inquiry (15 credits)
• Sophomore Inquiry (12 credits)
• Upper-division Cluster (12 credits)
• Senior Capstone (6 credits)
All BS/BA Public Health Studies students are required to complete a required set of core courses
that align with the ASPPH recommendations for best practices in public health curriculum. These
courses also address the required learning outcomes f or CEPH accreditation. All BS/BA Public
Health Studies complete a minimum of 120 hours of internship (f our credits) and additional
coursework as determined by their choice of one of f ive concentrations (Community Health
Promotion, Healthy Aging, School Health Educator, Clinical Health Science, Health Services
Administration) Students must earn a C- or better in all core and required courses in their major
and concentration. The program provides academic opportunities for a public health education and
preparation f or entry-level jobs in local and state health departments, as well as continued
education.
Required core coursework for the BS/BA Public Health Studies program and concentrations are
presented below:
Course
Title
Required Core Coursework (28 credits)
STAT 243
Introduction to Probability & Statistics
PHE 250
Our Community, Our Health
PHE 350
Health & Health Systems
PHE 363
Communicable & Chronic Disease
PHE 450
Epidemiology
PHE 452
Gender, Race, Class, & Health
PHE 404
Internship
Health Aging Concentration
Course
Required Coursework (36 credits)
PHE 325
Nutrition for Health
PHE 354
Social Gerontology
PHE 416
Families & Aging
PHE 423
Business of Aging
PHE 456
Health Aspects of Aging

Title

Credits
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
Credits
4
4
4
4
4
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PHE 478
PHE 479

Program Planning
Program Planning
One of the following four courses:
SOC 469
Sociology of Aging
PSU 462
Psychology of Adult Development & Aging
PHE 369
Health Policy, Law, & Ethics
PHE 328
Health and Housing Across the Life Course
One of the following three courses:
BA 306
Working with Money for Business
BA 316
Working with Customers of Business
BA 326
Working with People for Business
Required Electives (16 credits)
Community Health Promotion Concentration
Course
Title
Required Coursework (36 credits)
PHE 369
Health Policy, Law, & Ethics
PHE 443
Environmental Health
PHE 444
Global Health
PHE 472
Marketing Public Health
PHE 478
Program Planning
PHE 479
Program Planning
Required Electives (20 credits)
Health Service Administration Concentration
Course
Title
Required Coursework (36 credits)
BA 101
Introduction to Business
BA 306
Essentials of Finance
EC 316
Introduction of Health Care Economics
PHE 320
Health Ethics
PHE 321
Health Policy
PHE 322
Health Service Administration
PHE 426
Advanced Topics in Health Service Administration
PHE 427
Health Inf ormatics
PHE 478
Program Planning
PHE 479
Program Planning
PA 425
Grant Writing f or Nonprofits
Required Electives (8 credits)

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Credits
4
4
4
4
4
4

Credits
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Clinical Health Science Concentration
Course
Title
Credits
Required Electives (16 credits of any PHE elective or approved course related to health)
School Health Educator Concentration
Course
Title
Required Coursework (36 credits)
PHE 275
Stress Management
PHE 295
Health Promotion, Disease Prevention
PHE 325
Nutrition for Health
PHE 326
Drug Education
PHE 355
Human Sexuality
PHE 365
Health Promotion for Children and Youth
PHE 448
Health Education Technology

Credits
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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PSY 311
Human Development
ED 420
Introduction to Education
Anatomy/Physiology Sequence
Required Electives (8 credits)
•

4
4

Provide official documentation of the required components and total length of the degree,
in the form of an institutional catalog or online resource. Provide hyperlinks to documents
if they are available online, or include copies of any documents that are not available online.
PSU Bulletin - Undergraduate Degree & Credential Requirements
http://pdx.smartcatalogiq.com/2020-2021/Bulletin/Undergraduate-Studies/Degree-Requirements
PSU Bulletin - BS/BA Public Health Studies
http://pdx.smartcatalogiq.com/2020-2021/Bulletin/School-of-Public-Health/UndergraduatePrograms/Public-Health-Studies-B-A-B-S

•

Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D9-1, that indicates the courses/experience(s)
that ensure that students are introduced to each of the domains indicated. Template D9-1
requires the school to identify the experiences that introduce each domain.
Domains

Courses and other learning experiences
through which students are introduced to the
domains specified

Science: Introduction to the foundations
of scientific knowledge, including the
biological and life sciences and the
concepts of health and disease

BS Public Health Studies students take at least 12
credits of a lab science for the degree; for the
major, they are required to take a core that includes
PHE 363 - Communicable and Chronic Disease
and PHE 450 - Epidemiology. BA Public Health
Studies students take a core that includes PHE 363
- Communicable & Chronic Disease and PHE 450 Epidemiology. BA students also must take 4 hours
of science or math.
BS Public Health Studies students take at least 12
credits of Arts & Letters/Social Science for the
degree; for the major, they are required to take a
core that includes PHE 250 - Our Community, Our
Health and PHE 452 - Gender, Race, Class and
Health. BA Public Health Studies students take 8
hours of science social science for the degree and
PHE 250 - Our Community, Our Health and PHE
452 - Gender, Race, Class & Health for the major.
BS and BA Public Health Studies students are
required to take STAT 243 - Introduction to
Probability & Statistics 1.
BS and BA Public Health Studies students are
required to take Freshman Inquiry, Sophomore
Inquiry, an Upper Division Cluster, a Senior
Capstone, and a writing requirement. These
general education requirements expose students to
the humanities. BA Public Health Studies students
must take 4 credits of Fine & Performing Arts.

Social and Behavioral Sciences:
Introduction to the foundations of social
and behavioral sciences

Math/Quantitative Reasoning:
Introduction to basic statistics
Humanities/Fine Arts: Introduction to
the humanities/fine arts

•

If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
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Strengths
• BS/BA Public Health Studies students meet this standard due to PSU’s requirements of
BS/BA programs and University Studies requirements. Recently, PSU improved the
transf erability of coursework from local community colleges to ensure that students would
meet BS/BA requirements by adjusting the range of credits to align with PSU’s four-credit
model. PSU’s award-winning University Studies program includes a number of transferable
additional service-learning opportunities with the required capstone component.
Areas of Improvement
• While the School of Public Health does not have the ability to change general education
and University Studies coursework and requirements, the School can work to maintain high
standards for essential academic skills needed for success. In recent years, undergraduate
f aculty have noted that many students have less than satisfactory written communication
skills. This is likely due to a combination of factors from the implementation of No Child Left
Behind in K-12 education, as well as restructuring of general education coursework tied to
reduced f unding at PSU. The School of Public Health inventoried available resources for
writing support offered to undergraduate students and identified areas f or improvement. As
a School with a social justice mission and a population of students who are often firstgeneration or underserved, the School recognizes that in order to support students’ writing
success, addition support is needed.
Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health is currently in the early stages of implementing a writing
support initiative. The School was able to secure funds in 2020 to hire a dedicated writing
coach. Writing assessments have been implemented at both the undergraduate and
graduate level. Undergraduate students are assessed in PHE 250 – Our Community, Our
Health, the required gateway course offered early in their academic career. Students who
are identified by the writing coach as benefitting from additional support are provided with
a list of resources and encouraged to work with PSU’s Writing Center. For AY2021-22, the
School is offering writing workshops and has purchased a subscription to Grammarly for
students in the School. Moving forward, the School plans to develop a writing center with
individual tutoring, workshops for f aculty, and a required writing intensive public health
course.
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D10. Public Health Bachelor’s Degree Foundational Domains
The requirements for the public health major or concentration provide instruction in the domains.
The curriculum addresses these domains through any combination of learning experiences
throughout the requirements for the major or concentration coursework (ie, the school may identify
multiple learning experiences that address a domain—the domains listed below do not each require
a single designated course).
If the school intends to prepare students for a specific credential, the curriculum must also address
the areas of instruction required for credential eligibility (eg, CHES).
1) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D10-1, that indicates the courses/experience(s)
that ensure that students are exposed to each of the domains indicated. Template D10-1
requires the school to identify the learning experiences that introduce and reinforce each
domain. Include a footnote with the template that provides the school’s definition of
“introduced” and “covered.”
Table D10-1 is split in two parts and presented on the following pages:
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Public Health Domains

Overview of Public Health:
Address the history and
philosophy of public health as well
as its core values, concepts, and
f unctions across the globe and in
society
Public Health History
Public Health Philosophy
Core PH Values
Core PH Concepts
Global Functions of Public
Health
Societal Functions of Public
Health
Role and Importance of Data in
Public Health: Address the basic
concepts, methods, and tools of
public health data collection, use,
and analysis and why evidencebased approaches are an
essential part of public health
practice
Basic Concepts of Data
Collection
Basic Methods of Data
Collection
Basic Tools of Data Collection
Data Usage
Data Analysis
Evidence-based Approaches

Course Name and Number
PHE 250 Our
Community, Our
Health

PHE 350 Health
and Health
Systems

PHE 363
Communicable
and Chronic

C
C
I/C
I/C

C
C
C

I/C
I
I/C

C

C

PHE 450
Epidemiology

I/C

PHE 452
Gender,
Race, Class
and Health

PHE 369
Health Law,
Policy and
Ethics

I/C
I/C

C
C
C
C

I/C

I/C
C

C

I/C
I/C
I
I
I

I/C
C
C

I
C

C
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Identifying and Addressing
Population Health Challenges:
Address the concepts of
population health, and the basic
processes, approaches, and
interventions that identify and
address the major health-related
needs and concerns of
populations
Population Health Concepts
Introduction to Processes and
Approaches to Identify Needs
and Concerns of Populations
Introduction to Approaches
and Interventions to Address
Needs and Concerns of
Populations
Human Health: Address the
underlying science of human
health and disease including
opportunities for promoting and
protecting health across the life
course
Science of Human Health and
Disease
Health Promotion
Health Protection
Determinants of Health:
Address the socio-economic,
behavioral, biological,
environmental, and other factors
that impact human health and
contribute to health disparities
Socio-economic Impacts on
Human Health and Health
Disparities
Behavioral Factors Impacts on
Human Health and Health
Disparities

I

I

I

C

C

I/C

I

C

I/C

C

I

I/C

C

I

I/C

C

I

C

C

C

I

I

I

C

I/C

I

C

I

I

I
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Biological Factors Impacts on
Human Health and Health
Disparities
Environmental Factors Impacts
on Human Health and Health
Disparities

I/C

C

I

I/C

I/C

I

I

C

C

Project Implementation:
Address the fundamental
concepts and features of project
implementation, including
planning, assessment, and
evaluation
Introduction to Planning
Concepts and Features
Introduction to Assessment
Concepts and Features
Introduction to Evaluation
Concepts and Features
Overview of the Health System:
Address the fundamental
characteristics and organizational
structures of the U.S. health
system as well as to the
dif ferences in systems in other
countries
Characteristics and Structures
of the U.S. Health System
Comparative Health Systems

I
I
I

I

C

I

C

I

I/C
I/C

Health Policy, Law, Ethics, and
Economics: Address the basic
concepts of legal, ethical,
economic, and regulatory
dimensions of health care and
public health policy, and the roles,
inf luences and responsibilities of
the dif ferent agencies and
branches of government
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Legal dimensions of health
care and public health policy
Ethical dimensions of health
care and public health policy
Economical dimensions of
health care and public health
policy
Regulatory dimensions of
health care and public health
policy
Governmental Agency Roles in
health care and public health
policy
Health Communications:
Address the basic concepts of
public health-specific
communication, including
technical and professional writing
and the use of mass media and
electronic technology
Technical writing
Prof essional writing
Use of Mass Media
Use of Electronic Technology

I/C

I

C

I/C

I/C

C

I/C

I

C

I/C

I/C

C

I/C

I/C

I

I/C
I/C
I
I/C

I

C

C
C
C
C
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I/C
I/C
I/C
I/C

Public Health Domains

Overview of Public Health:
Address the history and
philosophy of public health as well
as its core values, concepts, and
f unctions across the globe and in
society
Public Health History
Public Health Philosophy
Core PH Values
Core PH Concepts
Global Functions of Public
Health
Societal Functions of Public
Health
Role and Importance of Data in
Public Health: Address the basic
concepts, methods, and tools of
public health data collection, use,
and analysis and why evidencebased approaches are an
essential part of public health
practice
Basic Concepts of Data
Collection
Basic Methods of Data
Collection
Basic Tools of Data Collection
Data Usage
Data Analysis

Course Name and Number
PHE 478
Program
Planning

C

PHE 479
Program Evaluation

PHE 444
Global Health

C

I
I/C
I/C
I/C

PHE 443
Environmental
Health

PHE 472
Marketing
Public Health

STAT 243 Introduction
to Probability
& Statistics

I/C

C

I/C
I/C

C
C
I/C

I/C

C

I/C
I/C

I/C
I/C

C
C
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Evidence-based Approaches
Identifying and Addressing
Population Health Challenges:
Address the concepts of
population health, and the basic
processes, approaches, and
interventions that identify and
address the major health-related
needs and concerns of
populations
Population Health Concepts
Introduction to Processes and
Approaches to Identify Needs
and Concerns of Populations
Introduction to Approaches
and Interventions to Address
Needs and Concerns of
Populations
Human Health: Address the
underlying science of human
health and disease including
opportunities for promoting and
protecting health across the life
course
Science of Human Health and
Disease
Health Promotion

C

C

C

C

C

I/C

Health Protection
Determinants of Health:
Address the socio-economic,
behavioral, biological,
environmental, and other factors
that impact human health and
contribute to health disparities
Socio-economic Impacts on
Human Health and Health
Disparities

I/C
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Behavioral Factors Impacts on
Human Health and Health
Disparities
Biological Factors Impacts on
Human Health and Health
Disparities
Environmental Factors Impacts
on Human Health and Health
Disparities
Project Implementation:
Address the fundamental
concepts and features of project
implementation, including
planning, assessment, and
evaluation
Introduction to Planning
Concepts and Features
Introduction to Assessment
Concepts and Features
Introduction to Evaluation
Concepts and Features
Overview of the Health System:
Address the fundamental
characteristics and organizational
structures of the U.S. health
system as well as to the
dif ferences in systems in other
countries
Characteristics and Structures
of the U.S. Health System
Comparative Health Systems

C

C
C

C
C
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Health Policy, Law, Ethics, and
Economics: Address the basic
concepts of legal, ethical,
economic, and regulatory
dimensions of health care and
public health policy, and the roles,
inf luences and responsibilities of
the dif ferent agencies and
branches of government
Legal dimensions of health
care and public health policy
Ethical dimensions of health
care and public health policy
Economical dimensions of
health care and public health
policy
Regulatory dimensions of
health care and public health
policy
Governmental Agency Roles in
health care and public health
policy
Health Communications:
Address the basic concepts of
public health-specific
communication, including
technical and professional writing
and the use of mass media and
electronic technology
Technical writing
Prof essional writing
Use of Mass Media
Use of Electronic Technology

I/C
I/C

C

I/C

C

I/C

I/C
I/C
I/C

C
C
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2) Include the most recent syllabus from each course listed in Template D10-1, or written
guidelines, such as a handbook, for any required experience(s) listed in Template D10-1 that
do not have a syllabus.
Syllabi from the courses listed above are presented in Syllabi for courses listed in Table D10-1 are
is located in ERF D10 – Bachelor’s Foundational Domains - D10-1 Syllabi.
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The BS/BA Public Health Studies program continues to curriculum map to required learning
outcomes f or core and required coursework, as well as f or concentration and CEPH
learning objectives. Curricular changes are discussed and approved by the Academic
Policy & Curriculum Committee (APCC, see A1. Organization & Administrative Processes)
Faculty are committed to providing engaging classroom experiences and creative
assessment activities. At the undergraduate level, the School employs non-primary
instructional faculty who have practice experience in specific content areas that align with
the BS/BA Public Health Studies concentrations.
Areas of Improvement
• Through curriculum mapping and feedback f rom students, the BS/BA Public Health Studies
program has identified the need to infuse core and required coursework with an antiracist
f ramework.
• The Healthy Aging concentration is in need of review and revision to the course sequence
and requirements.
• Although the School of Public Health has sufficient faculty to meet the standards outlined
in C2. Faculty Resources, the BS/BA Public Health program is missing f aculty positions
due to past retirements.
Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health recognizes the importance of antiracism and immediately
allocated f unds to hire an Associate Dean of Social Justice in spring 2020 (see G1.
Diversity & Cultural Competence). One of the responsibilities of this position includes
developing and implementing a plan to train and support faculty in the School’s mission to
be an antiracist school. Numerous workshops are underway to assist faculty in redesigning
courses with a social justice and equity lens. Key faculty participated in monthly trainings
f rom the Praxis Project, an antiracist training workgroup, from January to June 2021. The
material covered in these trainings will be used to develop additional workshops and
trainings. Faculty f rom the Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Committee (DEIC, see A1.
Organization & Administrative Processes) developed a ref lexive tool aimed at supporting
instructors in the critical review of their courses using an equity lens. The tool guides
instructors through a process that helps them identify areas where redesign is possible and
provides examples for how course content can better ref lect an antiracist and equity lens.
The continued use of this tool will help the School of Public Health meet its commitment to
incorporating health equity and inclusion throughout the curriculum.
• The School of Public Health is working on a cluster hire of new f aculty to f ill vacant
positions.
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D11. Public Health Bachelor’s Degree Foundational Competencies
Students must demonstrate the following competencies:
•
•

the ability to communicate public health information, in both oral and written forms,
through a variety of media and to diverse audiences
the ability to locate, use, evaluate and synthesize public health information

1) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D11-1, that indicates the assessment
opportunities that ensure that students demonstrate the stated competencies.
Table D11-1 is presented on the following pages:
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Competencies

Public Health Communication: Students should be able to
communicate public health information, in both oral and written
f orms and through a variety of media, to diverse audiences
Oral communication

Written communication

Course number(s) &
name(s) or other
educational
requirements

Specific assessment opportunity

PHE 452 - Gender,
Each student will develop and present (in
Race, Class and Health class) a brief “N of 1” narrative describing their
perceptions/experiences of health opportunity
and health inequity throughout their lives from
blastocyst to present, i.e. from in-utero to now.
The narrative does not need to be “formal” or
technical, but rather should be told/delivered as
a story. Each FIT will prepare a presentation on
a topic of their choice related to their team’s
Module
PHE 350 - Health &
Bi-weekly homework assignments are handHealth Systems
written essays, used as rehearsal for handwritten essay exams. Feedback addresses
spelling, punctuation, grammar, clarity and
thoroughness.
PHE 450 Students learn to interpret various measures
Epidemiology
of effect from Epidemiolgic studies (e.g., risk
ratios and odds ratios) and write sentences
communicating their meaning.
PHE 250 - Our
Creative Concepts
Community Our Health Student write sentences interpreting measures
of effect on their homework assignments.
Student must choose appropriate interpretive
sentences in multiple choice contexts on their
exams.
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Communicate with diverse
audiences

Communicate through
variety of media

PHE 452 - Gender,
Public Health MixTape assignment where
Race, Class and Health students submit songs related to course
themes and write a 250-word analysis
connecting it readings, films, and core
concepts/principles; Final Group Project where
student teams create either a children's book
related to course themes or an animated
cartoon (e.g. children's book for Module 8 on
Intersectionality: "Mommy, Can Black People
Be Vegans?";
PHE 250 - Our
Community Empowerment and Community
Community Our Health Health and Introduction to Social Determinants
and Health Disparities. Discussion assignments
built upon Unnatural Causes case studies and
ethical public health practice
PHE 250 - Our
The photo essay depicts local implementation
Community, Our Health of interventions related to HP2020 objectives.
Students select one of two HP2020 objectives
prof iled in the creative concepts assignment for
the f inal photo essay. For the creative
concepts, they discuss community impact of
the issues and any intervention effects. They
also describe the intended audience and
message(s) to be conveyed through images.
Compose a written narrative and insert
photographs:
Specify the Healthy People 2020 topic and
the two objectives you plan to profile.
Describe how the health outcome(s), the
interventions are intended to overcome, are
impacting your community (2-3 paragraphs).
You must personally take, and insert, 2
photographs that demonstrate implementation
of each intervention (2 f or each objective - 4
photographs total). Photos must be inserted in
the document.
Describe/explain any effects the
interventions are having/have had on your
community - what difference(s) have they
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Information Literacy: Students should be able to locate, use,
evaluate, and synthesize public health information
Locate information

Use inf ormation

made?
Select and describe your intended
audience and the specific message your final
photo essay will communicate.
PHE 452 - Gender,
452U: Public Health MixTape assignment
Race, Class and Health where students submit songs related to course
themes and write a 250-word analysis
connecting it readings, films, and core
concepts/principles; Final Group Project where
student teams create either a children's book
related to course themes or an animated
cartoon

PHE 250 - Our
Community, Our Health
PHE 450 Epidemiology
PHE 350 - Health &
Health Systems

PHE 363 Communicable and
Chronic Disease
Evaluate information

PHE 350 - Health and
Health Systems
PHE 450 Epidemiology

Synthesize information

PHE 363 Communicable and
Chronic Disease

Assignments require students to locate
inf ormation related to health topics and careers
and incorporate into final project
Students learn how to search for quality
research pertaining to public health
Several data repositories are presented inclass, including textual and graphical
representations of research findings. Students
must show/discuss on essay exams how data
sets are utilized to support and frame health
policy.
Homework assignments, quizzes, midterm/final
exams
Students read and think through quality of
peer-reviewed research papers on five
occasions.
Students discuss these issues in class and
answer multiple choice questions on their
exams
Homework assignments, quizzes, midterm/final
exams
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PHE 478 - Program
Planning
PHE 350 Health &
Health Systems

Students design an assessment and use the
data to create health promotion programs for
specific populations
Students must synthesize materials from class
and respond to essay prompts on final exam
and homework assignments
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2) Include the most recent syllabus from each course listed in Template D11-1, or written
guidelines, such as handbook, for any required elements listed in Template D11-1 that do
not have a syllabus.
Syllabi for courses listed in Table D11-1 are is located in ERF D11 – Bachelor’s Foundational
Competencies – D11-1 Syllabi.
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• Innovating and creative assessments that utilize a variety of communication modes include
the use of social media platforms, videos, music, and visual aides.
Areas of Improvement
• As noted in D9. Public Health Bachelor’s Degree General Curriculum, undergraduate
f aculty have noted that many students have less than satisfactory written communication
skills.
Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health is developing and plans to offer workshops on writing for
students and f aculty, utilizing the dedicated writing coach, and providing instructors with
resources for students, and implementing the use of Grammarly to School of Public Health
students.
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D12. Public Health Bachelor’s Degree Cumulative and Experiential Activities
Students have opportunities to integrate, synthesize and apply knowledge through cumulative and
experiential activities. All students complete a cumulative, integrative and scholarly or applied
experience or inquiry project that serves as a capstone to the education experience. These
experiences may include, but are not limited to, internships, service-learning projects, senior
seminars, portfolio projects, research papers or honors theses. Schools encourage exposure to
local-level public health professionals and/or agencies that engage in public health practice.
1) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D12-1, that identifies the cumulative and
experiential activities through which students have the opportunity to integrate, synthesize
and apply knowledge as indicated.
Cumulative and Experiential Activity
(internships, research papers, service-learning
projects, etc.)
PHE 404 - Cooperative Education/Internship

Narrative describing how activity provides
students the opportunity to integrate,
synthesize and apply knowledge.
The internship provides students with a
prof essional experience where they can apply
skills and theory in a work place environment
while becoming more socialized into the field
of community/public health.
All BS/BA Public Health Studies students are
required to complete an internship to connect
and integrate theory with specific activities in a
‘real’ environment, under supervision. This is a
demonstration by the student of his/her ability
to apply knowledge of teaching and learning,
to specific activities in a work-related
environment. The work-related experience ties
together content, methodology, people,
activity, learning environment and supervision.
The internship requirement for all BS/BA
Health Studies students is completion of a
minimum of 4 credits (120 hours) of an
internship experience. The Internship
application requires that students submit a
resume and cover letter. Students needing
assistance refining a resume are ref erred to
the University Career Center. Applying for an
internship provides an experience that can be
transf erred to the skill of applying for
employment upon graduation.
Student Learning Outcomes:
• Apply theory and knowledge in a work place
environment
• Become socialized into the field of public
health
• Develop and acquire skills necessary for
success in a public health field
• Create a network of professionals and
organizations for future connections
• Experience public health in practice
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• Identif y personal learning outcomes for the
internship experience
• Provide an opportunity to integrate,
synthesize and apply knowledge gained from
completed coursework to a worksite setting.
Upon completion, students will also be able to:
• Assess the internship site and map personal
learning outcomes to internship experience
• Identif y skill and knowledge development
and attainment and relationship to internship
responsibilities
• Understand how internship experience
connects to career goals
• Identif y areas of professional development
needed to be successful in the field.

2) Include examples of student work that relate to the cumulative and experiential activities.
Student internship work f rom BS/BA Public Health Studies students is located in ERF D12 –
Cumulative & Experiential Activities.
3) Briefly describe the means through which the school implements the cumulative experience
and field exposure requirements.
All BS/BA Public Health Studies students enroll in PHE 404 - Internship, a 4-credit course in which
students engage in 120 hours of an experiential activity. The objective off the internship is to provide
students with an opportunity to “put theory into practice” in a real-world environment. Students may
include observation in a clinical setting to complete their internship requirement. PHE 404 is taken
close to graduation.
Prior to enrolling in PHE 404, students meet with the internship coordinators to discuss the best
internship placement to enhance their future career goals. Guidance about potential sites aligned
with the student’s interests are offered, but the internship is not set up f or students. Students are
expected to make initial contact with possible internship sites. Students complete a learning
contract, identity three outcomes they want to gain from their internship, and connect their program
core competencies to the experiential activity. The learning contract is signed by the internship
supervisor.
Internships are generally an in-person event, but the number of in-person internships have reduced
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to meet the cumulative and experiential activity, the
School of Public Health created a list of alternative internship experiences that could provide
students with the ability to practice learned skills and learn new skills in a remote environment.
Upon completion of the internship, students complete a reflection paper in which they discuss what
they gained from their experience—including how the experience contributed to their attainment of
program core competencies.
Throughout the curriculum, Public Health Studies students are provided with practice to
successfully make contact with their site. For example, in PHE 250 – Our Community, Our Health,
students identify their career interests, articulate why they are interested in those careers, and
submit a resume. Students are also directed to PSU’s University Career Center f or assistance in
developing cover letters and resumes in anticipation of the internship.
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4) Include handbooks, websites, forms and other documentation relating to the cumulative
experience and field exposure. Provide hyperlinks to documents if they are available online,
or include electronic copies of any documents that are not available online.
PHE 404 – Undergraduate Internship Packet
https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/SPH-Internship-Packet-2019-Updated.pdf
School of Public Health Undergraduate Internships
https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/undergraduate-internships/
School of Public Health COVID-19 Internship Activities
https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/COVID-Internship-Activities.pdf
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D13. Public Health Bachelor’s Degree Cross-Cutting Concepts and Experiences
The overall undergraduate curriculum and public health major curriculum expose students to
concepts and experiences necessary for success in the workplace, further education and lifelong
learning. Students are exposed to concepts through any combination of learning experiences and
co-curricular experiences.
1) Briefly describe, in the format of Template D13-1, of the manner in which the curriculum and
co-curricular experiences expose students to the concepts identified.
Concept
Advocacy for protection and
promotion of the public’s health at all
levels of society

Community dynamics

Critical thinking and creativity

Manner in which the curriculum and co-curricular
experiences expose students to the concepts
PHE 350 - The course presents and explains how
public health problems concentrate among
subpopulations that are intersectionally disadvantaged.
It presents and explains how policies and programs are
helpf ul and how a general social benefit accrues.
PHE 450 - Given a specific health issue and population,
determine which type of study designs would be best
suited to answering a specific research question.
Students will learn how to gather data to advocate for
the design of interventions for all levels of society
based on good research.
PHE 452 -Discuss how politics, legislation (national,
state, and local), and case law have shaped health
risks and opportunities based on social groups
PHE 369 - This course Introduces students to key legal
and ethical concepts and principles that: a) f orm the
f oundation of public health law in the US, and b) inform,
enable, and constrain public health policies,
regulations, and processes related to research (e.g.
with human subjects) and practice (e.g. disease
surveillance).
PHE 250 - Students identify and evaluate the
implementation of HP2020 objectives in their local
community. Students are asked to evaluate community
dynamics through a public health lens. They are
introduced to the broad topics of the Healthy People
initiatives and guided through exploring the related
objectives. They are asked to reflect upon these issues
in their local community and profile visible interventions
"in action," in their community.
PHE 250 - Students identify and evaluate, via photo
essay, the implementation of HP2020 objectives in their
local community
PHE 350 - The course stimulates critical thinking by
contrasting individual level interests with population
level interests. Comparisons of international level
statistics stimulates reflection on US national policies
about health
PHE 452 - Public Health MixTape assignment where
students submit songs related to course themes and
write a 250-word analysis connecting it readings, films,
and core concepts/principles; Final Group Project
where student teams create either a children's book
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Cultural contexts in which public
health professionals work

Ethical decision making as related to
self and society

Independent work and a personal
work ethic

Networking

Organizational dynamics

Prof essionalism

related to course themes or an animated cartoon (e.g.
children's book for Module 8 on Intersectionality:
"Mommy, Can Black People Be Vegans?"
PHE 250, PHE 350 - Examines the role of public health
prof essionals in the workplace and cultural competency
including a critical evaluation of weaknesses related to
a work f orce that lacks diversity in the public health
f ield. Week 3 - Community Empowerment and
Community Health and Week 5 - Introduction to Social
Determinants and Health Disparities. Lectures include
inf ormation about social constructs, inequities and
related health outcomes. Lectures include examples of
PH programs that focus on mitigating adverse
outcomes within diverse/vulnerable populations.
PHE 350 The course stimulates ethical decision making
by contrasting personal, corporate and governmental
responsibilities. These comparisons lead to ref lection
on the role of voting, elections and activism regarding
US national policies about health; PHE 363
Occasionally relevant to lecture content
PHE 363 Encouraged as part of course format 452U:
weekly "Keep it 100" posts on D2L reflecting on each
week's course materials (e.g., readings, film, lecture);
452U: Film Analyses where students submit 250-word
analysis of 7-10 films as related to course themes;
452U: Media Analysis where students submit 250-word
on a media piece (e.g. news story, blog, TV
commercial, magazine advertisement) as related to
course themes
The internship provides students with a professional
experience where they can apply skills and theory in a
work place environment while becoming more
socialized into the field of community/public health. A
benef it obtained from internship experiences includes
f ostering a network of professionals and organizations
f or f uture connections. PHE 250 - In person classes
have more opportunities via guest presentations by
campus resource representatives as well as local PH
prof essionals but online course includes video
presentations by PH professionals and communitybased PH initiates via TED Talks, etc.
PHE 350 - The course specifically addresses the
dif fering incentives associated with an organization's
position regarding taxes (i.e., commerce, tax-exempt,
government). This information conveys general
motives for organizational behavior.
PHE 350 - The course specifically addresses the
concept of professionalization. It addresses the
general pattern of historical change that occurs as an
occupation becomes a profession. The qualities that
students must learn about include the rationale for
codes of ethics, continuing education, the roles of
research, abstraction and theory, the concept of title
protection, advocacy and lobbying by professional
associations and the concept of white-collar work; PHE
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Research methods

Systems thinking

Teamwork and leadership

250 students are required to write a career exploration
paper, PHE 404 includes a review of a code of conduct.
PHE 404 - Internship requires students to read
statement about what it means to be a professional in
the f ield and then sign this document. See Internship
paperwork. Internship Code of Conduct
PHE 450 - • Describe what it means to study health
determinants and outcomes at the population level
• Calculate and explain basic epidemiologic measures
• Describe the pros and cons of basic epidemiological
study designs
• Given a specific health issue and population,
determine which type of study designs would be best
suited to answering a specific research question
• Read an epidemiologic study published in a peerreviewed journal and understand the basic
methodologies, justifications, and findings
PHE 350 - The course explicitly discusses the concept
of systems. It identifies and uses ideas from network
theory, information theory and game theory. The
course explicitly addresses the curricular goal of
promoting quantitative literacy. Lessons regularly
including attention to the proper and thorough
interpretation of graphical information. Abstract models
of public health relationships are described and then
employed throughout the course. The concept of a
system is used as a heuristic device to examine
whether the American health care system is indeed
systematic. Through all of these lessons, students
emerge with an appreciation of how health and health
care are related structurally and across time.
PHE 452 - Group Lecture Presentations; Group Final
Projects; 369: Group Lecture Presentations; Group
Final Presentation

2) Provide syllabi for all required coursework for the major and/or courses that relate to the
domains listed above. Syllabi should be provided as individual files in the electronic
resource file and should reflect the current semester or most recent offering of the course.
Syllabi f or courses listed in Table D13-1 are is located in ERF D13 – Bachelor’s Concepts &
Experiences – D13-1 Syllabi.
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for improvement
in this area.
Strengths
• As ref lected in the f ollowing statement, PSU’s University Studies requirements support
CEPH’s expectations f or cross-cutting concepts and experiences: “The purpose of the
general education program at Portland State University is to f acilitate the acquisition of
knowledge, abilities, and attitudes that will form a foundation for lifelong learning among its
students. The foundation includes the capacity and the propensity to engage in inquiry and
critical thinking, to use various forms of communication f or learning and expression, to gain
an awareness of the broader human experience and its environment, and appreciate the
responsibilities of persons to themselves, to each other, and to the community.” University
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•

•

Studies cover PSU’s campus-wide learning outcomes of communication, inquiry and
critical thinking, diversity, equity, and social justice, and ethics, agency, and community—
all of which lead to success in the workplace.
Courses in the BS/BA Public Health Studies major address the importance of collaboration
by including projects that provide students with opportunities to work together.
Understanding the interdisciplinary nature of public health prepares students f or careers
which rely on numerous disciplines. The required University Studies capstone brings
students together f rom different majors to work on addressing a real problem in the
Portland metropolitan area.
The MPH Application Workshop series offers undergraduate students guidance on the
application process prior to applying to graduate school. The series includes information
on choosing the right program, writing a statement of purpose, obtaining letters of
recommendation, preparing a resume or CV, and gaining experience outside of school
(see H2. Career Advising).

Areas of Improvement
• The School of Public Health recognizes that BS/BA Public Health students may need more
exposure related to prof essionalism, career identif ication, and planning, as well as
opportunities to network for career development.
Plans for Improvement
• The Associate Dean f or Student Affairs & Community Engagement and the Assistant Dean
f or Undergraduate Af fairs have developed a Career Mentorship Bridge to Pathways
Academic Advising (“Career Bridge”) proposal that outlines a pilot workshop program. The
Career Bridge will support both the School of Public Health and PSU’s shared equity and
social justice goals by providing individualized and targeted mentorship based on students’
expressed needs and interests. The School recognizes that undergraduate students come
f rom a range of starting points and backgrounds and that some are more or less
experienced and comfortable navigating professional environments and institutions. Firstgeneration, students of color, and students from marginalized social groups, in particular,
are disadvantaged by existing academic systems and the Career Bridge will work to ensure
their success. Together, students and career advisors will identify needs and tailor the
approach to the student so students have the necessary tools, support, and plans needed
to explore and select options that will best advance their career goals.
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D14. MPH Program Length
An MPH degree requires at least 42 semester-credits, 56 quarter-credits or the equivalent for
completion.
Schools use university definitions for credit hours.
1) Provide information about the minimum credit-hour requirements for all MPH degree
options. If the university uses a unit of academic credit or an academic term different from
the standard semester or quarter, explain the difference and present an equivalency in table
or narrative form.
MPH programs in the OHSU-PSU School of Public Health require at least 56 credits for completion.
The MPH Public Health Practice program requires 56 credits; the MPH Biostatistics, MPH
Environmental Systems & Human Health, MPH Epidemiology, and MPH Health Promotion
programs require 60 credits; the MPH Health Management & Policy program requires 62 credits.
The typical program length for full-time students completing an MPH degree is two years, or seven
quarters. The typical program length f or part-time students completing an MPH degree is three
years, or 10 quarters.
2) Define a credit with regard to classroom/contact hours.
The MPH programs in the OHSU-PSU School of Public Health adhere to OHSU policy 02-50-015
– Assignment of Course Credit Hour for credit hour definitions. This policy defines a credit hour as
“an institutionally established equivalency that reasonably approximates not less than 50 minutes
of classroom or direct f aculty instruction, and a minimum of two hours out of class student work
each week of an academic term, or approximately eleven to twelve weeks, for one hour of credit;
or the equivalent amount of work over a different amount of time” (pp. 2 – 3).
The Assignment of Course Credit Hour policy can be found in ERF D14.1 – MPH Program Length
– Assignment of Course Credit Hour Policy.
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D15. DrPH Program Length
Not applicable
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D16. Bachelor’s Degree Program Length
A public health bachelor’s degree requires completion of a total number of credit units
commensurate with other similar degree schools in the university.
Schools use university definitions for credit hours.
1) Provide information about the minimum credit-hour requirements for all bachelor’s degree
options. If the university uses a unit of academic credit or an academic term different from
the standard semester or quarter, explain the difference and present an equivalency in table
or narrative form.
In order to earn a bachelor’s degree at PSU, students must complete a minimum of 180 credits. Of
that number, a minimum of 62 upper-division credits are required. Forty-five of the final 75 credits
must be taken at PSU, and 25 of the last 45 credits must include differentiated grades (A – F).
However, this last credit requirement was relaxed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
All students must meet these credit requirements with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 and a 2.0
in all courses in the major in order to earn a BS or BA.
2) Define a credit with regard to classroom/contact hours.
The BS/BA Public Health Practice program adheres to PSU’s def inition of academic credit.
According to PSU’s Bulletin, an academic credit is “the basic unit of measurement of educational
accomplishment One credit normally connotes 10 hours of lecture-recitation or 20 or more hours
of laboratory, studio, or activity work. The majority of courses at Portland State University involve
three or f our hours per week of lecture-recitation. PSU is on a quarter-system. Semester credits
transf erred f rom other accredited United States schools may be converted to PSU’s credits by
multiplying by 1.5.”
More inf ormation about PSU’s definition can be found at:
http://pdx.smartcatalogiq.com/2020-2021/Bulletin/Academic-Records-and-Credit
3) Describe policies and procedures for acceptance of coursework completed at other
institutions, including community colleges.
Accredited Colleges & Universities
PSU accepts college-level credits earned in academic degree programs accredited by regional
accreditors. The Office of the Registrar, in consultation with academic units, evaluates credits from
accredited colleges and universities. Courses are evaluated as equivalent (course description is
substantially equal to a course in PSU’s Bulletin) or parallel (course is in a discipline offered by
PSU, but PSU does not offer that course). The maximum number of credits transferrable from a
regionally accredited two-year college is 124 credits.
Unaccredited Institutions and Foreign Colleges & Universities
Departmental representatives working in the Of f ice of the Registrar are authorized to evaluate
transf er credits f rom unaccredited institutions or f oreign colleges and universities af ter a student
has been admitted to PSU. Courses transf erred f rom unaccredited schools are evaluated in
accordance with the institutions and policies published by the American Association of Collegiate
Registrars & Admissions Officers’ Transfer Credit Practices.
Unaccredited Institutions and Foreign Colleges & Universities
Departmental representatives working in the Of f ice of the Registrar are authorized to evaluate
transf er credits f rom unaccredited institutions or f oreign colleges and universities af ter a student
has been admitted to PSU. Courses transf erred f rom unaccredited schools are evaluated in
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accordance with the institutions and policies published by the American Association of Collegiate
Registrars & Admissions Officers’ Transfer Credit Practices.
OHSU-PSU School of Public Health Policy on Transfer Credits
To allow inclusion of a public health course as a substitute for a required or core course, a syllabus
is required that includes details of the course content, course learning objectives, and
corresponding assessment of those learning objectives. These are reviewed to determine
equivalency. For in-state coursework that is approved, the School of Public Health submits a
recommendation to the Of f ice of the Registrar to allow approved coursework to substitute for
existing requirements in the Degree Audit Report (DARS), PSU’s degree tracking system. All other
public health-related coursework not assigned as a replacement for a core or required course may
be deemed as Public Health Studies elective credits on a case-by-case basis.
Additional inf ormation about PSU’s policies and procedures f or acceptance of coursework
completed from other institutions can be found at:
https://www.pdx.edu/admissions/transfer-rules
Additional information about PSU’s credit limits can be found at:
https://www.pdx.edu/advising/credit-requirements-and-limitations
4) If applicable, provide articulation agreements with community colleges that address
acceptance of coursework.
The BS/BA Public Health Studies program currently has articulation agreements for the transfer of
undergraduate credits in place for:
• Portland Community College
• Mt. Hood Community College
• Chemeketa Community College
• American Samoa Community College
Articulation agreements are provided in ERF D16.1 – Bachelor’s Degree Program Length –
Articulations.
5) Provide information about the minimum credit-hour requirements for coursework for the
major in at least two similar bachelor’s degree programs in the home institution.
BS/BA Community Development (College of Urban & Public Affairs)
The minimum credit hour requirement for the BS/BA Community Development program is 180
credits. Of that number, a minimum of 62 upper-division credits are required. Forty-five of the final
75 credits must be taken at PSU, and 25 of the last 45 credits must include differentiated grades
(A – F). However, this last credit requirement was relaxed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
BS/BA Social Work (School of Social Work)
The minimum credit hour requirement f or the BS/BA Social Work program is 180 credits. Of that
number, a minimum of 62 upper-division credits are required. Forty-five of the final 75 credits must
be taken at PSU, and 25 of the last 45 credits must include differentiated grades (A – F). However,
this last credit requirement was relaxed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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D17. Academic Public Health Master’s Degrees
These students also complete coursework and other experiences, outside of the major paper or
project, that substantively address scientific and analytic approaches to discovery and translation
of public health knowledge in the context of a population health framework.
Finally, students complete coursework that provides instruction in the foundational public health
knowledge at an appropriate level of complexity. This instruction may be delivered through online,
in-person or blended methodologies, but it must meet the following requirements while covering
the defined content areas.
The school identifies at least one required assessment activity for each of the foundational public
health learning objectives.
The school validates academic public health master’s students’ foundational public health
knowledge through appropriate methods.
1) List the curricular requirements for each relevant degree in the unit of accreditation.
The OHSU-PSU School of Public Health offers one academic public health master’s degree: MS
Biostatistics. The MS Biostatistics program is designed to provide graduate-level training in the
theory and application of biostatistics, and seeks to serve learners interested in pursuing a career
as an intermediate-level biostatistician or future doctoral work in biostatistics.
Curricular requirements are listed in the table below:
Course
Title
Required Coursework (40 credits)
BSTA 511
Estimation & Hypothesis Testing for Applied Biostatistics
BSTA 512
Linear Models
BSTA 513
Categorical Data Analysis
BSTA 514
Survival Analysis
BSTA 517
Statistical Methods in Clinical Trials
BSTA 519
Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis
BSTA 530
Biostatistics Lab
BSTA 550
Introduction to Probability
BSTA 551
Mathematical Statistics I
BSTA 552
Mathematical Statistics II
PHE 513
Introduction to Public Health
EPI 512
Epidemiology I
Exam
Comprehensive Exam: Written
Exam
Comprehensive Exam: Lab
STAT 568
Applied Probability II (PSU)
STAT 580
Nonparametric Methods

Credits
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
0; Pass
0; Pass
3
3

Table continues on the following page
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Course
Title
Elective Coursework (14 credits)
BSTA 500
Reading & Conference
BSTA 515
Data Management & Analysis in SAS
BSTA 516
Design & Analysis of Surveys
BSTA 521
Bayesian Methods for Data Analysis
BSTA 522
Statistical Machine Learning & Big Data
BSTA 523
Design of Experiments: Statistical Principles of Research Design
& Analysis
BSTA 524
Statistical Methods for Next Generation Sequencing Data
EPI 513
Epidemiology II
BMI 550
Computational Biology I (OHSU)
BMI 551
Computational Biology II (OHSU)
STAT 567
Applied Probability I (PSU)
STAT 568
Applied Probability II (PSU)
STAT 580
Nonparametric Methods

Credits
1- 3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
3

2) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D17-1, that indicates the required assessment
opportunities for each of the defined foundational public health learning objectives (1-12).
Typically, the school will present a separate matrix for each degree school, but matrices
may be combined if requirements are identical.
The matrix f or the MS Biostatistics program that outlines assessment activities f or each
f oundational public health learning objective is presented on the following pages:
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Content Coverage for Academic Public Health Master's Degree (MS Biostatistics)
Content

Course number(s) and name(s)

Describe specific assessment
opportunityⁿ

1. Explain public health history, philosophy and
values

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

Week 1 Writing Assignment - Characterize
the philosophy of public health and
distinguish it from health care and medicine
Week 1 Writing Assignment - Name the core
f unctions of public health and give an
example from your community
Week 8 Writing Assignment - Create a
research question – how would you answer
the question using quantitative methods and
data? How would you answer it using
qualitative data? Why would you prefer to
use one method over another?

2. Identif y the core functions of public health and
the 10 Essential Services*

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

3. Explain the role of quantitative and qualitative
methods and sciences in describing and assessing
a population’s health

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

4. List major causes and trends of morbidity and
mortality in the US or other community relevant to
the school or program

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

Week 2 Writing Assignment - List the major
causes of morbidity and mortality in the US
f or the past year. How have the causes of
morbidity and mortality changed over the
past decade? Compare the causes of
morbidity and mortality in your state of origin
(place where you were born) to the US as a
whole. Describe how they differ.

5. Discuss the science of primary, secondary and
tertiary prevention in population health, including
health promotion, screening, etc.

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

Week 2 Writing Assignment - Distinguish
primary f rom secondary from tertiary
prevention and describe how each level of
prevention contributes to improving
population health

6. Explain the critical importance of evidence in
advancing public health knowledge

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

Week 8 Writing Assignment - What study
design would you use to study whether a
particular drug to treat maternal hypertension
in pregnancy was associated with adverse
pregnancy outcomes? Discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of your
choice.
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7. Explain effects of environmental factors on a
population’s health

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

Week 7 Writing Assignments 1. Discuss two examples showing how the
built environment can adversely impact
population health.
2. Discuss two examples showing how the
build environment can improve population
health

8. Explain biological and genetic factors that affect
a population’s health

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

Week 3 Writing Assignments 1. Describe how biological factors operating
at each developmental state (perinatal,
inf ancy and childhood) accumulate to create
adult health outcomes and 2) distinguish
genetic predispositions from accumulating
exposures in producing health outcomes.

9. Explain behavioral and psychological factors that
af f ect a population’s health

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

Week 4 Writing Assignments 1. Summarize 3 behavioral and 3
psychosocial factors that affect population
health
2. Think about individual behaviors related to
anxiety in adolescents. Classify each
individual behavior as risk-elevating or riskreducing, and modifiable or non-modifiable.

10. Explain the social, political and economic
determinants of health and how they contribute to
population health and health inequities

PHE 513 - Introduction to Public
Health

Week 5 Writing Assignments 1. Def ine the social, political and economic
determinants of health
2. Describe how each of the aforementioned
health determinants contribute to health
3. Describe how each of the aforementioned
health determinants contribute to health
inequities
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11. Explain how globalization affects global
burdens of disease

PHE 513: Introduction to Public
Health

Week 6 Writing Assignments 1. Describe how globalization affects the
global burden of disease
2. Explain how globalization has influenced
public health practice

12. Explain an ecological perspective on the
connections among human health, animal health
and ecosystem health (eg, One Health)

PHE 513: Introduction to Public
Health

Describe how antibiotic use in the animal
f arming industry can lead to antimicrobial
resistance in humans
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3) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D17-2, that lists competencies for each relevant
degree and concentration. The matrix indicates at least one assessment activity for each of
the listed competencies. Typically, the school will present a separate matrix for each
concentration. Note: these competencies are defined by the school and are distinct from
the foundational public health learning objectives defined in this criterion.
The matrix f or the MS Biostatistics program that outlines program core competencies and
assessment activities are presented on the following pages:
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Assessment of Competencies for Academic Master's Degrees in Public Health Fields (MS Biostatistics)
Competency

Course number(s) and name(s)

Describe specific assessment opportunityⁿ

1. Apply intermediate to advanced biostatistical BSTA 513 - Categorical Data Analysis
theory and techniques to design, plan, and
manage data collection to conduct analysis for
own research projects or support collaborative
research teams.
BSTA 519 - Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis
BSTA 530 - Biostatistics Lab
Annual Student Survey
Comprehensive exam
2. Translate broad research goals into
BSTA 513 - Categorical Data Analysis
specifications and procedures for statistical
analysis and interpretation of results in basic,
clinical, translational and public health research
BSTA 519 - Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis
studies
BSTA 530 - Biostatistics Lab
Annual Student Survey
3. Select and use appropriate statistical
BSTA 513 - Categorical Data Analysis
analysis software for assessment, decisionmaking and information-sharing (e.g., Stata,
SAS, R or other special programs)
BSTA 519 - Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis

Final Project

4. Communicate statistical methods and
f indings clearly and unambiguously to
specialists and non-specialist audiences

Final Project

BSTA 530 - Biostatistics Lab
Annual Student Survey
Comprehensive exam
BSTA 513 - Categorical Data Analysis

Final Project
Lab Project

Final Project

Final Project
Lab Project
Final Project
Final Project
Lab Project

BSTA 519 - Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis Final Project
BSTA 530 - Biostatistics Lab

Lab Project

Annual Student Survey
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4) Identify required coursework and other experiences that address the variety of public health
research methods employed in the context of a population health framework to foster
discovery and translation of public health knowledge and a brief narrative that explains how
the instruction and assessment is equivalent to that typically associated with a threesemester-credit course.
As shown in D17.1, all MS Biostatistics students are required to complete the core epidemiology
sequence (EPI 512 and EPI 513), as well as a full array of biostatistics courses. In addition, all MS
Biostatistics students are required to take a one-quarter three-credit PHE 513 – Introduction to
Public Health course, which provides a broad overview of methods for discovery and translation of
public health knowledge. This course is taken early in the students’ program (i.e., fall term of the
f irst year) and provides an introduction to all foundational public health learning objectives.
The initial introduction of the f oundational public health learning objectives in PHE 513 –
Introduction to Public Health is reinforced by the required biostatistics and epidemiology courses,
which provide exposure to a wide range of methods f or discovery and translation. The EPI 512 –
EPI 513 sequence, in particular, is designed to assess student attainment of arrange of population
health methods and their applications. This sequence is equivalent to a f ive-semester credit-course.
5) Briefly summarize policies and procedures relating to production and assessment of the
final research project or paper.
The MS Biostatistics comprehensive exam assesses students’ achievement of program core
competencies, including assessment of students’ ability to integrate statistical knowledge and skills
acquired in their biostatistical coursework. Students must demonstrate mastery of the subject
matter, critical thinking and independent problem solving, and interpretation of results in the context
of a research question. The MS Biostatistics comprehensive exam evaluates students’ knowledge
of both biostatistical theories and applied methods.
The MS Biostatistics comprehensive exam comprises questions that reflect nine required courses:
• BSTA 511 – Estimation & Hypothesis Testing for Applied Biostatistics
• BSTA 512 – Linear Models
• BSTA 513 – Survival Analysis
• BSTA 517 – Statistical Methods in Clinical Trials
• BSTA 519 – Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis
• BSTA 550 – Introduction to Probability
• BSTA 551 – Mathematical Statistics I
• BSTA 552 – Mathematical Statistics II
The written component of the comprehensive exam is a total of six questions divided in two: twoand-a-half hour sections with one-hour break in between. The first section covers applied statistical
questions from BSTA 511, 512, and 513. The second section covers theoretical statistical questions
f rom BSTA 550, 551, and 552.
The lab component of the comprehensive exam covers material from BSTA 514, 517, and 519 and
takes f our hours to complete. It contains three data analysis questions and an additional question
to assess the appropriateness of the statistical methods used in a published journal article.
Students’ responses to each question is evaluated by two faculty reviewers.
6) Provide links to handbooks or webpages that contain the full list of policies and procedures
governing production and assessment of the final research project or paper for each degree
school.
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Inf ormation related to the School of Public Health’s MS Biostatistics can be f ound here:
https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/ms-in-biostatistics/
• MS Biostatistics program guide
7) Include completed, graded samples of deliverables associated with the major paper or
project. The school must provide at least 10% of the number produced in the last three years
or five examples, whichever is greater.
Student work f rom MS Biostatistics students is located in ERF D17 – Academic Public Health
Masters - MS Biostatistics Comprehensive Exam.
8) Briefly explain how the school ensures that the instruction and assessment in basic public
health knowledge is generally equivalent to the instruction and assessment typically
associated with a three-semester-credit course.
PHE 513 – Introduction to Public Health was designed to ensure that MS Biostatistics students are
introduced to the CEPH f oundational public health learning objectives and assessed using the
appropriate activities. PHE 513 is a standard, three-credit graduate course with three 50-minute
periods each week for ten weeks, with two-hours of work outside of class per week.
9) Include the most recent syllabus for any course listed in the documentation requests above,
or written guidelines for any required elements that do not have a syllabus.
The syllabus for PHE 513 – Introduction to Public Health is located in ERF D17.1 – Academic
Public Health Masters – D17.2 Syllabus.
10) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• MS Biostatistics students are required to take PHE 513 – Introduction to Public Heath in
the f irst quarter of their program. This course ensures that students are grounded in the
CEPH f oundational public health learning objectives. Students’ foundational public health
knowledge is validated each week and at the end of the term through written assignments.
• MS Biostatistics students also take epidemiology courses that ensure they are grounded
in a population health framework.
Areas of Improvement
• Foundational public health knowledge learning objectives are primarily taught and
evaluated in one course. This puts the burden of public health education and competency
attainment on one (or a small number) of instructors. Furthermore, there is no guarantee
that f oundational public health knowledge is addressed in subsequent coursework, which
may undermine foundational public health knowledge reinforcement or validation.
• Biostatistics f aculty are under-involved in the PHE 513 – Introduction to Public Health
course, with the bulk of instruction being provided by MPH Health Promotion and MPH
Environmental Systems and Human Health f aculty. The minimal Biostatistics f aculty
involvement in providing or assessing f oundational public health learning objectives also
undermines conf idence that these topics are revisited and reinf orces f or students in
subsequence coursework.
Plans for Improvement
• The Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee (APCC), along with the instructional
Biostatistics f aculty, will review the distribution of f oundational competencies across the
entire MS Biostatistics curriculum to produce a more equitable distribution of the
f oundational public health learning objectives. The Academic Af fairs deans, ex-officio
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•

members on APCC, will work with MS Biostatistics faculty to identify ways in which learning
objectives can be most appropriately covered and their attainment evaluated.
PHE 513 – Introduction to Public Health was taught for the first time in fall 2021. All future
of ferings of PHE 513 will be more inclusive of Biostatistics faculty and the concepts covered
in PHE 513 will be reinf orced by the involved f aculty in subsequent courses that MS
Biostatistics take throughout the curriculum.
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D18. Academic Public Health Doctoral Degrees
These students also complete coursework and other experiences, outside of the major paper or
project, that substantively address scientific and analytic approaches to discovery and translation
of public health knowledge in the context of a population health framework.
These students complete doctoral-level, advanced coursework and other experiences that
distinguish the school of study from a master’s degree in the same field.
The school defines appropriate policies for advancement to candidacy, within the context of the
institution.
Finally, students complete coursework that provides instruction in the foundational public health
knowledge at an appropriate level of complexity. This instruction may be delivered through online,
in-person or blended methodologies, but it must meet the following requirements while covering
the defined content areas.
The school identifies at least one required assessment activity for each of the foundational public
health learning objectives.
The school validates academic doctoral students’ foundational public health knowledge through
appropriate methods.
1) List the curricular requirements for each non-DrPH doctoral degree in the unit of
accreditation, EXCLUDING requirements associated with the final research project. The list
must indicate (using shading) each required curricular element that a) is designed expressly
for doctoral, rather than master’s, students or b) would not typically be associated with
completion of a master’s degree in the same area of study.
The school may present accompanying narrative to provide context and inf ormation that aids
reviewers’ understanding of the ways in which doctoral study is distinguished from master’s-level
study. This narrative is especially important f or institutions that do not formally distinguish master’slevel courses from doctoral-level courses.
The school will present a separate list for each degree program and concentration as appropriate.
The OHSU-PSU School of Public Health offers three academic public health doctoral degrees:
Community Health, Epidemiology, and Health Systems & Policy.
PhD Community Health
Course
Title
Required Community Health Core (34 credits)
PHE 546
Urban & Community Health
PHE 612
Advanced Principles of Health Behavior
HSMP 671
Health Policy
PHE 622
Health & Social Inequalities
PHE 626
Teaching and Learning in Health Promotion & Social Work
HSMP 673
Values & Ethics in Heath
PHE 632
Development Origins of Health & Human Disease Epidemiology
HSMP 681
Population Health: Policy & Practice Implications
PHE 619
Mentored Teaching
One of the two following courses:
ESHH 519
Climate Change & Public Health
ESHH 612
Global & Planetary Health Concepts
Required Methods Core (23 credits)

Credits
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PHE 520
Qualitative Research & Design
PHE 624
Philosophy through Power Calculations
PHE 625
Advanced Methods Toolkit
PHE 634
Social Epidemiology Methods & Theory
CPH 636
Community-based Participatory Research
BSTA 611
Estimation & Hypothesis Testing for Applied Biostatistics
BSTA 612
Linear Models
Doctoral Seminar (6 credits)
PHE 603
Doctoral Seminar
Community Health Electives (8 credits)
Methods Electives (6 credits)
Electives (18 credits)
PhD Epidemiology
Course
Title
Required Epidemiology Core (24 credits)
EPI 613
Epidemiology II: Methods
EPI 614
Epidemiology III: Causal Inf erence
EPI 636
Analysis & Interpretation of Epidemiology Data
EPI 630
Epidemiology Journal Club
EPI 640
Research & Proposal Design
EPI 668
Inf ectious Disease Epidemiology
EPI 676
Chronic Disease Epidemiology
EPI 610
Epidemiology Doctoral Seminar
Required Biostatistics Core (23 credits)
BSTA 612
Linear Models
BSTA 613
Categorical Data Analysis
BSTA 515
Data Management (SAS)
One of the following two courses:
BSTA 514
Survival Analysis
BSTA 519
Longitudinal Data Analysis
Required Public Health Core (13 credits)
HSMP 674
Health Systems Organization
ESHH 611
Concepts of Environmental Health
PHE 612
Principles of Health Behavior
PHE 622
Health & Social Inequalities
One of the following two courses:
CONJ 650
Scientific Ethics
HSMP 673
Values & Ethics in Health
Electives (22 credits)
PhD Health Systems & Policy
Course
Title
Required Health Systems & Policy Core (21 credits)
HSMP 642
Organizational Theory & Health Systems
HSMP 660
Contemporary Research in Health Systems & Policy
HSMP 671
Health Policy
HSMP 673
Values & Ethics in Health
HSMP 674
Health Systems Organization
HSMP 677
Health Care Law & Regulation
HSMP 686
Introduction to Health Economics
Required Policy Core (9 - 10 credits)
HSMP 675
Advanced Health Policy

Credits
4
4
4
2
3
2
2
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3

Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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PAP 616

Policy Process
One of the following two courses:
HSMP 683
Economics of Health Systems & Policy
USP 615
Economic Analysis of Public Policy
Required Health Systems Core (6 credits)
PHE 622
Health & Social Inequalities
HSMP 681
Population Health: Policy & Practice Implications
Required Design & Methods Core (11 credits)
HSMP 689
Research Design in Health Services
PHE 520
Qualitative Research Design
SOC 638
Integrating Qualitative & Quantitative Methods
Policy Electives (9 – 12 credits)
Health Systems Electives (6 credits)
Research Design & Methods Electives (9 – 12 credits)

3
3
4
3
3
3
4
4

2) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D18-1, that indicates the required assessment
opportunities for each of the defined foundational public health learning objectives (1-12).
Typically, the school will present a separate matrix for each degree program, but matrices
may be combined if requirements are identical.
Tables D18-1 f or the PhD Community Health, PhD Epidemiology, and PhD Health Systems &
Policy page are presented on the following pages:
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Content Coverage for PhD Community Health
Content
1. Explain public health history, philosophy
and values

Course number(s) and name(s)
HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

HSMP 671: Health Policy

2. Identif y the core functions of public health
and the 10 Essential Services*

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

3. Explain the role of quantitative and
qualitative methods and sciences in describing
and assessing a population’s health

PHE 624: Doctoral Research Methods in
Community Health I

PHE 612: Advanced Principles of Health
Behavior

Specific assessment opportunity
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal",
group health system analysis/international
comparison and poster presentation
Policy analysis Step 1 written assignment;
class participation on discussion of readings,
policy enactment and implementation, using
examples from historic public health policy
debates.
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group health system
analysis/international comparison and poster
presentation
Reading responses: Shadish Cook and
Campbell chapters 1-6, 9-11; Singleton and
Straights chapters 2, 3, 5, 7-10; Pehazur
chapters 3, 4, 6, and 9 and Keyes and Galea
chapter 4; Written work for weeks 4-9; final
proposal.
1. Reaction papers and discussion
participation on research reports based in both
quantitative and qualitative methods
examining impact of health behaviors on
individual, group, and population health. 2.
Synthesis papers addressing methodological
as well as theoretical issues required in
course 3. Intervention design assignment
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includes proposal and discussion of specific
research approach

PHE 520: Qualitative Research Design

4. List major causes and trends of morbidity
and mortality in the US or other community
relevant to the school or program

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

PHE 546: Urban and Community Health

PHE 612: Advanced Principles of Health
Behavior

Weekly reading summaries from Handbook of
Qualitative Methods in Health Research and
journal articles. Critical discussions and
readings of the meanings of evidence, and the
role of community in defining and completing
research projects. Assignment 2, describe role
of qualitative methods in conducting valid and
reliable research. Lecture on mixed methods
research.
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal",
group health system analysis/international
comparison and poster presentation
Assignment: Creation of health city indicators
that address social, political, economic
determinants of urban health. Required
readings include social epidemiologic and
urban planning literature, emphasizing the role
of macro-level, upstream factors (e.g., policy,
governance) on the health of urban residents.
Additional readings highlight the necessity of
interdisciplinary approaches for advancing
urban health equity.
Entire course is based on examining the major
causes of morbidity and mortality in the US
and the behavioral determinants of such;
evaluations methods include reaction papers,
behavior change intervention design, and final
exam.
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5. Discuss the science of primary, secondary
and tertiary prevention in population health,
including health promotion, screening, etc.

PHE 612: Advanced Principles of Health
Behavior

6. Explain the critical importance of evidence
in advancing public health knowledge

PHE 624: Doctoral Methods in Community
Health I

HSMP 671: Health Policy

PHE 612: Advanced Principles of Health
Behavior
7. Explain effects of environmental factors on
a population’s health

PHE 622: Health and Social Inequalities

PHE 546: Urban and Community Health

PHE 612: Advanced Principles of Health
Behavior
8. Explain biological and genetic factors that
af f ect a population’s health

PHE 612: Advanced Principles of Health
Behavior

Group project: Preventive health care is a
f undamental issue in this course, with a
particular emphasis on the role of behavior in
primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention.
Reading responses: Shadish Cook and
Campbell chapters 1-6, 9-11; Singleton and
Straights chapters 2, 3, 5, 7-10; Pehazur
chapters 3, 4, 6, and 9 and Keyes and Galea
chapter 4; Final proposal
Written assignments analyzing the role of
evidence in the health policy process and
evaluating the availability of such evidence for
current public health issues.
Readings, lecture, class participation, group
project, required papers: All are strictly
evidence based
Reading responses: Lecture 7 - Residential
segregation and built environments; lecture 8 residential segregation and environmental
injustices; lecture 9 - f etal priming and the
exacerbation of health disparities; Intervention
presentation - Students present a structural
intervention designed to improve population
health; Final paper - students integrate two
f rameworks, of which one is environmental,
when analyzing the causes of a health
condition of their choosing
Assignment: Creation of healthy city indicators
that include improvement in environmental
health. Required readings include social
epidemiologic and urban planning literature,
highlighting the impact of specific urban
environmental factors (e.g., air quality) on the
health of urban residents.
Readings, lecture, class participation, group
project, required papers: All address
environmental factors with respect to their
impact on health behaviors
Group project, required papers: All address
these f actors with respect to their impact on
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9. Explain behavioral and psychological
f actors that affect a population’s health

PHE 612: Advanced Principles of Health
Behavior

10. Explain the social, political and economic
determinants of health and how they
contribute to population health and health
inequities

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

HSMP 671: Health Policy

PHE 622: Health and Social Inequalities

PHE 624: Doctoral Methods in Community
Health 1

health behaviors and conversely, how
behaviors affect these factors
Group project, required papers: All address
these f actors with respect to their impact on
health behaviors and conversely, how
behaviors affect these factors
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal",
group health system analysis/international
comparison and poster presentation.
Written assignments on theories of how
problems are defined; primary written
assignment is analysis of policy solutions to
address public health problem with discussion
of social, political, and economic
considerations in policy enactment or
implementation.
Reading responses: Lecture 1 structural
(social, political, economic) determinants of
health; Lecture 2 - race and racism; Lecture 3
- Socioeconomic status / income inequality;
Intervention presentation - Students present a
structural intervention designed to improve
population health; Final paper - students
integrate two frameworks, including social,
political, and economic determinants, when
analyzing the causes of a health condition of
their choosing
Reading response to Glanz chapter, Krieger
article, Keyes and Galea chapters; Lecture 2
population health principles and conceptual
models
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11. Explain how globalization affects global
burdens of disease

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

ESHH 511: Concepts in Environmental Health

12. Explain an ecological perspective on the
connections among human health, animal
health and ecosystem health (eg, One Health)

ESHH 511: Concepts in Environmental Health

PHE 612: Advanced Principles of Health
Behavior

Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal",
group health system analysis/international
comparison and poster presentation.
Reading ref lections, exam, possible group
projects on globalization topics including
climate change, food systems, and water
systems and health.
Reading ref lections, exam, possible group
projects on globalization topics including
climate change, food systems, and water
systems and health.
Readings reactions: as a way to contextualize
the issues that are the primary focus of the
course
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Content Coverage for PhD Epidemiology
Content
1. Explain public health history, philosophy
and values

Course number(s) and name(s)
EPI 576: Chronic Disease Epidemiology

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

2. Identif y the core functions of public health
and the 10 Essential Services*

EPI 610: Epidemiology Doctoral Seminar

3. Explain the role of quantitative and
qualitative methods and sciences in describing
and assessing a population’s health

EPI 636: Analysis and Interpretation of
Epidemiologic Data

EPI 610: Epidemiology Doctoral Seminar

4. List major causes and trends of morbidity
and mortality in the US or other community
relevant to the school or program

EPI 614: Epidemiology III, Causal Inf erence

EPI 668: Inf ectious Disease Epidemiology

Specific assessment opportunity
Written proposal integrates understanding of
public health philosophy and values. Readings
and discussion of Chapters 1-5 in text,
"Chronic Disease Epidemiology and Control",
Remington, Brownson, and Wegner Eds., 4th
edition. APHA Press, Washington DC, 2016.
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal",
group health system analysis/international
comparison and poster presentation
10 Essential Services handout from CDC is
distributed to students on the first day of class
to f rame the role of epidemiologic research in
public health; discussion.
Incorporation of manuscripts based on
qualitative and quantitative research about
impacts of a health condition; development
and submission of written background; oral
presentation incorporating background.
Discussion of contributions of qualitative
research as a basis or rationale for
quantitative research and vice versa. This is s
small seminar and students are evaluated on
class participation.
Reading, lecture, synthesis of a body of
literature applying causal framework to
estimates of association; case studies.
Students are evaluated on their contribution to
discussion and leading discussions.
Readings, lectures and discussion of major
sources of morbidity and mortality in US and
other populations.
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EPI 676: Chronic Disease Epidemiology

EPI 610:Epidemiology Doctoral Seminar

Dissertation Research
5. Discuss the science of primary, secondary
and tertiary prevention in population health,
including health promotion, screening, etc.

It is assumed that this content is covered in an
introductory graduate-level epidemiology
course, which is an admission prerequisite.

6. Explain the critical importance of evidence
in advancing public health knowledge

EPI 614: Epidemiology III, Causal Inf erence

EPI 610:Epidemiology Doctoral Seminar

Dissertation Research

7. Explain effects of environmental factors on
a population’s health

It is assumed that this content is covered in
prior MPH coursework on environmental
health. If matriculant does not possess an
MPH, must take ESHH 511, Concepts of
Environmental Health or equivalent.

8. Explain biological and genetic factors that
af f ect a population’s health

PHE 622: Health and Social Inequalities

Students are assessed through literature
monitoring and write a surveillance evaluation.
Readings, lectures and discussion of major
sources of morbidity and mortality in US and
other populations.
Lecture and debate participation on role of
causality in epidemiology; graphical methods
f or distinguishing causal pathways from
conf ounding and mediation.
Assemble, synthesize and report on burden of
disease or health condition being investigated.
Course taken prior to admission; assessments
would vary depending on course offering and
university.
Determine implications of causal and noncausal associations for public health practice.
Students are evaluated on their contribution to
discussion and leading discussions.
Students present on their research and
f acilitate a discussion on this research.
Synthesis of existing evidence of health
determinants to research of public health
problems through development of background
and specific aims sections of proposal.
Synthesize gaps in evidence as part of
background; discuss in written and oral format
the implications of any new evidence provided
by the dissertation research.
Course taken prior to admission; assessments
would vary depending on course offering and
university.

Reading responses: lecture 9 - f etal priming
and the exacerbation of health disparities
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9. Explain behavioral and psychological
f actors that affect a population’s health

It is assumed that this content is covered in
prior MPH coursework on health behavior. If
matriculant does not possess an MPH, must
take CPH 537, Principles of Health Behavior
or equivalent.

Course taken prior to admission; assessments
would vary depending on course offering and
university.

10. Explain the social, political and economic
determinants of health and how they
contribute to population health and health
inequities

PHE 622: Health and Social Inequalities

11. Explain how globalization affects global
burdens of disease

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

Reading reactions: Lecture 1 structural (social,
political, economic) determinants of health;
Lecture 2 - race and racism; Lecture 3 Socioeconomic status / income inequality;
Intervention presentation - Students present a
structural intervention designed to improve
population health; Final paper - students
integrate two frameworks, including social,
political, and economic determinants, when
analyzing the causes of a health condition of
their choosing
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal",
group health system analysis/international
comparison and poster presentation.
Reading ref lections, exam, possible group
projects on globalization topics including
climate change, food systems, and water
systems and health.
Reading ref lections, exam, possible group
projects on globalization topics including
climate change, food systems, and water
systems and health.

ESHH 511: Concepts in Environmental Health

12. Explain an ecological perspective on the
connections among human health, animal
health and ecosystem health (eg, One Health)

ESHH 511: Concepts in Environmental Health
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Content Coverage for PhD Health Systems & Policy
Content
1. Explain public health history, philosophy
and values

Course number(s) and name(s)
HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

HSMP 660 Contemporary Research in Health
Systems and Policy
HSMP 641: Organizational Behavior in Health

PAP 616: Policy Process

USP 615: Economics of Policy Analysis

HSMP 671 Health Policy

2. Identif y the core functions of public health
and the 10 Essential Services*

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

Specific assessment opportunity
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal".
Group health system analysis/international
comparison and poster presentation.
Ref lection paper and interdisciplinary
perspectives discussion on population health
Group presentation on organizational
concepts combining literature on
organizational behavior and theory and key
inf ormant interviews in the context of public
health
Readings, lectures and discussion on policy
process formation and its utilization in
addressing historic public health problems in
the US. Students are evaluated on
participating in and leading class discussions.
Quizzes and problem sets on readings and
discussion on the economic principles and
arguments that underpin public health values
and their use in craf ting solutions to public
health problems.
Students are evaluated on participation of
discussion about readings and lectures on
policy enactment and implementation, using
examples from historic public health policy
debates.
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal"
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HSMP 677 Health Care Law and Regulation

3. Explain the role of quantitative and
qualitative methods and sciences in describing
and assessing a population’s health

HSMP 660 Contemporary Research in Health
Systems and Policy
HSMP 689 Research Design in Health
Services
PHE 520: Qualitative Research Design

USP 615: Economics of Policy Analysis

Prerequisite course on Introduction to
Biostatistics
4. List major causes and trends of morbidity
and mortality in the US or other community
relevant to the school or program

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

Readings and lecture: legal basis of public
health policies, public health reporting, public
health underpinnings of the Affordable Care
Act, Medicaid, Medicare, CCOs, etc. Students
are evaluated on their participation in
discussions about readings and lectures.
Students develop mock research proposal.
Written assignments on quantitative and
qualitative research design and how students
determine an appropriate strategy for studying
population health issues.
Weekly reading summaries from Handbook of
Qualitative Methods in Health Research and
journal articles. Critical discussions and
readings of the meanings of evidence, and the
role of community in defining and completing
research projects. Assignment 2, describe role
of qualitative methods in conducting valid and
reliable research. Lecture on mixed methods
research.
Written assignments evaluating public health
issues utilizing economic tools and criteria.
Development of microeconomic modelling
skills in the context of a wide variety of public
health issues. Final assignment requires
economic analysis, methodology and
substantive evaluation of a public health topic.
Course taken in MPH prior to admission;
assessments would vary depending on course
of fering and university.
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal"
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5. Discuss the science of primary, secondary
and tertiary prevention in population health,
including health promotion, screening, etc.
6. Explain the critical importance of evidence
in advancing public health knowledge

Prerequisite course on Foundations of Public
Health
HSMP 660 Contemporary Research in Health
Systems and Policy
HSMP 671 Health Policy

HSMP 689 Research Design in Health
Services

PHE 520: Qualitative Research Design

USP 615: Economics of Policy Analysis

7. Explain effects of environmental factors on
a population’s health

PHE 622 - Health and Social Inequalities

Course taken in MPH prior to admission;
assessments would vary depending on course
of fering and university.
Students develop mock research proposal.
Written assignments analyzing the role of
evidence in the health policy process and
evaluating the availability of such evidence for
current public health issues.
Written assignments on developing highquality evidence for addressing public health
problems, the real-world concerns that arise in
this process, and the translation of research
into policies or practice to advance public
health.
Weekly reading summaries from Handbook of
Qualitative Methods in Health Research and
journal articles. Critical discussions and
readings of the meanings of evidence, and the
role of community in defining and completing
research projects. Assignment 2, describe role
of qualitative methods in conducting valid and
reliable research. Lecture on mixed methods
research.
Group presentation on a public health policy
including its contextual background, applicable
economic principles and policy evaluation
plan.
Reading responses: Lecture 7 - Residential
segregation and buiilt environments; lecture 8
- residential segregation and environmental
injustices; lecture 9 - f etal priming and the
exacerbation of health disparities; Intervention
presentation - Students present a structural
intervention designed to improve population
health; Final paper - students integrate two
f rameworks, of which one is environmental,
when analyzing the causes of a health
condition of their choosing
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8. Explain biological and genetic factors that
af f ect a population’s health

Prerequisite course on Foundations of Public
Health

9. Explain behavioral and psychological
f actors that affect a population’s health

HSMP 641: Organizational Behavior in Health

10. Explain the social, political and economic
determinants of health and how they
contribute to population health and health
inequities

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

PAP 616: Policy Process

HSMP 671 Health Policy

HSMP 575 Advanced Health Policy
HSMP 686: Introduction to Health Economics

PAP 616: Policy Process
USP 615: Economics of Policy Analysis

Course taken in MPH prior to admission;
assessments would vary depending on course
of fering and university.
Organizational analysis paper and team
training presentation
Seminar presentations on economic,
behavioral, and epidemiological theories that
provide a general basis for policy formation
and implementation to population health
issues.
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal",
group health system analysis/international
comparison and poster presentation
Written assignments on theories of how
problems are defined; primary written
assignment is analysis of policy solutions to
address public health problem with discussion
of social, political, and economic
considerations in policy enactment or
implementation.
Written assignments on the structural
determinants underlying health policies and
the policy process.
Case scenario-based mid-term and final
exams, brief written assignment applying
economic theory to an area of research
interest.
Policy Theory Paper on the recent
development and current status of a policy
area as viewed f rom different perspectives.
Seminar presentations on economic,
behavioral, and epidemiological theories that
provide a general basis for policy formation
and implementation to population health
issues.
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PHE 622 - Health and Social Inequalities

11. Explain how globalization affects global
burdens of disease

HSMP 674: Health Systems Organization

12. Explain an ecological perspective on the
connections among human health, animal
health and ecosystem health (eg, One Health)

Prerequisite course on Foundations of Public
Health

Intervention presentation - Students present a
structural intervention designed to improve
population health; Final paper - students
integrate two frameworks, including social,
political, and economic determinants, when
analyzing the causes of a health condition of
their choosing: Lecture 1 structural (social,
political, economic) determinants of health;
Lecture 2 - race and racism; Lecture 3 Socioeconomic status / income inequality;
Written assignment #1 on "Improving Health
Services Delivery: Achieving the Triple Aim
through Innovation" written assignment #2 on
"The Culture of Health: Designing Oregon's
Future Health System", group presentation on
2 chapters of Atul Gawande's "Being Mortal",
group health system analysis/international
comparison and poster presentation
Course taken in MPH prior to admission;
assessments would vary depending on course
of fering and university.
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3) Provide a matrix, in the format of Template D18-2, that lists competencies for each relevant
degree and concentration. The matrix indicates at least one assessment activity for each of
the listed competencies. Typically, the school will present a separate matrix for each
concentration. Note: these competencies are defined by the school and are distinct from
the introductory public health learning objectives defined in this criterion.
Matrices for each PhD program that outline program core competencies and assessment activities
are presented on the following pages:
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Assessment of Competencies for Doctoral Degrees in Public Health Fields, Other than DrPH (PhD Community Health)
Competency
1. Identify gaps in the field of Community
Health by critically analyzing relevant peerreviewed literature; design timely, responsive
and f easible research questions.

2. Apply appropriate theoretical frameworks
to topics relevant to the field of Community
Health, including pedagogical theory in the
context of teaching.

Course number(s) and name(s)
PHE 623 - Doctoral Seminar

PHE 624 - Philosophy through Power
Calculations
Comprehensive Exam
Dissertation Proposal Defense
Dissertation Defense
PHE 623 - Doctoral Seminar

PHE 619 - Mentored Teaching

3. Utilize pertinent research design, analytic
methods, and interpretation of results to
address timely research questions in the field
of Community Health.

4. Evaluate the impact of social, cultural and
contextual factors on health outcomes.

PHE 623 - Doctoral Seminar

PHE 624 - Philosophy through Power
Calculations
Comprehensive Exam
Dissertation Defense
PHE 623 - Doctoral Seminar

PHE 622 - Health & Social Inequalities

Describe specific assessment opportunityⁿ
Annual Presentation - Students identify gaps
in the community health field by locating
proposed research in the context of relevant
peer-reviewed literature
Final Research Proposal - An NIH-style
research proposal

Annual Presentation - Students demonstrate
the appropriate use of public health theory for
community health problems and the
appropriate pedagogical theory in the
representation of this work
Mentored teaching assignment - Students
create a lecture of their topic of choice that
incorporates public health theory and applies
appropriate pedagogical theory
Annual presentation - Students demonstrate
appropriate research design and analytic
methods for a given research question in
community health
Final research proposal - An NIH-style
proposal in which in which students
demonstrate appropriate research design and
analytic methods
Annual Presentation - Students describe the
social, cultural, and contextual factors that
produce oppression and explicate the social
determinants of health outcomes
Weekly Topic Assignment - Students identify
a social justice-related topic and describe the
social, cultural, and contextual factors that
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5. Ef fectively disseminate Community Health
knowledge and research findings to public,
prof essional, and student audiences using
multiple modes of communication.

5. Demonstrate ethical conduct and cultural
competence in research design, analysis,
dissemination, and critique

Dissertation Proposal Defense
Dissertation Defense
PHE 623 - Doctoral Seminar

PHE 626 - Teaching & Learning in Health
Promotion and Social Work

PHE 623 - Doctoral Seminar

Dissertation Proposal Defense
Dissertation Defense

produce oppression and explicate the social
determinants of health outcomes
Annual Presentation - Students present
research f indings or other community health
knowledge to a variety of audiences (including
prof essionals and students)
Teaching Demonstration & Reflection Students present to an audience of their
choosing and reflect upon the educational
philosophies they employed, the learning
outcomes, activities, and assessments
Annual Presentation - Students present what
would constitute ethical conduct and cultural
humility in research design, analysis,
dissemination, and critique for a given
research question or topic
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Assessment of Competencies for Doctoral Degrees in Public Health Fields, Other than DrPH (PhD Epidemiology)
Competency

Course number(s) and name(s)

1. Apply population-based concepts of
chronic and infectious disease epidemiology
within appropriate biological,
pathophysiological, social, and community
contexts.
2. Apply methods for collecting, evaluating,
and synthesizing existing evidence of health
determinants to research on public health
problems.
3. Apply appropriate data quality assurance
and statistical methods for the research
questions and study designs used in
epidemiologic research.

Written dissertation proposal
Written dissertation

4. Formulate a testable hypothesis and
propose a related study design and analytic
approach that have the potential for
advancing knowledge of the determinants of
health and disease.
5. Apply ethical principles to problems that
arise in epidemiologic research and practice.
6. Evaluate scientific, cultural, and political
issues on epidemiologic research, including
research goals, recruitment of study
participants, and communication of results in
the appropriate contexts.
7. Demonstrate excellent verbal and
communication skills in teaching
epidemiologic principles and concepts at
appropriate levels to different audiences.

EPI 610 - Epidemiology Doctoral Seminar

Describe specific assessment opportunityⁿ

EPI 636 - Analysis & Interpretation of
Epidemiologic Data

Extended Analysis Plan Background &
Summary

EPI 636 – Analysis& Interpretation of
Epidemiologic Data
Comprehensive Exam

Final Manuscript
Data Analysis Assignment - Assesses
students' ability to generate and test
hypotheses with real epidemiologic data, as
well as presenting and interpreting the
resulting findings
Specific Aims Assignment - Assesses
students' ability to present a research
hypothesis and propose the appropriate study
design and methods to test the hypothesis

Written dissertation proposal
Written dissertation proposal
Written dissertation

EPI 610 - Epidemiology Doctoral Seminar

Dissertation oral defense

Discussion Facilitation - Assesses students'
ability to present information on a study
design, elicit feedback from others, and
manage discussion
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Assessment of Competencies for Doctoral Degrees in Public Health Fields, Other than DrPH (PhD Health Systems & Policy)
Competency
1. Apply relevant theories and frameworks to
issues pertaining to health systems and
policies.

2. Select and apply appropriate qualitative
and quantitative research techniques to
identify strategies to improve health system
ef f ectiveness.

3. Formulate a testable research question and
propose a relevant study design and analytic
approach that has the potential to advance
knowledge of health systems and policy.

4. Conduct an independent study that
demonstrates synthesis of knowledge and
application of research skills.
5. Apply principles of ethics and cultural
competence when conducting health systems
and policy research and education.

Course number(s) and name(s)
HSMP 660 - Contemporary Research in
Health Systems & Policy
HSMP 607 - Dissertation Seminar
Comprehensive Written & Oral Examination
Dissertation Proposal
Dissertation Defense
Annual Student Survey
HSMP 660 - Contemporary Research in
Health Systems & Policy
HSMP 607 - Dissertation Seminar
Comprehensive Written & Oral Examination
Dissertation Proposal
Dissertation Defense
Annual Student Survey
HSMP 660 - Contemporary Research in
Health Systems & Policy
HSMP 607 - Dissertation Seminar
Comprehensive Written & Oral Examination
Dissertation Proposal
Dissertation Defense
Annual Student Survey
Dissertation Proposal
Dissertation Defense
Annual Student Survey
HSMP 660 - Contemporary Research in
Health Systems & Policy
HSMP 607 - Dissertation Seminar

Describe specific assessment opportunityⁿ
Final Paper - Students articulate an initial
dissertation idea
Annual Presentation - Students demonstrate
annual progress on their dissertation

Final Paper - Students articulate an initial
dissertation idea
Annual Presentation - Students demonstrate
annual progress on their dissertation

Final Paper - Students articulate an initial
dissertation idea
Annual Presentation - Students demonstrate
annual progress on their dissertation

Final Paper - Students articulate an initial
dissertation idea
Annual Presentation - Students demonstrate
annual progress on their dissertation

Comprehensive Written & Oral Examination
Dissertation Proposal
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6. Evaluate evidence-based public health
policy and health systems transformation
strategies to identify emerging issues in
health systems and policy.

7. Create and deliver effective presentations
of scholarly activities to academic and lay
audiences.

Dissertation Defense
Annual Student Survey
HSMP 607 - Dissertation Seminar
Comprehensive Written & Oral Examination
Dissertation Proposal
Dissertation Defense
Annual Student Survey
HSMP 660 - Contemporary Research in
Health Systems & Policy
HSMP 607 - Dissertation Seminar

Annual Presentation - Students demonstrate
annual progress on their dissertation

Final Oral Presentation
Annual Presentation - Students demonstrate
annual progress on their dissertation

Comprehensive Written & Oral Examination
Dissertation Proposal
Dissertation Defense
Annual Student Survey
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4) Identify required coursework and other experiences that address the variety of public health
research methods employed in the context of a population health framework to foster
discovery and translation of public health knowledge and a brief narrative that explains how
the instruction and assessment is equivalent to that typically associated with a threesemester-credit course.
The response to this inquiry slightly differs by program. Brief responses will f or each doctoral
program.
Community Health PhD
In addition to the f irst two courses in the Biostatistics sequence (BSTA 611 and BSTA 612), and
PHE 520 – Qualitative Research Design, Community Health PhD students also take Social
Epidemiology Methods & Theory (3 credits), which covers measurement, study design, analysis,
and translation f or researching behavioral, social, economic, and cultural determinants of
population distributions of health outcomes. PHE 624 (3 credits) covers approaches to community
health research, including scientific methods, ethics in research, theories, conceptual models and
hypothesis generation, causal inference, the elements of research design, measurement (reliability,
validity) developing data collection instruments, internal and external validity, and experimental
methods. PHE 625 (3 credits) f ollows PHE 624 and covers applied, non-experimental research
designs used in epidemiology research, including quasi-experimental designs, program evaluation,
sampling methods, longitudinal designs, and secondary data sources. Students are also required
to take a community-based participatory research course to ensure they have a f ull range of
methodological approaches at their disposal.
Epidemiology PhD
The Epidemiology PhD program requires 15 credits in f our 11-week courses that provide a
f oundation in a variety of public health research methods employed to address population health
topics. The required course are BSTA 612 – Linear Models (4 credits), BSTA 613 – Categorical
Data Analysis (4 credits), EPI 636 – Epidemiologic Data Analysis & Interpretation (4 credits), which
moves doctoral students through all steps of a research project—from preparing the background,
cleaning the data, constructing the variables, conducting the analysis, and interpreting and
presenting the results. In addition, Epidemiology PhD students also take either BSTA 614 –
Statistical Analysis of Time to event Data or BSTA 519 – Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis (bot 3
credits)
Health Systems & Policy PhD
Health Systems & Policy PhD students take HSMP 660 – Contemporary Research in Health
Systems & Policy (3 credits), in which students write a research overview that includes a problem
statement, background, research question, and research aims. Students also take HSMP 681 –
Population Health: Policy & Practice Implications (3 credits) that ensures students understand the
f acets of population health, including various disciplinary perspectives (sociology, anthropology,
demography, economics, medicine, public health) and methodological perspectives (qualitative
methods, such as interviews, focus groups, ethnographic observation; quantitative methods, such
as regression analyses, mixed methods). Health Systems & Policy PhD students also take three
required public health research design and methods courses: HSMP 689 – Research Design in
Health Services (3 credits); PHE 520 – Qualitative Research Design or a comparable course (3
credits), and SOCI 638 – Integrating Qualitative & Quantitative Methods (4 credits). Through these
three courses, students develop competencies in quantitative, qualitative and mixed designs and
methods.
Common to all three PhD programs is the requirement that students take at least 27 credits of
research units and participate in a doctoral seminar to allow them to practice presenting their work
and receiving constructive feedback on the approaches they have selected. All three PhD programs
require a dissertation proposal and defense.
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5) Briefly summarize policies and procedures relating to production and assessment of the
final research project or paper.
The three academic public health doctoral programs employ a dissertation as the culminating
research project and paper. The dissertation is considered to be doctoral student’s most substantial
achievement—a significant research work intended f or an educated readership of peers that is built
upon close engagement in the academic literature, critical and creative theoretical reasoning, novel
research design and analysis. Doctoral students do not begin the doctoral process until they have
completed relevant coursework and comprehensive examination as specified by program
requirements.
The dissertation process consists of four steps:
1. Appointment of a dissertation committee
2. Dissertation proposal defense based on a written proposal and oral examination of that
proposal
3. Advancement to doctoral candidacy after passing the proposal defense
4. Dissertation defense and oral examination
Assessment
The PhD Epidemiology and PhD Health Systems & Policy programs employ rubrics in the
assessment of the dissertation defense and oral examination.
6) Provide links to handbooks or webpages that contain the full list of policies and procedures
governing production and assessment of the final research project or paper for each degree
school.
Inf ormation related to the School of Public Health’s PhD requirements can be found here:
https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/phd-requirements/
• Community Health PhD program guide
• Epidemiology PhD program guide
• Health Systems & Policy program guide
7) Include completed, graded samples of deliverables associated with the advanced research
project. The school must provide at least 10% of the number produced in the last three years
or five examples, whichever is greater.
Dissertation work f rom PhD students is located in ERF D18 – Academic Doctoral Degrees –
Dissertations.
8) Briefly explain how the school ensures that the instruction and assessment in introductory
public health knowledge is generally equivalent to the instruction and assessment typically
associated with a three semester-credit course.
NARRATIVE FORTHCOMING
9) Include the most recent syllabus for any course listed in the documentation requests above,
or written guidelines for any required elements that do not have a syllabus.
Syllabi from the courses listed in Tables 18-1 are located in ERF D18 – Academic Doctoral Degrees
– D18-1 Syllabi. Syllabi from the courses listed in Tables 18-1 are located in ERF D18 – Academic
Doctoral Degrees – D18-2 Syllabi.
10) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
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Strengths
• PhD students are prided with the opportunity to select the appropriate analytic electives,
f ollowing the completion of their core and required coursework, to ensure their dissertation
projects employ the appropriate methods in service to their doctoral work.
• PhD students have opportunities to develop their analytic and professional skills through
work with f aculty, local governmental organizations, and research-based organizations
These experiences help them learn new approaches to discovery and translation of public
health knowledge.
• The PhD programs rely in part on non-primary instructional f aculty to teach core and
required coursework. Many of these faculty are former trainees of the respective programs
who are now working as public health professionals and integrate their practice experience
into the curriculum,
Areas of Improvement
• Not all PhD programs employ rubrics for evaluating benchmarks documenting progression
toward candidacy and graduation. The inconsistent use of rubrics diminishes the School of
Public Health’s assurance of comparable evaluations across students and cohorts.
• The PhD programs rely in part on non-primary instructional f aculty core and required
coursework. The Schol of Public Health recognizes the important role for a stable core of
teaching faculty, while also bringing in community partners as non-primary faculty to serve
a complementary role in the learning process. The PhD programs are working to find the
right balance.
• The number of matriculating students is variable and, in some cases, unsustainable, by
creating very small or very large cohorts. Very small cohorts are problematic because there
may not be enough students to create appropriately sized core and required courses. Very
large cohorts are unsustainable because there may not be sufficient f aculty to cover the
educational, training, mentoring, and f unding needs of students. Both of these extremes
the programs’ ability to deliver appropriate content and experiences.
Plans for Improvement
• The PhD program directors systematize use of rubrics f or each of the critical doctoral
benchmarks: comprehensive examinations, dissertation proposal def ense, and
dissertation defense.
• The Dean’s Of f ice will pursue additional f aculty lines to minimize the use of adjuncts
teaching core doctoral courses. It will also create centralized onboarding of new and
adjunct f aculty to ensure these f aculty are trained in assessment of student learning
outcomes and competency attainment and the appropriate evaluation of doctoral-level
work.
• Program directors will work with the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and the Associate
Dean f or Research to establish upper limits of on the number of students matriculating in
the doctoral programs. They will also work to ensure programs with very small cohorts are
investigating and addressing the causes of students’ f ailure to matriculate into doctoral
programs.
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D19. All Remaining Degrees
Students enrolled in any of the SPH’s degree programs that are not addressed in Criteria D2, D3,
D9, D17 or D18 complete coursework that provides instruction in the foundational public health
knowledge at a level of complexity appropriate to the level of the student’s degree program.
The instruction and assessment of students’ foundational public health knowledge are equivalent
in depth to the instruction and assessment that would typically be associated with a three-semestercredit class, regardless of the number of credits awarded for the experience or the mode of delivery.
The school identifies at least one required assessment activity for each of the foundational public
health learning objectives.
1) Provide a matrix in the format of Template D19-1 that indicates the required assessment
opportunities for each of the defined foundational public health learning objectives (1-12).
Typically, the school will present a separate matrix for each degree program, but matrices
may be combined if requirements are identical.
The School of Public Health has one additional degree program—BS/BA Applied Health &
Fitness—that is not addressed in Standards D2, D3, D9, D17, or D18.
The matrix f or the BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness program that outlines assessment activities for
each f oundational public health learning objective is presented on the following page:
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Content Coverage for BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness degree (All remaining degrees^)
Content

Course number(s) and name(s)

Describe specific assessment
opportunityⁿ

1. Explain public health history, philosophy and
values
2. Identif y the core functions of public health
and the 10 Essential Services*
3. Explain the role of quantitative and
qualitative methods and sciences in describing
and assessing a population’s health
4. List major causes and trends of morbidity
and mortality in the US or other community
relevant to the school or program
5. Discuss the science of primary, secondary
and tertiary prevention in population health,
including health promotion, screening, etc.

PHE 250 - Our Community, Our Health

quiz

PHE 250 - Our Community, Our Health

quiz

PHE 250 - Our Community, Our Health; PHE 314 Research in Health and Fitness

Quiz and practice applications

PHE 250 - Our Community, Our Health; PHE 363 Communicable and Chronic Disease

quiz and ref lective post

PHE 363 - Communicable and Chronic Disease

quiz and homework/post

6. Explain the critical importance of evidence
in advancing public health knowledge
7. Explain effects of environmental factors on a
population’s health
8. Explain biological and genetic factors that
af f ect a population’s health
9. Explain behavioral and psychological factors
that af fect a population’s health
10. Explain the social, political and economic
determinants of health and how they contribute
to population health and health inequities

PHE 250 - Our Community, Our Health

quiz, discussion post

PHE 250 - Our Community, Our Health

quiz

PHE 363 - Communicable and Chronic Disease

quiz, homework

PHE 363 - Communicable and Chronic Disease

quiz, homework

PHE 250 - Our Community, Our Health; PHE 363 Communicable and Chronic Disease

quiz, homework, applied applications

11. Explain how globalization affects global
burdens of disease
12. Explain an ecological perspective on the
connections among human health, animal
health and ecosystem health (eg, One Health)

PHE 363 - Communicable and Chronic Disease

quiz, homework

PHE 363 - Communicable and Chronic Disease

quiz, homework
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2) Briefly explain how the school ensures that the instruction and assessment in introductory
public health knowledge is generally equivalent to the instruction and assessment typically
associated with a three-semester-credit course.
PHE 250 – Our Community, Our Health was designed to align with ASPPH recommendations for
introduction to public health courses. The course is built around the CEPH f oundational public
health learning objectives. Program f aculty have curriculum mapped to the objectives and have
continued to ensure that the required content is covered with the appropriate assessment activities.
PHE 363 – Communicable & Chronic Disease and PHE 314 – Research in Health & Fitness, two
additional required courses in the BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness program, also cover the public
health learning objectives. The PHE 250 instructors have backgrounds in public health who can
conf idently ensure appropriate instruction and assessment.
3) Include the most recent syllabus for any course listed in the documentation requests above,
or written guidelines for any required elements that do not have a syllabus.
Syllabi f rom the courses listed in Table D19-1 are located in ERF D19 – Remaining Degrees -D19-1 Syllabi.
In addition, information related to the School of Public Health’s MS Biostatistics can be found here:
https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/ugrad-applied-health-fitness/
• BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness Advising Sheet
4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• With one core introductory course (PHE 250 – Our Community, Our Health), as well as two
additional courses (PHE 363 – Communicable & Chronic Disease, PHE 314 – Research
in Health & Fitness) that cover the f oundational public health learning objectives, the
required instruction and assessments are adequately covered in the BS/BA Applied Health
& Fitness program.
Areas of Improvement
• Although no areas f or improvement were identified, the BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness
program may have several instructors retiring in the next f ew years. These retirements may
create potential issues for the delivery of course content in the future.
Plans for Improvement
• BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness program f aculty will continue to ensure that PHE 250 –
Our Community, Our Health covers the CEPH f oundational public health learning
objectives and provide training f or new instructors on the appropriate content and
assessments. The BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness program plans to infuse the learning
objectives in additional required courses.
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D20. Distance Education
The university provides needed support for the school, including administrative, communication,
information technology and student services.
There is an ongoing effort to evaluate the academic effectiveness of the format, to assess learning
methods and to systematically use this information to stimulate school improvements. Evaluation
of student outcomes and of the learning model are especially important in institutions that offer
distance learning but do not offer a comparable in-residence school.
1) Identify all public health distance education degree programs and/or concentrations that
offer a curriculum or course of study that can be obtained via distance education. Template
Intro-1 may be referenced for this purpose.
The School of Public Health offers one degree that is distance-based: the MPH Public Health
Practice program. The MPH Public Health Practice program offers two options: an inperson/remote program that can be completed in 12 months and a f ully-online MPH that is
consistent in timing with the School’s in-person MPH programs.
COVID-19 Considerations
Consistent with the U.S. Department of Education’s “temporary f lexibility” memo
(https://www.nwccu.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/20-007-COVID-19-Accreditors-f rom-OMB3.17-S.pdf), all in-person sessions were held remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic. PSU began
holding in-person courses in fall 2021, while OHSU continued with remote learning.
2) Describe the public health distance education programs, including
a) an explanation of the model or methods used,
The MPH Public Health Practice program f ollows the same degree requirements as the inperson MPH programs, including completion of the MPH core (BSTA 525, EPI 512, PHE
512, ESHH 511, and HSMP 574), the practice experience, integrative project, and CPH exam
passage. The MPH practice experience f or Public Health Practice students is supported by
School of Public Health faculty, but tend to take place in the students’ home community;
Primary and non-primary instructional faculty in the MPH Public Health Practice program are
a highly-engaged group of f aculty who meet monthly to discuss and review pedagogical
challenges and successes. MPH Public Health Practice students regularly participate in
extra-curricular activities, including the Student Leadership Council and sit on f aculty
committees (see A3. Student Engagement)
b) the school’s rationale for offering these programs,
The MPH Public Health Practice program is rooted in part by recommendations made by a
previous incarnation of the External Advisory Council and prior assessment of professional
workf orce development needs. The MPH Public Health Practice program is of fered to
students to ensure maximum flexibility for learners interested in adding a public health lens
to their work. The program designed to attract: Professionals with full-time careers, including
doctors, nurses, social workers, educators, nonprofit personnel, government of ficials,
hospital administrators, and others whose work involves advancing the public’s health.
The MPH Public Health Practice program not only brings the School of Public Health to
working professionals, but it also allows the School to reach learners who require distance
education f or other reasons, including military service, residence in rural Oregon and other
parts of the Pacific Northwest without access to a CEPH-accredited school or program, or
individuals with personal and prof essional responsibilities that require a distance learning
option.
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c) the manner in which it provides necessary administrative, information technology and
student support services,
MPH Public Health Practice students have access to the same administrative, inf ormation
technology, and student support services offered to in-person students.
Administrative
The MPH Public Health Practice program is supported by a dedicated program director who
provides leadership for all administrative aspects of the program; The director represents the
program on the Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee and leads monthly meetings with
f aculty who teach in the program. The program director also supports students with problems
and concerns and works with School of Public Health leadership; the program director also
holds regular advising sessions for all students in the program.
For both the practice experience and the integrative project, the Public Health Practice
program has a designated coordinator to assist students in identifying appropriate
organizations in their respective communities.
Information Technology
As discussed in C5. Inf ormation and Technology Resources, technology and library
resources offered by OHSU’s Teaching & Learning Center, PSU’s Of f ice of Academic
Innovation, OHSU’s Library at the Biomedical Information Communication Center, and PSU’s
Millar Library are extensive. Most journals and other library resources are accessible online.
The School of Public Health has a dedicated f aculty development specialist f rom OHSU’s
TLC to assist MPH Public Health Practice f aculty develop online pedagogy and deliver
instructional content.
Student Support Services
Students in the MPH Public Health Practice program are assigned a f aculty advisor. The
f aculty advisors regularly meet with students to monitor their progress and success in the
program. The School of Public Health’s student affairs team offers the same student support
services to MPH Public Health Practice students that are available to students enrolled in the
in-person MPH programs. Student affairs works in collaboration with program directors to
keep “early alert” lists of students who may need additional outreach in order to maintain
good academic standing. More generally, staff support is available to students in the online
program via e-mail, phone, or videoconference. An OHSU librarian serves as a f aculty
member to the Public Health Practice program.
MPH Public Health Practice students are eligible for student health services, which are now
available via telehealth.
More academic support services are required to meet the needs of MPH Public Health
Practice students, who sometimes have less rigorous undergraduate training or professional
experience. Distance education in general, and the MPH Public Health Practice program in
particular, is especially challenging for students who lack strong written communication skills,
time management skills, or the ability to structure workload around competing obligations.
Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, resources f or remote communication have
expanded and become more institutionalized throughout the School. Advising appointments
and meeting with instructors are more likely to take place via WebEx, OHSU’s remote
meeting platform, than the telephone to foster more personal communication during remote
operations. As the School of Public Health begins to transition to in-person learning, it will be
important to maintain and expand capacity for remote student support and health.
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d) the manner in which it monitors the academic rigor of the programs and their
equivalence (or comparability) to other degree programs offered by the university, and
The academic rigor of the MPH Public Health Practice is monitored in the same manner as
the in-person MPH programs. MPH Public Health Practice students complete the same MPH
core as do in-person MPH students (see D2. MPH Foundational Competencies) and all
online sections of the core courses have been updated to be entirely consistent with the inperson core courses. MPH Public Health Practice students may complete their f ive core
courses in-person or remotely. The integration of offering the MPH core remotely has had a
dramatic influence on MPH Public Health Practice’s visibility, diversity, and rigor.
Assessment of learning outcomes is used to monitor competency attainment. The MPH
Public Health Practice program is subject to assessment policies and procedures for both
OHSU and PSU; changes to the Public Health Practice program are subject to review and
approval by the School of Public Health’s Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee (APCC),
reviewed and approved by OHSU and PSU Faculty Senates. Course evaluations; In contrast
to the in-person MPH programs, the MPH Public Health Practice program implements a midterm evaluation at the three-week mark of the term. This evaluation has been implemented
to ensure course corrections can be made early in the term. For example, the MPH Public
Health Practice program uses the same rubrics used to evaluate the practice experience and
integrative project as do the in-person MPH programs. The MPH Public Health Practice is
subject to institutional policies and practices related to assessment at both OHSU and PSU.
Program f aculty are responsible f or curriculum development and ensuring the curriculum
meets academic standards; f aculty develop proposals for curricular modification; curricular
modification go through the same review and approval process through APCC, OHSU
Faculty Senate, and PSU Faculty Senate. As noted previously, primary and non-primary
instructional f aculty in the Public Health Program meet monthly to discuss pedagogical
successes and challenges. Through these meetings, faculty have participated in f ormal and
inf ormal f aculty development sessions with OHSU’s TLC on assessment, course
construction, and online engagement, engaged in conversations about revising syllabi and
enhancing course rigor so students better achieve program core competencies, and
strengthened the CPH 536, CPH 538, and CPH 550 course sequence.
e) the manner in which it evaluates the educational outcomes, as well as the format and
methods.
Educational outcomes for MPH Public Health Practice are evaluated in a manner that is
similar to the in-person MPH programs, and the monitoring of those outcomes is the same.
3) Describe the processes that the university uses to verify that the student who registers in a
distance education course (as part of a distance-based degree) or a fully distance-based
degree is the same student who participates in and completes the course or degree and
receives the academic credit.
The MPH Public Health Practice program, as a part of the School of Public Health, follows OHSU
policy 02-20-050 – Verif ication of Student Identity (ERF D20.1 – Distance Education – OHSU
Verif ication of Student Identity). The MPH Public Health Practice program uses Sakai as its online
management learning system. Sakai uses Duo, OHSU’s single sign-on service to verif y that all
students are securely authenticated, including two-factor verification, and access to courses based
on registration information provided by the Office of Registrar. Sakai is connected to Examity, an
online proctoring system, which allows for verifying student identities and monitoring student activity
during the exam.
A secure student log-in and password credential are required to access Sakai. Consistent with
OHSU’s Code of Conduct (ERF D20.2 – Distance Education – OHSU Code of Conduct) and
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Inf ormation Privacy and Security guidelines, students are expected to keep those credentials
secure. Two-step authentication, which supplements initial log-in with a one-time code generated
or received by a device (e.g., a smartphone or security token).
Moreover, through course assignments and projects, the practice experience, and the integrative
project, students engage in work that requires close communication with faculty and staff. Faculty
interact with students in online forums and chat rooms, during remote meetings on WebEx or Zoom,
webinars, and at special events and conferences. These interactions help f aculty and student
recognize and become familiar with each other. Students work onsite with preceptors during their
practice experience, and the PE/IP coordinator and f aculty advisors meet with students and
preceptors via conference calls. Faculty have noted that a student persona develops through
remote interactions that confirm students’ writing style, pattern of reasoning, and quality of work.
4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• Students enrolled in the distance education MPH Public Health Practice program are
supported by the School of Public Health and its parent institutions in administrative,
communication, information technology, and student services in a manner that is equitable
to students enrolled in in-person MPH programs. The program has a dedicated director
and PE/IP Coordinator to ensure success throughout the program. The MPH Public Health
Practice program is offered as a distance-based education program to allow the School of
Public Health reach working public health professionals and students living in rural areas.
Areas of Improvement
• As a distance education program, it is often challenging for the School of Public Health to
engage MPH Public Health Practice in participating in the Student Leadership Council (see
A3. Student Engagement), or in policy and decision-making, more generally. The Public
Health Practice program tends to attract students who are working adults with families who
may live outside the Portland metropolitan area. However, MPH Public Health Practice
students have served important roles on the executive team of the Student Leadership
Council and on faculty committees.
• The MPH Public Health Practice program is largely staffed by non-primary instructional
f aculty (see E1. Faculty Alignment with Degrees Offered). The program would benefit from
more dedicated primary instructional f aculty to provide advising and support f or the MPH
practice experience (see D5. MPH Applied Practice Experience) and integrative project
(see D7. MPH Integrative Learning Experience).
• The School of Public Health needs to establish effective evaluation measures to ensure
the educational effectiveness of the distance-based MPH Public Health Practice program
relative to in-person MPH programs. MPH Public Health Practice students complete the
MPH core with students f rom the in-person MPH programs, and have the similar degree
requirements to students enrolled in in-person MPH programs, including the practice
experience and integrative project. The School of Public Health has no reason to believe
that the MPH Public Health Practice program is less educationally effective than in-person
MPH programs. For example, 86% of MPH Public Health Practice students pass the CPH
exam on their f irst or second attempt, compared to 90% of students enrolled in-person
MPH programs in the previous two years. Nonetheless, the School has not yet engaged in
systematic ef forts to compare the MPH Public Health Practice program to the in-person
MPH programs.
Plans for Improvement
• In AY2021-22, the School of Public Health hired a new PSU f aculty to serve as primary
instructional faculty in the MPH Public Health Practice program to replace one primary
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•

instructional faculty who retired. The School of Public Health is committed to exploring
options to hire additional primary instructional faculty for the MPH Public Health program.
Beginning in AY2022-23, the Assessment & Evaluation APCC Subcommittee (see A1.
Administrative & Organizational Processes) plans to engage in a systematic assessment
ef f ort to better understand the educational ef fectiveness of MPH Public Health Practice
program relative to the in-person MPH programs, document their f indings, and make
recommendations to Academic Affairs leadership if discrepancies are f ound.
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E1. Faculty Alignment with Degrees Offered
Faculty teach and supervise students in areas of knowledge with which they are thoroughly familiar
and qualified by the totality of their education and experience.
Faculty education and experience is appropriate for the degree level (bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral)
and the nature of the degree (research, professional practice, etc.) with which they are associated.
1) Provide a table showing the school’s primary instructional faculty in the format of Template
E1-1. The template presents data effective at the beginning of the academic year in which
the final self-study is submitted to CEPH and must be updated at the beginning of the site
visit if any changes have occurred since final self-study submission. The identification of
instructional areas must correspond to the data presented in Template C2-1.
E1-1 is presented on the following pages:
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Primary Instructional Faculty Alignment with Degrees Offered
Name*

Title/
Academic
Rank

Tenure Status or
Classification^

Graduate
Degrees
Earned

Institution(s) from
which degree(s)
were earned

Discipline in which
degrees were earned

Concentration
affiliated with in
Template C2-1

Andrea, Sarah

Assistant
Prof essor
Assistant
Prof essor
Associate
Prof essor

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

Epidemiology

Epidemiology

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

Health Systems & Policy

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

OHSU-PSU School of
Public Health
OHSU-PSU School of
Public Health
University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill

Health Management
& Policy
Epidemiology

Senior
Instructor II
Assistant
Prof essor
Choi, Dongseok Prof essor

NTTF
(Continuous)
NTTF (Fixed)

MPH

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

Portland State
University
Portland State
University
University of Chicago

Health Management &
Policy
Applied Developmental
Psychology
Statistics

Crespo, Carlos

Prof essor

Indef inite Tenure

DrPH

Loma Linda University Preventive Care

Dinno, Alexis

Associate
Prof essor
Assistant
Prof essor
Assistant
Prof essor

Indef inite Tenure

ScD

Harvard University

Health & Social Behavior

Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Community Health

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

NTTF
(Continuous)

PhD

University of
Calif ornia, Berkeley
Portland State
University

Health Services and
Policy Analysis
Systems Science &
Sociology

Health Management
& Policy
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)

Associate
Prof essor

Indef inite Tenure

PhD

University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill

Nutrition

Community Health

Fu, Rochelle

Prof essor

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

Gelmon, Sherril

Prof essor

Indef inite Tenure

DrPH

University of
Plant Science
Connecticut
University of Michigan Health Policy

Baker, Robin
BooneHeinonen,
Janne
Browning,
(Ashley) Nicole
Carlson, Bryant

Downing, Jae
DozalLockwood,
Richard
Eckhardt, Cara

PhD

Nutrition Epidemiology
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Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Health Promotion
Biostatistics

Biostatistics
Health Systems &
Policy

Gonzales, Kelly

Associate
Prof essor
Goodman, Julia Associate
Prof essor
Hall, Eric
Instructor
Izumi, Betty
Associate
Prof essor
Johnson,
Prof essor
Richard

Indef inite Tenure

PhD

Indef inite Tenure

PhD

NTTF (Fixed)
Indef inite Tenure

PhD
PhD

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

Kauf man,
Deborah
Lapidus, Jodi

Senior
Instructor I
Prof essor

NTTF
(Continuous)
NTTF (Fixed)

MA

Lin, Sunny

Assistant
Prof essor
Associate
Prof essor

TTF

PhD

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

Marshall, Lynn

Prof essor

Af filiate / Vol

ScD

Mercer, Jane

Senior
Instructor II

NTTF
(Continuous)

MST, MST

Messer, Lynne

Associate
Prof essor

Indef inite Tenure

Minnier, Jessica Associate
Prof essor
Needoba,
Associate
Joseph
Prof essor
Nguyen, Thuan

Marriott, Lisa

Associate
Prof essor

PhD

Oregon State
University
University of
Calif ornia, Berkeley
Emory University
Michigan State
University
Oregon Graduate
Institute

Public Health
Health Services and
Policy Analysis
Epidemiology
Community, Food,
Agriculture
Environmental Science &
Engineering

Portland State
Speech Communication
University
University of New
Mathematics/Statistics
Mexico
University of Michigan Health Services
Organization & Policy
University of Arizona Neuroscience

BS/BA Public
Health Studies
Health Systems &
Policy
Epidemiology
Health Promotion
Environmental
Systems & Human
Health
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Biostatistics
Health Promotion

Harvard School of
Public Health
Portland State
University; Humboldt
State University

Epidemiology

Environmental
Systems & Human
Health
Epidemiology

Teaching & Physical
Education

Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)

PhD

University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill

Epidemiology

Community Health

Af filiate / Vol

PhD

Harvard University

Biostatistics

Biostatistics

NTTF (Multi Year)

PhD

University of British
Columbia

Botany

Environmental
Systems & Human
Health

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

University of
Calif ornia, Davis

Biostatistics

Biostatistics
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Niederhausen,
Meike
Peterson,
Tawnya

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

Purdue University

Mathematics

Biostatistics

NTTF (Multi Year)

PhD

University of British
Columbia

Oceanography

Environmental
Systems & Human
Health

Petteway, Ryan Assistant
Prof essor
Richardson,
Associate
Dawn
Prof essor
Rissi, Jill
Associate
Prof essor

TTF

DrPH

Public Health

Health Promotion

Indef inite Tenure

DrPH

Public Health

Health Promotion

Indef inite Tenure

PhD

University of
Calif ornia, Berkeley
University of
Calif ornia, Berkeley
Arizona State
University

Public Administration &
Policy

Health Management
& Policy

Smith, Nic

TTF

PhD

Applied Psychology

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

Public Health
Practice
Epidemiology

Af filiate / Vol

MPH

Indef inite Tenure

PhD

Tratnyek, Paul

NTTF (Multi Year)

PhD

Epidemiology &
Biostatistics
Social & Behavioral
Public Health
Applied Chemistry

Biostatistics

Associate
Prof essor
Prof essor

Portland State
University
University of
Calif ornia, Berkeley
Oregon Health &
Science University
Johns Hopkins
University
Colorado School of
Mines

Waddell,
Elizabeth
Wallace, Neal

Associate
Prof essor
Prof essor

NTTF (Fixed)

PhD

Columbia University

Sociomedical Sciences

Indef inite Tenure

PhD

Wheeler, Claire

Assistant
Prof essor

NTTF
(Continuous)

PhD, MD

University of
Calif ornia, Berkeley
University of
Michigan;
Loyola University
Stritch School of
Medicine

Health Services and
Policy Analysis
Clinical Psychology

Public Health
Practice
Health Systems &
Policy
Health Promotion

Winett, Liana

Associate
Prof essor

Indef inite Tenure

DrPH

University of
Calif ornia, Berkeley

Public Health

Health Promotion

Snowden,
Jonathan
Srikanth, Priya
Sun, Christina

Assistant
Prof essor
Assistant
Prof essor

Assistant
Prof essor
Associate
Prof essor
Instructor

Epidemiology
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Health Promotion
Environmental
Systems & Human
Health

Winthrop, Kevin Prof essor

NTTF (Fixed)

MD, MPH

Oregon Health &
Science University;
University of
Calif ornia, Berkeley

Medicine, Epidemiology

Epidemiology

Wipf li, Brad

TTF

PhD

Exercise Science

Health Promotion

NTTF
(Continuous)

MST

Arizona State
University
Portland State
University

Exercise Science

Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)

Zeidler, Belinda

Assistant
Prof essor
Assistant
Prof essor
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2) Provide summary data on the qualifications of any other faculty with significant involvement
in the school’s public health instruction in the format of Template E1-2. Schools define
“significant” in their own contexts but, at a minimum, include any individuals who regularly
provide instruction or supervision for required courses and other experiences listed in the
criterion on Curriculum. Reporting on individuals who supervise individual students’
practice experience (preceptors, etc.) is not required. The identification of instructional
areas must correspond to the data presented in Template C2-1.
E1-2 is presented on the following pages:
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Non-Primary Instructional Faculty Regularly Involved in Instruction
Name*

Academic Title and
FTE or %
Rank^
Current
Time
Employment Allocated

Graduate
Degrees
Earned

Institution(s) from
which degree(s) were
earned

Discipline in which
degrees were
earned

Concentration
affiliated with in
Template C2-1

Armbruster,
Jen
Bennett,
Blake
Bienen,
Leslie
Buckley,
David
Carder,
Paula

Adjunct
Instructor
Adjunct
Instructor
Instructor

Other

0.1

Tuf ts University

Environmental
Health
Veterinary Medicine

Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Health Promotion

Other

0.3

PhD

Johns Hopkins University

PSU

0.5

DVM

Associate
Prof essor
Prof essor

OHSU

0.1

MD

University of New Mexico

Medicine

Epidemiology

PSU

1.0

PhD

Portland State University

Community Health

OHSU

0.85

PhD

University of Minnesota

OHSU

0.4

PhD

Portland State University

Adjunct
Instructor
Adjunct
Instructor
Adjunct
Instructor
Associate
Prof essor
Assistant
Prof essor

Other

0.2

PhD

Other

0.1

MA

OHSU-PSU School of
Public Health
George Fox University

OHSU

0.1

PhD

OHSU

0.1

PhD

Public
Administration &
Policy
Environmental
Health
Systems
Science/Psychology
Health Systems &
Policy
Clinical Mental
Health Counseling
Health Systems &
Policy
Health Services

Carlson,
Kathleen
Carney,
Nancy
Coates,
Kelly
Cotrill,
Collette
Currier,
Jessica
Darney,
Blair
Denny,
Justin

Associate
Prof essor
Prof essor

OHSU

0.1

MD

Eastern Virginia Medical
School

Medicine

Einspruch,
Eric

Adjunct
Assistant
Prof essor

Other

0.1

PhD

University of Miami

Educational
Research &
Evaluation

OHSU-PSU School of
Public Health
University of Washington

Epidemiology
Public Health
Practice
Health Systems &
Policy
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Health Systems &
Policy
Health Systems &
Policy
Health
Management &
Policy
Health
Management &
Policy
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Faler, Jason Adjunct
Instructor

Other

0.1

MSJ,
MHA

Seton Hall University

Foster, Alex

OHSU

0.1

MD

Goldberg,
Bruce

Assistant
Prof essor
Adjunct
Prof essor

OHSU

0.1

MD

Oregon Health & Science
University
Mount Sinai School of
Medicine

Govier,
Diana

Adjunct
Instructor

Other

0.1

PhD

Oregon State University

Health Policy

Graven,
Peter

Adjunct
Assistant
Prof essor
Adjunct
Instructor

OHSU

0.1

PhD

University of Minnesota

Health Policy &
Management

Other

0.1

JD

University of Washington

Jurisprudence

Hasan,
Reem
Hesslink,
Robert
Hof fman,
Laurel
HornerJohnson,
Willi
Hurtado,
David
Johnson,
General

Assistant
Prof essor
Adjunct

OHSU

0.25

PhD, MD

Other

0.1

University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill
Boston University

Assistant
Prof essor
Associate
Prof essor

OHSU

0.03

MD

Epidemiology,
Medicine
Applied Anatomy &
Physiology

OHSU

0.2

PhD

Assistant
Prof essor
Adjunct
Instructor

OHSU

0.2

ScD

Other

0.3

EdD; ND

Harvard University School
of Public Health
Field Graduate University;
National University of
Natural Medicine

Jungbauer,
Rebecca
Labissiere,
Yves
Leakas,
Greg
Levitt, Alisa

Adjunct
Instructor
Associate
Prof essor
Adjunct
Instructor
Adjunct
Instructor

Other

0.1

DrPH

Walden University

PSU

1.0

PhD

Social Psychology

Other

0.2

University of California,
Santa Cruz

Public Health
Practice
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Health Promotion

Other

0.2

MPH

Portland State University

Health Management
& Policy

Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)

Hamilton,
Jessica

ScD

Oregon Health & Science
University
University of Illinois,
Chicago

Jurisprudence,
Healthcare
Administration
Medicine

Health
Management &
Policy
Epidemiology

Medicine

Health
Management &
Policy
Health
Management &
Policy
Health
Management &
Policy
Environmental
Systems & Human
Health
Epidemiology
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Epidemiology

Community
Psychology

Public Health
Practice

Social Determinants
of Health
Leadership for
Change;
Naturopathic
Medicine
Public Health

Public Health
Practice
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
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Lipsky,
Martin
Martin,
Alison
Miller,
Randy

Adjunct
Instructor
Assistant
Prof essor
Senior
Instructor
II
Minnier,
Associate
Jessica
Prof essor
Muoto,
Adjunct
If eoma
Assistant
Prof essor
Olson, Ryan Prof essor

Other

0.2

MD

OHSU

0.05

PhD

PSU

1.0

MST

Medical College of
Pennsylvania
University of Missouri,
Kansas City
Portland State University

Medicine

Epidemiology

Community
Psychology
Exercise Science &
Sport Studies

Public Health
Practice
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)

OHSU

0.2

PhD

Harvard University

Biostatistics

Biostatistics

Other

0.1

PhD

Oregon State University

Public Health Policy

0.1

PhD

Western Michigan
University

Applied Behavior
Analysis

OHSU

1.0

MD

Epidemiology

OHSU

0.15

PhD

Oregon Health & Science
University
Oregon State University

Health
Management &
Policy
Environmental
Systems & Human
Health
Epidemiology

OHSU

O'Neal, Seth Associate
Prof essor
Park, Byung Prof essor

Statistics

Biostatistics

Sullivan,
Kathleen
Thosar,
Saurabh

Adjunct
Instructor
Assistant
Prof essor

Other

0.1

PhD

Portland State University

OHSU

0.1

PhD

Indiana University,
Bloomington

Urban Studies &
Planning
Human
Perf ormance

To-Haynes,
Nhu
Totten,
Annette

Adjunct

Other

0.50

MPA

Portland State University

Associate
Prof essor

OHSU

0.15

PhD

University of Minnesota

Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Environmental
Systems & Human
Health
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Public Health
Practice

Vines,
Jennif er

Other

0.1

MD

Brown-Dartmouth Medical
Program

Wisdom,
Jennif er

Adjunct
Assistant
Prof essor
Adjunct
Instructor

Other

0.1

PhD

The George Washington
University

Clinical Psychology

Young,
Jennif er
Zeigen,
Laura

Adjunct
Instructor
Assistant
Prof essor

Other

0.1

EdD

Portland State University

OHSU

0.1

MPH,
MLIS, MA

OHSU-PSU School of
Public Health; University

Curriculum &
Instruction
Health Management
& Policy, Library
Science, History

Health
Administration
Health Services,
Policy &
Administration
Medicine

Epidemiology
Health
Management &
Policy
Public Health
Studies (BS/BA)
Public Health
Practice
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Zell,
Adrienne
Zhang,
Xinbo

Adjunct
Instructor
Adjunct
Instructor

OHSU

0.1

PhD

Other

0.1

PhD

of Washington; Portland
State University
University of Chicago
University of Southern
Calif ornia

Education

Epidemiology

Biostatistics

Biostatistics
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3) Include CVs for all individuals listed in the templates above.
CVs f or all individuals listed in E1-1 are provided in ERF E1.1 – Faculty Alignment – E1-1 CVs.
CVs f or all individuals listed in E1-2 are provided in ERF 1.2 – Faculty Alignment E1-2 CVs.
4) If applicable, provide a narrative explanation that supplements reviewers’ understanding of
data in the templates.
The School of Public Health’s definition of primary f aculty differs f rom CEPH’s definition. For
example, some OHSU-employed f aculty have their academic appointment within the School of
Public Health, but their organizational home is outside the School of Public Health—for example,
in af f iliate center like the OHSU Knight Cancer Institute or at the VA Portland Health Care System.
The School of Public Health considers these f aculty to be primary in the School of Public Health,
but CEPH’s definition does not.
5) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health has a strong core group of f aculty with diverse educational
and disciplinary backgrounds. The f aculty’s education and experience ensure that they
teach and supervise students in the areas in which they are f amiliar and qualified and is
appropriate f or the degree level in which they are associated. Furthermore, many nonprimary instructional f aculty work in organizations outside the School of Public Health,
which f acilitated educational and employment opportunities for students and graduates.
Areas of Improvement
• While the School of Public Health has sufficient f aculty to meet the standards outlined in
C2. Faculty Resources, the School may not have a suf ficient f aculty to f ully support its
education mission on a sustainable basis. Since the School was f ounded, a number of
f aculty have retired or moved into leadership positions (and theref ore, teaching less).
Moreover, the School’s enrollment has grown—particularly in the MPH programs. Faculty
growth has not fully accounted f or retirements or been proportional to increased enrollment.
• The School of Public Health’s definition of primary f aculty does not align with CEPH’s
def inition of primary instructional f aculty. Many primary f aculty (using the School’s
def inition) have regular instructional responsibilities within the School of Public Health and
of fer important service capacities in advising and committees, but may be administratively
housed outside of the School or have less than 1.0 FTE allocated to the School.
Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health is beginning to hire new f aculty to support its education mission
and antiracism, social justice, and equity goals. Beginning in AY2021-22, the School has
hired f our new primary instructional faculty: Sarah Andrea (Epidemiology), Bryant Carlson
(Health Promotion), Eric Hall (Epidemiology), and Nic Smith (Public Health Practice). Two
f aculty searches (Biostatistics, Health Systems & Policy) are currently open. In addition,
the School of Public Health is planning a cluster hire. A cluster hire is a best practice for
recruiting underrepresented faculty in the same search process. The cluster hire will focus
on f aculty with curricular and research expertise and lived experience in oppression. The
cluster hire will be open-rank and the plan is to hire two OHSU and one PSU faculty. New
f aculty hires will more closely align with CEPH’s definition of primary instructional faculty.
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E2. Integration of Faculty with Practice Experience
To assure a broad public health perspective, the school employs faculty who have professional
experience in settings outside of academia and have demonstrated competence in public health
practice. Schools encourage faculty to maintain ongoing practice links with public health agencies,
especially at state and local levels.
To assure the relevance of curricula and individual learning experiences to current and future
practice needs and opportunities, schools regularly involve public health practitioners and other
individuals involved in public health work through arrangements that may include adjunct and parttime faculty appointments, guest lectures, involvement in committee work, mentoring students, etc.
1) Describe the manner in which the public health faculty complement integrates perspectives
from the field of practice, including information on appointment tracks for practitioners, if
applicable. Faculty with significant practice experience outside of that which is typically
associated with an academic career should also be identified.
The School of Public Health’s faculty utilize a variety of approaches to complement and integrative
perspectives from public health practice, including:
1. Guest lecturer from practioners,
2. Courses with significant public health practice content,
3. Individual faculty leadership in areas of public health practice,
4. Individual faculty leadership at the international and global scale, and
5. Maintaining professional relationships with affiliated faculty
Each of these approaches are briefly discussed with examples below:
Guest Lecturers from Public Health Practioners
Many non-paid f aculty appointments, af filiate, or secondary appointments, are invited to guest
lecture in courses, serve as preceptors f or MPH students’ practice experience and integrative
projects, and on PhD students’ dissertation committees. Guest lecturers are of ten offered an
academic appointment at the appropriate rank. These appointments and reappointments are made
by the Academic Personnel Committee (APC).
Guest lecturers f rom community partners in course delivery provide another opportunity for the
integration of practice experience. For example, Joe Needoba, primary f aculty in MPH
Environmental Systems & Human Health, Betty Izumi, program director and primary faculty in MPH
Health Promotion, Nancy Carney, secondary faculty in MPH Public Health Practice, Lynn Marshall,
program director and primary faculty in MPH and PhD Epidemiology.
Courses with Significant Public Health Practice Content
The COVID-19 pandemic has provided many opportunities f or incorporation of highly-relevant
public health practice into course content. Many, if not most, instructors have f ound relevant COVID
practice examples for use n class. These range from policy to communication. Examples include:
• CPH 515 – Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for Public Health (Rick Johnson).
Visualization of spatial and temporal data to f acilitate communication of inf ection,
hospitalization, and mortality statistics.
Faculty Leadership in Public Health Practice in Oregon
• Dean David Bangsberg has been on the Oregon Health Policy Board, the oversight body
f or the Oregon Health Authority since 2017, and board chair since 2019. This has f acilitated
multiple partnerships between the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) and the School of Public
Health.
• Kathleen Carlson – Gun violence
• Sherril Gelmon – Board Member, Bridges Collaborative Care Clinic
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•
•
•
•

Julia Goodman – Family leave
Jonathan Snowden – Former health official, currently working with OHA
Elizabeth Waddell – Prison and drug dependency
Neal Wallace

Faculty with Significant Regional Public Health Practice
• Sarah Andrea – Former health system epidemiologist
• Ryan Petteway – Former county health official
• Claire Wheeler – Trauma-inf ormed community support for regional forest fires
Faculty Leadership in Public Health at the International & Global Level
• Justin Denny – Thailand
• Betty Izumi – Japan, Pacific Islands
• Lisa Marriott – Thailand
• Seth O’Neal - Peru
• Christina Sun – Botswana
Maintaining Professional Relationships with Affiliated Faculty
• Kelly Coates
• Wendi Drummond
• Peter Graven
• Kathleen Sullivan
2) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School’s f aculty are involved in a broad range of public health practice roles at the
community, state, national, and global levels. This includes faculty whose scholarly output
is centered on public health practice, as well as those who take leadership positions in a
service context. In addition to regular f aculty, the School has a valuable group of unpaid
af f iliated faculty—many of whom work for community partners, including county and state
health agencies. This latter group are explicitly interested in advancing students’
knowledge of the functions of public health practice.
Areas of Improvement
• The School of Public Health has not optimized the curriculum to take advantage of faculty
(both instructional and unpaid affiliated f aculty) who have experience and expertise in
public health practice.
Plans for Improvement
• Ironically, the COVID-19 pandemic has provided new tools f or bringing public health
practioners (and, in particular, unpaid af filiated f aculty) together with students “in the
classroom” by utilizing improved technology and increased familiarity with remote learning.
The School’s intent is to continue leveraging remote technology to facilitate involvement of
f aculty and community partners in instruction efforts.
• With the re-envision MPH, an explicit commitment has been made to balance the education
and training of practice-informed researchers with that of research-informed practioners. It
is expected that this will lead to broader engagement of faculty ad students with the public
health practice community.
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E3. Faculty Instructional Effectiveness
The school ensures that systems, policies and procedures are in place to document that all faculty
(full-time and part-time) are current in their areas of instructional responsibility and in pedagogical
methods.
The school establishes and consistently applies procedures for evaluating faculty competence and
performance in instruction.
The school supports professional development and advancement in instructional effectiveness.
1) Describe the means through which the school ensures that faculty are informed and maintain
currency in their areas of instructional responsibility. The description must address both
primary instructional and non-primary instructional faculty and should provide examples as
relevant.
Faculty In-service
The School of Public Health hosts an annual f aculty in-service at the beginning of each academic
year. Faculty in-services are an opportunity f or f aculty to maintain currency in instruction
responsibilities of particular importance to the School of Public Health and is open to primary
instructional and non-primary instructional faculty. At the AY2020-21 in-service, for example, faculty
were trained in the use of a tool to build equity and inclusion into School of Public Health courses.
By asking questions about integrating lectures, readings, and exercises underrepresented social
groups integrate diversity, equity, and inclusion into course content as a part of f aculty course
preparation; authors f rom a variety of social positions and identities. Below is a selection of courses
whose instructors have used this tool to build more equity and inclusion into their courses.
Name
PHE 350
EPI 536/636
ESHH 511
HSMP 541
PHE 522/622

Program
Health & Health Systems
Epidemiologic Data Analysis & Interpretation
Concepts of Environmental Health
Organizational Behavior in Health System
Organizations
Social Epidemiology Methods & Theory

Instructor
Rick Dozal-Lockwood
Lynn Marshall
Lisa Marriott
Jill Rissi
Alexis Dinno

In addition, faculty have access to and participate in professional development seminars throughout
OHSU’s Teaching & Learning Center (TLC) and PSU’s Of fice of Academic Innovation (OAI) to
enhance the learning environment. Examples of seminars include incorporating collaborative
learning into group projects, optimizing learner achievements in virtual settings, and lowering
psychological barriers for students. These seminars and trainings are available to both OHSU and
PSU-employed primary instructional f aculty and non-primary instructional f aculty. Besides
seminars, both TLC and OAI of fer training f or teaching f aculty. Examples of trainings offered by
TLC include the Assessment Academy and Train Your Brain series. Examples of trainings offered
by OAI include Inclusive Frameworks for Student Success and Students as Partners. Both TLC
and OAI provided crucial support and resources to faculty during the rapid transition from in-person
to remote modalities during the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic and nearly all faculty availed
themselves to these resources during the remote learning period.
2) Describe the school’s procedures for evaluating faculty instructional effectiveness. Include a
description of the processes used for student course evaluations and peer evaluations, if
applicable.
Instructional effectiveness is a part of review process for both OHSU and PSU faculty.
OHSU Faculty Review
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OHSU f aculty are reviewed annually by the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. Teaching is one
of the criteria by which faculty are evaluated. Faculty develop a self -assessment of their teaching
activities in the past academic year, including an evaluation of instructional effectiveness, their
teaching goals for the next academic year, and the resources they need from the School of Public
Health to support instructional effectiveness.
PSU Faculty Review
Teaching and instructional effectiveness is one of the primary criteria by which tenure-track and
non-tenure track f aculty are reviewed. Course evaluations are considered as a part of the review
package, but how faculty respond to course evaluations and what they learned from evaluations—
are an essential piece of the review process. Instructional ef fectiveness of tenure-track faculty
occurs annual beginning in their second year through the tenure review (year six) and every five
years thereaf ter. The instructional ef fectiveness of non-tenure track f aculty occurs on the same
schedule, with the review f or continuous appointment occurring in the sixth year and postcontinuous review occurring every five years thereafter. Faculty develop a self-assessment of their
teaching activities f rom the past academic year, including an evaluation of instructional
ef f ectiveness, their teaching goals for the next academic year, and the resources they need from
the School of Public Health to support instructional effectiveness.
Course Evaluations
Student course evaluations are administered online. Evaluations are handled by OHSU’s TLC and
PSU’s Of f ice of Institutional Research & Planning (OIRP). OHSU utilizes the Blue Teaching
Ef fectiveness Survey. PSU’s course evaluations are a home-grown process administered via
Qualtrics.
At the undergraduate level, course evaluations are sent out to all enrolled students via OIRP each
quarter. Evaluation results are sent to individual faculty, the student support program assistant, and
the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. The process of receiving course evaluations from OIRP
can take several terms. Once course evaluations are received, they are sent to individual faculty to
be used f or course improvement. Evaluations are reviewed by academic af fairs to identify areas
f or improvement. For tenure-track, tenured, and non-tenure track PSU-employed f aculty, the
collection and review of course evaluations are key pieces of the promotion process. Tenure-track
f aculty, for example, are reviewed during their second, third, fourth, and fifth years. At each of these
reviews, course evaluations are discussed.
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Assistant Dean or Undergraduate Affairs and the Associate
Dean f or Academic Affairs met with all PSU-employed tenure track and non-tenure track faculty to
review teaching and discuss pedagogical goals. This process was disrupted during the COVID-19
pandemic. However, academic affairs intends to resume this process in AY2021-22.
At the graduate level, the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs receives evaluations for all graduate
courses. OHSU’s Interim Provost also receives this information and works with the Associate Dean
f or Academic Affairs if mean responses fall below a particular threshold. In these situations, faculty
are contacted by the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs to discuss the issue, identify challenges,
and pursue solutions to improve performance. Program directors do not receive course evaluations
f rom individual instructors teaching in the program.
3) Describe available university and programmatic support for continuous improvement in
faculty’s instructional roles. Provide three to five examples of school involvement in or use of
these resources. The description must address both primary instructional faculty and nonprimary instructional faculty.
School of Public Health f aculty benef it f rom receiving teaching support and professional
development
f rom
both
OHSU’s
Teaching
&
Learning
Center
(https://www.ohsu.edu/education/teaching-and-learning-center) and PSU’s Of f ice of Academic
Innovation (https://www.pdx.edu/academic-innovation/).
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OHSU Teaching & Learning Center
The Teaching & Learning Center’s mission is to partner with all members of the education
community to create meaningful, innovative, and evidence-based learning. To achieve this mission,
the Teaching & Learning Center of fers ongoing educational series f or f aculty and staff, such as
Train Your Brain and Assessment Academy, and hosts the annual Symposium for Educational
Excellence. In addition, the Teaching & Learning Center offers assessment consultation and
assistance in online course development. Workshops are open to all OHSU and PSU-affiliated
School of Public Health faculty, including primary instructional and non-primary instructional faculty.
In AY2020-21 (the f irst year in which the Teaching & Learning Center began collecting attendance
data), School of Public Health f aculty participated in Assessment Academy workshops, including
adjusting assessment strategies in the remote learning environment; making connections between
assessment, social justice, and decolonization; and centering Indigenous voices in assessment.
School of Public Health faculty attended 12 Train Your Brain sessions, largely on remote learning
pedagogy, including using technology to increase student engagement, improving accessibility,
and cultivating resiliency. Five School of Public Health f aculty attended 2021’s Symposium for
Educational Excellence. The Teaching & Learning Center’s current attendance collection methods
do not permit the disaggregation of primary instruction faculty and non-primary instruction faculty
who participate in these events.
PSU Office of Academic Innovation
The Of fice of Academic Innovation’s mission is to promote and support effective student learning
by building sustainable instructional capacity and f ostering creating communities committed to
teaching and learning. The Of f ice of Academic Innovation offers support f or online course
development and Assessment Innovation Mini-grants (AIMs), small grants to innovative
assessment work. The Office of Academic Innovation is leading PSU’s transition to Canvas as the
learning management system. In addition, the Of f ice of Academic Innovation offers teaching
workshops and communities of practice around universal design for learning and community-based
learning, and a f aculty book group. In f all 2021, the Office of Academic Innovation sponsored PSU’s
f irst annual celebration of assessment day.
Recently, two School of Public Health f aculty received AIMs f or PSU’s Of f ice of Academic
Innovation. In AY2019-20, Belinda Zeidler, Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs, received an
AIM f or her work to develop assessment plans and curriculum maps with the BS/BA Public Health
Studies program faculty. In AY2020-21, Betty Izumi, MPH Health Promotion program director and
f aculty, received an AIM f or her work to develop new program core competencies with the Health
Promotion faculty.
Internal Support
The Dean awards $1,500 to each primary instructional faculty each year to be used f or professional
development.
4) Describe the role of evaluations of instructional effectiveness in decisions about faculty
advancement.
OHSU
Teaching is one of the three promotion evaluation criteria that determine advancement for OHSUemployed faculty. A part of a candidate’s application for promotion is a dossier that includes a CV,
a personal statement, annual reviews f rom the previous f ive years, a time and ef fort distribution
statement, an educator’s portfolio, and samples of scholarly work. The personal statement includes
a self -evaluation of the candidate’s teaching ranked as satisfactory, substantial, or outstanding.
The personal statement also involves the candidate’s plan for teaching development during next
f ive years. The time and ef f ort distribution statement is a narrative description of the candidate’s
ef f ort distribution in teaching relative to scholarship and service. The educator’s portfolio details the
candidate’s teaching activities, student advising, mentoring, and educational administration and
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leadership in the previous five years. For all four categories, candidates are expected to document
the quality and quality of their teaching accomplishments. Candidates are holistically reviewed by
a three-person Promotion Review Committee as satisfactory (demonstrates a consistent teaching
commitment pattern), substantial (teaches at a sustained level which consistently meets or exceeds
peers), or outstanding (obtains institutional, regional, or national teaching awards). The Promotion
Review Committee sends a recommendation and rationale to the Associate Dean f or Academic
Af fairs, who reviews the candidate’s dossier and offers a recommendation to the Dean for review
bef ore a recommendation is sent to the Provost. The Provost makes the f inal decision on a
candidate’s promotion.
PSU
Teaching, including delivery of instruction, mentoring, and curricular activities, is one of the four
promotion criteria f or PSU-employed f aculty. Teaching ef f ectiveness is expected to meet a
minimum acceptable standard as determined by f aculty in each program and approved by PSU.
Tenure-track and tenured f aculty prepare a dossier that includes the candidate’s CV and a selfappraisal that includes a teaching philosophy and summary of the quality and significance of the
candidate’s teaching, and supporting evidence, including course syllabi and pedagogical materials,
quantitative and qualitative summaries of course evaluations, and honors and awards for teaching.
Non-tenure track f aculty prepare a dossier that includes the candidate’s CV, a cumulative selfappraisal of teaching, a complete set of syllabi, quantitative and qualitative summaries of course
evaluations, contributions to course, curriculum, and program development, and evidence of
accessibility to students. The dossier is reviewed by a f our-person committee appointed by the
Academic Personnel Committee (APC, see A1. Organization & Administrative Processes),
including three PSU-employed faculty and one PhD student in the School of Public Health.
5) Select at least three indicators, with one from each of the listed categories that are meaningful
to the school and relate to instructional quality. Describe the school’s approach and progress
over the last three years for each of the chosen indicators. In addition to at least three from the
lists in the criteria, the school may add indicators that are significant to its own mission and
context.
Faculty Currency
Annual and Regular Review of Faculty Productivity
• The two parent institutions that comprise the School of Public Health have different review
schedules f or f aculty productivity. At PSU, f or tenure-track f aculty, there are annual
reviews, with the third-year review conducted by an appointed committee and the sixthyear review being the promotion-tenure review. For tenured faculty, there is a committee
review every f ive years after tenure is granted.
Faculty Instructional Technique
Participation in Professional Development Related to Instruction
• Beginning in AY2018-19, the School of Public Health has conducted an annual f aculty inservice retreat prior to the start of instruction each year. The f aculty in-service is required
f or primary instructional f aculty and optional f or non-primary instructional f aculty. Topics
covered at f aculty in-service events include: advising, applying an equity lens to syllabus
review, anti-racism, and remote instruction pedagogy.
• OHSU’s TLC and PSU’s OAI of fer professional development opportunities related to
instruction that School of Public Health regularly utilize. TLC resources can be f ound at
https://www.ohsu.edu/education/teaching-and-learning-center. OAI resources can be
f ound at https://www.pdx.edu/academic-innovation/teaching-support.
School- or Program-level Outcomes
Team-taught Courses with Interprofessional Perspectives
• UNI 504 – Qualitative Methods for Health Professionals is designed f or graduate
students to obtain hands-on experience in qualitative research methods while working in
interprofessional teams. Students work together on a series of group projects, including a
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culminating project, in which students bring to bear their attained knowledge on interview,
f ocus group, case study, and Photovoice techniques, and analytic strategies appropriate
f or qualitative research. Lead f aculty Lisa Marriott (Environmental Systems & Human
Health) co-teaches the course with faculty f rom OHSU’s School of Nursing and research
staf f f rom OHSU’s Oregon Rural Practice Research Network and Oregon Clinical and
Translational Research Institute. UNI 504 is a required course f or students in the MPH
Biostatistics and MPH Epidemiology programs, and can be taken as an elective by
students enrolled in the other MPH programs.
Courses that Integrate Technology in Innovating Ways
• CPH 515 – Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for Public Health (Rick Johnson).
CPH 515 is a f ully online asynchronous course that utilizes a f ree, open-source code GIS
sof tware (QGIS). The use of QGIS allows for maximum flexibility for learners in that it can
be installed on their personal computer, accessed via the PSU virtual laboratory (VLAB),
or via any of the in-person computer labs across the PSU campus. This is essentially a
laboratory course where students need to learn specific techniques. This type of course is
most commonly offered in-person where there can be direct interactions between the
students and instructor. To accomplish this course ef fectively in a f ully asynchronous
manner has necessitated the development of different technology-based solutions. These
include, for example, “click-by-click” videos for some assignments and exchange of video
clips to convey complicated questions and answers.
• ESHH 511 – Concepts of Environmental Health (Lisa Marriott). Students in ESHH 511
developed a public-facing COVID-19 & Environmental Health website that integrates
evaluation approaches f or measuring student development in science. Dr. Marriott was
awarded a Torchbearer Award by OHSU’s Teaching & Learning Center in 2021 for
integrating technology into environmental health.
• ESHH 519 – Environmental Health in a Changing World (Joe Needoba). As a part of
their term project, students in ESHH 519 host remote Ignite sessions (fast-paced, creative
presentations conducted in five minutes) that focus on solutions to the climate crisis. Based
on the work of Project Drawdown, the presentations f ocus on strategies to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions at the scale necessary to avert catastrophic climate change,
and how implementing these strategies will have important co-benefits to public and
environmental health. Topics generally include climate justice, f ood, education, land
management, and transportation.
• PHE 466/566 – Mind-body Medicine in Chronic Disease Prevention (Claire Wheeler)
– Students in PHE 466-566 employ non-technological approaches to health improvement.
Each week’s program includes time for checking in and sharing f ollowed by learning and
practicing a new mind-body skill, like guided imagery or mediation. Two days a week are
developed to lecture, sharing a new modality each week along with the research and
clinical applications of such. The third session each week is an experiential day. These
experiential days are innovative and encourage students to consider alternative paths to
health promotion.
• PHE 517 – Community Organizing (Ryan Petteway). Students in PHE 517 submit a f inal
group paper in the f orm of a mixtape of 10 songs, each with a 250-word analysis describing
how it relates to community organizing concepts and principles, and how it inspires social
action.
Implementation of Grading Rubrics
• Rubrics advance instructional quality and their use throughout the School of Public Health
is widespread. In addition to regular didactic courses, f aculty use rubrics to evaluate
deliverables associated with the MPH practice experience and integrative project (see D5.
MPH Applied Practice Experience and D7 MPH Integrative Learning Experience), as well
as f or the PhD dissertation (proposal, defense, f inal project). In addition, rubric use is
widespread by individual faculty in individual courses.
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6) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health has a robust system for evaluating instructional effectiveness.
Faculty understand that instructional effectiveness is an important component of their role
and expect to be regularly evaluated in this area.
• Resources exist at both institutions to support and f urther develop instructional
ef f ectiveness. New training and educational activities are of fered annually and many
School of Public Health f aculty participate, Inf ormal and f ormal dissemination of best
practices in instructional effectiveness regularly occurs at faculty meetings so even faculty
who do not participate in institutional trainings are exposed to these best practices.
• Use of technology in innovative ways to engage students has accelerated during remote
teaching, and has allowed instructional effectiveness to remain high.
• Faculty developed rubrics are of high-quality and useful for student evaluation. In addition
to providing clarity f or students, rubric provide a consistent approach f or assessing
attainment of competencies. The School continues to encourage rubric development and
use across degree levels and programs.
Areas of Improvement
• The course evaluation process is in need of improvement. In particular, response rates ae
lower than pragmatic for effective evaluation of instructional effectiveness. In addition, the
course evaluations are developed and focused to address institutional needs rather than
School- and program-specific needs. The School of Public Health has some ability to
change the content of the course evaluations, but does not have the ability to control the
timing or the majority of the content.
• While substantial resources for f aculty exist through institutional support f rom OHSU’s TLC
and PSU’s OAI, the School needs to continue to encourage f aculty to engage in these
resources. The exception to this is opportunities f or remote teaching techniques and
strategies, where engagement has been consistently high. Engaging adjunct f aculty in
these resources is an ongoing challenge as there is not f inancial support for investing in
improved instructional effectiveness.
• Team-taught courses with an interprofessional approach is an area of focus for the School
of Public Health. However, in general, this is not being adequately supported at the
institutional level
• Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the use of technology to improve student learning was
not a priority for the School. Greater emphasis could be placed on innovative technology
f or the School of Public Health coursework.
Plans for Improvement
• In order to improve the course evaluation process, the School of Public Health plans to
implement a standardized mid-term course evaluation throughout the curriculum. The
Associate Dean f or Academic Affairs will work with the Academic Policy & Curriculum
Committee to develop the relevant policy and content, and secure faculty approval.
• The Associate Dean will work with the APCC to reinforce the use of rubrics, especially for
required coursework. The Associate Dean for Academic Affairs will begin to request rubrics
f or required courses as a part of faculty’s annual review of instructional effectiveness.
• Student and f aculty expectations regarding innovative technology f or improved
instructional effectiveness has increased in the last two years. Several factors need to
converge to ensure that improvements can be realized, including ongoing faculty training
and an institutional commitment to support technology. The School is planning to
implement a quarterly brownbag series where f aculty can discuss how they are
implementing technology in innovative ways in the service of instructional effectiveness.
The series will be built on the successful model of the distance education MPH Public
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Health Practice program which dedicates a portion of each monthly f aculty meeting to
sharing technological techniques for improving pedagogy.
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E4. Faculty Scholarship
The school has policies and practices in place to support faculty involvement in scholarly activities.
As many faculty as possible are involved in research and scholarly activity in some form, whether
funded or unfunded. Ongoing participation in research and scholarly activity ensures that faculty
are relevant and current in their field of expertise, that their work is peer reviewed and that they are
content experts.
The types and extent of faculty research align with university and school missions and relate to the
types of degrees offered.
Faculty integrate research and scholarship with their instructional activities. Research allows
faculty to bring real-world examples into the classroom to update and inspire teaching and provides
opportunities for students to engage in research activities, if desired or appropriate for the degree
program.
1) Describe the school’s definition of and expectations regarding faculty research and
scholarly activity.
The School of Public Health has a broad, inclusive definition of research to encompass the diverse
array of scholarly activities engaged in by f aculty. In general, the School defines research and
scholarship as the systematic study in order to advance the f ield of public health, with public
dissemination of the work f or critical review. Basic, translational, clinical, and systems-level
research activities are valued, as are scholarly activities that contribute to public health practice,
teaching, and pedagogy.
2) Describe available university and school support for research and scholarly activities.
The School of Public Health hired an Associate Dean f or Research in September 2021. The
Associate Dean for Research has outlined a plan for the School of Public Health to better support
research and scholarly activities. The plan identifies three areas of support:
Strengthen the Research Infrastructure
Strengthening the School of Public Health’s research inf rastructure will involve developing a
mentoring program, igniting research development, and building research capacity. In the
mentorship program, early career f aculty will receive individualized mentoring to increase
collaboration and peer support, advocate for protected research time, support career advancement
and prof essional development, and increase collaborative networks. Protected research time, in
particular providing faculty with a quarter or two of protected time to maximize their opportunity to
develop and submit research grants, will help ignite research development in the School of Public
Health. Building research capacity will involve identifying appropriate training opportunities for
f aculty and sponsoring their attendance at programs like the Grantsmanship Center, UCSF Visiting
Prof essors Program, NIH Grant Writing Boot Camp at Columbia University, and various NIH-f unded
grant writing programs across the country.
Involve More Students in Research
The School of Public will create research internships f or undergraduate students to inspire students
to pursue research careers to advance public health and health equity. The School will share costs
with f aculty f or graduate students tuition, f ees, and stipend in order to better position graduate
students to develop research skills, develop their own research program, and build a public health
workf orce.
Hire Additional Research Faculty
Increasing the number of faculty—in particular faculty of color with lived experience—will promote
and support the School of Public Health’s antiracism, social justice, and equity goals. The School
is planning a cluster hire of three open-rank faculty (two OHSU, one PSU).
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In addition to the School of Public Health plans previously discussed, the Research Committee
(see A1. Organization & Administrative Processes) reviews and awards two funding opportunities
to support School of Public Health faculty in their research and scholarly activities: Catalyst Funds
and Proposal Kickstarter Funds.
Catalyst Funds
The Catalyst Funds are intended to support f aculty in developing early phase research agendas.
Special considerations are provided for applications that promote partnership between OHSU and
PSU f aculty, focus on social determinants of health and mitigating health disparities, and new or
early-stage investigators. Awards are up to $25,000.
Proposal Kickstarter Funds
The Proposal Kickstarter Funds are intended to support f aculty engaging in pre-award activities
associated with preparing high-quality grant or contract applications. Awards are between $500
and $5,000and are made on a rolling basis.
Antiracism Faculty Fellowships
In addition to the Catalyst Funds and Proposal Kickstarter Funds, the School of Public Health
recently initiated the Antiracism Faculty Fellowships. The f ellowships are used to f und efforts
aligned with the School of Public Health’s antiracism initiative, which focuses on advancing social
justice and supporting institutional change. The School of Public Health plans to award $500,000
over three years with f unding support f rom the School’s Philanthropic Advisory Board. The
inaugural f ellowships were announced in June 2021. The School’s faculty lead, and the title of the
project, are presented below:
• Betty Izumi (Health Promotion) – Expanding Equity and Inclusion: Asian-American &
Pacif ic Islanders Studies at Portland State University
• Jonathan Snowden (Epidemiology) – Imagining a Health and Equitable Future for
Childbirth: A Novel Public Health Framework
• Alexis Dinno (Community Health) – Funding Ongoing Service in Gender Minority Health
by a Transgender Faculty
• Rochelle Fu (Biostatistics) – Incorporating Data Equity into Biostatistics Curriculum
• Ryan Petteway (Heath Promotion) – The People’s Social Epi Project: P S E P PDX
The School of Public Health has an internal grants team to support faculty write and submit grants,
and support the pre-award and post-award process.
3) Describe and provide three to five examples of faculty research activities and how faculty
integrate research and scholarly activities and experience into their instruction of students.
•

•

ESHH 530 – Environmental and Occupational Health Chemistry (Paul Tratnyek) – Dr.
Tratnyek’s research covers a range of topics based on laboratory and field measurements
of chemical pollutants and toxicants. These topics are covered in ESHH 530 –
Environmental and Occupational Health Chemistry. To give MPH students hands-on
experiences with these methods, one class session is spent in the laboratory, working with
members of Dr. Tratnyek’s research group, making measurements using the same analytic
methods used in on-going research projects (e.g., headspace sampling of trichlorothylene
with analysis of metabolites by gas chromatography and mass spectrometry. In adjacent
lectures, Dr. Tratnyek provides relevant background on the analytical chemistry and
elaborates on the connection between these methods and numerous examples of
environmental health impacts of chemical contaminants.
HSMP 589/689 – Research Design (Julia Goodman) In HSMP 589/689, Dr. Goodman
uses her own research as examples to illustrate concepts like how to develop a
conceptual framework, how to come up with a research question based on the literature,
the value of conducting qualitative research to inform future research, challenges with
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•

•

conducting observational research, challenges with dissemination of research findings. In
the class session focusing on observational study design, she has also historically shared
highlights from one of her dissertation papers that used advanced methods on an
observational dataset, and still ran into the challenges of selection bias that are so
present in this type of research. In another class, HSMP 571/671 (Health Policy), she has
also used paid family leave (the area of her research focus) as a policy issue to illustrate
policy design considerations, advocacy and strategy, and policy typology. This falls in the
session focused on policy enactment, policy change strategies, and power.
PHE 455/555 – Mind-body Medicine in Chronic Disease Prevention (Claire Wheeler)
– PHE 455/555 is a course created by Dr. Wheeler based on the programs she’s been
involved in through her work with the Center for Mind-Body Medicine (CMBM) since
1999. She has been a group facilitator and speaker at three training programs in Sonoma
County and two in Shasta County in response to the ongoing wildfire disasters. In each
county, various stakeholders raised enough funds to provide trauma resilience training to
250 people in Sonoma and 105 people in Shasta County. In each county, we have
worked toward sustainability by assisting in the development of county-wide resilience
task f orces with websites, webinars, workshops, clinical supervision, and ongoing training
of people using the CMBM model to build and nurture community resilience. She brings
these real-lif e experiences into her classroom.
PHE 534/634 – Developmental Origins of Health and Disease (Janne BooneHeinonen) – This course covers developmental origins of health and disease (DOHaD)
theory and evidence, study design considerations, and policy implications. The learning
objectives focus on DOHaD – which is Dr. Boone-Heinonen’s primary research focus –
and how it interfaces with public health research and practice. One specific learning
objective (“Explain potential approaches to the potential mitigation of programmed
ef f ects”) draws heavily on her research on prenatal-postnatal interactions, and is
addressed with a lecture on that topic, which includes examples from her own work, as
well as others in the field.

4) Describe and provide three to five examples of student opportunities for involvement in
faculty research and scholarly activities.
•

•

Janne Boone-Heinonen (Epidemiology) works with MPH and PhD students to develop
and publish papers in several contexts. Primarily, Dr. Boone-Heinonen hires students as
research assistants on f unded projects. Students join the research team, f amiliarize
themselves with the project and data, and typically select or develop a specific topic they
are interested in pursuing. Students take the lead on data analysis and draf ting
presentations and papers, with f eedback from Dr. Boone-Heinonen and the research team.
Second, PhD students sometimes develop their own research projects as a part of their
dissertation or a standalone project, and identif y and acquire the data to test their
hypotheses. Dr. Boone-Heinonen mentors students in these projects with regard to
methodology, content area, and publication processes. Student led papers have been
published in high-impact journals, such as Annals of Epidemiology, Preventative Medicine,
American Journal of Epidemiology, Obesity, and American Journal of Preventative
Medicine. Student-led abstracts have been presented at national conferences, including
Obesity Week, Society of Epidemiologic Research Annual Meeting, Society of Pediatric
and Perinatal Epidemiologic Research Annual Meeting, and Population Association
America Annual Meeting.
Seth O’Neal (Epidemiology) maintains a large international research program focused on
research mentorship and advising. His teaching model facilitates and encourages students
of different levels and disciplines to conduct research collaboratively. During the last year,
despite the pandemic, Dr. O’Neal supported eight student presentations at international
meetings. His mentoring approach has led to a significant number of student-led
publications in peer-review journals, including PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases,
Parasites and Vectors, and the American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene.
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•

Tawnya Peterson’s (Environmental System & Human Health) research program has
provided numerous MPH and PhD students with research opportunities in the area of
microbial ecology and has resulted in numerous-student led publications. This includes
articles published in Applied and Environmental Microbiology, Journal of Microbial
Methods, Environmental Microbiology, and Analytical Methods.

5) Describe the role of research and scholarly activity in decisions about faculty advancement.
Research and scholarship are key criteria in decisions about faculty advancement.
OHSU
Research and scholarship is one of the three promotion evaluation criteria that determine faculty
advancement at OHSU. Candidates are expected to have contributed to original publications in
peer-reviewed journals of high quality and/or produced other original work of a theoretical or applied
nature. As a part of a candidate’s application for promotion is a dossier. The dossier includes a CV,
a personal statement, annual reviews from the previous review cycle, a time and effort distribution
statement, an educator’s portfolio, and at least six samples of scholarly work. The personal
statement includes a general description of the candidate’s scholarly innovation and leadership and
specific explanations of the candidate’s contribution to the six samples of scholarly work provided
in the dossier. In addition, the personal statement includes a self-evaluation of the candidate’s
scholarship as satisfactory, substantial, or outstanding, and plans for scholarship development in
the next f ive years. The time and ef f ort distribution statement is a narrative description of the
candidate’s ef f ort distribution in scholarship relative to teaching and service, Candidates are
holistically evaluated by a three-person Promotion Review Committee as satisfactory (local-level
reputation with contribution outside of immediate professional work environment and active
participation), substantial (regional-level reputation, expertise, and dissemination and leadership
with evidence of impact or outcomes), or outstanding (national- or international-level reputation,
leadership, impact, outcomes, and dissemination and maintains contributions with the department
and institution). The Promotion Review Committee sends a recommendation and rationale to the
Associate Dean f or Academic Af fairs, who reviews the candidate’s dossier and of fers a
recommendation to the Dean f or review before a recommendation is sent to the Provost. The
Provost makes the final decision on a candidate’s promotion.
PSU
Research and creative activities are one of the f our areas is one of the four promotion criteria for
PSU-employed tenure track and tenured f aculty. Non-tenure track instruction faculty do not carry
expectations for scholarly research. Community-engaged scholarship, defined as scholarship that
involves a mutually beneficial partnership with the community, is valued given the applied nature
of public health. Research is evaluated by a f our-person committee appointed by the Academic
Personnel Committee (APC, see A1. Organization & Administrative Processes), including three
PSU-employed f aculty and one PhD student in the School of Public Health on the quality and
significance of publications and presentations at scholarly conferences.
6) Select at least three of the measures that are meaningful to the school and demonstrate its
success in research and scholarly activities. Provide a target for each measure and data
from the last three years in the format of Template E4-1. In addition to at least three from the
list in the criteria, the school may add measures that are significant to its own mission and
context.
ADDITIONAL NARRATIVE FORTHCOMING
Percent of faculty participating in research activities
•
Number of articles published in peer-reviewed journals
•
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Number of citation references
•
7) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• Research has been and continues to be a strength of the School of Public Health. The
School has recently built on that strength by hiring Dr. Marguerita Lightf oot, the new
Associate Dean f or Research, in September 2021. Dr. Lightf oot is already working to
redef ine what research and scholarship means f or the School of Public Health by
expanding our research portfolio into program within the School that have traditionally been
more teaching f ocused. As a part of that work, the School has a f aculty-led Research
Committee that is composed of members f rom both institutions. The current research
revenue is greater than $25 millions dollars per year, and the School is optimistic that this
number will continue to grow to better support the scholarship and creative activity goal of
the School.
Areas of Improvement
• The two institutions that make up the School of Public Health have different cultures when
it comes to research. The School needs to continue to develop its research identity,
including how to better support students in the three doctoral programs.
Plans for Improvement
• The Associate Dean f or Research is moving forward on a number of initiatives to provide
additional research opportunities for faculty. This will include serving as a mentor to faculty
interested in developing their research portfolio, developing workshop series on writing
research proposals and grants, compiling research resources f or f aculty, and closely
monitoring funding opportunities as they relate the research portfolio of the School.
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E5. Faculty Extramural Service
The school defines expectations regarding faculty extramural service activity. Participation in
internal university committees is not within the definition of this section. Service as described here
refers to contributions of professional expertise to the community, including professional practice.
It is an explicit activity undertaken for the benefit of the greater society, over and beyond what is
accomplished through instruction and research.
As many faculty as possible are actively engaged with the community through communication,
collaboration, consultation, provision of technical assistance and other means of sharing the
school’s professional knowledge and skills. While these activities may generate revenue, the value
of faculty service is not measured in financial terms.
1) Describe the school’s definition and expectations regarding faculty extramural service
activity. Explain how these relate/compare to university definitions and expectations.
At the School level, service is explicitly included in the School of Public Health’s vision (promoting
a health equitable society through community engagement, education, research, and service) and
in its mission to educate f uture public health leaders and advance public health scholarship and
practice in collaboration with our communities to promote health equity (See B1. Guiding
Statements).
Extramural service is broadly defined to include professional and scholarly service, communityengaged service, and public health practice. These may include activities that align with a f aculty
member’s scholarly activities, if faculty are not financially compensated for those activities.
(In this context, intramural service includes School and institutional activities, such as committees
or task forces, or other administrative functions within the School or two parent institutions.
Both institutions expect f aculty to engage in extramural service, in addition to intramural service.
Non-tenure-track PSU faculty typically provide a mix of intramural and extramural service, and are
contractually limited to 10% of less intramural service without reduction of teaching load. In addition,
both extramural and intramural service are primary criteria for promotion at both institutions.
The OHSU Promotion Guidelines (ERF XXX) outline a list of service activities considered
appropriate for promotion. At OHSU, the role of extramural service depends on the emphasis area
of the f aculty member (research, teaching, or public health practice). For f aculty in the Public Health
Practice area, service typically represents the most important criterion for promotion.
Extramural service and in particular, community engagement, is a core value at PSU, as
exemplified by PSU’s motto “Let Knowledge Serve the City.” For many faculty, this commitment to
community service extends to their scholarship and teaching, and the integration of these three
areas leads to impactful portfolios f or f aculty. The physical setting of PSU af fords f aculty many
opportunities to make their expertise useful to the community outside of the institution. PSU has at
the core of its mission a dedication to collaborative learning, innovative research, sustainability,
and community engagement, and declare their values of commitment to curiosity, collaboration,
stewardship, and sustainability. These values are f urther enshrined in the PSU personnel
guidelines (ERF YYY), in which community engagement, tied directly to one’s special f ield of
knowledge, is a significant factor in determining a faculty member’s advancement.
2) Describe available university and school support for extramural service activities.
Within the School of Public Health, support f or extramural service comes in three ways: 1) as a
criterion for promotion, 2) through financial compensation, and 2) through public acknowledgement
of service contributions.
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At OHSU, the annual f aculty review process addresses both a retrospective review of service in
the prior year and a prospective plan for service in the upcoming year. At PSU, administrative and
milestone reviews, as well as post-tenure reviews assess intramural and extramural service as a
part of the review process.
To support service activities, OHSU and PSU provide a portion of full-time faculty compensation.
This compensation ranges f rom approximately 10 – 15%, depending on the appointment type of
the f aculty member. Allocation of this support is not dictated by the School. However, some
contribution from both areas is expected of each faculty member.
In 2020, the School began development of an equity audit. The intent is to publish the audit such
that service activities of each faculty can be acknowledged. This audit is being developed to serve
as a tool for balancing all aspects of service. The equity audit will also include formal and informal
student advising and other service-related activities that occur outside of formal committees.
3) Describe and provide three to five examples of faculty extramural service activities and how
faculty integrate service experiences into their instruction of students.
School of Public Health f aculty integrate extramural and community-engaged service with their
instruction in a variety of ways, including developing, inf orming, and grounding course content
through the use of examples; utilizing community partners as guest lecturers or discussants, and
collaborating with community partners in assignment design and course activities craf ted to
produce reflective knowledge through applied examples.
Below are examples of School of Public Health faculty, their extramural service activities, and how
they integrate these activities into their instruction:
•

•

•

•

Dr. Alexis Dinno (Community Health) has been leading community-centered and
participatory work to accurately represent gender minorities in the clinic and is research.
Her collaborators have included local and state health departments, medical professional
associations, and gender minority advocacy groups. Her Antiracism Faculty Fellowship
f urther f unds her outreach on behalf of gender minority health, including a collaboration
with the National Hemophilia Foundation to prioritize research in the service of gender
minority access and quality of care in the blood disorders community. This work is
represented in the classroom, including her PHE 522/622 – Health & Social Inequalities
course.
Dr. Betty Izumi (Health Promotion) received an Antiracism Faculty Fellowship f or her
project Expanding Equity and Inclusion: Asian-American & Pacific Islander Studies at
Portland State University. This work derives f rom her lived experience, her time spent as
a PSU Presidential Fellow, and her community engagement. It includes f aculty f rom across
PSU and representatives f rom the Asian Pacif ic Network of Oregon, the state’s leading
AAPI grassroots advocacy organization. The project not only incorporates students in the
project itself, but will result in a new Asian-American and Pacific Islander course being
taught at PSU.
Working with the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board (NPAIHB), Dr. Jodi
Lapidus (Biostatistics), was awarded a grant f rom the NIH-f unded Native American
Research Center f or Health. The NPAIHB is a tribal organization comprised of 43 tribes in
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. The objective of the grant is to provide training in applied
biostatistics and data science to cohorts of native trainees and professionals working for
native organizations. Training will be provided via intensive summer training institutes,
month webinars and journal clubs, and an applied capstone project.
Dr. Lynn Marshall (Epidemiology) was elected to the 2021 class of the Fellows of the
American Society f or Bone and Mineral Research (ASBMR). The Fellow of the ASBMR
designation recognizes long-term members who have shown a commitment to ASBMR
through service as a volunteer of the Society. Dr. Marshall integrates her work in the
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Society and the MrOS study, into the Epidemiology curriculum by using MrOS examples in
her teaching, including in EPI 512/612 – Epidemiology I.
4) Describe and provide three to five examples of student opportunities for involvement in
faculty extramural service.
Below are examples of School of Public Health faculty, their extramural service activities, and how
they integrate these activities into their instruction:
•

•

•

Dr. Alexis Dinno (Community Health) has been funded by the Oregon Health Authority to
supervise a graduate student doing validation research on race, ethnicity, language, and
disability (REALD) and the complementary sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI)
guidelines. This opportunity for student participation arose from the ongoing work Dr. Dinno
has perf ormed in the community around these topics.
Dr. Sherril Gelmon (Health Systems & Policy) is a board member f or the Bridges
Collaborative Care Clinic (BCCC). The BCCC is a f ree, student-run clinic that provides
health and social services that are participant-centered, and utilize a trauma-inf ormed
approach. As a member of the BCCC board, Dr. Gelmon has advertised the clinic and
f acilitated student participation in a variety of ways.
Dr. Paula Carder (Community Health) has volunteered for Meals-on-Wheels program in
publicly-subsidized housing that led to a f aculty development grant about the meaning of
f ood access to residents. The grant supported a graduate research assistant and a
publication is now in press with the student as a co-author: Carder, P., Croff, R., Tuttle, A.,
& Towns, J. Walking and talking: Recommendations for doing mobile interviews with older
adults. Journal of Aging & Environment. (Accepted December 2021). Dr. Carder is also on
the national advisory board f or the Center f or Excellence in Assisted Living. This service
work led to f unding and training opportunities f or multiple students. Two students (Sarah
Dys, Lindsey Smith) were f unded by a research project and Sarah Dys co-authored the
f inal report. Both students have been nominated to serve in a leadership capacity on a
working group within the Gerontological Society of America. This work also led to Dr.
Carder’s partnership with researchers at Brown University and an NIA-f unded study that
has supported the f ollowing students: Sarah Dys, Lindsey Smith, Laken Harrel, Taylor
Bucy, and Christina Nguyen. Student Diana Cater was asked to share her f inal project
results with the National Center f or Excellence in Assisted Living, and student Bethany
Lowe presented her f inal project to members of the US Department of Health & Human
Services’ Assistant Secretary for Planning & Evaluation.

5) Select at least three of the indicators that are meaningful to the school and relate to service.
Describe the school’s approach and progress over the last three years for each of the
chosen indicators. In addition to at least three from the list in the criteria, the school may
add indicators that are significant to its own mission and context.
Percent of primary instructional faculty participating in extramural service activities
Service is expected of all primary instructional faculty. At PSU, 100% of tenure-track and tenured
primary instructional faculty participate in both intramural and extramural service. For non-tenure
track f aculty (NTTF), 10% of their compensation is allocated f or service, which can be divided
between intramural and extramural activities. At OHSU, 100% of primary instructional f aculty
engage in both intramural and extramural service.
Indicator
Percent of primary
instructional faculty
participating in extramural
service activities

Year 1
AY2018-19

Year 2
AY2019-20

Year
AY2020-21

100%

100%

100%
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Faculty promoted on the basis of service
At both institutions, service is a critical component of the promotion process.
Year 1
Year 2
Indicator
AY2018-19
AY2019-20
Percent of primary
instructional faculty
100%
100%
promoted on the basis of
service

Year
AY2020-21
100%

Public, private, or cross-sector partnerships for engagement and service
Additional Indicator: Percent of primary instructional faculty servicing on standing
committees
In the School of Public Health, much of the business of the School is conducted by standing faculty
committees. Historically, this responsibility has f allen to a f raction of the primary instructional
f aculty. Over the last three years, leadership has worked to increase participation to 100%. This
goal was achieved in AY2021-22. This has involved a change to the bylaws to create a “committee
on committees” structure. This group works with the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and the
Assistant Dean f or Graduate Academic Affairs—using the previously discussed equity audit—to
recommend a slate of candidates for approval by faculty vote.
6) Describe the role of service in decisions about faculty advancement.
OHSU
Service is one of the three promotion evaluation criteria that determine f aculty advancement at
OHSU. Service must include both extramural and intramural activities. Extramural service includes
service to the candidate’s profession, and to the community at local, state, regional, national, and
international levels. A part of a candidate’s application for promotion is a dossier that includes a
CV, a personal statement, annual reviews from the previous f ive years, a time and effort distribution
statement, an educator’s portfolio, and samples of scholarly work. The personal statement includes
a general description of the candidate’s service activities, a self -evaluation of the service as
satisfactory, substantial, or outstanding, and plans f or professional development in the next five
years. The time and ef fort distribution statement is a narrative description of the candidate’s effort
distribution in service relative to teaching and scholarship. Candidates are holistically reviewed by
a three-person Promotion Review Committee as satisfactory (local-level reputation with
contribution outside of immediate professional work environment and active participation),
substantial (regional-level reputation, expertise, and dissemination, and leadership with evidence
of impact or outcomes), or outstanding (national-level reputation, leadership, impact, outcomes,
and dissemination and maintains contributions with the department and institution). The Promotion
Review Committee sends a recommendation and rationale to the Associate Dean f or Academic
Af fairs, who reviews the candidate’s dossier and offers a recommendation to the Dean for review
bef ore a recommendation is sent to the Provost. The Provost makes the f inal decision on a
candidate’s promotion.
PSU
Similar to OHSU, service is one o the f our promotion evaluation criteria used to determine faculty
advancement at PSU, and service must include both extramural and intramural activities.
Extramural service includes service to the candidate’s profession, and to the community at local,
state, regional, national, and international levels, whereas intramural service includes service to
the instructional unit, School, or institution. Faculty report on their service activities as a part of their
dossiers constructed f or their annual, milestone, promotional, and post-continuous or post-tenure
reviews. Service expectations vary by faculty level (e.g., Assistant, Associate, and Full), as well as
by teaching obligations; but service is required of all f aculty seeking advancement at PSU.
Candidates prepare their CV and description of the candidate’s service activities. Candidates either
undergo administrative review (f or non-milestone reviews) or are holistically reviewed by a three240

person review committee f or third-year of promotion / tenure review. The review committee
determines the candidate’s service obligations as satisfactory (local-level reputation with
contribution outside of immediate professional work environment and active participation),
substantial (regional-level reputation, expertise, and dissemination, and leadership with evidence
of impact or outcomes), or outstanding (national-level reputation, leadership, impact, outcomes,
and dissemination and maintains contributions with the department and institution).
While the PSU personnel guidelines include service as an expectation but not evaluated, per se,
the School of Public Health has elevated the role of service in its promotion decisions to a f ourth
criteria (along with scholarship, teaching, and community engagement). The School of Public
Health made this decision for its personnel reviews to acknowledge the role that service places for
our School. It also highlights for f aculty the importance placed on this criterion. Finally, it also brings
PSU’s guidelines more in alignment with OHSU’s guidelines for which service is a scorable part of
annual reviews.
7) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• Extramural service is integral to public health and to the School of Public Health, in
particular. Faculty represent the School to the city, region, and world through their service.
Service is an explicit component of promotion at OHSU and has been elevated to be an
explicit component of promotion at PSU, too. To that end, School of Public Health faculty
have a high level of engagement in extramural service.
Areas of Improvement
• Despite placing a high value on intramural and extramural service, the School has not been
as proactive as it could have been to define service expectations for f aculty by rank and
employment type, to help identify and f acilitate service opportunities in keeping with the
f aculty’s interests and expertise, and to support faculty’s extramural service efforts.
• Until this year (AY2021-22), the School had a lot of non-tenured or junior faculty members.
The consequence is that junior faculty are routinely discouraged from taking on very much
service to allow them to devote time and energy to other drivers of promotion (i.e., research
and teaching). This f aculty structure has resulted in a systematic under-participation of
f aculty in service.
• An additional element of this service content is that PSU is “soft-money” supported, while
OHSU is “hard-money” supported. The consequence of this different in the financial model
across faculty is that half of the School has almost no service expectations and would, in
f act, be out of compliance with their NIH f unding if they were to spend time on non-research
activities, whereas the half of the School that is f unded by “hard-money” bears a larger
burden of the service expectations. This discrepancy represents one area of service
dif ferential that requires attention.
• A large proportion of faculty who work at PSU are non-tenure track. These individuals are
not unlike the “sof t-money” OHSU-employed f aculty in that they are paid to teach nine
classes and are expected to perform very limited service. This also sets up a service
dif ferential within the School that results in more service, especially internal service, being
bourne by the tenure-track and tenured PSU-employed faculty
Plans for Improvement
• School of Public Health leadership, in collaboration with f aculty, will def ine a) what
constitutes reasonable service expectations by rank, and b) support f aculty’s external
service interest by giving is as much weight or emphasis in annual or promotion reviews
as intramural service.
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•

The School of Public Health has revised its support model to pay OHSU f aculty a larger
proportion of their salary to enable them to participate in more intramural and extramural
service.
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F1. Community Involvement in School Evaluation and Assessment
The school engages constituents, including community stakeholders, alumni, employers and other
relevant community partners. Stakeholders may include professionals in sectors other than health
(eg, attorneys, architects, parks and recreation personnel).
Specifically, the school ensures that constituents provide regular feedback on its student
outcomes, curriculum and overall planning processes, including the self-study process.
1) Describe any formal structures for constituent input (eg, community advisory board, alumni
association, etc.). List members and/or officers as applicable, with their credentials and
professional affiliations.
The External Advisory Council (EAC) provides strategic guidance and insight to leadership and, in
particular, to the Dean, The EAC consists of public health professionals, including representatives
f rom counties in the Portland metropolitan area, elected officials, and alumni. The structure of the
EAC dates back to the Oregon MPH program. At the time in which the School of Public Health was
f ounded, the EAC was repopulated and the charter in the bylaws was revised. EAC members are
invited by the Dean to participate. Members are appointed to a two-year term, with an opportunity
f or reappointment when the term expires. Agendas and meeting minutes f rom EAC meetings in
AY2020-21 are located in ERF F1.1 – Community Involvement – EAC Agendas & Meeting Minutes.
Membership (AY2021-22)
Title & Affiliation
Director, Public Health Division
Oregon Health Authority
Travis Benson, MPH
MD Student
Harvard Medical School
Michelle Berlin, MD, MPH
Former Co-director, Center for Women’s Health
Oregon Health & Science University – School of Medicine
Morgan Cowling, MPA
Executive Director
Oregon Coalition of Local Health Officials
Frank A. Franklin, PhD, JD, MPH Principal Epidemiologist & Director
Multnomah County Health Department
Eric Gebbie, DrPH, MIA, MA
Director of Emergency Operations, Oregon Public Health
Oregon Health Authority
Adam S. Hoverman, DO, MPH
Clinical Instructor
University of Washington – School of Public Health
Montana Lewellen, MPH
Senior Account Manager
Legislative Advocates Government Affairs, LLC
West Livaudais, MPH
Founder
Oregon Spinal Coard Injury Connection
Leslie Low, MD
Intensivist
Legacy Health
Sharon E. Meieran, MD, JD
Commissioner (District 1)
Multnomah County
Alan Melnick, MD, MPH, CPH
Director/Health Officer
Clark County Public Health Department
Kate Thomas, MPP
Health Policy Client Service Assistant, McDermott+
Jeremy Vandehay, JD
Director, Health Policy & Analytics
Oregon Health Authority
Bill Wright, PhD
Executive Director of Research
Providence Health & Services
Note: Members shaded in grey are School of Public Health alumni
Name
Rachael Banks, EMPA
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2) Describe how the school engages external constituents in regular assessment of the
content and currency of public health curricula and their relevance to current practice and
future directions.
The EAC is the primary avenue by which the School of Public Health engages external
stakeholders. The EAC meets three-to-four times each academic year. Agendas regularly include
items to ensure the School of Public Health’s curriculum is current and relevant to public health
practice. In recent academic years, the EAC has provided f eedback on the MPH practice
experience, the School of Public Health’s guiding statements, and competency and skills gaps in
the curriculum, and program requirements (e.g., the CPH exam f or MPH students). Feedback
provided by EAC members are used by School of Public Health leadership to inform decisions and
priorities.
3) Describe how the school’s external partners contribute to the ongoing operations of the
school. At a minimum, this discussion should include community engagement in the
following:
a) Development of the vision, mission, values, goals and evaluation measures
The EAC provided extensive input on the development of the School of Public Health’s
guiding statements, as well as evaluation measures used to track the School’s progress
on achieving its goals. The EAC’s feedback was favorable—praising the statements’ strong
f oundation of health equity—and offering strategic language to emphasize the importance
of public health f oundations, advocacy and implementation, and antiracism. The EAC’s
f eedback was incorporated by Faculty Council (see B1. Guiding Statements).
b) Development of the self-study document
The f indings of the self -study process—in particular, areas f or improvement—were
presented to EAC. EAC provided f eedback on 5 – 7 priority areas for improvement based
on what could reasonably be accomplished by the time of the CEPH site visit and offered
recommendations and actionable steps toward improvement, as well as necessary
resources from OHSU and PSU to make those improvements. EAC reviewed key pieces
of the self -study document and offered f eedback and will continue to be involved in the
self -study process in anticipation of the site visit.
c) Assessment of changing practice and research needs
The assessment of changing practice needs is an ongoing conversation in EAC meetings.
The Associate Dean for Student Affairs & Community Engagement discussed practice and
workf orce development at the April 2021 meeting. The EAC provided f eedback on the
knowledge, skills, and abilities needed, how to prioritize people new to public health and
those wishing to advance existing public health skills, how to determine participation, what
f ormats are viable, what assessment methodologies are appropriate, and how to define
success.
Assessment of research needs is a relatively new topic for the School of Public Health to
engage the EAC in The Associate Dean for Research joined the School of Public Health in
September 2021. The Associate Dean will meet with the EAC at the January 2022 to
discuss strengths and areas f or improvement in the School of Public Health’s research
enterprise, and present initial investment and plans f or research, including initiatives for
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involving students of color in research, the planned faculty cluster hire, and pilot research
grants. The EAC will provide feedback on the Associate Dean’s plan to advance the School
of Public Health’s research needs.
d) Assessment of school graduates’ ability to perform competencies in an employment
setting
The assessment of graduates’ ability to perform competencies in employment settings is
an ongoing conversation in EAC meetings. EAC membership is enriched by School of
Public Health graduates who of fer regular insight on how program curriculum and
competencies prepared them for the workforce Presently, the School of Public Health does
not regularly collect information on graduates who work at the same organizations as EAC
members.
4) Provide documentation (eg, minutes, notes, committee reports, etc.) of external
contribution in at least two of the areas noted in documentation request 3.
Documentation f rom the EAC’s involvement in the development of the guiding statements and
evaluation measures is located in ERF F1.2 – Community Involvement – EAC Guiding Statements
Meeting Minutes.
Documentation from the EAC’s involvement in the development of the CEPH self-study document
is located in ERF F1.3 – Community Involvement – EAC CEPH Self-study Meeting Minutes.
5) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health engages the External Advisory Council (EAC) in the evaluation
and assessment of the School. The EAC’s composition is strongly representative of public
health and community organizations in Portland, Oregon, and Washington, as well as
School of Public Health alumni currently working in public health. Alumni have f irst-hand
knowledge of student experience and how the curriculum has prepared them f or careers
in the public health workforce. As a whole, the EAC is well-positioned to offer regular,
ongoing and critical feedback to improve the School of Public Health’s curriculum and
planning processes. The EAC has recently provided feedback on the School’s antiracism
initiative, guiding statements and strategic planning, and the CEPH self-study report.
Areas of Improvement
• In the f irst few years in which the School of Public Health existed, the EAC functioned more
as a “report out” body rather than a body to provide regular f eedback. Recognizing the
collective experience and expertise of EAC members, the purpose of the EAC has shifted
toward collecting critical f eedback f rom the committee in recent years. The number of
meetings per year has increased to better ensure regular, ongoing f eedback f rom the
committee.
• The School of Public Health would benefit from developing a board skills matrix to better
understand the EAC expertise and how they align with the School’s vision and mission,
identify any significant gaps that should be closed, and to help with succession planning
when an EAC member steps down.
Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health will continue to engage the EAC in providing critical and regular
f eedback on the School of Public Health’s curriculum and planning processes.
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•

School of Public Health leadership will begin to develop a board skills matrix in
preparation for AY2022-23.
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F2. Student Involvement in Community and Professional Service
Community and professional service opportunities, in addition to those used to satisfy Criterion D4,
are available to all students. Experiences should help students to gain an understanding of the
contexts in which public health work is performed outside of an academic setting and the
importance of learning and contributing to professional advancement in the field.
1) Describe how students are introduced to service, community engagement and
professional development activities and how they are encouraged to participate.
Students are introduced to service and community engagement early in their career at the School
of Public Health. Service and community engagement are discussed as a part of new student
orientation and reinforced throughout the curriculum. Individual faculty discuss their own service
and community-engaged scholarship in courses across School of Public Health programs.
Student Leadership Council (see A3. Student Engagement) regularly discuss opportunities for
service and community engagement, including the Day of Service, in their monthly meetings.
Students are introduced to professional development opportunities early in their career at the
School of Public Health, including at new student orientation. Students are encouraged to
participate in professional development opportunities through communication from program
directors and faculty, and the Student & Alumni Success Manager.
Opportunities for service, community engagement, and professional development are placed on
the School of Public Health’s public-facing website at: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/jobs/.
2) Provide examples of professional and community service opportunities in which public
health students have participated in the last three years.
The COVID-19 pandemic af fected School of Public Health students’ involvement in professional
and community service. Many sites in which students serve closed during the global lockdown amid
COVID restrictions, or were busy managing the emerging pandemic and could not host students.
The pandemic introduced additional barriers f or many students—in particular, those who are
parents or caretakers and those who work. School closures meant School of Public Health students
who are parents or caretakers had to manage remote schooling in conjunction with their own school
work. Some students who work while studying lost their job or employment-related income (e.g.,
pay reductions). Involvement in community and professional service became less f easible for
students navigating the hardships of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Pandemic Response Team
The OHSU-PSU School of Public Health, in collaboration with the Oregon Health Authority (OHA),
established the Pandemic Response Team. The purpose of the Pandemic Response Team is to
expose students to public health work to better understand and manage the COVID-19 pandemic
in Portland and Oregon. The Pandemic Response Team is led by Jonathan M Snowden, an
associate professor in epidemiology. Since the beginning of the pandemic, teams of students—
both undergraduate and graduate—have worked in case investigation and contact tracing. More
senior graduate students engage in intensive data collection, including data abstraction and
marking the progress of the virus. School of Public Health students support OHA by providing much
needed public health support and practice. The Pandemic Response Team provides students with
hands-on experience with health equity while navigating a public health emergency.
OHA’s contract with the School of Public Health has been extended to summer 2023. The School
of Public Health and OHA are exploring a permanent partnership.
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Thirty-seven School of Public Health students have participated in the Pandemic Response Team
since the OHA contract began. The table below depicts the number of participants by program:
Pandemic Response Team by Program
MS Biostatistics
MPH Biostatistics
MPH Environmental System & Human Health
MPH Epidemiology
MPH Health Promotion
MPH Health Management & Policy
MPH Public Health Practice
PhD Community Health
PhD Epidemiology
PhD Health Systems & Policy

1
0
2
12
10
1
1
2
7
0

In addition to the Pandemic Response Team, many School of Public Health students provided
COVID-19 vaccination assistance and support independent of the OHA contract, including COVID19 vaccination clinic support and outreach to minority communities in metropolitan and rural areas
of the Oregon (Hood River, The Dalles) and working with organizations such as Asian Health
Services, and Quest Health.
Day of Service
Day of Service is an annual service event organized by the Student Leadership Council. It is an
opportunity for students to connect with community-based organization to aid their work by donating
time. The Student Leadership Council partners with a community organization to perform service
each spring term. The f ormat varies f rom year to year, and depends on the community’s needs.
Organizations at which students have recently performed service are Oregon Food Bank and Meals
on Wheels.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Day of Service was ref ormatted to be a “month” of service to
provide both organizations and students more flexibility. The definition of service was expanded to
include providing assistance to f riends, f amily, community members, strangers, and mutual aid
networks.
The month-long Day of Service format may be continued given the ever-changing conditions of the
pandemic. The SLC will partner with Public Health Student Organization (PHSO), a student-led
prof essional organization dedicated to engaging and uniting students throughout Oregon, on most
service opportunities in the future.
Ad Hoc Community & Professional Service
School of Public Health students also gain an understanding of public health practice by engaging
in community and professional service on their own. Below are a f ew examples of organizations at
which students have reported volunteering in the past two administrations of the Annual Student
Survey:
•
•
•

Cascade AIDS Project – Promotes well-being and advances equity by providing inclusive
health and wellness services f or LGBTQ+ people, people affective by HIV/AIDS, and all
seeking compassionate care (https://www.capnw.org/)
Oregon Food Bank – Seeks to erase f ood insecurity and eradicate its root causes
(https://www.oregonfoodbank.org/)
Bridges Collaborative Care Clinic – Student-run, interprofessional, and f ree clinic
providing care
to
underserved communities in
the
Portland area
(https://www.bridgesclinic.org/)
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•
•
•
•
•

Oregon Health Plan – Provides health coverage f or low-income Oregonians
(https://www.oregon.gov/oha/HSD/OHP/Pages/index.aspx)
Outside In – Provides a saf e, supportive, and inclusive place f or health services, along
with services to (https://outsidein.org/)
Operation Night Watch – Promotes dignity, community, and connectivity by providing
night-time
hospitality
f or
Portland’s
unhoused
community
(https://www.operationnightwatch.org)
Portland Animal Welfare (PAW) Team – Provides veterinary services f or the pets of
people experiencing houselessness and extreme poverty (https://www.pawteam.org)
Adelante Mujeres – Of f ers holistic education and empowerment opportunities to lowincome Latinas and their families (https://www.adelantemujeres.org/)

3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• Community and professional service opportunities are available to School of Public Health
students. Opportunities like the faculty-led Pandemic Response Team and the student-led
Day of Service provide students with a chance to gain an understanding of public health
work outside of the classroom. Many School of Public Health students are involved in
community and professional service outside of School of Public Health-sponsored events.
Areas of Improvement
• Although no areas of improvement were identified as a part of the self-study, the School of
Public Health could do more to support involvement in community and professional service
in a way that is authentic f or our student population. This may include identifying and
introducing opportunities f or community and prof essional service that are f easible for
students who are parents or caretakers and students who work while studying.
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F3. Assessment of the Community’s Professional Development Needs
The school periodically assesses the professional development needs of individuals currently
serving public health functions in its self-defined priority community or communities.
1) Define the school’s professional community or communities of interest and the rationale for
this choice.
In preparation for the self -study, School of Public Health leadership assembled a task force to
conduct an in-depth, systematic assessment of professional workforce development needs. The
taskforce identified professional communities of interest and of fered recommendations to
leadership to advance professional workforce development. The two professional communities of
interest identified by the taskforce are:
•
•

Entry-level or community-based professionals without formal public health training
Trained public health professionals with a leadership or supervisory role

The taskforce identified these two professional communities of interest based on focus groups and
interviews with key informants from School of Public Health faculty and staff, OHSU research staff,
local, regional, and state public health professionals and the External Advisory Council (see F1.
Community Involvement in School or Program Evaluation and Assessment). In selecting these
communities, the taskforce wanted to be maximally inclusive of “public health workf orce.”
Nonetheless, throughout the f ocus group and interview process, two segments of the workforce
were repeatedly identified as possibly in need of professional workforce development training:
those with no f ormal training, and those with some f ormal training in leadership positions. The
School of Public Health believes that by f ocusing on these two groups, the School will build
sustainability and retention within the public health workforce.
2) Describe how the school periodically assesses the professional development needs of its
priority community or communities, and provide summary results of these assessments.
Describe how often assessment occurs
The School of Public Health periodically assesses the professional workforce development needs
of the communities served by the School. The most recent assessment, conducted by the
af orementioned taskforce, represents the most in-depth assessment conducted since the School
of Public Health’s f oundation. The report developed by the taskforce is provided in ERF F3.1 –
Prof essional Development – Workforce Development Plan.
The taskforce consisted of Melinda Davis, PhD (Associate Professor, School of Public Health;
Associate Director, Oregon Rural Practice-based Research Network, ORPRN), Maggie McLain
McDonnell, MPH (Director of Oregon ECHO Network, ORPRN), and Leah Brandis, MPH, RDN
(Project Manager at Oregon ECHO Network). The taskforce’s objective was to assess professional
development needs of public health professionals in Portland, Oregon, and the Pacific Northwest,
and to develop a public health professional workforce development plan to the guide the School of
Public Health’s workforce development activities for the following three years.
The taskforce utilized a multi-methods approach, including the review of existing documentation
and reports, meetings with the School of Public Health’s External Advisory Council, and conducting
interviews and focus groups with 26 key informants—16 internal to the School of Public Health and
10 external to the School of Public Health.
Based on this approach, the taskforce offered the following recommendations:
•

Develop new webinars, including fundamentals of public health
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•

Develop new training opportunities on health equity and preceptorships using the Project
ECHO evidence-based learning methodology

To support these professional workforce development activities, the taskforce recommended that
the School of Public Health:
•
•
•

Invest $867,050 over a three-year period to develop administrative inf rastructure and
provide staff support to elevate the School of Public Health’s professional workforce
development portfolio
Create a marketing plan, including website and database development and management
Nurture collaborative opportunities with public health organizations

School of Public Health leadership is currently reviewing the plan developed by the taskforce.
Prior to this more in-depth, recent assessment conducted by the taskforce, the School of Public
Health relied on the Public Health Workf orce Interests & Needs Survey (PH WINS,
https://debeaumont.org/programs/ph-wins/) to inf orm the professional workf orce development
needs. PH WINS, developed and administered by the deBeamont Foundation, is a national survey
of public health workf orce skills and prof essional development needs. The data can be
disaggregated at the state and regional level, which offers a good understanding of professional
workf orce development that would benefit public health professionals living in Portland, Oregon,
and the Pacific Northwest, more generally. Topics that rose to the top are messaging and framing
of public health policy, data visualization for communication and persuasion, and how to interpret
data. The PH WINS data have been used to inf orm the Pop-Up Institute (see F4. Delivery of
Prof essional Development Opportunities for the Workforce) and the Graduate Certificate in Public
Health curriculum. The topics identified by the PH WINS data are consistent with the perspectives
shared with the School of Public Health as a part of the self-study (see B4. Alumni Perceptions of
Curricular Ef fectiveness). More work is necessary to integrate these topics into the public health
curriculum.
The Northwest Center f or Public Health Practice (NWCPHP), a center supported by the U.S. Health
Resources & Services Administration (HRSA), regularly conducts needs assessments for
workf orce training in Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. These assessments include regionwide surveys conducted every three years and includes local, state, and tribal public health
prof essional. The Associate Dean f or Student Affairs & Community Engagement serves on the
NWCPHP Regional Network Steering Committee.
3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health periodically addresses the professional development needs of
public health professions living in Portland, Oregon, and the Pacific Northwest. Prior to its
most recent assessment, the School relied on PH WINS data and work conducted by the
NWCPHP.
Areas of Improvement
• The School of Public Health should conduct in-depth, systematic assessment more
f requently than every 5 – 7 years. Now that the School of Public Health has identified
prof essional communities of interest via the taskforce’s assessment, the School of Public
Health should conduct a more focused assessment with those communities in particular.
Plans for Improvement
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•

•

The School of Public Health’s Prof essional Workforce Development Committee was
established as a standing faculty committee beginning in AY2021-22. This committee will
play an integral role in progressing the School’s professional workforce development
ef f orts.
Both OHSU and PSU Provosts have reviewed the taskforce’s plan, are supportive of the
work, and see the plan as closing an important gap in the School. Funds have been
identified at both OHSU and PSU to fund the scope of work and is pending approval from
the relevant f iscal authorities.
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F4. Delivery of Professional Development Opportunities for the Workforce
The school advances public health by addressing the professional development needs of the
current public health workforce, broadly defined, based on assessment activities described in
Criterion F3. Professional development offerings can be for-credit or not-for-credit and can be onetime or sustained offerings.
1) Describe the school’s process for developing and implementing professional development
activities for the workforce and ensuring that these activities align with needs identified in
Criterion F3.
The School of Public Health, in collaboration with OHSU’s Community Outreach, Research, &
Engagement (CORE) developed a site for professional development opportunities for public health
https://www.ohsu.edu/community-outreach-research-and-engagement/publicprof essionals:
health-workforce-training-ii
Beginning in AY2021-22, the Prof essional Workf orce Development Committee is the f aculty
committee responsible f or developing and implementing professional development opportunities
f or the workforce.
2) Provide two to three examples of education/training activities offered by the school in the
last three years in response to community-identified needs. For each activity, include the
number of external participants served (ie, individuals who are not faculty or students at the
institution that houses the school).
Public Health Portland Style
Public Health Portland Style is a quarterly panel featuring faculty, students, community members,
and industry leaders discussing current public health topics. In the previous academic year, Public
Health Portland Style topics included covering the COVID-19 pandemic in the media, pandemicrelated school closures and openings, gun violence, climate change, and poetry as public health
practice. Topics are chosen based on PH WINS data, f aculty expertise, and timeliness. Public
Health Portland Style offers continuing education units (CEUs) f or the Certif ied in Public Health
(CPH) credential.
The table below depicts the number and percentage of participants by event held in AY2020-21,
broken into internal and external participants:

Event
Gun Violence in Oregon:
Addressing a Public Health
Problem with Public Health
Approaches
Should Your Relative Be in
an Assisted Living Facility
During a Pandemic?
Balancing Risks and Benefits
of School Closures and
Reopenings During COVID
Climate Change in Oregon: A
Public Health Emergency
Having and Raising Children
in Rural Oregon: Challenges
and Innovations

Attendance (AY2020-21)
Internal
Date
SPH
OHSU

PSU

External

10/21/2020

32 (14%)

14 (6%)

46 (20%)

155 (68%)

11/18/2020

26 (13%)

10 (5%)

38 (20%)

139 (72%)

12/16/2020

40 (6%)

40 (6%)

26 (4%)

619 (85%)

02/17/2021

48 (15%)

15 (5%)

71 (22%)

234 (73%)

9 (4%)

74 (31%)

191 (81%)

19 (8%)
03/17/2021
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I Am Not Your Data, PT.I:
Poetry as Praxis +
04/21/2021 101 (22%)
28 (6%)
134 (30%) 292 (64%)
Illumination for a Public
Health of Resistance +
Healing
Note. Attendance was not recorded f or the Covering COVID-19: The Pandemic in Oregon Views
through a Journalist’s Lens event on 09/17/2020. SPH = Internal participants from the School of
Public Health, OHSU = participants f rom OHSU, PSU = participants f rom PSU; external =
participants from outside the School of Public Health, OHSU, and PSU
The table below depicts the number and percentage of participants who requested Continuing
Education Units (CEUs) by event:
Percentage of Attendants Requesting CEUs (AY2020-21)
Event
Gun Violence in Oregon: Addressing a Public Health Problem with
Public Health Approaches
Should Your Relative Be in an Assisted Living Facility During a
Pandemic?
Balancing Risks and Benefits of School Closures and Reopenings
During COVID
Climate Change in Oregon: A Public Health Emergency
Having and Raising Children in Rural Oregon: Challenges and
Innovations
I Am Not Your Data, PT.I: Poetry as Praxis + Illumination for a Public
Health of Resistance + Healing
TOTAL

CEU (n)

CEU (%)

42

19%

36

19%

79

11%

65

20%

40

17%

82

18%

344

16%

The Future of Transgender Health
As a part of PSU’s annual Portland State of Mind series, the School of Public Health hosted The
Future of Transgender Health in October 2019. This symposium f ocused on research, policy, and
practice f or the health of gender minorities and f eatured f our primary instructional f aculty: Alexis
Dinno, Jonathan Snowden, Jae Downing, and Christina Sun.
The table below displays the number and percentage of attendants:
Attendance
Event
The Future of Transgender
Health

Date

SPH

Internal
OHSU

PSU

10/18/2019

63 (37%)

16 (9%)

18 (11%)

External
73 (43%)

The table below displays the number and percentage of attendants who requested CEUs:
Percentage of Attendants Requesting CEUs
Event
The Future of Transgender Health

CEU (n)
17

CEU (%)
10%

Pop-Up Institute
The School of Public Health, in collaboration with the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) and the
Northwest Center f or Public Health Practice (NWCPHP), hosted a f ree, two-day workshop titled
“The Language of Public Health: Incorporating Values, Data, Visuals, and Words.” This workshop
was developed to address deficits in public health workforce skills identified by PH WINS and held
in Portland, Corvallis, and Medford.
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The table below displays the number of professionals external to the School of Public Health,
OHSU, or PSU who participated in each pop-up by location and date:
Attendance
Location
Corvallis, OR
Medf ord, OR
Portland, OR

TOTAL

May 14,
2018
0
0
60
60

June 6,
2018
21
4
71
96

June 26,
218
0
5
72
77

June 28,
2018
34
0
0
34

3) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health aims to address professional workforce development needs
by offering sustained programming. Public Health Portland Style, in particular, is a
successful, f ar-reaching event that f ocuses on timely, meaningful public health topics. In
addition to Public Health Portland Style, the School of Public Health has of fered ad hoc
events.
Areas of Improvement
• The delivery of professional workforce development events is an area of improvement for
the School of Public Health. As noted in F3. Assessment of the Community’s Professional
Development Needs, the School of Public Health recently completed an in-depth
assessment. This assessment will assist the School in developing more systematic
prof essional workf orce development events, as well as improving the process for
evaluating the effectiveness of these events. Besides the monthly Public Health Portland
Style, professional workforce development events have been ad hoc.
Plans for Improvement
• The recent workforce development assessment and plan (ERF F3.1 – Prof essional
Development – Workf orce Development Plan) will provide a roadmap f or improving the
role of the School of Public Health in developing professional opportunities.
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G1. Diversity and Cultural Competence
The school or program defines systematic, coherent and long-term efforts to incorporate elements
of diversity. Diversity considerations relate to faculty, staff, students, curriculum, scholarship, and
community engagement efforts.
The school or program also provides a learning environment that prepares students with broad
competencies regarding diversity and cultural competence, recognizing that graduates may be
employed anywhere in the world and will work with diverse populations.
Schools and programs advance diversity and cultural competency through a variety of practices,
which may include the following:
•
•
•
•

incorporation of diversity and cultural competency considerations in the curriculum
recruitment and retention of diverse faculty, staff and students
development and/or implementation of policies that support a climate of equity and
inclusion, free of harassment and discrimination
reflection of diversity and cultural competence in the types of scholarship and/or
community engagement conducted

1) List the school’s self-defined, priority under-represented populations; explain why these
groups are of particular interest and importance to the school; and describe the process
used to define the priority population(s). These populations must include both faculty and
students and may include staff, if appropriate. Populations may differ among these groups.
The School of Public Health has identified students and f aculty f rom f irst-generation, Af ricanAmerican, Latino/a, and Indigenous groups, and students f rom marginalized groups more
generally, as “priority, underrepresented populations.’ The need f or culturally grounded public
health workf orce is critical. Health inequities are an outstanding problem in public health, and the
prevalence of these inequities tend to be greater along racial and ethnic lines. In order f or public
health to successfully address health inequities, students of color and students from marginalized
groups must actively drive public health solutions, curriculum, and pedagogy to protect and improve
the health of people and their communities.
2) List the school’s specific goals for increasing the representation and supporting the
persistence (if applicable) and ongoing success of the specific populations defined in
documentation request 1.
The School of Public Health is committed to increasing the representation and support the success
of the “priority, underrepresented populations” identified above. In support of this commitment, the
School of Public Health has outlined the following goals:
1. Build capacity among f aculty and staff to engage in antiracism ef forts directed at the
internal workings of the School of Public Health and its parent institutions
2. Enhance student recruitment and retention ef forts and wrap-around services to support
underrepresented students to better position the School of Public Health to more
successfully engage in public health
3. Institutionalize systems of support for f aculty to engage in antiracism efforts
3) List the actions and strategies identified to advance the goals defined in documentation
request 2, and describe the process used to define the actions and strategies. The process
may include collection and/or analysis of school-specific data; convening stakeholder
discussions and documenting their results; and other appropriate tools and strategies.
Appoint Leadership to Lead Social Justice and Equity Agenda
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To advance the previously-listed goals, School of Public Health leadership recognized the need to
create and f und a leadership position to advance the School of Public Health’s social justice and
equity goals. The Associate Dean for Social Justice stepped into the new position spring 2019, and
as of f all 2021, is supported by an Antiracism Program Manager. The Associate Dean f or Social
Justice is leading the School of Public Health’s social justice and equity agenda.
The School of Public Health continues to build capacity in antiracism work. Capacity building efforts
were initially focused on School of Public Health leadership. In AY2020-21, the School contracted
with the Praxis Project to ref lect on systemic racism in academia. In AY 2021-22, the School of
Public Health will partner with PSU’s Global Diversity & Inclusion (GDI) to implement the
Intercultural U program to advance the School’s goals of social justice and eliminating structural
racism. The School of Public Health has partnered with OHSU’s Office of Education Improvement
and Innovation’s Foster Respectful & Equitable Education (FREE) program to f ocus on syllabus
redesign and engaging in difficult conversations in the classroom. The Associate Dean f or Social
Justice is developing a Social Justice Advisory Council that will serve as an advisory committee to
f urther build capacity in the School’s antiracism initiative. Both the Praxis Project and Intercultural
U are discussed below.
Dean’s Scholarship Fund
The Dean’s Scholarship Fund was established to support f irst-generation and underrepresented
students in the School of Public Health. The Scholarship Fund provides f inancial support to
students: $5,000 is annually awarded to BS/BA recipients f or up to $20,000 during their study;
$10,000 is annually awarded to MS/MPH recipients f or up to $20,000 during their study; and
$15,000 is annually awarded to PhD recipients f or up to three years. The Diversity, Equity, &
Inclusion Committee (see A1. Administrative & Organizational Processes) manage the Dean’s
Scholarship Fund process to ensure an equity f rame is implemented throughout the application,
review, and award process. School of Public Health faculty volunteer to review student applications.
Below is the number of School of Public Health students from each degree level who have been
awarded the Dean’s Scholarship Fund:
BS/BA
MS/MPH
PhD

AY2018-19
8
4
1

AY2019-20
10
4
2

AY2020-21
13
8
1

Western Regional Graduate Program
The School of Public Health is exploring the f easibility of participating in the Western Regional
Graduate Program (WRGP), Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE). The
WRGP is a reciprocal agreement to offer instate tuition to prospective students outside of Oregon.
Although PSU is a part of this agreement, OHSU is not. Participating in this agreement would
ef f ectively lower the cost of tuition for graduate programs in the School of Public Health, leading to
a greater opportunity to recruit f irst generation and students of color in School of Public Health
graduate programs.
In addition to the support offered by the Dean’s Scholarship Fund, the Associate Dean f or Social
Justice has developed a Student Emergency Fund and is working to build programmatic support
by developing a Student Inclusion Coordinator position.
Antiracist Faculty Fellowships
As discussed in E4. Faculty Scholarship, the School of Public Health recently initiated the
Antiracism Faculty Fellowships. The f ellowships provide support for f aculty engaging in work that
is aligned with the School of Public Health’s antiracism initiative. The School plans to award
$500,000 over three years with f unding support f rom the School’s Philanthropic Advisory Board.
The inaugural f ellowships were announced in June 2021.
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In addition to the School’s own Antiracism Faculty Fellowship, OHSU recently announced the
Racial Equity & Inclusion (REI) f unding opportunity. This opportunity is geared toward creative
projects that impact OHSU’s diversity goals and stimulate and sustain antiracism action at OHSU.
Funded proposals will receive $10,000.
4) List the actions and strategies identified that create and maintain a culturally competent
environment and describe the process used to develop them. The description addresses
curricular requirements; assurance that students are exposed to faculty, staff, preceptors,
guest lecturers and community agencies reflective of the diversity in their communities; and
faculty and student scholarship and/or community engagement activities.
The School of Public Health is engaging in a number of strategies to create and maintain cultural
humility:
• Praxis Project – Faculty Council, an advisory group of senior f aculty, partnered with the
Praxis Project throughout AY2020-21 to establish an Antiracism Working Group. The
Praxis Project is a national nonprofit that partners with organizations to achieve health
equity and justice by transforming power relationships and dynamics that affect lives and
communities. In addition to Faculty Council members, the Antiracism Working Group also
consisted of School of Public Health leadership and their respective executive assistants.
Across five sessions, the School of Public Health’s partnership with the Praxis Project led
to a shared understanding of how racism operates and is institutionalized within academic
structures, to normalize discussions of racism and systemic oppression, to increase
capacity to advance ongoing antiracism knowledge, skills, and practices within the School
of Public Health. The Antiracism Working Group serve as important points of contact in
antiracism work in the School, OHSU, PSU, and beyond.
• Intercultural U – The School of Public Health will serve as a pilot site f or PSU’s
Intercultural U training program. Intercultural U will explore topics related to the personal,
cultural, and societal aspects of justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion and will move the
School of Public Health closer to its social justice goals.
• MPH practice experience and integrative project (see D5. MPH Applied Practice
Experience and D7. MPH Integrative Learning Experience). The School of Public
Health is committed to equity as a f undamental component of public Health. To
demonstrate this commitment, every MPH student is expected to demonstrate mastery on
CEPH MPH f oundational competency #6 (Discuss the means by which structural bias,
social inequities, and racism undermine health and create challenges to achieving health
equity at organizational, community, and societal levels) as a part of the practice
experience and integrative project. This allows students to consider power and
positionality within public health through the completion of their practice experience and
integrative project.
In addition, the School of Public Health’s parent institutions are engaging in coordinated efforts to
advance anti-racism, equity, and social justice: OHSU Antiracism Action Plan; PSU Strategic
Priority: Acting on Equity and Racial Justice.
5) Provide quantitative and qualitative data that document the school’s approaches,
successes and/or challenges in increasing representation and supporting persistence and
ongoing success of the priority population(s) defined in documentation request 1.
NARRATIVE FORTHCOMING
6) Provide student and faculty (and staff, if applicable) perceptions of the school’s climate
regarding diversity and cultural competence.
The School of Public Health has not engaged in a f ormal, systematic survey of student, faculty, and
staf f perceptions of the School’s climate regarding diversity and cultural humility. However, there
have been inf ormal mechanisms.to gauge perceptions. For example, the Dean has regular coffee
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meetings with students three-to-four times each week. It was through these meetings, and the
f eedback that students provided, that led to the School prioritizing and funding the Associate Dean
f or Social Justice and the antiracism initiative, more generally.
Beginning with the AY2020-21 administration of the Annual Alumni Survey, 2018-19 graduates
were asked how committed faculty in their program were to promoting health using an equity lens
and promoting cultural competence and humility using a 5-pt. scale (1 = Not at all Committed, 5 =
Very Committed). Overall, graduates reported that their program f aculty were strongly committed
to promoting health using an equity lens (M = 4.51, SD = .73), with 89% of graduates reporting their
program faculty were “Moderately Committed” or “Very Committed.” Graduates reported that their
program faculty were moderately committed to promoting cultural competence and humility (M =
4.16, SD = .97), with 81% of graduates reporting their program f aculty were “Moderately
Committed” or “Very Committed.” The f ollowing two tables present additional information about
graduates’ responses to these items.
Promoting Health Using an Equity Lens
2020 – 21
(AY2018-19 Graduates)
Committed /
Very
M (SD)
Committed (%)
BS/BA
4.63 (.57)
96%
MS/MPH
4.38 (.87)
80%
PhD
4.50 (.71)
100%
OVERALL
4.51 (.73)
89%
RESPONSE RATE
35%
Promoting Cultural Competence & Humility
2020 – 21
(AY2018-19 Graduates)
Committed /
Very
Committed
M (SD)
(%)
BS/BA
4.37 (.80)
91%
MS/MPH
3.90 (1.10)
68%
PhD
4.50 (.71)
100%
OVERALL
4.16 (.97)
81%
RESPONSE RATE
35%

2021 – 22
(AY2019-20 Graduates)
Committed /
Very
M (SD)
Committed (%)
4.50 (.80)
88%
4.39 (.89)
83%
4.00 (1.00)
67%
4.44 (.87)
85%

2021 – 22
(AY2019-20 Graduates)

M (SD)
4.49 (.81)
4.35 (.88)
3.67 (1.53)
4.40 (.87)

Committed /
Very
Committed (%)
85%
83%
67%
84%

7) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health has defined systematic, coherent, and long-term efforts to
advance diversity, equity, and social justice. The Associate Dean for Social Justice works
to def ine these efforts and ensure that these efforts are met. The School of Public Health
is developing incentive structures to support and reward f aculty engaging in antiracism
work. The School of Public Health, OHSU, and PSU leadership are committed to and
prioritize equity and social justice efforts to advance an institution and learning environment
characterized by diversity and cultural humility. Institutional support is embedded across
OHSU and PSU. Both OHSU and PSU relate statements of strategic action to advance
antiracism.
Areas of Improvement
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•

•

The School of Public Health has mechanisms to support f irst-generation students and
students of color, and the Associate Dean f or Social Justice is working to build more.
Moving forward, a key metric will be understanding how these mechanisms are working to
support underserved students.
The School of Public Health should engage in a systematic effort to understand climate
across faculty, staff, and students.

Plans for Improvement
• As the School of Public Health develops additional mechanism of student support,
evaluation measures of effectiveness will be developed.
• Climate measures can be introduced in the Annual Student Survey, but a more formal
mechanism of evaluating climate will need to be expanded to f aculty and staff to f ully
understand how the School of Public Health supports diversity and advances cultural
humility.
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H1. Academic Advising
The school provides an accessible and supportive academic advising system for students. Each
student has access, from the time of enrollment, to advisors who are actively engaged and
knowledgeable about the school’s curricula and about specific courses and programs of study.
Qualified faculty and/or staff serve as advisors in monitoring student progress and identifying and
supporting those who may experience difficulty in progressing through courses or completing
other degree requirements. Orientation, including written guidance, is provided to all entering
students.
1) Describe the school’s academic advising services. If services differ by degree and/or
concentration, a description should be provided for each public health degree offering.
Undergraduate Advising
Undergraduate advising is managed by PSU’s Advising Pathways, a centralized, institutional
academic advising model in which similar majors are grouped together in seven “pathways” based
on general education requirements. School of Public Health undergraduates are a part of the
Health, Science, and the Earth pathway. This pathway is staffed by multiple advisors and the
School of Public Health works closely to train pathways advisors on undergraduate majors and
careers in public health.
First year advising is mandatory f or undergraduate students. First-time, f irst-year students and
transf er students are required to meet with their assigned academic advisor at least once in their
f irst two terms. If students do not meet with their assigned advisor with in the first two terms, a hold
is placed which prevents students from registering for courses.
PSU offers a number of resources to f urther support undergraduate students’ academic success.
The Learning Center f osters academic skill development through academic coaching and subjectspecific tutoring in math and statistics, sciences, and world languages, and accommodated testing.
The Writing Center offers 1:1 writing assistance and communication-related support. Students may
be ref erred by their advisors or School of Public Health faculty to the Learning Center f or assistance
with learning strategies or to the Writing Center f or assistance with papers to support student’s
academic success.
Graduate Advising
Each graduate student is paired with a f aculty advisor. At the time in which prospective students
apply f or admissions, they identify a potential advisor. The Student & Alumni Success Manager
works with program directors to assign incoming students with program faculty who have aligned
interests and advising capacity. Faculty advisors navigate students through their academic career
by articulating academic and career goals and recommend courses, instructors, and experiential
activities that align with and support these goals.
MS/MPH students are expected to meet with their f aculty advisor in the f irst term of enrollment to
develop and overall program of study and identify opportunities to support professional
development. MS/MPH programs f ollow different advising models. For example, MS Biostatistics,
MPH Biostatistics, and MPH Epidemiology programs employ a group advising model, in which the
program directors, f aculty advisors, and alumni, and older cohorts provide advice and support to
newer cohorts. Other programs rely on one-and-one advising. Inf ormation pertinent to programspecific advising are posted on the School of Public Health’s public-facing website.
PhD programs f ollow traditional advisor-advisee model. Students work closely with their f aculty
advisor throughout their studies, including all stages of the dissertation process. Faculty advisors
are not required to serve on their students’ comprehensive exam or dissertation committees, but
the advisor can be a member of either or both committees, and may be the chair. PhD programs
provide a handbook to assist students and advisors in navigating the program and degree
requirements.
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Program directors serve as an important source of academic advising for students. Directors review
curriculum, monitor student progress, and address program issues identif ied by students.
Moreover, directors are a point of contact f or rules, procedures, leaves of absence, complaints, and
other administrative matters.
The Student & Alumni Success Manager provides graduate students with inf ormal academic
advising.
2) Explain how advisors are selected and oriented to their roles and responsibilities.
Undergraduate Advising
As noted in the response to the previous question, undergraduate advising is managed by PSU’s
Advising Pathways. Pathway advisors are selected into their roles based on their education,
experience, and expertise in higher education, student affairs, and advising. Pathways advisors are
trained on PSU policies, student information systems, and advising, as well as introduced to other
student-facing service units at PSU and participate in prof essional, advising and student af fairsrelated prof essional organizations. Furthermore, the Associate Dean f or Student Af fairs &
Community Engagement and the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs closely work with the
Health, Science, and the Earth pathway advisors to ensure they have necessary and sufficient
knowledge of the School of Public Health and its undergraduate curriculum.
Graduate Advising
Most School of Public Health f aculty are expected to provide academic advising to graduate
students. As noted in the response to the previous question, prospective students have an
opportunity to identify a potential advisor in response to a prompt or in the statement of purpose as
a part of the SOPHAS application process. When prospective students take advantage of this
opportunity, the Student & Alumni Success Manager matches the incoming student with the
pref erred faculty advisor. When prospective students do not name a potential faculty advisor, the
Student & Alumni Success Manager provides program directors with a list of incoming students.
The program directors identify distribution gaps in advising and works with the Student & Alumni
Success Manager to assign new students to f aculty advisors. For PhD students, every ef fort is
made to assign a f aculty advisor whose expertise matches the new student’s research interests.
The Student & Alumni Success Manager informs students of their faculty advising assignment and
provides an onboarding checklist, which includes scheduling an initial meeting with the f aculty
advisor.
Faculty orientation to academic advising is a continuous process. Student Affairs staff maintain and
regularly update an advising handbook for faculty. Faculty maintain currency in their advising roles
and responsibilities through the annual f aculty in-service. Prior in-service training has f ocused on
training around accommodations, Title IX, and timely, responsive communication f rom program
directors and faculty advisors to students.
3) Provide a sample of advising materials and resources, such as student handbooks and
plans of study, that provide additional guidance to students.
Advising sheets for the BS/BA Public Health Studies program are provided in ERF H1.1 – Academic
Advising – BS/BA Advising Sheets. Program guides for all graduate programs are provided in ERF
H1.2 – Academic Advising – Graduate Program Guides.
The OHSU-PSU School of Public Health no longer produces student handbooks for MS, MPH, and
PhD programs. Instead, information previously contained in student handbooks is provided on the
MPH and MS Requirements and PhD Requirements pages on the public-facing website
(https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/).
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4) Provide data reflecting the level of student satisfaction with academic advising during each
of the last three years. Include survey response rates, if applicable.
The School of Public Health conducts an annual survey of current students. In AY2018-19,
students were not explicitly asked about satisfaction with academic advising. Rather, students were
asked to indicate the extent to which they agree or disagree with each of the following statements
using a 4-pt. scale (1 = Strongly Disagree, 4 = Strongly Agree): “My advisor is knowledgeable about
my degree requirements, course options, and academic policies;” “My advisor is genuinely
interested in my academic progress;” “My advisor is knowledgeable about academic support
services on campus and can direct me toward the office or person with the information I need;” and
“My advisor is a source of guidance on careers or jobs that match my skills and interests.” Because
these f our-items demonstrated strong reliability (α = .86), they were combined into a single scale
f or presentation. Generally, students agreed with the positive attitudes toward academic advisors
conveyed by these items (M = 3.42, SD = .59). The table below presents additional information
about students’ response to this scale.
2018 – 19
BS/BA
MS/MPH
PhD
OVERALL

M (SD)
3.48 (.56)
3.20 (.64)
3.53 (.55)
3.42 (.59)

Beginning with the AY2019-20 administration of the Annual Student Survey, we asked students a
single question to gauge satisfaction with academic advising: “Overall, how satisfied are you the
academic advising you receive in the School of Public Health?” Students answer this question
using a 5-pt. scale (1 = Very Dissatisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied). In 2019-20, students reported being
satisfied with academic advising (M = 4.01, SD = 1.09), with 75% of the sample reporting being
“Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied.” The results were consistent in 2020-21. Students reported being
satisfied with academic advising (M = 4.02, SD = 1.06), with 78% of the sample reported being
“Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied.” The table below presents additional inf ormation about students’
response to this item.

BS/BA
MS/MPH
PhD
OVERALL
RESPONSE RATE

2019 - 20
Satisfied /
Very Satisfied
M (SD)
(%)
4.10 (.97)
79%
3.83 (1.24)
68%
4.30 (.82)
87%
4.01 (1.09)
75%
18%

2020 - 21
Satisfied /
Very Satisfied
M (SD)
(%)
4.09 (.83)
82%
3.83 (1.25)
70%
4.29 (.96)
88%
4.02 (1.06)
78%
16%

Beginning with the 2019-20 administration of the Annual Student Survey, students were asked
“What suggestions do you have to improve academic advising at the School of Public Health?” In
the 2020-21, students’ qualitative evaluations of academic advising were mixed. Some participants
noted that advisors were helpful, supportive, and responsive. Other participants noted that advisors
were non-responsive, as well as turn-over in their advisors. Suggestions to improve academic
advising included applying more care in how f aculty were assigned advisees; providing more
administrative support for advisors; and more opportunities for group advising.
Students’ verbatim responses to this question from the 2019-20 and 2020-21 administrations of the
Annual Student Survey are provided in ERF H1.3 - Academic Advising - Student Responses from
Annual Student Survey.
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5) Describe the orientation processes. If these differ by degree and/or concentration, provide
a brief overview of each.
New student orientation is hosted by the School of Public Health at the start of each f all term.
Beginning with fall 2021, undergraduate students are included in the School of Public Health’s new
student orientation to foster a stronger sense of collective identity and belonging. Prior to fall 2021,
undergraduate students did not participate in PSU’s new student orientation activities.
The structure of new student orientation has been consistent over the past few years. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, orientation has been remotely held in f all 2020 and 2021. Orientation is a
single-day event that begins with a welcome and introduction f rom the Dean. A special topic
typically f ollows the Dean’s introduction and welcome. This year, the Associate Dean f or Social
Justice introduced students to the School of Public Health’s social justice f ramework and antiracism
initiative. Past topics included unconscious bias training. During the lunch break, students have an
opportunity to learn more about both School of Public Health, PSU, and OHSU student
organizations and services available to them. The af ternoon, students are broken into programspecific sessions. In the af ternoon break-out sessions, students have the opportunity to meet with
program directors and f aculty, and undergraduate academic and career advisors. Students are
introduced to their program core competencies, the appropriate CEPH competencies and learning
outcomes, and respective cumulative and experiential activities (e.g., PE and IP for MPH students,
dissertation for PhD students)
The event is organized by members of student affairs in close collaboration with program directors
and f aculty.
In addition to the School of Public Health-sponsored new student orientation, graduate students
are required to attend OHSU’s new student orientation. At this orientation, new students are
provided with inf ormation about valuable institutional, campus, and student resources. Students
also complete trainings in respect, integrity, and information privacy and security.
6) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health offers accessible and supportive advising f or its students.
Undergraduate advising f ollows PSU’s centralized Advising Pathways model and graduate
advising is handled by program directors and f aculty within the School of Public Health.
BS/BA, MS/MPH, and PhD students are provided with a program guide. Program guides
and handbooks are annually updated. These resources ensure that students are engaged
and knowledgeable about program curriculum and requirements. New student orientation,
which now includes undergraduate students as well as graduate students, ensures that
students are provided with the necessary inf ormation to successfully navigate their
program and the School of Public Health at the point of entry. As the School of Public
Health has begun to systematically collect information from students on academic advising,
students generally report high levels of academic advising. The COVID-19 pandemic and—
in particular, the remote learning environment—has had positive ef fects in terms of
increasing accessibility and research and opened possibilities f or more consistent
academic advising opportunities in a group setting.
Areas of Improvement
• Academic advising is a broad area of improvement f or the School of Public Health.
Undergraduate advising, managed by PSU’s Advising Pathways, is more general and not
specific to providing public health-specific academic advising. Throughout the self -study
process, some program directors and faculty reported heavy advising loads, and faculty of
color reported having heavier advising loads as students of color f eel more comfortable
having an advisor who aligns with their lived experience. While students’ quantitative
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evaluations of academic advising point to higher levels of satisfaction, qualitative feedback
tends to be more mixed.
Plans for Improvement
• The Assistant Dean f or Graduate Academic Affairs is currently conducting an equity audit
to better understand disparities in advising loads between program directors and f aculty.
This equity audit will include criteria associated with emotional labor and add a framework
f or appropriate compensation.
• Plans to improve the academic advising that undergraduate students receive via the PSU
Pathways model are ongoing. The Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs continues to
work with Pathways advisors to help them learn more about public health and gain
control over the degree audit process. The Associate Dean for Student Affairs &
Community Engagement and the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs have
developed a Career Mentorship Bridge to Pathways Academic Advising proposal to
f urther improve deficits in academic and career advising for undergraduate students. The
Career Bridge will provide individual and targeted mentorship to match students’ interests
with undergraduate majors and electives within and outside the School of Public Health.
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H2. Career Advising
The school provides accessible and supportive career advising services for students. Each student,
including those who may be currently employed, has access to qualified faculty and/or staff who
are actively engaged, knowledgeable about the workforce and sensitive to his or her professional
development needs and can provide appropriate career placement advice. Career advising services
may take a variety of forms, including but not limited to individualized consultations, resume
workshops, mock interviews, career fairs, professional panels, networking events, employer
presentations and online job databases.
The school provides such resources for both currently enrolled students and alumni. The school
may accomplish this through a variety of formal or informal mechanisms including connecting
graduates with professional associations, making faculty and other alumni available for networking
and advice, etc.
1) Describe the school’s career advising and services. If services differ by degree and/or
concentration, a brief description should be provided for each. Include an explanation of
efforts to tailor services to meet students’ specific needs.
The University Career Center is PSU’s comprehensive career center. The University Career Center
is available to all School of Public Health students, regardless of degree level or program. The
School of Public Health works in collaboration with PSU’s University Career Center to deliver career
advising workshops, including workshops on assembling cover letters, resumes, and CVs, what
students can do with their degrees, and how to search f or jobs. In addition, the University Career
Center has assembled a page f or undergraduate students interested in pursuing an MPH and
knowing what career options are available to them upon completing an MPH: What Can I Do With
A Master’s Degree in Public Health (https://www.pdx.edu/careers/what-can-i-do-masters-degreepublic-health).
The School of Public Health recently hired a Student & Alumni Success Manager to provide internal
support to graduate students in career advising. The Student & Alumni Success Manager has
developed a coordinated schedule to deliver career advising opportunities to graduate students on
an ongoing basis. The Student & Alumni Success Manager maintains a Career Resources, Jobs,
& Opportunities page on the School of Public Health’s public-facing website.
Faculty provide career guidance to students, albeit in an inf ormal capacity.
2) Explain how individuals providing career advising are selected and oriented to their roles
and responsibilities.
NARRATIVE FORTHCOMING
3) Provide three examples from the last three years of career advising services provided to
students and one example of career advising provided to an alumnus/a. For each category,
indicate the number of individuals participating.
MPH Application Workshop
The MPH Application Workshop is a f ree seminar series designed to help undergraduate students
learn about the MPH application process and of fer guidance on how to assemble a strong
application package. The workshop is divided in five parts and covers: choosing the right program
and the admissions process, preparing a personal statement, obtaining letters of recommendation,
preparing a CV, and gaining public health experience outside of school. Office hours are reserved
f or workshop participants. Because many School of Public Health undergraduates are f irstgeneration students, or students f rom marginalized populations who have been historically
excluded from access to higher education, the workshop is designed with those students in mind.
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The MPH Application Workshop has been offered three times since fall 2019:
• Fall 2019 (in-person): 22 BS/BA students
• Fall 2020 (remote): 74 BS/BA students
• Fall 2021 (remote): 56 BS/BA students
What Can I Do with an MPH?
What Can I Do with an MPH? is a regular workshop intended f or both undergraduate students
considering an MPH and current MPH students. The workshop is a collaborative workshop where
students explore how their knowledge, skills, and interests align with job opportunities that are
typically available to individuals with an MPH, as well as the range of organizations that individuals
with an MPH typically work for. The workshop is a collaboration between the School of Public Health
and PSU’s University Career Center. The workshop is generally offered twice per year: winter term
and spring term. It may also be offered on an ad hoc basis, given student interest.
Attendance information is presented below:
Winter
2019
What Can I Do with an MPH?
8

Spring
2019

6

Winter
2020
18

Spring
2021
51

Fall
2021
25

Public Health Job Search
Public Health Job Search takes a deeper dive into locating potential job opportunities and
organizations f or students to seek employment, once students have identified the kind of postgraduation work they are interested in doing.
Attendance information is presented below:
Spring
2018
Public Health Job Search
15

Spring
2021
32

In addition to these workshops, the School of Public Health has previously offered workshops on
resumes, CVs, and cover letters on an ad hoc basis. This workshop focuses on how to customize
application materials to fit the particular job to which students are interested in applying.
Moving f orward, the School of Public Health plans to offer these workshops as a comprehensive
package. These events developmentally prepare students in a stage-wise f ashion, beginning first
with guidance on pursuing graduate training in public health, followed by an exploration of possible
career paths f or post-graduate training, culminating in searching f or and securing post-graduate
employment. The School of Public Health plans to offer these workshops in collaboration with
PSU’s University Career Center on the following schedule:
• Fall: What Can I Do with an MPH?
• Winter: What Can I Do with an MPH?, Public Health Job Search
• Spring: Public Health Job Search, Resumes & Cover Letters
In general, alumni events have been oriented toward professional workforce development (see F4.
Delivery of Professional Development Opportunities for the Workforce). Inf ormal feedback that the
School of Public Health has received from alumni has suggested a strong interest in professional
networking. The School hosted a networking event at the 2019 Oregon Public Health Association
(OPHA) conference (no attendance information was collected), but this networking event has been
suspended since the COVID-19 pandemic. The School of Public Health plans to reintroduce a
networking event at the OPHA conference when it is held in-person again in fall 2022.
4) Provide data reflecting the level of student satisfaction with career advising during each of
the last three years. Include survey response rates, if applicable.
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Beginning with the AY2019-20 administration of the Annual Student Survey, students were asked
the f ollowing question using a 5-pt. scale (1 = Very Dissatisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied): “Overall, how
satisfied are you with the career advising you receive in the School of Public Health?” (We do not
have data to share f rom prior to AY2019-20). In 2019-20, students reported being moderately
satisfied with career advising (M = 3.34, SD = .96), with 40% of the sample reporting being
“Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied.” The results were consistent in 2020-21. Students reported being
moderately satisfied with career advising (M = 3.33, SD = .82), with 38% of the sample reported
being “Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied.” The table below presents additional inf ormation about
students’ response to this item.

BS/BA
MS/MPH
PhD
OVERALL
RESPONSE RATE

2019 - 20
Satisfied /
Very Satisfied
M (SD)
(%)
3.67 (.94)
55%
3.03 (.91)
26%
3.10 (.70)
29%
3.34 (.96)
40%
17%

2020 - 21
Satisfied /
Very Satisfied
M (SD)
(%)
3.65 (.89)
53%
3.03 (.90)
24%
3.33 (.86)
35%
3.33 (1.06)
38%
16%

Beginning with the 2019-20 administration of the Annual Student Survey, students were asked
“What suggestions do you have to improve career advising at the School of Public Health?” In
2020-21, students’ suggestions to improve career advising included: having a dedicated career
advisor or career development office; integrating career advising into the curriculum; connecting
students with alumni and public health professionals who work outside of the academic
environment; offering more career workshops throughout the academic year; and providing
additional resources for non-academic jobs, internships, fellowships, and post-doctoral training.
Students’ verbatim responses to this question from the 2019-20 and 2020-21 administrations of the
Annual Student Survey are provided in ERF H2.1 - Career Advising - Student Responses from
Annual Student Survey.
5) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health provides accessible and supportive career advising services
f or students. PSU’s University Career Center is a dedicated career advising office available
to all School of Public Health students and offers support for writing cover letters, resumes
and CVs and f or undergraduate students in particular, information on how to apply for an
MPH. The School of Public Health offers additional career advising opportunities, but these
opportunities tend to be ad hoc. The School of Public Health maintains a database for
internships and employment opportunities for both undergraduate and graduate students.
The recently-hired Student & Alumni Success Manager is working to improve career
advising opportunities within the School of Public Health.
Areas of Improvement
• Broadly speaking, career advising is an area in need of improvement f or the School of
Public Health. Students generally report low-to-mid levels of satisfaction with existing
career advising opportunities. The School of Public Health of fers career advising
opportunities, but many of these opportunities are not well-attended. An important area for
improvement is understanding what contributes to students’ perceptions of career advising
in relation to what the School of Public Health offers. Moreover, as a part of the self-study
process, program directors and faculty reported not feeling confident or prepared to provide
career advising.
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•

Student attendance at many professional development events tends to be low. Low
attendance, in conjunction with students’ reporting low awareness of professional
development opportunities via the Annual Student Survey, suggests that these
opportunities need to be more clearly communicated to students.

Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health has added a Student & Alumni Success Manager position to
heighten the focus on career advising. This position’s addition demonstrates the dedicated
investment of FTE to meet the School of Public Health’s need in this domain.
• The School of Public Health plans to develop a comprehensive plan for career advising in
which systematic, ongoing advising opportunities are made available to students and
alumni. This plan includes offering What Can I Do with an MPH? Public Health Job Search,
and Resumes & Cover Letters on an annual cycle. Moreover, the School of Public Health
will f ocus on building faculty capacity and confidence in career advising.
• The Associate Dean f or Student Affairs & Community Engagement and the Assistant Dean
f or Undergraduate Af fairs have developed a Career Mentorship Bridge to Pathways
Academic Advising proposal to improve def icits in academic and career advising for
undergraduate students. The Career Bridge will provide individual and targeted mentorship
to match students’ interests with internships and suitable career paths within public health
and allied fields.
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H3. Student Complaint Procedures
The school enforces a set of policies and procedures that govern formal student
complaints/grievances. Such procedures are clearly articulated and communicated to students.
Depending on the nature and level of each complaint, students are encouraged to voice their
concerns to school officials or other appropriate personnel. Designated administrators are charged
with reviewing and resolving formal complaints. All complaints are processed through appropriate
channels.
1) Describe the procedures by which students may communicate any formal complaints and/or
grievances to school officials, and about how these procedures are publicized.
The School of Public Health has a defined set of procedures that govern f ormal student complaints.
These procedures are inf ormed by federal law and institutional policies and protect the privacy of
students, f aculty, and staff. Due to the multi-partner arrangement of the joint School of Public
Health, the student complaint procedures depend on 1) the nature of the complaint, 2) the institution
at which the student registers, and 3) the institution at which the complaint lodges. Students are
instructed to contact the Associate Dean f or Student Affairs & Community Engagement. If the
complaint is related to Title IX, af f irmative action and equal opportunity (AAEO), or
accommodations, students can directly contact the respective offices at OHSU or PSU. For the
School of Public Health, the primary contact and mandatory reporter f or AAEO and Title IX is the
Associate Dean for Student Affairs & Community Engagement.
Inf ormation about student complaint procedures f or undergraduate students (https://ohsu-psusph.org/undergraduate_policies_and_procedures/) and graduate students (https://ohsu-psusph.org/graduate-students-policies-and-procedures/#grievance-resolution), as well as resources
related to student complaints, are published on the School of Public Health’s public-facing website
(https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/graduate-student-resources/) and is required on course syllabi.
Additional links for institution-specific offices are presented below:
• OHSU Of fice for Student Access
• PSU Disability Resource Center
• OHSU Center f or Diversity & Inclusion
• PSU Of fice of Global Diversity & Inclusion
2) Briefly summarize the steps for how a complaint or grievance filed through official
university processes progresses. Include information on all levels of review/appeal.
The School of Public Health encourages inf ormal methods to resolve conflicts before they reach
the threshold of a f ormal complaint. These methods include discussing the conflict directly with
other party involved, or with the program director and/or members of the Dean’s Team. Graduate
students can utilize OHSU’s ombudsperson as an additional resource to identify best solutions to
resolve the conflict.
If these methods are not successful in reaching a resolution, the student is directed to submit a
written summary of the complaint to the Associate Dean f or Student Af fairs & Community
Engagement. The Associate Dean f or Student Af fairs & Community Engagement routes the
complaint to the appropriate OHSU or PSU office.
OHSU’s Student Grievance & Appeal policy (#02-30-055 - ERF H3.1 – Student Complaint
Procedures – OHSU Student Grievance & Appeal) outlines the steps involved in complaint
processes. The PSU Code of Student Conduct & Responsibility outlines the detailed steps for
complaint filed against individuals and academic misconduct, and allegations of sexual misconduct
and discrimination.
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3) List any formal complaints and/or student grievances submitted in the last three years.
Briefly describe the general nature or content of each complaint and the current status or
progress toward resolution.
In the last three years, the f ollowing complaints were submitted by School of Public Health students:
• One student expressed concern that they had been discriminated against in grading by a
f aculty member on the basis of immigration status. Per university policy, the student was
ref erred to AAEO. Guidance was provided by the Title IX of fice to the School, and the
matter was managed through the coaching of the faculty member.
• One student reported being discriminated against by a f aculty member on the basis of
gender-related f actors. Per university policy, this was ref erred to the Title IX office.
Guidance was provided by the Title IX of fice to the School, and the matter was managed
through coaching of the faculty member.
• Two students reported being discriminated against by a f aculty member in grading and in
the overall course experience due to their race/ethnicity. Per university policy, the students
were ref erred to AAEO, but only one student chose to pursue this approach. The School
received guidance and assistance f rom AAEO and both situations were addressed
internally by the School.
• One student f iled a complaint about intimidation by a f aculty member which raised a
FERPA concern. The matter was ref erred to the OHSU Of fice of Integrity, which worked
jointly with the OHSU Human Resources office. Based on guidance f rom the Human
Resources office, the faculty member received coaching and the issue was resolved.
4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
Strengths
• The School of Public Health f ollows a set of policies and procedures that govern formal
student complaints. The procedures and steps involved in the student complaint process
are guided to assure privacy and protection. At the School-level, the Associate Dean for
Student Affairs & Community Engagement is the designated administrator charged with
reviewing and resolving f ormal complaints. When the complaints are academic, the
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs is involved; when the complaints are undergraduaterelated, the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs is involved.
• The School’s approach to student complaints, focused on an initial informal resolution, has
been successful at minimizing the number of f ormal complaints at both institutions. The
School of Public Health continues to refine this approach. Critical feedback on the student
complaint process f rom both students and administrative staff has been well-received by
both OHSU and PSU and is being used to improve the procedures and student experience
associated with this process.
Areas of Improvement
• As a part of the self -study process, open meetings with students demonstrated a
commitment to the student complaint process, but more work is needed. Students have
expressed dissatisfaction with the process itself. In particular, students have indicated that
it is complicated, lacks transparency, and has the potential to be retraumatizing.
Plans for Improvement
• The School of Public Health is committed to improving the student complaint process, and
students’ experience of the process, to the extent allowable by institutional policies and
privacy laws. In particular, the School is working to increase transparency in the process
so the procedures are more clearly articulated and communicated to students. The
Associate Dean f or Student Affairs & Community Engagement has worked to bring more
clarity around what students can expect by clarifying the conditions and timelines under
which inf ormation can and cannot be disclosed. The School of Public Health is developing
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a decision-tree matrix that is intended to be made available via the public-facing website
once complete. This approach at increasing transparency may not satisfy all student
concerns associated with the process, but it will ensure a more consistent understanding
of the process.
The School of Public Health plans to improve the student complaint process by working
with institutional partners to ensure a trauma-informed approach is utilized throughout the
process. The Associate Dean for Social Justice position was created—in part—to address
student concerns about transparency and trauma associated with the student complaint
process.
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H4. Student Recruitment and Admissions
The school implements student recruitment and admissions policies and procedures designed to
locate and select qualified individuals capable of taking advantage of the school’s various learning
activities, which will enable each of them to develop competence for a career in public health.
1) Describe the school’s recruitment activities. If these differ by degree (eg, bachelor’s vs.
graduate degrees), a description should be provided for each.
Undergraduate Recruitment
Undergraduate recruitment is managed by PSU’s Admissions Office. Recruitment ef forts tend to
take place in Oregon, Washington, and Northern California. PSU has articulation agreements for
the transf er of undergraduate credits in place f or Portland Community College, Mt. Hood
Community College, Chemeketa Community College, and American Samoa Community College.
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Assistant Dean f or Undergraduate Affairs and School of
Public Health faculty regularly participated in recruitment events for prospective students, including
college fairs at local high schools and community colleges.
Graduate Recruitment
Graduate recruitment is managed by the School of Public Health. In the f irst f ew years, graduate
recruitment and admissions were handled by the program directors. An early innovation was having
graduate recruitment and admissions handled by a single point of contact: the Recruitment &
Admissions Manager. The Recruitment & Admissions Manager implements marketing and
recruitment strategies and represents the School of Public Health at recruitment events, including
career and health f airs at regional colleges and universities, ASPPH’s This is Public Health f air,
Oregon Public Health Association (OPHA), and American Public Health Association (APHA).
Because the School of Public Health has an undergraduate public health program, graduate
recruitment events are often focused on its own students.
The School of Public Health’s public-facing website (ohsu-psu-sph.org) is a useful recruitment tool
f or prospective students exploring graduate programs. Individual program pages include
inf ormation about program plans and requirements, application instructions, and possible postdegree employment opportunities. Prospective students can submit an inquiry and schedule a
meeting with the Recruitment & Admissions Manager through the public-facing website.
2) Provide a statement of admissions policies and procedures. If these differ by degree (eg,
bachelor’s vs. graduate degrees), a description should be provided for each.
Undergraduate Admissions
Undergraduate admissions are handled by PSU’s Admissions Of fice. The Admissions Office
completes a comprehensive review of each prospective student’s academic and non-academic
accomplishments. Undergraduate students are admitted by PSU and placed in the majors they
select. School of Public Health faculty are not directly involved in undergraduate admissions.
PSU is an all-access institution and has several initiatives to make learning more affordable and
accessible. For example, Four Years Free is a f inancial aid program that covers tuition and fees
f or Oregon high school graduates who enroll at PSU f ull-time. Eligibility is determined based on
inf ormation submitted by prospective students during the admissions and f inancial aid application
processes. In addition, PSU participates in the Western Undergraduate Exchange program. Eligible
incoming f irst-time, first-year and transfer students f rom out-of-state locations (Alaska, Arizona,
Calif ornia, Hawai’i, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah,
Washington, Wyoming, Guam, and Norther Mariana Islands) pay 150% of in-state tuition instead
of full out-of-state tuition.
Links f or admissions requirements are presented below:
• First-time, first year students
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•

Transf er students

Graduate Admissions
Graduate admissions are managed by the School of Public Health. Prospective students apply to
graduate programs in the School of Public Health using the Schools of Public Health Application
Service (SOPHAS), a centralized application service for schools and programs of public health.
Masters-level programs (MS/MPH) have three application deadlines: December 1st, February 1st,
and March 15th. Application requirements common to master’s-level programs include: conferred
undergraduate degree, 1,000-word statement of purpose, CV/resume, three letters of
recommendation, and official transcripts. Admissions criteria are identical f or all MPH programs,
regardless of program or delivery format (in-person or online).
PhD programs have two application deadlines: December 1st and February 1st. Application
requirements common to doctoral-level programs include: conferred master’s degree, one collegelevel statistics or biostatistics course, 1,000-word statement of purpose, CV/resume, three letters
of recommendation, writing sample, and official transcripts.
Graduate applicants f rom international locations submit World Education Services (WES)
evaluation of academic records f rom institutions outside of North America, as well as TOEFL or
IELTS scores.
Coinciding with the COVID-19 pandemic, the collection of GRE scores was suspended in the
AY2020-21 admissions cycle. In February 2021, the Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee
(APCC) voted to permanently remove GRE scores as a part of admissions requirements f rom all
graduate programs in an effort to support the School’s social justice and equity goals.
The School of Public Health is committed to selecting candidates who will succeed and advance
the f ield of public health. Admissions standards and rubrics are developed and approved by APCC
(see A1. Administrative & Organization Processes). Program directors bring the standards and
rubrics back to their feedback for feedback in an iterative process before voted on by APCC.
The Recruitment & Admissions Manager coordinates with program directors to f acilitate the
applicant review process. Consistent with the School of Public Health’s social justice and equity
goals, the admissions review process is increasingly holistic. Holistic reviews caref ully consider
academic (GPA, coursework) and non-academic f actors (e.g., personal and social identity, lived
experience, impact of COVID-19); admissions committees carefully consider applications using a
holistic approach to its review and applicants are offered f ull admission, or are rejected. Prospective
students are notified by the respective program directors of the admissions decision.
3) Select at least one of the measures that is meaningful to the school and demonstrates its
success in enrolling a qualified student body. Provide a target and data from the last three
years in the format of Template H4-1. In addition to at least one from the list, the school may
add measures that are significant to its own mission and context.
Inf ormation on average GPA for last degree completed is presented below. For average GPA for
last degree completed, average high school GPA is presented f or BS/BA Public Health Studies
students, average bachelor’s GPA is presented for MS/MPH students, and average master’s GPA
is presented for PhD students.
Average GPA for Last Degree Completed
Outcome Measures for Recruitment and Admissions
Outcome Measure
Target
Year 1
(2019)

Year 2
(2020)

Year 3
(2021)
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BS/BA Public Health Studies

3.42

3.41

3.39

MS/MPH
PhD

3.48
3.71

3.43
3.74

3.48
3.77

In addition, meaningful inf ormation on recruiting a diverse student body is presented below:
percentage of f irst-generation students, percentage of non-white students (students of color),
percentage of multi-lingual students, and percentage of low-income students. Because BS/BA
Public Health Studies students complete PSU’s undergraduate application and graduate students
complete applications via SOPHAS, the data presented below come f rom different sources and
may not be available for all degree levels:
% First-generation Students
Outcome Measures for Recruitment and Admissions
Outcome Measure
Target
Year 1
(2019)

Year 2
(2020)

Year 3
(2021)

BS/BA Public Health Studies

43%

41%

34%

MS/MPH

24%

19%

26%

PhD

40%

20%

0%

Year 2
(2020)

Year 3
(2021)

% Non-white Students
Outcome Measures for Recruitment and Admissions
Outcome Measure
Target
Year 1
(2019)
BS/BA Public Health Studies

55%

50%

65%

MS/MPH

32%

20%

34%

PhD

60%

30%

31%

Year 2
(2020)

Year 3
(2021)

% Multilingual
Outcome Measures for Recruitment and Admissions
Outcome Measure
Target
Year 1
(2019)
BS/BA Public Health Studies

N/A

N/A

N/A

MS/MPH

16%

16%

33%

0%

30%

38%

Year 2
(2020)

Year 3
(2021)

PhD

% Low Income
Outcome Measures for Recruitment and Admissions
Outcome Measure
Target
Year 1
(2019)
BS/BA Public Health Studies
MS/MPH

N/A
16%

N/A
17%

N/A
22%

PhD

20%

10%

15%

4) If applicable, assess strengths and weaknesses related to this criterion and plans for
improvement in this area.
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Strengths
• The School of Public Health implements recruitment procedures designed to locate and
select qualified students who will be successful in the School of Public Health and be
competent public health professionals at the time of graduation. The undergraduate
admissions recruitment and admissions process is handled by PSU’s Admissions Office in
a f ormal and systematic way. Graduate admissions and recruitment is a highly
collaborative, holistic process guided by the Associate Dean f or Student Af fairs &
Community Engagement, the Recruitment & Admissions Manager, the Academic Policy &
Curriculum Committee, program directors, and program faculty. The admissions process
is shaped by best practices and industry standards and driven by the School’s social justice
and equity goals.
Areas of Improvement
• Presently, the School of Public Health does not have any of ficial School-specific
recruitment and admissions policies that have been formally approved by faculty and both
OHSU and PSU Provosts. Instead, the School of Public Health f ollows best practices to
identify and select qualified students and follows both OHSU and PSU admissions policies.
• During the self -study process, program directors and f aculty called f or a recruitment and
enrollment plan to support the labor necessary to review applications, to manage the
number of incoming students, and ensure students are successful upon enrolling in the
School of Public Health.
Plans for Improvement
• The Policy Subcommittee of the Academic Policy & Curriculum Committee is working to
develop official, School of Public Health-specific policies for graduate admissions. These
policies will be adopted following the appropriate chain of approval.
• Faculty Council is developing an action plan to identify the steps necessary to create a
recruitment and enrollment plan with an equity lens to ensure that the School of Public
Health is sufficiently educating and preparing students for the workforce.
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H5. Publication of Educational Offerings
Catalogs and bulletins used by the school to describe its educational offerings must be publicly
available and must accurately describe its academic calendar, admissions policies, grading
policies, academic integrity standards and degree completion requirements. Advertising,
promotional materials, recruitment literature and other supporting material, in whatever medium it
is presented, must contain accurate information.
1) Provide direct links to information and descriptions of all degree schools and
concentrations in the unit of accreditation. The information must describe all of the
following: academic calendar, admissions policies, grading policies, academic integrity
standards and degree completion requirements.
Program Information
BS/BA Applied Health & Fitness: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/ugrad-applied-health-fitness/
BS/BA Public Health Studies: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/undergraduate-programs/ugrad-healthstudies-2/
MS Biostatistics: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/ms-in-biostatistics/
MPH Biostatistics: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/mph-in-biostatistics/
MPH Environmental Studies & Human Health: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/mph-environmentalsystems-human-health/
MPH Epidemiology: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/mph-in-epidemiology/
MPH Health Promotion: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/mph-health-promotion/
MPH Health Management & Policy: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/mph-health-management-policy/
MPH Public Health Practice: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/mph-in-public-health-practice/
PhD Community Health: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/phd-community-health/
PhD Epidemiology: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/phd-in-epidemiology/
PhD Health Systems & Policy: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/phd-health-systems-policy/
Policies & Procedures
Undergraduate: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/academic-calendar/
Graduate: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/graduate-students-policies-and-procedures/
Academic Calendar
https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/academic-calendar/
Admissions Policies
Undergraduate: https://www.pdx.edu/admissions/admissions-policies
Graduate: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/graduate-students-policies-and-procedures/
Grading Policies
Undergraduate: https://www.pdx.edu/registration/grading-system
Graduate: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/graduate-students-policies-and-procedures/
Academic Integrity Standards
Undergraduate: https://www.pdx.edu/dean-student-life/psu-code-student-conduct-andresponsibility
Graduate: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/graduate-students-policies-and-procedures/
Degree Completion Requirements
Undergraduate: https://www.pdx.edu/advising/requirements-for-a-baccalaureate-degree
MS/MPH: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/mph-ms-requirements/
PhD: https://ohsu-psu-sph.org/phd-requirements/
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